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Abstract

Potential energy profiles can be used to investigate the origins of chemical bonding of

molecules. Such profiles were adopted to show the propagation of lone pair electrons of

N2(-
1Σ+6) to the vacant orbital of O(1D) or NH(01Δ) to produce N2O(-̃1Σ+) or N3H(-̃1A′)

molecules, respectively. Similarly, the combination of N2(-
1Σ+6) + 2O(1D) or N2O(-̃1Σ+)

+ O(1D) generates N2O2 molecule. Using multi-reference potential energy profiles chemical

bonding patterns of ground and excited states of series of metal-ligand molecules were ra-

tionalized. Ground states of Li(CO)1−3, LiNO, Be(CO)1−3, and BeNO originate from some

excited state of the metal. In contrast, similar metal-ammonia molecules emerge from ground

state fragments. The Be· · ·NH3 interaction guided us to propose the :Be←:Be + Be:→Be:

resonance chemical bonding pattern for Be2 dimer. The Be−Be bond can be significantly

strengthened by ammonia ligation (e.g. NH3Be–BeNH3 and (NH3)2Be–Be(NH3)2). Even

though [Be−Be]2+ dimer is metastable, [NH3Be–BeNH3]
2+ and [(NH3)2Be–Be(NH3)2]

2+

create stable minima.

Ammonia and water solvate loosely bound valence electrons of metals. In such neutral

or partially oxidized complexes solvated electrons orbit in a diffuse atomic s-type orbital.

Fascinatingly, diffuse electrons of these complexes tend to populate quasi p-, d-, f-orbitals

in low-lying electronic states. Such complexes were dubbed “solvated electron precursors”

(SEPs) where an SEP is a “complex that displaces one or more electrons from its coordinated

metal atom to the periphery of its ligands”. The SEPs of the simplest M(NH3)4 (M =

Li, Na) bear one peripheral electron that orbits around M(NH3)4
+ core. Based on the

shapes of the orbitals and the excitation energies of M(NH3)4, the 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p Aufbau

principle of SEPs were introduced. Be(NH3)4 and Be(H2O)4 bear two outer electrons, hence

their excited state spectra show substantial multi-reference characters. Similarly, several

Mg and Ca-ammine (or aqua) complexes behave as SEPs. The M (≡Metal): cc-pVTZ,
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N/O: cc-pVTZ, and H: d-aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was proven to represent excited states of

these species accurately and efficiently. Ammonia or water does not solvate the inner 3d

electrons of titanium but solvates the valence 4s electrons which promote to higher-angular

momentum p- and d-type orbitals. Two SEPs bind together to form a stable dimer. By

linking two SEPs with an adjustable carbon chain, its singlet-triplet gap can be tuned into a

desirable value. Twelve or twenty-four ammonia molecules can occupy the second solvation

shell of a tetrahedral metal-ammine SEP (e.g. M(NH3)4@nNH3; n = 12, 24) and follow a

similar Aufbau order (1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, 2p, 1g, 2d). Geometries of such clusters (species

with solvated electrons and H−bonds) can be represented accurately using density functional

theory with CAM-B3LYP functional.

Implementation of the correct active space in multi-reference calculations is critical for

accurate description of ground and excited electronic states of transition metal monoxides.

Low-lying electronic states of ZrO+ can be represented by probing a larger number of elec-

tronic states into 2p/O, 5s/Zr, 4d/Zr CASSCF active space. Interestingly, its state specific

calculations tend to use 3px/O and 3py/O orbitals instead of 4dxz/Zr and 4dyz/Zr in the active

space and provide rather inaccurate descriptions of electronic states. This error can be over-

come by applying a larger active space that contains twelve orbitals (2p/O, 5s/Zr, 4d/Zr, and

3p/O) at CASSCF level. A similar dilemma occurs in MoO− and RuO−. Even though nine

active orbitals (2p/O, 5s/Zr, 4d/Zr) can treat low-lying electronic states of NbO+, MoO+,

MoO2+, RuO, RuO+, and RuO2+ accurately, the use of three more CASSCF orbitals (2p/O,

5s/Mo,Ru, 4d/Mo,Ru, 5p/Mo,Ru) is critically important to obtain the correct order of electronic

states and energetics of MoO− and RuO−. Using suitable active spaces, high-level multi-

reference configuration interaction calculations were performed to unravel chemical bonding

patterns and spectroscopic constants of their low-lying electronic states. Water activation

potential of these second-row transition metal monoxides were tested, and it was observed

that in general anions are more suitable for the thermodynamically favorable water acti-

vation process compared to their neutral or cationic counterparts. Furthermore, a better

understanding of the electronic structures of transition metal monoxides allows us to design

more practical molecular complexes for efficient water activation.
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XZ cc–pVXZ; X = D, T, Q

AXZ aug–cc-pVXZ; X = D, T, Q

DAXZ d–aug–cc–pVXZ; X = D, T, Q

TAXZ t–aug–cc–pVXZ; X = D, T, Q
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Computational chemistry

Computational chemistry is a relatively young area of chemistry investigating chemical

phenomena by means of computers. The rapid improvement of the performance of modern

supercomputing systems has placed computational chemistry in the frontier of chemistry re-

search. Often, computational chemistry is used to obtain geometric parameters of a molecule,

calculate energies of a reaction pathway, understand the mechanism and performance of a

reaction, explain spectroscopic fractures, guide drug designing, and in material science.1 In

computational chemistry molecular mechanics, molecular dynamics, ab initio, semiempirical,

and density functional tools are being used.1 In molecular mechanics atoms and bonds are

considered as balls and springs while laws of motions are being applied to molecules in molec-

ular dynamics.1 Molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics are much faster compared to

the ab initio, semiempirical, and density functional calculations.1 The ab initio, semiem-

pirical, and density functional calculations are based on the Schrödinger equation proposed

almost a century ago.2 Even though ab initio calculations are substantially more demanding

compared to others, it provides highly accurate results. The thesis research described here

is mainly focused on ab initio multi−reference methodologies applied to a series of molecules

with unusual electronic structure with the goal to unveil their chemical behavior.
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1.2 Multi–reference calculations

A comprehensive account of multi−reference techniques has been compiled by Szala

et al.3 This introduction provides a general idea about multi−reference approaches for

non−specialized readers to follow the methodologies and concepts described in later sec-

tions.

Hartree−Fock (HF) is the simplest ab initio method. The HF wavefunction is written as

one determinant using spatial orbitals and electron spins. For example, the HF wavefunction

of a six electron closed−shell system (electron configuration of Figure 1.1D1) can be written

in the form of Equation 1.1 (k is the orbital, the U and V corresponds to the spin−up and

spin−down electron configurations, 1/
√

6! is the normalization constant).

Figure 1.1: Configuration interaction determinants. D1 is the Hartree−Fock determinant.

D2 and D3 are determinant for single electron promotions from D1. D4 corresponds to the

double electron promotion from D1.
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Ψ�� =
1
√

6!

�����������������

k1(1)U(1) k1(1)V(1) k2(1)U(1) k2(1)V(1) k3(1)U(1) k3(1)V(1)
k1(2)U(2) k1(2)V(2) k2(2)U(2) k2(2)V(2) k3(2)U(2) k3(2)V(2)
k1(3)U(3) k1(3)V(3) k2(3)U(3) k2(3)V(3) k3(3)U(3) k3(3)V(3)
k1(4)U(4) k1(4)V(4) k2(4)U(4) k2(4)V(4) k3(4)U(4) k3(4)V(4)
k1(5)U(5) k1(5)V(5) k2(5)U(5) k2(5)V(5) k3(5)U(5) k3(5)V(5)
k1(6)U(6) k1(6)V(6) k2(6)U(6) k2(6)V(6) k3(6)U(6) k3(6)V(6)

�����������������
(1.1)

The HF energy can be obtained by the Equation 1.2, where Ψ* is the complex conjugate

of Ψ, �̂ is the Hamiltonian operator, dg indicates integration with respect to spin and spatial

coordinates. Minimization of this quantity provides the atomic or molecular orbitals k in

terms of a set of known functions called basis set.

��� =

∫
Ψ∗ �̂ Ψ 3g∫
Ψ∗Ψ 3g

(1.2)

Multi−reference wavefunction is created by considering all possible electron configura-

tions of a selected active space. The total orbital space can be divided into four categories:

(1) frozen core orbitals (2) reference doubly occupied orbitals (3) active orbitals (4) virtual or-

bitals. These categories are illustrated in Figure 1.1. In the example given in Figure 1.1 only

two active orbitals, k3 and k4, are used to build the complete active space self−consistent

field theory (CASSCF) wavefunction. Within the two−orbital active space only four possible

electronic configurations are possible (D1, D2, D3, and D4 of Figure 1.1). The D2/D3 and D4

correspond to single and double electron promotions from the HF determinant, respectively.

For example, the expression of the D2 determinant is given in Equation 1.3.

The CASSCF wavefunction for the case illustrated in Figure 1.1 can be written as Equa-

tion 1.4. The 21, 22, 23, and 24 are the coefficients of the determinants.
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�2 =
1
√

6!

�����������������

k1(1)U(1) k1(1)V(1) k2(1)U(1) k2(1)V(1) k3(1)V(1) k4(1)U(1)
k1(2)U(2) k1(2)V(2) k2(2)U(2) k2(2)V(2) k3(2)V(2) k4(2)U(2)
k1(3)U(3) k1(3)V(3) k2(3)U(3) k2(3)V(3) k3(3)V(3) k4(3)U(3)
k1(4)U(4) k1(4)V(4) k2(4)U(4) k2(4)V(4) k3(4)V(4) k4(4)U(4)
k1(5)U(5) k1(5)V(5) k2(5)U(5) k2(5)V(5) k3(5)V(5) k4(5)U(5)
k1(6)U(6) k1(6)V(6) k2(6)U(6) k2(6)V(6) k3(6)V(6) k4(6)U(6)

�����������������
(1.3)

Ψ��((�� = 21�1 + 22�2 + 23�3 + 24�4 (1.4)

The general form of the CASSCF wavefunction is ΨCASSCF = 21�1 + 22�2 + 23�3 +
· · · + 2i�i (the i is the ith determinant corresponds to its ith electron configuration). The

CASSCF energy is given by Equation 1.5. In this case energy minimization provides the

atomic or molecular orbitals k and coefficients.

���((�� =

∫
Ψ∗
��((��

�̂ Ψ��((�� 3g∫
Ψ∗
��((��

Ψ��((�� 3g
(1.5)

The energy difference between �HF and �CASSCF is called static electron correlation

(also known as strong correlation) and it is extremely important in cases such as transition

metal compounds, where multiple configurations involving s and d orbitals contribute to the

wavefunction. Although CASSCF improves the wavefunction considerably, a more advanced

methodology is needed for accurate results. The multi−reference configuration interaction

(MRCI) is one of these methods. The technically possible MRCISD variant allows single and

double electron promotions from all electrons (except the frozen core ones) to the virtual

orbitals and corresponding coefficients are obtained by minimizing the energy.

The total energy of two monomers, E(A) + E(B), obtained by calculating E(A) and E(B)

separately, should be equal to the total energy of the monomers obtained by keeping them in

a larger distance E(A + B). This is known as size-consistency.1 However for MRCI the E(A

+ B) ≠ E(A) + E(B), hence not size-consistent. Davidson correction (MRCI+Q) is being

used to overcome the size-consistency errors of MRCI. The Davidson correction is calculated
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form the Equation 1.6.4 EDC is the Davidson correction, c0 is the combined coefficients of

the MRCI wavefunction, and ΔE is the correlation energy.

��� = (1 − c20)Δ� (1.6)

Usually, the active space is the valence space of an atom or a molecule. Often compu-

tational cost restricts the selection of the full valence space, hence only important orbitals

of a specific process are included. For example, both the bonding and anti−bonding orbital

are vital for correct bond dissociations, especially at infinite distances of a potential energy

profile.

1.3 Electronically excited states of molecules

Promotion of one or few electrons from an orbital to another orbital creates excited

states of a molecule. Electron promotion changes the 21 − 24 coefficients in the CASSCF

wavefunction i.e. 22/23/24 are larger for the excited states compared to the 21 (see Section

1.2). Molecules bear bound excited states with respect to electron ionization. Since electrons

are much lighter than nucleus their rearrangement is much more rapid compared to the

nuclear motion of the molecule (Frank−Condon principle).5 Because of this reason electron

excitation energies govern the absorption spectrum of a molecule.6

Excited state of a molecule can behave completely differently compared to the ground

state. For example, the 3Σg
− ground state of O2 is inert compared to its 1Δg first excited

state.7,8 The formation of the ground state of molecules from excited states of their frag-

ments or constituent atoms is very often in chemistry, maybe more often than the formation

from the ground state fragments. Because of that better appreciation of excited state elec-

tronic structures is vital to understand or to interpret properties or phenomena in chemical,

biological, and material science (e.g. photosynthesis, photocatalysts, and light−harvesting

processes).9,10

To this end, computational tools are extremely useful to describe the excited states of

molecules. There are series of methodologies are available to analyze ground state of a

molecule. In contrast, studying excited states of a molecule is not that straightforward. Ap-
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plication of proper computational methodology is crucial for accurate description of excited

states.4

1.4 Potential energy curves

Potential energy curves (PECs) are useful to understand and visualize the relationship

between molecular geometry and potential energy.1 Using multi−reference PECs ground and

excited states of molecules can be analyzed efficiently. The depth of a potential well repre-

sents the stability and the energy minimum corresponds to the equilibrium geometry of the

electronic state.1 By approximating a potential well to a harmonic potential well, spectro-

scopic constants of an electronic state of a diatomic molecule can be computed.1 Furthermore,

PECs can be utilized to propose origins of chemical bonding patterns of a molecule.11 In

some cases, molecules result from excited state fragments and show avoided crossings in the

energy profile. In a potential energy profile curves with same spins and same symmetry are

not allowed to cross, instead such curves produce avoided crossings (see the Figure 1.2).12

These are also known as, intended crossings, non−crossings, and anti−crossings. Avoided

crossings can be detected using full PECs. This helps us to introduce their accurate bond-

ing patterns. Avoided crossing point possesses mixed electronic configurations of the two

crossing PECs. Only multi−reference methods can describe avoided crossings accurately. In

overall the ground state PEC shown in Figure 1.2 originate from the excited state fragments

and ground state fragments are repulsive in nature.
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Figure 1.2: An illustration of avoided crossing. Two potential energy curves have identical

spin and symmetry. De is the binding energy of the species with respect to ground state

fragments. R is the reaction coordinate.

Full PECs of a diatomic molecule can be created by combining the wavefunctions of the

ground and excited electronic states of the two fragments using multi−reference calculations.

For example, the mixing of the three lowest energy fragment combinations produces the four

lowest energy electronic states of BeO.13 In this case lowest energy channel is Be(1S) + O(3P).

Since the first excitation energy of oxygen is lower than that of Be (∼16,000 vs 22,000 cm−1),

the next lowest energy asymptote becomes the Be(1S) + O(1D).13,14 The ground state of

BeO(-1Σ+) origin from this channel. The following combination is Be(3P) + O(3P), because

the first excitation energy of beryllium atom is smaller compared to the third excited state

of oxygen.13 These three combinations produce three triplet, five singlet, and nine(singlet +

triplet + quintet) electronic states for BeO. By considering all these electronic states that

arise from these three lowest energy fragments full potential energy profile can be obtained.

This methodology is ideal to study excited states of a molecule since all the low energy states

of a molecule are accounted into the calculation. Using this approach excited states of series

of molecules were investigated in this thesis work.
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1.5 Carbon monoxide and metal carbonyls

Carbon monoxide is the strongest ligand in the spectrochemical series.15 The ground state

of CO is a -1Σ+ bear triple bonds. The valence−bond−Lewis (vbL) diagram of CO(-1Σ+) is

given in Figure 1.3. Its first excited state, 03Π, lies 48686.7 cm−1 above the ground state.14

To create the excited state one electron promotes to c* of CO and hence its bond length

is expected to be longer compared to the ground state. As expected -1Σ+ and 03Π of CO

have 1.128 and 1.206 Å bond lengths, respectively.

Figure 1.3: vbL diagrams of the CO molecule.

The two electrons at the carbon terminal are more basic compared to the lone pair at

the oxygen end and make bonds with more electro−positive metals efficiently. Generally,

metal−CO bonds are dative in nature. A M←:CO dative bond tends to develop a X+ charge

on the carbon of CO and this induces the c−accepter strength of CO.16 Its vacant two c*

orbitals are another reason for its excellent c−acidity. In metal−carbonyls c−backdonation

is common. The c−backdonation weakens the CO bond but strengthen the M−C bond of

MCO. The bigger the c−backdonation the weaker the CO becomes. Cotton and Wilkinson

identify the chemical bonding of metal−carbonyls as resonance M−−C+≡O: ←→ M=C=Ö:

form. In general, CO bond is weaker in metal−carbonyls compared to a free CO.16 However,

in some cationic metal−carbonyl complexes the C−O bond is found to be stronger compared

to free CO (e.g. M(CO)1,2
+ (M = Cu, Ag, Au)). Frenking et al. identify such species as

non−classical metal−carbonyls .17

Even though oxygen is more electronegative than carbon, the CO has C(X−)O(X+) charge

distribution. The dipole moment of CO is 0.122 D.18 Replacing the oxygen with an isovalent

S, Se, Te increases the dipole moment and creates much stronger bonds with metals.19
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Chemical bonding of NO(-2Π) ground state is somewhat similar to CO(-1Σ+). Both

has triple bonds but the c* orbitals of NO is occupied by an electron. c* orbitals are vacant

in CO. Similar to CO, NO prefers to bind with metals from N terminal i.e. linearly. But NO

also creates bent M−NO and side−bonded M[NO] due to its c* electron. In NO all these

three electrons (two sigma electrons in N terminal and the c* electron) contribute for the

chemical bonding.16 Similar to heavy analogs of CO (e.g. CS, CSe, CTe), such counterparts

of NO (i.e. NS, NSe, NTe) create stronger chemical bonds with metals.20

1.6 Molecules with diffuse electrons

Atoms and molecules populate diffuse orbitals at high excited states. Such electronic

states are commonly known as Rydberg excited states.21,22 However, molecules that bear

diffuse electrons at ground states are rare. Several such anionic systems have been identified.

For example, a free electron in water or ammonia is heavily diffuse in nature.23,24 These

less−stable electrons in a solvent are called “solvated electrons”. Solvated electrons can

be produced by reacting some metals with water or ammonia. Alkali metals are ideal for

this purpose due to their lower ionization potentials. Interestingly, solvated electrons in

lithium−ammonia are significantly more stable compared to solvated electrons in water.23,25

To understand the lithium−ammonia interactions a comprehensive molecular level study

has been conducted by Hoffman et al.24 They identified tetrahedral Li(NH3)4 as a major

species that is present in a lithium−ammonia solution.24 This molecule possesses a diffuse

electron in the periphery. Fascinatingly, this electron cloud is spherical in shape as an s−type

atomic orbital. Furthermore, in the first excited state of Li(NH3)4 an atomic p−type orbital

is occupied. Hoffman et al. mooted Li(NH3)4 as a “superatom” that mimics a H−atom.

Other metals such as Na, Be, Mg, and Ca also can create such molecular species with diffuse

electrons.26–29 Similar to Hoffman’s finding they tend to populate p−, d−, f−type heavily

diffuse orbitals in excited states. We dubbed such species as “solvated electron precursors”

(SEPs).26

SEPs are somewhat different from traditional superatoms. Superatom is a molecule

that mimics an atom.30 Metal clusters often behave as superatoms and follows a specific

superatomic Aufbau orbital order.30 For example, the twenty valence electrons of the Al7
+
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cluster shows 1s21p61d102s2 superatomic electron configuration31 (see the orbital plots in

Figure 1.4). Note that this superatomic Aufbau order has been introduced by counting only

and all valence electrons of the cluster i.e. electrons in superatoms are in the valence space

of the atoms.31 In contrast to such superatoms, all valence electrons of SEPs do not occupy

atomic type orbitals. What makes a SEP unique is its atomic s−type HOMO and populating

atomic−type orbitals in excited states.26

Figure 1.4: Superatomic orbitals of Al7
+.

Superhalogens and superalkalis are also superatoms. A superhalogen is a molecule that

possess a greater electron affinity (EA) compared to the Cl atom and tends to mimic halo-

gens.30 On the other hand, a superalkali bears a lower ionization potential than Cs atom

imitating alkali metals.30,32 Interestingly, several SEPs have lower ionization energy (IE)

than Cs and also can be categorized as superalkalis.

1.7 Beryllium molecules

Beryllium is one of the most chemically rich main group elements in the periodic ta-

ble.33,34 Involvement in ionic, covalent, and dative bonds clearly shows the “chameleon−like”

chemical nature of beryllium.19,33–35 This versatility of beryllium arises by its dual acidic

and basic properties.33,36,37 Experimental studies on beryllium compounds are limited due

to its high−toxicity.33,36,38 Because of that insight on properties of beryllium species have

mostly gained via theoretical studies.

Sometimes, theoretical studies on beryllium containing molecules are challenging due
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to their multi−reference electronic nature.35 Furthermore, beryllium bears several low−lying

electronic states that readily participate in chemical bonding.14 The ground state of beryllium

has a closed shell 1s22s2 configuration.14 By the promotion of one 2s2 electron to the vacant

valence 2p orbitals beryllium gives birth to its first excited state 3P(1s22s12p1) at ∼22,000

cm−1. The corresponding 1P(1s22s12p1) is high in energy (at 42,565 cm−1) which follows the

“Hund’s rule” which is “the maximum multiplicity of a particular electronic configuration

is the lowest in energy”.14,15 The next two states 3S (at 52,081 cm−1) and 1S (at 54,677

cm−1) are Rydberg states with 1s22s13s1 configuration.14 Even the high energy 1D(1s22p2;

56,8883 cm−1) state gives birth to ground states of molecules (e.g. Be(CO)3).
14,19 So, it

is absolutely important to consider these important low−lying electronic states in chemical

bonding studies of beryllium molecules.

During my thesis research I performed theoretical studies on series of beryllium containing

molecules. Specifically, chemical bonding, potential energy profiles, and excited states of

Be(O)1−2, Be(CO)1−3, BeNO, Be(PH3)3, Be(H2O)1−4, Be(NH3)1−4, and [Be(NH3)1−4]2 are

discussed. A detailed discussion about these molecules is reported in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.8 Transition metal monoxides (TMMO)

In general, transition metals (TMs) have a plethora of low−lying electronic states stacked

very close in energy. Interaction of these electronic states of TMs with oxygen gives rise to

manifolds of electronic states of TMMOs. Because of this reason theoretical studies on

transition metal−monoxides are challenging. It is almost impossible to make predictions on

spin or electronic configuration of a ground state of a TMMO based on chemical intuition.

Even though it is an arduous task to study TMMOs, their fundamental knowledge can be

very valuable not only to explain and predict their catalytic potency but also to design better

catalysts.

Symmetry does not allow all d−orbitals of a TM to mix with an oxygen atom. The dz2 ,

dxz, and dyz connect with pz, px, and py orbitals of oxygen, respectively. The X orbitals (dxy

and dx2−y2) of a TM do not participate in TM−O chemical bonding. The orbital arrangement

between TM and O is illustrated in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: A typical vbL diagram for a TMMO.

1.9 Outline

Chapter 2 is devoted to the chemical bonding analysis of several small molecules. The

implementation of PECs has allowed us to introduce their chemical bonding patterns, their

origins, and to obtain an accurate description for their excited states. This chapter summa-

rizes the most important findings reported in the six articles published as a partial fulfilment

of my thesis research. See Appendix A for full copies of their reprints.

Chapters 3 and 4 introduce a new class of molecular entities dubbed “solvated electron

precursors” (SEPs) that possess diffuse electrons in the periphery. Several metal−ammine

(Chapter 3) and metal−aqua (Chapter 4) complexes can be identified as SEPs. In their

ground states the electron cloud mimics an s-type orbital and promotes to higher−angular

momentum p−, d−, f−, and g−type orbitals. Based on the shapes of the orbitals and exci-

tation energies their Aufbau principles were disclosed. The results given in Chapters 3 and

4 are based on the published papers included in the Appendices B and C, respectively.

Chapter 5 discusses ground and excited electronic structures of transition metal monox-

ides and their water and hydrogen sulfide activation strengths. Specifically, ZrO+, NbO+,

MoO+,2+,−, and RuO+,0,− diatomics were examined. Their chemical bonding patterns are

also discussed. The reprints of the papers related to this area of research are included in the

Appendix D.
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Chapter 2

Chemical bonding of main–group

molecules

It is not an exaggeration to say that chemical bonding is the heart of chemistry. A better

understanding of chemical bonds (or corresponding electron arrangements) often provides us

with a fundamental knowledge that can explain or predict chemical and physical phenom-

ena of a molecule or molecular cluster. Recently, especially for main−group molecules, the

field of chemical bonding has gained a special interest.11,39–43 Ionic bonds are common for

main−group metals even though they occasionally engage in covalent and dative bonds as

well.11,39 Often, quantum calculations are performed to uncover chemical bonding patterns

of molecules.11,39 Specifically, multi−reference methods are ideal to represent complicated

electronic structures of ground and excited states of molecules.4 Multi−reference methods

can break bonds accurately, hence can be used to produce full potential energy profiles of

ground and excited states of molecules.4 Often, we use multi−reference potential energy

curves to explore origins of chemical bonds of molecules. In this chapter findings related to

chemical bonding analysis of several small molecules are discussed.
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2.1 Chemical bonding analysis of N2O, N2O2, N3H,

and NH3O

N2O, N2O2, N3H, and NH3O molecules are often being used in elementary−level chemical

bonding teaching purpose. Even though, their equilibrium ground state electronic structures

are well documented such studies disclose their origins are not.7,44–47 Because of this reason

full potential energy profiles were used to unveil their origins.

MRCI PECs of N2O are produced as a function of N−O distance considering N2(-
1Σ+6) +

O(3P) and N2(-
1Σ+6) + O(1D) interactions (see Figure 2.1). The former and latter channels

produce 3{Π, Σ−} and 1{Σ+, Π, Δ} states, respectively. All valence orbitals are occupied in

the 3P state of oxygen, restricting dative bond formation with two−electron donor ligands

such as N2. Hence, 3Π and 3Σ− PECs arising from N2(-
1Σ+6) + O(3P) are repulsive. The

1Σ+ originating from N2(-
1Σ+6) + O(1D) is attractive and produces the ground state of N2O.

In the O(1D) state one 2p orbital is empty which allows formation of a dative bond with the

lone electron pair of N2(-
1Σ+6). This interaction is pictorially described in the Figure 2.2. At

CCSD(T) (coupled−cluster singles and doubles plus approximate triples) level, the optimal

N−N and N−O distances of N2O are 1.133 and 1.190 Å, respectively. The bond distance of

naked N2 molecule is 1.098 Å. Compared to the N2 molecule the N−N length of the N2O is

∼0.1 Å longer.

In the N2O molecule the N−terminal possess a lone pair electron. These two electrons

interact with another O(1D) to create the N2O2 molecule. Similarly, two O(1D) atoms

can bind with N2(-
1Σ+6) simultaneously to produce N2O2. It should be noted that N2O2

can easily dissociate in to two NO molecules.45 Here we only studied the origin of N2O2

molecule by creating PECs as a function of N−O, where (1) one oxygen atom approaches

the N−terminal of N2O (2) two oxygen atoms simultaneously approach the N2 colinearly

from opposite directions. PECs for these two interactions are given in the Figure 2.1. After

N2O(-̃1Σ+6) + O(1D) or N2(-
1Σ+6) + 2O(1D) interaction, it passes via a conical intersection

to produce a C2h molecule. This phenomenon is described for the isoelectronic (CH2)2N2

molecule by Khan et al. in 2019.48 The electron arrangements of the linear N2(-
1Σ+6) +

2O(1D) interaction and C2h molecule are illustrated in Figure 2.2.

NH is isoelectronic to oxygen atom. Similar to oxygen the 2p orbitals of N of NH is
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occupied in the 3Σ− ground state. Its first excited state (01Δ) bears a vacant ∼2p orbital at

the N and binds with a N2 ligand. See the PECs of the Figure 2.1. Proposed vbL diagrams

for the formation of the ground state are given in the Figure 2.2. Its optimal N−N−N and

N−N−H angles are 171.6 and 108.3 degrees, respectively. The Nx−Ny, Ny−Nz, and Nz−H

parameters of the NxNyNzH are 1.136, 1.247, and 1.018 Å, respectively.

Formation of NH3O molecule is similar to the N2O. In this case the empty 2p of O(1D)

binds with the lone pair of the NH3 molecule. The PECs of NH3O and vbL diagram for the

NH3O(-̃1A1) are shown in the Figures 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. The N−O bond length of

the NH3O is 1.370 Å. The De of the molecule with respect to NH3(-̃
1A1) + O(1D) fragments

is 67.6 kcal/mol.
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Figure 2.1: MRCI PECs of the (a) N2O as a function of N−O (b) N3H as a function of

N2−NH (c) NH3O as a function of N−O (d) N2O2 as a function of N−O for the colinear

approach of oxygen towards the N−terminal of N2O (e) N2O2 as a function of N−O for the

simultaneous approach of two oxygen atoms towards N2 colinearly in opposite directions. In

cases (a), (b), and (e) N−N distance is kept fixed to the experimental N2 distance of 1.098

Å. In case (c) N−H lengths are kept fixed to the ground state geometry of NH3(-̃
1A1). In

(d) N−N and N−O bonds of N2O are kept fixed to the ground state geometry of N2O(-̃1Σ+6).
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Figure 2.2: vbL diagrams of N2O, N3H, NH3O, and N2O2.

2.2 Chemical bonding of analysis of metal carbonyls

2.2.1 Neutral and anionic M(CX)n=1–3 [M = Li, Na and X = O,

S, Se, Te, Po] and [Li(CO)3]2 dimer

In this section most important findings reported in following paper49 given in Appendix A

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. J. Comput. Chem. 2019, 40, 1344–1351.

LiCO is the simplest metal carbonyl molecule that can exist. Interaction between Li and

CO has been studied by Kalemos et al.50 The 2Π ground state of LiCO is metastable with

respect to Li(2S) + CO(-1Σ+) fragments. The attack of two CO ligands to Li creates a

stable Li(CO)2 molecule that bears 8.8 kcal/mol De with respect to Li(2S) + 2CO(-1Σ+)

fragments. Linear and bent structures are stable minima on the of Li(CO)2 potential energy

surface. The bent -̃2B1 structure is slightly lower in energy (by ∼2 kcal/mol) compared to

the linear 2ΠD structure. Li(2P) + 2CO(-1Σ+) fragments give birth to both -̃2B1 and 2ΠD

structures of Li(CO)2. Note that the 2P is the first excited state of Li which carries a 1s22p1
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electronic configuration. In both structures the 2p1 electron of Li back−donates to the c∗ of

CO ligands (see Figure 2.3). Similar to Li(CO)2, all Li(CX)2 (X = S, Se, Te, Po) molecules

are generated from the first excited state of Li. Analogous to Li(CO)2, the bent isomer

of Li(CS)2 is slightly stabilized (only by 0.5 kcal/mol) compared to the linear structure.

Li(CSe)2, Li(CTe)2, and Li(CPo)2 have only linear structures for the ground state. Going

from X = Li to Po the De of Li(CX)2 rises. Des of Li(CX)3 are higher than Li(CX)2. Each

Li(CX)3 carries a planer geometry with -̃2A2
′′ ground state. Similar to Li(CX)2, Li(CX)3

is produced by the 2P state of Li and the 2p1(Li) electron back−donates to c∗ of three CO.

Na(CX)n=2,3 species behave similar to Li(CX)n=2,3. Both linear and bent ground states of

Na(CO)2 are metastable with respect to their ground state fragments. Similarly, Na(CO)3

has a negative De. All other Na(CX)n=2,3 show positive but smaller Des, compared to

Li(CX)n=2,3 molecules.

All MCX−, M(CX)2
−, and M(CX)3

− (M = Li, Na) are stable with respect to their neutral

molecules, except for the Na(CO)3
−. MCX− species have 3Π ground state with the additional

electron placed in the empty slightly polarized 2s of Li. The two same spin electrons of 3Σ−

ground state of M(CX)2
− reside in the two perpendicular c−orbitals. On the other hand,

M(CX)3
− are closed shell singlets, with two electrons in the c−frame. Electron affinities of

Li(CX)n=1−3 increase going from X = O to Po. Li(CX)3 have electron affinities bigger than

LiCX, but lower compared to Li(CX)2.

Two Li(CO)3 molecules bind together to make a stable [Li(CO)3]2 dimer by coupling the

two c−electron of two Li(CO)3 monomers. The HOMO of the dimer is given in the Figure

2.3. These type of chemical bonds are known as “Pancake chemical bonds”.51 The De of the

dimer with respect to 2Li(CO)3(-̃
2A2

′′) monomers is 27.2 kcal/mol at MP2(Møller−Plesset

Second−order Perturbation Theory)52 level. The dimer has staggered and eclipsed isomers,

but the former is 1.7 kcal/mol more stable than the latter. The eclipsed−to−staggered

interconversion energy barrier is only 2.7 kcal/mol.
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Figure 2.3: HOMOs LiCO, Li(CO)2
0,−, Li(CO)3

0,−, and [Li(CO)3]2.

2.2.2 Be(CO)n=1–2

In this section most important findings related to Be(CO)n=1−2 species reported in following

paper35 given in Appendix A are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from

American Chemical Society.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. J. Phys. Chem. A 2017, 121, 7051–7058.

The 1S ground state of beryllium bears a 1s22s2 closed shell configuration. Its first two

excited states, 3P and 1P, that show 1s22s12p1 electron configuration lie 21,980 and 42,565

cm−1 above the ground state. Third and fourth excited states of beryllium are Rydberg

states.14 They are followed by a 1D(1s22p2) state.14

The interaction between Be(1S) and CO(-1Σ+) is expected to be repulsive, due to their

closed shell nature. The PEC results from these fragments indeed show repulsive behavior

proving the aforementioned prediction (see Figure 2.4). The 2s to 2p electron promotion

opens the Be core for a favorable CO attack. The Be(13P) + CO(-1Σ+) produces the

metastable 3Π ground state of BeCO. This might be the reason for unavailable experimental

data on BeCO.53 The electron arrangement of BeCO(3Π) is shown in Figure 2.5. The

attractive PEC arising from Be(11P) + CO(-1Σ+) is the first excited state (1Π) of BeCO.

Unlike BeCO, the ground state of Be(CO)2 is stable with respect to ground state frag-

ments. The Be(1S) + 2CO(-1Σ+) interaction is initially repulsive but turn attractive around

2.1 Å. This interaction is caused by the attractive 1Σ+6 PEC coming from high−energy Be(1D)

+ 2CO(-1Σ+) channel (See Figure 2.4). Observe that the interaction of 23P of Be with

CO(-1Σ+) gives birth to the third excited state (3Σ−) of BeCO, but the ground state of

Be(CO)2 originate from the same 23P state of Be. The vbL diagram of the Be(CO)2 (3Σ−)
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is illustrated in the Figure 2.5. The Be−C and C−O distances of BeCO (3Σ−) are 1.539 and

1.181 Å, respectively. The corresponding bond lengths of Be(CO)2 (3Σ−6 ) are 1.612 and 1.157

Å, respectively. This is a direct result of stronger c back donation from Be→CO in BeCO

compared to Be(CO)2.

Figure 2.4: MRCI PECs of (a) BeCO and (b) Be(CO)2 as a function of Be−C distance. Two

CO ligands approach Be atom simultaneously in Be(CO)2 case.

Figure 2.5: vbL diagrams of (a) BeCO(3Π) and (b) Be(CO)2(
3Σ−6 ).

2.2.3 Be(CX)3 [X = O, S, Se, Te, Po]

In this section most important findings reported in following paper19 given in Appendix A

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. Int. J. Quantum Chem. 2018, 118, e25673.

Similar to BeCO and Be(CO)2 the interaction between Be and 3CO molecules were

studied producing PECs (see Figure 2.6). Be(1S; 1s22s2) interaction between 3CO(-1Σ+)
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is initially repulsive but becomes attractive to produce the ground state of the molecule.

Similar to Be(CO)2 this sudden shift around 2.4 Å of the 1A1
′ ground state curve is an

outcome of an avoided crossing that is caused by the 1A1
′ PEC arising from Be(1D) +

3CO(-1Σ+). Be(1D) has a 1s22p2 electronic configuration. The three vacant orbitals of

Be(1D) allows it to bind with 3CO ligands via dative bonds. In the ground state 2p2

electrons of Be back−donate to c∗ of 3CO (see Figure 2.7). Compared to free CO, the C−O

bonds of Be(CO)3 are 0.013 Å longer. This is an outcome of the metal−to−ligand c−back

donation. Be(CO)3 is isoelectronic to the Li(CO)3
− and have same type of c−back donation.

The Li−C in Li(CO)3 are 0.36 Å longer than Be−C of Be(CO)3. Chemical bonding of all

Be(CS)3, Be(CSe)3, Be(CTe)3, Be(CPo)3 are the same as Be(CO)3. De increases in the

Be(CO)3 < Be(CS)3 < Be(CSe)3 < Be(CTe)3 < Be(CPo)3 order.

Figure 2.6: MRCI PECs of Be(CO)3 as a function of Be−C distance. Be atom approached

by all three CO ligands simultaneously.

Figure 2.7: (a) The HOMO and the (b) bonding pattern of Be(CO)3(-̃
1A1

′).
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2.2.4 ThCO

In this section most important findings reported in following paper54 given in Appendix A

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2019, 21, 24469–24477.

Computational studies on actinide species are computationally challenging due to their

higher number of valence electrons and rich multi−reference characters.55 Even though Th is

recognized as an actinide it does not carry f−electrons in several low−lying electronic states,

which is encouraging for computational studies on Th. Specifically, the first three (3F, 3P,

1D) and fourth (5F) electronic states of Th bear 6d27s2 and 6d37s1 electronic configurations,

respectively.14

Before studying Th interactions with CO, we probed three different active spaces to study

excited states of Th atom. The used CASSCF active spaces are, (1) 7s, 6d, 7p, 5f, (2) 7s,

6d, 7p, and (3) 7s, 6d. At MRCI level four valence electrons and the 6s and 6p electrons are

correlated. According to our values the 2nd active space (7s, 6d, 7p) represents low−lying

electronic structures of Th more accurately, providing most comparable results with the

experimental values. Hence, this active space was used to study ThCO molecule. PECs

were produced considering the interaction between the 3F, 3P, 1D, 5F of Th with CO(-1Σ+).

The constructed MRCI PECs of ThCO are given in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: MRCI PECs of ThCO as a function of Th−C. The CO length kept fixed to 1.128

Å which is the experimental CO distance.

The 3Σ− ground state of ThCO is produced from the Th(3F) + CO(-1Σ+) asymptote.

To create the ground state, the 7s2 electrons of Th polarize away from the approaching CO

ligand. The 6d2 electrons of Th back−donate to cx
∗ and cy

∗ of CO. Th(3F) + CO(-1Σ+)

asymptote also creates 3Π and 3Φ, of ThCO. Its first and second excited states, 1Δ and

5Δ, smoothly dissociate into Th(1D) + CO(-1Σ+) and Th(5F) + CO(-1Σ+) fragments,

respectively. Overall, the first seven electronic states of ThCO are 3Σ−, 1Δ, 5Δ, 1Σ+, 3Π, 3Φ,

and 1Π in energy order. Based on the dominant electronic configurations at the equilibrium

bond distances vbL diagrams are proposed for the first four electronic states of ThCO (see

Figure 2.9). These four electronic states show Th=C double bond character with ∼2.3 Å

lengths. Electron back donation from Th to CO elongate their C−O lengths by ∼0.1 Å.

Th atom can cleave CO molecule to create O−Th−C molecule. In 1999 both ThCO and

OThC species have been experimentally detected by Andrews et al.56 ThCO is ∼4 kcal/mol

stable compared to OThC. The energy barrier lies in between ThCO and OThC is ∼30

kcal/mol. The 3A′ ground state of O−Th−C has O2−−Th4+−C2− ionic nature as depicted

in the Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Proposed vbL diagrams for the four low−lying electronic states of ThCO and

the ground state of OThC. The 1Δ and 1Σ+ bear −0.59(16f210cy
2) + 0.59(16f210cx

2) and

0.58(16f210cy
2) + 0.58(16f210cx

2) multi−reference electronic characters, respectively. The

(10cx)2 ± (10cy)2 electron combinations of 1Δ and 1Σ+ are depicted by solid and open circles

2.3 Chemical bonding analysis of neutral and anionic

MNX [M = Li, Na, Be and X = O, S, Se, Te]

In this section most important findings reported in following paper20 given in Appendix A

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. J. Comput. Chem. 2019, 40, 1740–1751.

NO (nitric oxide) ligand is somewhat similar to CO. Both NO and CO are f−donors

and c−acceptors.16 In the ground state c∗ orbitals of CO are empty, but one c∗ of NO is

occupied by one electron. NO can bind to a metal in linear or oblique fashion.16 The linear

and oblique interactions between NO with Li were studied making potential energy profiles.
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Figure 2.10: MRCI PECs of LiNO (a) as a function of Li−N (b) as a function of Li−Q (Q is

the central point of N−O bond). In each case the N−O length kept fixed to its experimental

bond distance (1.151 Å).7

PECs arising from the Li(2S) + NO(-2Π) and Li(2P) + NO(-2Π) interactions are de-

picted in the Figure 2.10. The linear Li←NO attack produces two repulsive PECs from

Li(2S) + NO(-2Π) asymptote. This is caused by the electron−electron repulsion between

2s1(Li) and lone electron pair on N−terminal of NO. This electron−electron repulsion is

absent in the Li(2P) + NO(-2Π) interaction. This combination gives rise to the three low-

est energy states of LiNO (3Σ−, 1Δ, 1Σ+). The 3Σ+, 3Δ, 1Σ− states arising from the same

combination are slightly attractive around 2.2 Å. All the 1,3Π PECs are repulsive. The 3Σ−

ground state has a 32.8 kcal/mol De with respect to Li(2S) + NO(-2Π) fragments. The

3Σ− of LiNO is significantly ionic in nature (see Figure 2.11). The two unpaired electrons

of the molecule primarily lie in the perpendicular c∗ orbitals of NO of the molecule. The

oblique fashioned interaction between Li and NO creates a more stable 3A′′ structure than

the linear 3Σ−. Proposed vbL diagrams of linear and bent structures are shown in Figure

2.11. The bent (3A′) structure has a 1.7 kcal/mol higher De than the linear (3Σ−) struc-

ture. The NO distance of the bent structure is ∼0.06 Å longer compared to the linear one.

The linear structures of LiNS, LiNSe, and LiNTe are more stable than corresponding bent

isomers. Overall, De increase in LiNO < LiNS < LiNSe < LiNTe order.
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Figure 2.11: vbL diagrams of linear (top) and bent (bottom) LiNO.

The linear LiNO− isomer is 1.4 kcal/mol stable than bent isomer. The placement of

an additional electron in the polarized 2s of Li of linear LiNO(3Σ−) creates 4Σ− and 2Σ−

states of LiNO−. Interestingly, both these states are stable compared to the ground state of

LiNO. The 4Σ− ground state of LiNO− has 0.51 eV electron affinity. All LiNS−, LiNSe−, and

LiNTe− have 4Σ− ground state which is followed by 2Σ− excited state. The electron affinities

increase in the LiNO < LiNS < LiNSe < LiNTe order.

LiNO− is isoelectronic to BeNO. The first four electronic states of BeNO (4Σ−, 2Σ−,

2Δ, 2Σ+) are produced from Be(3P) + NO(-2Π). The 4Σ− ground state has an electronic

structure identical to 4Σ− of LiNO−. The 2A′ ground state of bent BeNO is 7.5 kcal/mol

higher than the 4Σ− state of linear BeNO. Des increase going from BeNO to BeNTe. All

BeNO, BeNS, BeNSe, and BeNTe has positive electron affinities and they increase in the

same order. Interestingly, both linear and bent isomers are possible for these anions. The

electron affinity of both linear and bent isomers of BeNO is 0.99 eV. In BeNS, BeNSe, and

BeNTe the linear isomer is more stable.
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2.4 Chemical bonding analysis of BeO2 and Be(O2)2

In this section most important findings related to Be(O2)n=1−2 species reported in following

paper35 given in Appendix A are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from

American Chemical Society.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. J. Phys. Chem. A 2017, 121, 7051–7058.

The most stable isomer of BeO2 is the linear O−Be−O structure over side bonded Be(O2).

The simpler BeO(-1Σ+) molecule has been assigned to have ionic Be+O− structure.13 Similar

to BeO, the 3Σ−6 ground state of linear OBeO bear ionic O−Be2+O− skeleton. The linear

interaction of O(3P) + Be(1S) + O(3P) gives birth to 1,5{Σ+6 , Σ+6 , Σ−D , Π6, ΠD, Δ6} and 3{Σ+D ,

Σ+D , Σ−6 , Π6, ΠD, ΔD} states. The attractive singlet and triplet PECs of aforementioned states

are given in the Figure 2.12. The 3Σ−6 , 1Δ6,
1Σ−D , 1Σ+6 , 3ΔD,

3Σ+D states are nearly degenerate

in energy. Similarly the states of [3ΠD,
1Π6,

3Π6,
1ΠD] and [21Σ+6 , 23Σ+D ] sets are almost same

in energy.

Figure 2.12: MRCI PECs of OBeO as a function of O−Be−O for the simultinious approach

of two oxygen atoms towards Be.

Be(O2)2 has D2d symmetry. The PECs of Be(O2)2 are given in Figure 2.13. The ground

state of Be(O2)2 is a 1B2. Notice that 1B2 and 3B2 of Be(O2)2 are almost degenerate in

energy. PECs of both these states dissociate to the Be(O2)(1
3B2) + O2(-

3Σ−6 ) fragments.

However, these two PECs undergo avoided crossings with 1B2 and 3B2 PECs that arise from
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Be(O2)(2
3B2) + O2(-

3Σ−6 ). The 1,3B2 states of Be(O2)2 bear O2
−Be2+O2

− skeleton. The

proposed chemical bonding pattern for the 1,3B2 is shown in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.13: MRCI full PECs of 1,3A1 states of Be(O2)2 as a function of the O2Be−O2

distance.

Figure 2.14: Chemical bonding pattern of Be(O2)2.
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2.5 Chemical bonding analysis of Be(NH3)n
0,+ (n =

1−3) and their dimers

In this section most important findings reported in following paper37 given in Appendix A

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from American Chemical Society.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. J. Phys. Chem. A 2020, 124, 9783−9792.

2.5.1 Be(NH3)n=1–3

Interaction between nNH3(-̃
1A1) + Be(1S) (n = 1−3) is expected to produce a repulsive

PEC owing to their closed shell electronic configurations similar to Be(CO)1−3. As predicted,

they are initially repulsive but become attractive < 2.5 Å distances (see Figure 2.15). Com-

pared to Be(NH3)n=2,3 the initial repulsion and the proceeding attraction of BeNH3(-̃
1A1)

is minor. For BeNH3 it creates a shallow minimum around 1.8 Å with a 6.7 kcal/mol De at

CCSD(T) level. The interaction between Be and one NH3 can be used to understand the

chemical bonding of Be−Be dimer. But the Be−NH3 bond length is shorter compared to the

bond length of Be2 dimer (2.45 Å).57 Be2 has a 1.35 kcal/mol De at the same level of theory.

At MRCI+Q/aug−cc−pCV7Z level Be−Be distance (2.444 Å) and De (2.639 kcal/mol) are

in excellent agreement with the 2.45 Å and 2.658 kcal/mol experimental values.57,58 The 2s2

electrons of Be polarize away from the approaching NH3. Similarly, the 2s2 electrons of each

atom of Be2 repel each other. The 2f6 and 2fD of Be2 (see Figure 2.16) are doubly occupied

with 2f6
22fD

2; 79% electronic configuration. The stability of Be2 dimer is caused by the

2f6
23f6

2; 7% configuration. Based on these configurations the introduced Lewis diagram is

depicted in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.15: MRCI PECs of (a) BeNH3, (b) Be(NH3)2, and (c) Be(NH3)3 as a function

of Be−N. All other parameters kept fixed to those of the ground state geometries. For all

dissociations NH3 is in its -̃1A1 ground state.

Figure 2.16: Selected molecular orbitals of Be2

Figure 2.17: Lewis structures for the Be−Be bonding in Be2.

The CCSD(T) Des of Be(NH3)2(-̃
1�1) and Be(NH3)3(-̃

1�1) are 16.6 and 33.2 kcal/mol,

respectively. Interestingly, as n grows the energy barrier of nNH3(-̃
1�1) + Be(1S) →

Be(NH3)n reaction increases (see Figure 2.15). As ammonia approaches Be(1S) its 2s2 elec-

tron cloud polarizes away from ammonia to produce the ground state (See the HOMOs of
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Be(NH3)n=1−3 given in Figure 2.18). In Be(NH3)2(-̃
1�1) a slight electron solvation was

observed. Electron solvation is significant in Be(NH3)3(-̃
1�1).

Figure 2.18: HOMOs of Be(NH3)n=1−3.

Excitation energies, optimal parameters [for BeNH3 and Be(NH3)2], and electronic con-

figurations of the several low−lying electronic states of BeNH3, Be(NH3)2, and Be(NH3)3

are listed in Ref37 of Appendix A.

2.5.2 Be(NH3)1–3
+

The -̃2A1 ground state PECs of Be(NH3)1−3+ are strongly attractive compared to their

neutral molecules because of the electrostatic attraction between Be+(2S) + nNH3(-̃
1A1)

fragments (Figure 2.19). Similar to Be(NH3)n the De of Be(NH3)n
+ increases with n. The

CCSD(T) Des of Be(NH3)n
+ are 78.3, 129.4, and 167.7 kcal/mol, with respect to Be+(2S) +

nNH3(-̃
1A1) dissociations. Similar to Be(NH3)1−3 the HOMOs of Be(NH3)1−3+ are mostly

the polarized 2s of beryllium (see Figure 2.18). As expected bond lengths of Be(NH3)1−3+

are shorter compared to Be(NH3)1−3 (by ∼0.12 Å for Be(NH3)
+, 0.02 Å for Be(NH3)2

+, and

0.03 Å for Be(NH3)3
+. The Be−N lengths of Be(NH3), Be(NH3)2

+, Be(NH3)3
+ are 1.682,

1.724, 1.765 Å, respectively.
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Figure 2.19: MRCI PECs of the ground electronic states of Be(NH3)1−3+ as a function of

the Be−N distance.

2.5.3 [Be(NH3)n=1–2]2 dimers

[BeNH3]2 dimer

Several low−lying PECs of [BeNH3]2 are shown in Figure 2.20a. To make PECs of

the dimer three lowest energy channels of BeNH3 are considered. These channels are: (1)

BeNH3(-̃
1A1) + BeNH3(-̃

1A1), (2) BeNH3(-̃
1A1) + BeNH3(0̃

3E), and (3) BeNH3(0̃
3E)

+ BeNH3(0̃
3E) in the order of energy. Each channel produces one−singlet, four−triplets,

and four (singlets + triplets + quintets), respectively. The ground state of the dimer (1A6)

smoothly dissociates into two BeNH3(-̃
1A1) fragments.
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Figure 2.20: MRCI PECs of the (a) [BeNH3]2 and (b) [Be(NH3)2]2 dimers as a function of

Be−Be. All other parameters kept fixed to their optimal ground state values.

The interaction of two BeNH3 creates a significantly stronger Be−Be bond in [BeNH3]2

dimer. The CCSD(T) De of [BeNH3]2 dimer with respect to two BeNH3 is 25.8 kcal/mol.

Remember that the De of Be2 is 1.35 kcal/mol under the same level of theory. Interestingly,

the bonding mechanisms in Be2 and [BeNH3]2 dimers are similar. See the orbitals and

electronic configurations of [BeNH3]2 given in the Figure 2.21 and Table 2.1. The ground

state configuration of [BeNH3]2 is 6a6
26bD

2; 79% + 6a6
27a6

2; 13%. Note that the second

configuration is almost doubled in [BeNH3]2 compared to Be2 causing a stronger Be−Be

bond in the former.

Be−Be, Be−N distances, and Be−Be−N angles of the [BeNH3]2(-̃
1A6) dimer are 2.125

Å, 1.769 Å, and 120.3 degrees, respectively. Calculated vertical excitation energies and

electronic configurations of several low−lying states of the dimer are given in the Table 2.1.

Figure 2.21: Selected orbitals of [BeNH3]2 dimer.
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Table 2.1: Vertical excitation energies Te (cm−1) and dominant electronic configurations

for several low−lying electronic states of [BeNH3]2 dimer.

State (C2h) Method Te Electronic configuration

Coef. 6a6 7a6 2aD 6bD 2b6

-̃1A6 MRCI 0 0.89 2 0 0 2 0

−0.36 2 2 0 0 0

MRCI+Q 0

0̃3B6 MRCI 1,584 0.94 2 0 U U 0

MRCI+Q 1,770

1̃3BD MRCI 4,670 0.96 2 U 0 U 0

MRCI+Q 4,665

0̃1B6 MRCI 6,381 0.65 2 0 V U 0

−0.65 2 0 U V 0

MRCI+Q 5,955

2̃3AD MRCI 12,785 0.96 2 U U 0 0

MRCI+Q 12,838

1̃1AD MRCI 12,861 0.56 2 U V 0 0

−0.56 2 V U 0 0

MRCI+Q 12,950

2̃1A6 MRCI 13,513 0.89 2 0 2 0 0

MRCI+Q 13,180

[Be(NH3)2]2 dimer

The De of [Be(NH3)2]2 is 29.4 kcal/mol with respect to two Be(NH3)2 fragments at

CCSD(T)/TZ level. Its electronic configurations are 7a6
27bD

2; 83% + 7a6
28a6

2; 12% (Figure

2.22). Note that its first component is bigger than [BeNH3]2 by 4% and in principle its

Be−Be bond should be weaker than [BeNH3]2. But observe that the 7bD shows a significant

c delocalization in [Be(NH3)2]2 and this might cause for an improved De in [Be(NH3)2]2

compared to the [BeNH3]2. The PECs of [Be(NH3)2]2 are given in Figure 2.20b. The
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ground state PEC (-̃1A6) is initially slightly repulsive but become attractive starting at ∼4

Å.

Be−Be and Be−N distances, Be−Be−N and N−Be−N angles, and N−Be−Be−N dihedral

angle of the [Be(NH3)2]2 dimer are 2.135 Å, 1.866 Å, 117.3 degrees, 98.3 degrees, and 63.4

degrees, respectively. The first excited state PEC (0̃3BD) smoothly dissociates into the

second lowest energy asymptote. The other triplet state (2̃3A6) that originates from the

same fragments is initially repulsive but becomes attractive after 4 Å due to an avoided

crossing. The third excited state (1̃3B6) comes from the Be(NH3)2(-̃
1A1) + Be(NH3)2

(1̃3A1) combination. The vertical excitation energies and electronic configurations of the

first three states of [Be(NH3)2]2 are listed in Table 2.2.

Figure 2.22: Selected orbitals of [Be(NH3)2]2 dimer.

Table 2.2: Vertical excitation energies Te (cm−1) and dominant electronic configurations

for several low−lying electronic states of [Be(NH3)2]2 dimer.

State (C2h) Method Te Electronic configuration

Coef. 7a6 8a6 6aD 7bD 8b6

-̃1A6 MRCI 0 0.91 2 0 0 2 0

−0.34 2 2 0 0 0

MRCI+Q 0

0̃3BD MRCI 2359 0.97 2 U 0 U 0

MRCI+Q 2505

1̃3B6 MRCI 6483 0.96 2 0 U U 0

MRCI+Q 6233
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2.5.4 [Be(NH3)1,2]2
2+ dimers

Be2
2+ dimer is metastable by ∼50 kcal/mol with respect to Be+(2S) + Be+(2S) frag-

ments. Interestingly, [BeNH3]2
2+ and [Be(NH3)2]2

2+ have 16.2 and 22.9 kcal/mol Des at

CCSD(T)/cc−pVTZ level of theory, respect to their two Be(NH3)1−2+ fragments. Their

PECs are shown in Figure 2.23. All three PECs are initially repulsive but turn attractive.

The energy barrier of [BeNH3]2
2+ is greater compared to the [Be(NH3)2]2

2+ (∼42 vs 35

kcal/mol).

The two Be centers of each [Be(NH3)0,1,2]2
2+ dimer are connected via a two electron sigma

bond. The [BeNH3]2
2+ and [Be(NH3)2]2

2+ dimers have D3h and C1 symmetries, respec-

tively. The Be−Be/Be−N distances of the [BeNH3]2
2+ and [Be(NH3)2]2

2+ are 2.086/1.665

and 2.172/1.769 Å. Note that the Be−Be length of [BeNH3]2
2+ is shorter by 0.04 Å, compared

to [BeNH3]2 and that of [Be(NH3)2]2
2+ is longer by 0.04 Å, compared to [Be(NH3)2]2.

Figure 2.23: MRCI PECs of [Be(NH3)0,1,2]2
2+ as a function of the Be−Be distance. All other

parameters kept fixed to their optimal values of the ground state geometry.

2.6 Conclusions

The excited 1D state of O atom is used to generate N2O molecules. A lone electron

pair from one terminal of N2(-
1Σ+6) participates on a dative bond with the empty orbital of

O(1D; ML=0). Its isoelectronic N3H(-̃1A′) and NH3O(-̃1A1) have similar chemical bonding
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patterns to N2O. In the N3H(-̃1A′) case the electron transfer occurs from :N2(-
1Σ+6) to the

empty orbital of NH(01Δ). The remaining lone electron pair of the other end of the N2 can

also engage in dative bonds (e.g. N2O2; O(1D)←:N≡N:→O(1D)).

Ground states of Li(CO)n=1−3 originate from Li(2P) + nCO(-1Σ+) fragments. In these

cases, empty three orbitals of Li(2P; 2p1) allow for dative attacks by CO ligands. The

electron occupying the 2p orbital of Li back−donates to c∗ orbitals of CO. Even though LiCO

is metastable, Li(CO)2 and Li(CO)3 are well bound with respect ground state fragments.

The ground state of LiNO(3Σ−) also originates from 2P state of Li. LiNO has an ionic

frame (Li+NO−) unlike Li(CO)n species. The two radical electrons of LiNO(3Σ−) occupy

the perpendicular c∗ orbitals. The linear LiNO(3Σ−) surpasses ∼5 kcal/mol barrier and

transforms to its bent 3A′′ global minimum that is stabilized by 1.7 kcal/mol compared to

the 3Σ− one. However, the linear structures are more stable for its isovalent LiNS, LiNSe,

and LiNTe molecules.

BeCO is metastable with respect to ground state fragments similar to LiCO and uses an

excited state of Be to produce the 3Π ground state. The ground state of BeCO originate from

Be(13P) + CO(-1Σ+) fragments. Be(CO)2 and Be(CO)2 also use excited states of Be to

create ground states that are well bound with respect to ground state fragments. Specifically,

they result from Be(23P) + 2CO(-1Σ+) and Be(1D) + 3CO(-1Σ+), respectively. The Des of

Be(CO)n vary in BeCO < Be(CO)2 < Be(CO)3 order. The replacement of O with a heavier

isovalent atom such as S, Se, Te, Po significantly increases the De of the Be(CX)3 molecule.

Specifically, Des vary in the Be(CO)3 < Be(CS)3 < Be(CSe)3 < Be(CTe)3 order.

BeO, OBeO, and Be(O2)2 molecules are ionic with Be+O−, O−Be2+O−, O2
−Be2+O2

−

skeletons, respectively. Ground states of BeO, OBeO, and Be(O2)2 are 1Σ+ (C∞v), 3Σ−6

(D∞h), and 1B2 (D2d), respectively.

Ground states of Be(NH3)n (n = 1−3) are produced by Be(1S) + nNH3(-̃
1A1) fragments.

Interaction between Be(1S) + nNH3(-̃
1A1) (n = 1−3) is initially repulsive but turn attractive

at distances < 2.5 Å. The ground state PEC for n = 1 has a shallow minimum with 6.69

kcal/mol De. Two valence electrons of Be polarize away from the approaching NH3 ligand

(:Be←:NH3) to create BeNH3 molecule. Be2 dimer bears a similar bonding mechanism as

:Be←:NH3. The major electronic configuration of Be2 dimer (79%) is resonance :Be←:Be +

Be:→Be:.
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Moving from n = 1 to 3 the De increases for Be(NH3)n. The polarization of two valence

electrons of n = 2, 3 structures are greater compared to BeNH3. The polarization is far

too great in Be(NH3)3 and the two electrons of Be delocalize in the periphery. The Des

of Be(NH3)n
+ (n = 1−3) are greater compared to corresponding neutral species, due to

the electrostatic interaction between Be+ and nNH3. Electron solvation was observed in

Be(NH3)3
+ similar to Be(NH3)3.

Two BeNH3 molecules binds together to produce a stable dimer. The NH3Be−BeNH3

bond is much stronger compared to that of Be2 dimer. The Des of [BeNH3]2 and Be2 with

respect to ground state fragments are 25.8 and 1.35 kcal/mol at CCSD(T) level. The De

of [Be(NH3)2]2 is bigger than [BeNH3]2 by 3.6 kcal/mol. [BeNH3]2 and [Be(NH3)2]2 bear

multi−reference (6a6
26b6

2; 79% + 6a6
27a6

2; 13%) and (7a6
27bD

2; 83% + 7a6
28a6

2; 12%)

configurations. Even though, Be2
2+ is metastable, [BeNH3]2

2+ and [Be(NH3)2]2
2+ create

stable minima with 16.2 and 22.9 kcal/mol Des, respectively.
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Chapter 3

Superatomic nature of ground and

excited states of neutral and partially

oxidized metal–ammine complexes

The first study on metal interaction with ammonia traces back to Sir Humphry Davy’s

work in 1808.59 He observed that heating alkali metals such as sodium and potassium in

gaseous ammonia produces a “fine blue color”. 56 years after Davy’s discovery, W. Weyl

studied the interactions of sodium with ammonia in solution phase and suggested that the

blue color is caused by NaNH3 species.24 Later in 1916, Gibson and Argo confirmed that the

brilliant blue color arises from the free electrons present in ammonia.60 Today these elec-

trons are known as “solvated electrons”.24 The relatively longer lifetime of Li(NH3)4 has aided

solid−state experimentalists to unravel its chemistry.61,62 However, even after two centuries of

research following Davy’s discovery, these metal−ammine systems are poorly understood.24

Hence, we have focused our attention towards metal−ammine complexes. This chapter dis-

cusses our findings of ground and excited electronic states of several metal−ammine systems

that can be identified as solvated electron precursors.
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3.1 Group I metal–ammine complexes

In this section most important findings reported in following paper26 given in Appendix B

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Paw lowski, F.; Ortiz, J. V.; Miliordos, E. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.

2018, 20, 24186–24191.

Hoffmann et al. claims solid Li(NH3)4 as the “lowest melting point metal” which crys-

tallizes at 90 K.63 Molecular Li(NH3)4 possesses a diffuse electron in the periphery of the

tetrahedral Li(NH3)4
+ core.24 The HOMO of Li(NH3)4 has been identified as a Rydberg−like

orbital by Sommerfeld and Dreux.64 According to their study approximately 6% density of

this electron is closely associated with the atoms. The remaining 94% corresponds to the

pseudo spherical superatomic s−type orbital (see Figure 3.1). Fascinatingly, this diffuse

electron promotes to higher angular momentum p−, d−, f−shaped orbitals. To account for

the diffuse nature of this electron, it is remarkably important to use diffuse basis functions

on the basis set. Specifically, M (≡Metal): TZ, N: TZ and H: DATZ basis set has proven

to provide very accurate results for such systems efficiently. Calculated excitation energies

using the aforementioned basis set for Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 are given in the Table 3.1.

Corresponding orbitals for the electron transitions of Li(NH3)4 are shown in Figure 3.1.

Hashimoto and Daigoku calculated MRCI/6−311++G(2d,2p) excitation energies corre-

spond to 12A1→12T1 and 12A1→22A1 transitions of of Li(NH3)4 and the values are 0.58

and 1.50 eV, respectively.65 Notice that the MRCI first excitation energy is very close to

our CASSCF value, but their 12A1→22A1 transition is similar to our complete active space

second−order perturbation theory (CASPT2) value (1.50 vs 1.52 eV). The only experimen-

tally reported transition of Li(NH3)4 (12A1→12T1 = 0.74 eV) is almost identical to our

CASPT2 value.65

Orbitals of Na(NH3)4 have identical shapes to Li(NH3)4. According to excitation ener-

gies, both Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 follow 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p superatomic Aufbau principle.

Importantly, this hydrogenic orbital series is very different from the orbital order of atomic

Li or Na. Specifically, in the first seven excited states Li populates 2p (1.848 eV), 3s (3.373

eV), 3p (3.834 eV), 3d (3.879 eV), 4s (4.341 eV), 4p (4.522 eV), 4d (4.541 eV) orbitals, while
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it is 3p (2.102 eV), 4s (3.191 eV), 3d (3.617 eV), 4p (3.753), 5s (4.116 eV), 4d (4.283 eV), 4f

(4.288 eV) for Na.14 It is interesting to notice that the Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 have many

low−lying electronic states compared to Li and Na.

Hashimoto and Daigoku computed the vertical first ionization energy (IE1) of Li(NH3)4

at MP2 level, and it is 2.81 eV.66 The experimental value is 2.85 eV.67 These numbers are in

excellent agreement with the values provided by high−level electron propagator methods68–70

(D2 = 2.83 eV, P3 = 2.84 eV, P3+ = 2.84 eV).26

The CCSD(T) adiabatic IE1s of Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 are 2.92 and 2.79 eV, respec-

tively. The IE1 of Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 are significantly smaller compared to Li (5.392

eV) and Na (5.139 eV).71 This is a consequence of weaker attraction between M+ and the

distant e− of M(NH3)4 complexes. Notice that the IE1 of each Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 is

lower than the IE1 of Cs atom (IE1 of Cs = 3.89 eV).71 This is important because a molecule

that possesses a lower IE1 than Cs atom is generally recognized as a “superalkali”. Hence,

both Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 are superalkalis. Loosely bound electrons of such species can

easily migrate to the solvent and becomes a powerful reducing agent that is strong enough

to reduce an aromatic ring.72 Further such metal−ammine solutions have been proposed as

potential high−temperature superconductors.73

The experimental EAs of Li and Na are 0.618 and 0.548 eV, respectively.71 Experimental

electron affinities of Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 are 0.45 and 0.42 eV, respectively.74,75 The

MRCI value of Na(NH3)4 calculated by Hashimoto et al. at MRCI level is 0.39 eV.76 Both

Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 has 0.45 eV adiabatic EA at CCSD(T) level of theory. Anions

possess two peripheral electrons with 1s2 superatomic electronic configuration. Excited states

of anions are not bound.
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Figure 3.1: Contours of selected outer orbitals of Li(NH3)4.

Table 3.1: Superatomic electronic configurations and vertical excitation energies (eV) of

Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4.

State (Td) S.E.C.a Li(NH3)4 Na(NH3)4

CASSCF CASPT2 CASSCF CASPT2

12A1 1s1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12T2 1p1 0.55 0.72 0.51 0.65

22T2 1d1 1.12 1.40 1.06 1.31

12E 1d1 1.13 1.43 1.06 1.33

22A1 2s1 1.28 1.52 1.22 1.43

32T2 2p1 1.53 1.79 1.43 1.67

12T1 1.61 1.96 1.52 1.83

42T2 1.88 2.14 1.82 2.05

22E 1.94 2.22 1.87 2.12

52T2 2.12 2.40 2.03 2.27

aS.E.C. stands for superatomic electronic configuration.
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3.2 Group II metal–ammine complexes

3.2.1 Be(NH3)4
0,+,–

In this section most important findings reported in following paper27 given in Appendix B

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from American Chemical Society.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Khan, S. N.; Paw lowski, F.; Ortiz, J. V.; Miliordos, E. J. Phys.Chem.

Lett. 2018, 9, 84–88.

Similar to Li(NH3)4, its isoelectronic Be(NH3)4
+ possesses a diffuse electron in the pe-

riphery of the tetrahedral Be(NH3)4
2+ which promotes to superatomic p−, d−, f−shaped

orbitals.27 Since it is important to find a suitable basis set that represent these species we

studied excited states of Be(NH3)4
+ probing series of basis sets. Specifically, (1) Be: TZ, N:

TZ, H:TZ (2) Be: TZ, N: TZ, H:ATZ (3) Be: TZ, N: TZ, H: DATZ (4) Be:ATZ, N:DATZ,

H: DATZ (5) Be: TZ, N: TZ, H: DAQZ (6) Be: TZ, N: TZ, H: TATZ (7) Be: TZ, N:

TZ, H: QATZ basis sets were used.77–79 P3+ results provided by the Filip Paw lowski and

Joseph Vincent Ortiz are in excellent agreement with the CASPT2 data. The Be: TZ, N:

TZ, H: DATZ combination provides the best accuracy−efficiency compromise. Going from

this basis set to bigger (4), (5), (6), or (7) basis sets only changes the excitation energies by

less than 0.07 eV. Importantly, going to aforementioned bigger basis sets does not change

the superatomic orbital model in the excited states. Based on the shapes of the orbitals and

the excitation energies the superatomic Aufbau principle of Be(NH3)4
+ was discovered and

it is 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p, 2d.

In Be(NH3)4, two electrons orbit around the Be(NH3)4
2+ core. Be(NH3)4 has 64.1

kcal/mol De with respect to Be(1S) + 4NH3(-̃
1A1) fragments with an 18.2 kcal/mol energy

barrier that separates them. For the Be(NH3)3(-̃
1A1) + NH3(-̃

1A1) → Be(NH3)4(-̃
1A1)

reaction this energy barrier is less than 2.0 kcal/mol. Synchronically, the Be−N bonds

stretch and N−H bonds shorten going from Be(NH3)4 to Be(NH3)4
+ or from Be(NH3)4

+ to

Be(NH3)4
2+. It can be pictured as if the outer electron cloud pushes the electron negative

N−atoms towards Be, while the electron positive H−atoms get attracted towards the electron

cloud.
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Excited state calculations of the Be(NH3)4 were performed using the previously bench-

marked Be: TZ, N: TZ, H: DATZ basis set. Excited state calculations on Be(NH3)4 are

computationally challenging owing to its multi−reference electronic character. The first ex-

cited state of Be(NH3)4 (3P; 1s11p1, 0.81 eV) is formed by promoting one electron from

1s2 ground state to the 1p shell. The 1P state is a mixture of several electronic states with

major 1s11p1 character and lies around 1.62 eV. The third excited state, 1D (1T2; 1.65 eV,

1E; 1.82 eV), is a combination of 1s11d1 and 1p2 configurations. This is followed by 3D;

1s11d1 (3T2; 1.93 eV, 1E; 2.10 eV) state. The 3S (1s12s1), The 1S (1s12s1), 23P(1p2) states

lie very close to each other at 2.24−2.30 eV. Beyond this point the spectrum becomes heavily

multi−reference.

Interestingly, Be(NH3)4 possesses 0.26 eV electron affinity even though Be− is not stable.

Notice that the electron affinities of Li and Na are greater compared to their SEPs (see

Section 3.1). The addition of an extra electron to Be(NH3)4 distorts its Td geometry to D2d.

The Be(NH3)4
− has 1s21p1 superatomic electronic configuration.

3.2.2 Mg(NH3)n=4–6
0,+

All three Mg(NH3)n=4−60,+ complexes can be identified as superatoms due to their diffuse

valence electron(s). Specifically, one and two electrons orbit in the periphery in cationic and

neutral complexes, respectively. n = 4, n = 5, and n = 6 complexes are Td, C1, and Cs in

symmetry with tetrahedral, trigonal bipyramidal, and octahedral shapes, respectively. Do

Mg(NH3)n=4−60,+ follow the same orbital series as its isovalent Be(NH3)4
0,+? To answer this

question excited states of these complexes were analyzed. Figure 3.2 illustrates the CASPT2

vertical excitation energies of Mg(NH3)n=4−6+ complexes. The calculated 12A1→12T1 (or

1s1→1p1) transition is 1.21 eV agrees very well with the experimental value reported by

Yoshida et al. which is ∼1.24 eV.80 The observed Aufbau shell model of Mg(NH3)4
+ is 1s,

1p, 1d, 2s, 2p, 1f, 2d and it is not identical to the Be(NH3)4
+. In the Be(NH3)4

+, 1f shell

appears before 2p. Exited state calculations on Mg(NH3)5
+ is challenging due to its lower

symmetry, hence only the first (1s→1p) and second excitations (1s→1d) were computed. The

orbital series of Mg(NH3)6
+ (1s, 1p, 1d, 2p, 2s, 1f, 2p, 2d) is different from both Be(NH3)4

+

and Mg(NH3)4
+.
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Figure 3.2: State average CASPT2 vertical excitation energies of Mg(NH3)4
+, Mg(NH3)5

+,

and Mg(NH3)6
+.

Electronic configurations and excitation energies of several excited states of Mg(NH3)4−6

complexes are listed in the Table 3.2. A selected set of superatomic orbitals are illustrated

in Figure 3.3. The electronic structures of low−lying states of Mg(NH3)4 is identical to the

Be(NH3)4. However, the excitation energies of Mg(NH3)4 are lower compared to Be(NH3)4

by 0.05−0.20 eV. The lower symmetry (Cs) of Mg(NH3)5 induces the multi−reference char-

acter in its excited electronic states. Because of this, superatomic configurations could not

be assigned for the states that lie beyond 13P state. Excitation energies of Mg(NH3)6 are

lower compared to both Mg(NH3)4 and Mg(NH3)5.
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Table 3.2: Superatomic electronic configurations and vertical excitation energies (eV) of

Mg(NH3)4−6 at CASPT2 and C−CASPT2 (values in brackets)a levels of theory.

State S.E.C.b Mg(NH3)4 Mg(NH3)5 Mg(NH3)6

11S 1s2 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)

13P 1s11p1 0.72 (0.70) 0.70 (0.67) 0.58 (0.57)

11P 1s11p1 1.56 (1.52) 1.28 (1.28)

11D 1s11d1/1p2 1.62 (1.59) 1.30 (1.30)

13D 1s11d1 1.99 (1.95) 1.62 (1.62)

23P 1p2 2.10 (2.05) 1.72 (1.69)

13S 1s12s1 2.16 (2.14) 1.96 (1.97)

21S 1s12s1 2.21 (2.19) 1.98 (1.99)

13F 1s11f1/1p11d1 2.64 (2.59) 2.13 (2.12)

aC−CASPT2: Inner 3s23p6 electrons of Mg atom are correlated.

bS.E.C. stands for superatomic electronic configuration.
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Figure 3.3: Selected outer orbitals of Mg(NH3)4
+, Mg(NH3)5

+, and Mg(NH3)6
+.

3.2.3 Ca(NH3)n=6–8
0,+

In this section most important findings reported in following paper28 given in Appendix B

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from American Chemical Society.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Almeida, N. M. S.; Miliordos, E. J. Phys. Chem. A 2019, 123,

6744–6750.

Ca creates SEPs similar to Be and Mg. Owing to larger atomic radius Ca accommodates

up to eight ammonia molecules in the first solvation shell.81 The main IR peak belonging

to N−H stretches of Ca(NH3)n=1−8 moves to lower frequencies going from n = 1 to n = 5,

but shifts towards higher frequencies moving from n = 5 to n = 8. In Ca(NH3)n=6−8+ and

Ca(NH3)n=6−8 one and two electrons are fully solvated in the periphery, respectively. The

Aufbau orbital series observed for Ca(NH3)6
+ is 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p. But in the Ca(NH3)8

+

the 1f populates before the 2s. Several excited states of neutral Ca SEPs are multi−reference

in nature. The order of the states of Ca(NH3)6, 11S, 13P, 11P, 11D, 13D, 23P, is identical to
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Mg(NH3)6, but excitation energies of Ca(NH3)6 are 0.1−0.5 eV lower compared to Mg(NH3)6

at C−CASPT2 level. The order of the states of Ca(NH3)7 and Ca(NH3)8 is (11S, 13P, 11D,

11P, 23P, 13D) slightly different from Ca(NH3)6. A complete list of excitation energies of

cations and neutral species can be found in the Ref28 in Appendix B.

3.3 Transition metal–ammine complexes

3.3.1 Ti(NH3)6
0,+

Valence s−electrons of alkali and alkaline−earth metals solvate by ammonia to create

Li−, Na−, Be−, Mg−, and Ca−SEPs. Similarly, ammonia ligate with scandium, vanadium,

and yttrium transition metals to produce SEPs.82–84 Only the valence 4s valence electrons

of Scandium and vanadium atoms solvate by ammonia whereas inner d electrons stay intact.

Interestingly, ammonia solvate all valence electrons of yttrium (4d15s2 electrons) in the

periphery.84 Does ammonia solvate all 3d24s2 electrons or only 4s2 electrons of titanium?

Electronic structures of Ti(NH3)n=1−6+,0 were studied to answer this question.

The ground states of Ti+ and Ti are 4F(3d24s1) and 3F(3d24s2), respectively.14 Ti0,+

can accommodate six ammonia molecules in the first shell. Importantly, all n = 1−6 species

are stable with respect to Ti(NH3)n
0,+→Ti(NH3)n−10,++NH3 dissociation. Six ammonia

molecules complete the micro−solvation process by solvating 4s electron(s) Ti0,+. The trans-

formation of atomic 4s of Ti to the superatomic 1s of the Ti(NH3)6 are shown in the Figure

3.4. But the inner d electrons of Ti0,+ remain intact. The ground state of Ti(NH3)6
+ and

Ti(NH3)6 has t2g
2s1 (quartet) and t2g

2s2 (triplet) electronic configurations, respectively (see

Figure 3.5 for orbitals). In the first excited state, two t2g electrons of Ti(NH3)6
+ couple to

produce a doublet t2g
2s1 state. The next two excited states of the cation are produced by

1s→1p electron transitions. The first state that occupies eg orbitals appears around 1.5 eV.

In the Ti(NH3)6 the first excited state is a quintet with t2g
2s1p1 configuration. This state

is followed by its corresponding triplet and singlet states, respectively. The fourth excited

state is a mixture of t2g
2p2 and t2g

2s1d1.
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Figure 3.4: Orbital contours of the Ti(NH3)n=1−6 species, which gradually transform from

4s of Ti to the superatomic 1s of Ti(NH3)6.

Figure 3.5: t2g, eg, and selected superatomic orbitals of Ti(NH3)6
+.

3.4 SEPs dimers

3.4.1 [Li(NH3)4]2 and [Na(NH3)4]2

In this section most important findings related to [Li(NH3)4]2 and [Na(NH3)4]2 molecules

reported in following paper26 given in Appendix B are summarized. Reprints were made with

permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Paw lowski, F.; Ortiz, J. V.; Miliordos, E. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.

2018, 20, 24186–24191.
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Two Li(NH3)4 or Na(NH3)4 monomers can bind together to make a stable dimer. The Des

of [Li(NH3)4]2 and [Na(NH3)4]2 at DFT/B3LYP with respect to the ground state fragments

are 9.1 and 9.5 kcal/mol. The constructed PECs for [Li(NH3)4]2 are shown in Figure 3.6

(green box). We optimized all possible orientations that two monomers might interact and

found that the global minimum of both dimers are staggered−like structures (see Figure 3.6

red box).

Figure 3.6: PECs (green box), equilibrium geometry (red box), and selected molecular or-

bitals (blue box) of the [Li(NH3)4]2 dimer.

The ground state of [Li(NH3)4]2 dimer results from the interaction of ground states of two

Li(NH3)4 monomers: 12A1(1s1) + 12A1(1s1). The De of the [Li(NH3)4]2 dimer at CASPT2

level of theory is 14.7 kcal/mol. Ground state potential energy curve shows a minimum

around 6 Å. The Li· · ·Li distance of the CASPT2 optimized structure is 6.365 Å. The

shoulder around 4 Å of the ground state curve may be caused by Li(NH3)4
− + Li(NH3)4

+

interaction. At the ground state of the dimer, two electrons occupy 1a1g orbital (Figure 3.6

blue box). 1a1g orbital is singly occupied in the first eight excited states of the dimer and

the other electron is promoted to the 1a2u, 1eu, 2a1g, and 1eg orbitals. A complete list of

vertical excitation energies and electron configurations of [Li(NH3)4]2 and [Na(NH3)4]2 are

listed in the Ref.26 given in Appendix B.

3.4.2 [Be(NH3)3]2 and [Be(NH3)3]2
2+

[Be(NH3)3]2 and [Be(NH3)3]2
2+ dimers have D3d point groups and used C2h highest
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Abelian point group for calculations. Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations

for [Be(NH3)3]2 and [Be(NH3)3]2
2+ dimers were carried out under MP2/ATZ level. Their

Des were calculated at the same level of theory. MP2 optimized geometry was used to perform

vertical excited states calculations for [Be(NH3)3]2 under CASSCF and CASPT2 levels of

theory. Four electrons in ten active orbitals were used at CASSCF level and thirty−two

orbitals were kept closed. The active orbitals are five−ag, one−au, two−bu, two−bg and closed

orbitals are ten−ag, six−au, ten−bu, six−bg at C2h symmetry. At D3d point group the closed

orbitals are five−a1g, one−a2g, one−a1u, five−a2u, ten−eu, ten−eg. All valence electrons were

correlated at CASPT2 level. The used level−shift and IPEA values for CASPT2 calculations

are 0.02 and 0.02, respectively. Excited state calculations were performed using Be: DZ, N:

DZ, and H: DADZ basis set.

Be(NH3)3 and Be(NH3)3
+ has two and one diffuse electrons in the periphery similar

to Be(NH3)4. However the HOMO of Be(NH3)3
0,+ is not as spherical as the HOMO of

Be(NH3)4
0,+ (see Section 2.5 for more details). The De of [Be(NH3)3]2 is 35.0 kcal/mol with

respect to two Be(NH3)3(-̃
1A1) fragments. Its Be−Be and Be−N lengths are 2.178 and 1.804

Å, respectively. The ground state of the [Be(NH3)3]2 is a 1A1g. In the ground state two

electrons occupy a quasi−spherical superatomic s−orbital (see 2a1g of Figure 3.7). These two

electrons can be pictured as two electrons that orbit in the periphery of the [Be(NH3)3]2
2+

core. Interestingly, in excited states electrons populate higher−angular momentum p− and

d−shaped orbitals. For example, in the first excited state superatomic 1s (2a1g) and 1p (1eu)

orbitals are occupied by one electron (see Figure 3.7 and Table 3.3). This excitation only

requires 0.23 eV at CASPT2 level. To excite both 1s2 superatomic electrons at least 0.73 eV

are required which creates the 1Eg (1p11p1) superatomic state. The first 1s→1d transition

requires 1.24 eV that produces the 3A1g (1s11d1) state. Table 3.3 lists all the states that

span within 0−1.57 eV (at CASPT2). Each of these states contain a doubly occupied 1a1g
2

orbital. It is interesting to notice that [Be(NH3)3]2
2+ has 7.1 kcal/mol De with respect to

two Be(NH3)3
+(-̃2A1) fragments. In [Be(NH3)3]2

2+ two electrons are shared between the

two Be atoms (in 1a1g orbital) and diffuse outer electrons are absent. Its Be−Be (2.326 Å)

and Be−N (1.819 Å) distances are longer compared to the neutral dimer.
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Figure 3.7: Selected molecular orbitals of [Be(NH3)3]2 dimer.
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Table 3.3: CASSCF and CASPT2 vertical excitation energies (eV) and dominant electronic

configurations for several low−lying electronic states of [Be(NH3)3]2 dimer.

State (D3d) E.C.a S.E.C.b Excitation energy

CASSCF CASPT2

11A1g 2a1g
2 1s2 0.00 0.00

13Eu 2a1g
11eu

1 1s11p1 0.21 0.23

13A2u 2a1g
11a2u

1 1s11p1 0.26 0.33

11Eu 2a1g
11eu

1 1s11p1 0.78 0.70

11Eg 1eu
11eu

1 1p11p1 0.66 0.73

11A2u 2a1g
11a2u

1 1s11p1 0.76 0.74

13A2g 1eu
11eu

1 1p11p1 0.83 0.78

21A1g 1a2u
2 1p2 0.69 0.80

21Eg 1eu
11a2u

1 1p11p1 0.72 0.81

13Eg 1eu
11a2u

1 1p11p1 0.88 0.91

13A1g 2a1g
13a1g

1 1s11d1 1.25 1.24

23Eg 2a1g
12eg

1 1s11d1 1.41 1.30

33Eg 2a1g
11eg

1 1s11d1 1.39 1.36

13A1u 2eg
11eu

1 1p11d1 1.42 1.49

23Eu 2eg
11eu

1 1p11d1 1.41 1.50

33Eu 3a1g
11eu

1/1a2u
11eg

1 1p11d1 1.42 1.52

43Eu 1eg
11eu

1 1p11d1 1.46 1.56

21Eu 3a1g
11eu

1 1p11d1 1.46 1.57

aE.C. stands for electronic configuration.

bS.E.C. stands for superatomic electronic configuration.

3.4.3 [Be(NH3)4]2

In this section most important findings related to [Be(NH3)4]2 molecule reported in following

paper37 given in Appendix A are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from
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American Chemical Society.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. J. Phys. Chem. A 2020, 124, 9783−9792.

To create PECs of the [Be(NH3)4]2 dimer three different combinations were used. They

are (1) Be(NH3)4(-̃
1A1/

1S) + Be(NH3)4(-̃
1A1/

1S), (2) Be(NH3)4(-̃
1A1/

1S) + Be(NH3)4

(�̃3A1/
3P), and (3) Be(NH3)4(�̃

3A1/
3P) + Be(NH3)4(�̃

3A1/
3P). Each combination pro-

duces one, six, and nine electronic states, respectively. Interaction between two Be(NH3)4

(-̃1A1/
1S) monomers produces the -̃1A1

′ ground state of [Be(NH3)4]2 dimer (see Figure

3.8). Its De with respect to ground state fragments are 5.6 kcal/mol under CASPT2 level.

In the ground state four electrons populate diffuse 1a1
′ bonding orbital and 1a2

′′ antibond-

ing orbital (see Figure 3.8 and Table 3.4). In the first excited state (13A2
′′) two electrons

occupy 1a1
′ and one in each 2a1

′ and 1a2
′′ orbital. Both first and second excited states of

the dimer result from the interaction between Be(NH3)4(-̃
1A1/

1S) + Be(NH3)4(�̃
3A1/

3P).

Third excited state is a 1E′′ originates from Be(NH3)4(�̃
3A1/

3P) + Be(NH3)4(�̃
3A1/

3P).

Figure 3.8: CASPT2 PECs of the [Be(NH3)4]2 dimer as a function of Be−Be distance (blue

box) and selected molecular orbitals at the equilibrium geometry (red box).
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Table 3.4: CASSCF and CASPT2 vertical excitation energies (cm−1) and dominant

electronic configurations for few low−lying electronic states of [Be(NH3)4]2 dimer.

State (D3h) Excitation energy E.C.a

CASSCF CASPT2 Coeff.b 1a1
′ 2a1

′ 1a2
′′ 1ex

′ 1ey
′

-̃1A1
′ 0 0 0.82 2 0 2 0 0

–0.34 2 2 0 0 0

13A2
′′ 1564 1557 0.92 2 U U 0 0

13E′′ 2567 2579 0.85 2 0 U U 0

11E′′ 3679 3537 0.59 2 0 U 0 V

–0.59 2 0 V 0 U

13E′ 4693 4772 0.68 U 0 2 U 0

0.43 2 U 0 U 0

aE.C. stands for electronic configuration.

bCoeff. stands for CASSCF coefficient.

3.5 Singlet–triplet gaps of linked SEPs

Electrons of two hydrogen atoms produce singlet and triplet spins. At closer distances

two electrons become paired to produce a more stable singlet spin state (H2 molecule) but the

triplet is repulsive. When two hydrogen atoms are placed at a far distance, the singlet and

triplet states are degenerate. Similarly each end of the (NH3)3Li−NH2(CH2)nNH2−Li(NH3)3

chain has one electron and for bigger n values the singlet and triplet states are degenerate.

Specifically, for n = 3−6 the singlet−triplet energy gap is almost zero. As n becomes smaller,

the two electrons pair up to form a stable singlet state. For n = 1, 2 the singlet−triplet gaps

are 2980 and 860 cm−1, respectively.

(NH3)3Be−(CH2)n−Be(NH3)3 is similar to (NH3)3Li−NH2(CH2)nNH2−Li(NH3)3. Each

species bears two diffuse electrons on the chain. For (NH3)3Be−(CH2)n−Be(NH3)3; n =

6 and 7 chains singlet and the triplet states are almost degenerate. Interestingly, for

n = 4 and 5 the triplet structure is slightly more stable than the singlet. Moving to
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smaller n values (n = 1−3) singlets are becoming more stable than triplets similar to the

(NH3)3Li−NH2(CH2)nNH2−Li(NH3)3 (see Figure 3.9). The energy gaps for n = 1−3 struc-

tures are 3200, 227, and 129 cm−1, respectively. Geometry optimizations were performed

at CAM−B3LYP under TZ(Li, C, N) and ATZ(H) basis set. Using the same basis set

singlet−triplet energy gaps were evaluated by performing vertical excited state calculations

at CASPT2 level of theory. In all cases two electrons at eight active orbitals were placed

at reference CASSCF level. All valence electrons are correlated at CASPT2 level except

those that correspond to Li−N, N−C, C−C bonds of (NH3)3Li−NH2(CH2)nNH2−Li(NH3)3

and Be−N, Be−C, C−C of (NH3)3Be−(CH2)n−Be(NH3)3.

Figure 3.9: singlet−triplet gaps of (NH3)3Li−NH2(CH2)nNH2−Li(NH3)3 for n = 1−6 and

(NH3)3Be−(CH2)n−Be(NH3)3 for n = 1−7 chains.

3.6 Second solvation shell of SEPs: M(NH3)4@nNH3

(M = Li, Be+, B2+ and n = 12, 24)

In this section most important findings reported in following paper85 given in Appendix B

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from American Chemical Society.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Paw lowski, F.; Ortiz, J. V.; Miliordos, E. J. Phys. Chem. A 2020, 124,

505–512.

Twelve ammonia molecules can bind to the M(NH3)4 (M = Li, Be+, B2+) via H−bonds.
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These interactions are shown in the Figure 3.10. The M(NH3)4@12NH3 (M = Li, Be+, B2+

clusters belong to the T point group. The outer twelve NH3 molecules withdraw the valence

electron of M further away from M(NH3)4. To accurately describe the structures of these

clusters, the diffuse nature of the electron and the H−bonding strength between ammonia

molecules should be taken into account. To this end, several density functionals were tested

and CAM−B3LYP86 was found to provide accurate geometries for such clusters.

The ground state of each M(NH3)4@12NH3 (M = Li, Be+, B2+ has one electron occupying

a more extended quasi spherical s−type orbital similar to M(NH3)4 (see Figure 3.1). Inter-

estingly, this electron populates superatomic p−, d−, f−, and g−orbitals in excited states,

similar to their monomers (see the orbitals of Figure 3.11). Specifically, M(NH3)4@12NH3

(M = Li, Be+, B2+ follow the 1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, 2p, 1g, 2d Aufbau principle.

Figure 3.10: Optimized geometry of Be(NH3)4@12NH3
+ (left figure) and H−bonds between

inner and outer ammonia molecules shown in dashed lines (only three outer NH3 molecules

are shown for clarity) (right figure).

Twelve more ammonia molecules can fit into the cavities of M(NH3)4@12NH3 (M = Li,

Be+). In these two cases, twenty−four ammonia molecules rest in the second solvation shell.

However, in the M = B2+ case the cavities are not large enough to accommodate twelve

more ammonia molecules in the second shell. The peripheral electron of M(NH3)4@24NH3

(M = Li, Be+) also populates p−, d−, f−shaped orbitals in their excited states (see the

Figure 3.11). Their superatomic Aufbau principle is identical to the M(NH3)4@12NH3, but
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excitation energies are lower by 0−0.5 eV.

Figure 3.11: Superatomic 1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, and 1g orbitals of Be(NH3)4@24NH3
+. Orbitals of

Li(NH3)4@24NH3 and M(NH3)4@12NH3
+ (M = Li, Be+, B2+) have same shapes.

3.7 Conclusions

The solvation process is complete in Li(NH3)4, Na(NH3)4, Be(NH3)4
0,+, Mg(NH3)4

0,+,

Ca(NH3)6
0,+, and Ti(NH3)6

0,+ complexes. Even though the electron solvation is complete

in Mg(NH3)4
0,+, magnesium can bind up to six ammonia molecules. Similarly, Ca(NH3)7

0,+

and Ca(NH3)8
0,+ complexes are stable. In Li(NH3)4/Na(NH3)4 the solvated electron occu-

pies a quasi−spherical s−type orbital that rests around the Li(NH3)4
+/Na(NH3)4

+ core. We

identify such species as SEPs. In Be(NH3)4, Mg(NH3)4, and Ca(NH3)6 cases, two electrons

occupy the pseudo s orbital. In their cations only one electron occupies the superatomic 1s

orbital similar to the Li(NH3)4. The outer electrons of SEPs promote to higher angular mo-

mentum p−, d−, f−, g−type orbitals. The exact Aufbau model of Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4

is 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p. The order of Be(NH3)4
+ is 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p, 2d. The series of

Mg(NH3)4
+ is (1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p, 1f, 2d) slightly different from Be(NH3)4

+. In the case

of Mg(NH3)6
+ the orbital series is 1s, 1p, 1d, 2p, 2s, 1f, 2p, 2d. The Aufbau principle of

Ca(NH3)6
+ is identical to the one of Be(NH3)4

+. In Ca(NH3)8
+, 1f falls in between 1d and

2s (1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, 2p).
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Two Be(NH3)3 or Be(NH3)4 monomers bind to create dimers. In both [Be(NH3)3]2 and

[Be(NH3)4]2 dimers solvated electrons are present. Two solvated electrons orbit around the

[Be(NH3)3]2
2+ core in the [Be(NH3)3]2 dimer. In the excited states of [Be(NH3)3]2 electrons

populate superatomic p−, d−type orbitals similar to SEPs. [Be(NH3)4]2 has four electrons

in the periphery, two in each of superatomic f and f* orbitals. In the case of [Li(NH3)4]2

only two solvated electrons are present in the diffuse f orbital. The De of [Li(NH3)4]2 is

greater than that of [Be(NH3)4]2.

By linking two SEPs via an adjustable carbon chain their singlet−triplet gaps can be

tuned. (NH3)3Li−NH2(CH2)nNH2−Li(NH3)3 and (NH3)3Be−(CH2)n−Be(NH3)3 have de-

generate singlet−triplet splittings for bigger n values. The singlet−triplet gaps for n = 1 and

2 of (NH3)3Li−NH2(CH2)nNH2−Li(NH3)3 are 2980 and 860 cm−1, respectively. Its n = 3−6

singlet and triplet structures are almost degenerate. For (NH3)3Be−(CH2)n−Be(NH3)3; n

=1−3 the gaps are 3200, 227, and 129 cm−1, respectively. The triplet structures are slightly

more stable than singlet ones for n = 4, 5. For each n = 6, 7 the singlet−triplet gap is almost

zero.

M(NH3)4 (M = Li, Be+, B2+) can accommodate 12NH3 molecules in the second solvation

shell. They are bound to the ammonia molecules in the first shell via H−bonds. The

peripheral electron of M(NH3)4 (M = Li, Be+, B2+) is further withdrawn by the outer

12NH3 molecules. Similar to their monomers, the diffuse electron of M(NH3)4@12NH3 (M =

Li, Be+, B2+) occupies a pseudo 1s orbital and is excited in to superatomic p−, d−, f−orbitals.

The orbital series observed is 1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, 2p, 1g, 2d. M(NH3)4 (M = Li, Be+) can pack

up to 24NH3 molecules in the second solvation shell. The additional 12NH3 molecules move

into the vacancies of M(NH3)4@12NH3. The orbital series of M(NH3)4@24NH3 is identical

to the orbital series of M(NH3)4@12NH3.
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Chapter 4

Superatomic nature of ground and

excited states of neutral and partially

oxidized metal–aqua complexes

Solvated electrons in aqueous media are commonly known as “hydrated electrons”.23,87,88

Even though hydrated electrons were detected about a half a century after the discovery

of ammoniated electrons, the field of hydrated electrons is much more evolved compared

to the latter.23 When generated in low concentrations, an electron has a lifetime of ∼300

`s in neutral water.89 These highly reactive electrons reduce water and produce gaseous

hydrogen. Due to this rapid reaction, experimental characterization of solvated electrons in

aqueous media is highly challenging and theoretical studies are encouraged.23,90–92 Reactions

between certain metals and water produce solvated electrons.93–97 Do neutral or partially

oxidized metal−aqua complexes behave similar to metal−ammonia SEPs? This chapter is

devoted to answering this question by focusing on ground and excited electronic structures

of metal−aqua complexes.
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4.1 Be(H2O)n=1–4
+,0

In this section most important findings related to beryllium aqua complexes reported in fol-

lowing paper29 given in Appendix C are summarized. Reprints were made with permission

from Royal Society of Chemistry.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2019, 21, 15861–15870.

The only experimental gas phase study reported on Be interaction with H2O is on

Be+−H2O.98 Be+,0 can bind up to four water molecules to complete the first solvation shell.

The Be(H2O)n=1−4+ has significantly higher Des compared to their neutral counterparts.

For cationic species the De drops as n goes from 1 to 4, with respect to Be(H2O)n
+ →

Be(H2O)n−1+ + H2O reaction. Specifically, the Des for n = 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 59.4, 39.8,

25.9, and 18.7 kcal/mol, respectively. This pattern is opposite for neutral species. The Des

of n = 1, 2, 3, and 4 neutral species are 1.2, 5.8, 14.1, and 20.0 kcal/mol, respectively.

In each Be(H2O)n=1−3+,0, the 2s atomic orbital of Be polarizes away from electron rich

H2O ligands to minimize electrostatic repulsion and/or overlap with the ammonia lone pairs.

The attack of another H2O molecule to the Be(H2O)3
+,0 forces its valence electron cloud

to the periphery to create Be(H2O)4
+,0 species. This is the same phenomenon that was

observed in Be(NH3)4
+,0. However, the diffuse electron cloud of Be(H2O)4

+,0 is not perfectly

symmetric as in Be(NH3)4
+,0 due to its C1 symmetry.

Be(H2O)4 is less stable compared to Be(NH3)4 and dissociates to Be(H2O)2(OH)2 + H2

fragments easily. The Be(H2O)4 → Be(H2O)2(OH)2 + H2 reaction is a single step process,

where two H atoms dissociate simultaneously from two H2O ligands. The transition state

barrier for this one−step reaction is only 8 kcal/mol. On the other hand, H2 dissociation

is a two−step process for Be(NH3)4. In the first step a H atom cleaves from an NH3 to

generate the Be(NH3)3NH2· · ·H intermediate. In the next step, another H atom departs from

Be(NH3)3NH2 to produce Be(NH3)2(NH2)2 + H2. The first process is the rate determining

step of the Be(NH3)4→ Be(NH3)2(NH2)2 + H2 reaction with a ∼24 kcal/mol energy barrier.

The full energy landscape of these reactions is given in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: H2 dissociation landscape of Be(NH3)4 and Be(H2O)4 at CCSD(T) level and

corresponding HOMOs.

Similar to metal ammonia SEPs, the outer electron(s) of Be(H2O)4
+,0 populate p−, and

d−shaped orbitals. Due to the low symmetry of Be(H2O)4
+,0 the three p or five d states

are no longer degenerate. For example, the three 1s→1p and five 1s→1d transitions of

Be(H2O)4
+ span within 1.3−1.8 and 2.5−3.5 eV regions, respectively. Excitation energies

of Be(H2O)4
+ are comparable to those of Be(NH3)4

+, where 1s→1p and 1s→1d transitions

of Be(NH3)4
+ require approximately 1.4 and 2.4 eV, respectively. The excited states of

Be(H2O)4 are heavily multi−referenced. More details regarding Be(H2O)4
0,+ are reported

in the Ref29 of Appendix C.

4.2 Mg(H2O)6
+/0

In this section most important findings related to magnesium aqua complexes reported in

following paper29 given in Appendix C are summarized. Reprints were made with permission

from Royal Society of Chemistry.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2019, 21, 15861–15870.

The 3s atomic orbital of each Mg(H2O)n=1−5+,0 species stays contacted with the Mg atom
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but polarized away from the ligands, and hence are categorized as quasi−valence type struc-

tures.99,100 Six water molecules can saturate the first solvation spheres of Mg+,0. Mg(H2O)6
+

and Mg(H2O)6 have one and two diffuse electrons in the periphery of Mg(H2O)6
2+, respec-

tively.

The Mg(H2O)6
+ is Th in symmetry. Because of the high symmetry it is an ideal system

to study a plethora of excited states probing the suitability of various basis sets. The tested

basis sets are, (1) Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: DATZ (2) Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: DAQZ (3) Mg:TZ, O:

TZ, H: TATZ (4) Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: TAQZ. Under all four basis sets the observed shell

model of Mg(H2O)6
+ is 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p, 1f, 2d, 3s, 1g. This is the first time we observed a

g−superatomic orbital for a SEP. Several superatomic orbitals of Mg(H2O)6
+ are illustrated

in the Figure 4.2. The excitation energy difference between our smallest basis set (1) and

biggest basis set (4) is less than 0.2 eV for all states. Excited state calculations under basis

set (4) is associated with insurmountable technical difficulties, hence only several excitations

were evaluated. Excitation energies calculated under basis sets (1)−(3) under CASPT2 and

C−CASPT2 are depicted in Figure 4.2. Overall, the basis set (1) provides very accurate

results efficiently. Furthermore, basis set (1) was used to compute excitation energies at

EOM−EA−CCSD101 level of theory. EOM−EA−CCSD and CASPT2 numbers agree very

well and the energy discrepancy is less than 0.07 eV. Compared to Be(H2O)4
+, Mg(H2O)6

+

has lower excitation energies. The same pattern was observed going from Be(NH3)4
+ to

Mg(NH3)6
+.

Mg(H2O)6 is C1 in symmetry. By imposing Cs symmetry to the Mg(H2O)6 molecule

we were able to minimize the computational cost associated with excited state calculations,

significantly. The energy difference between C1 vs Cs structures is only 1.18 kcal/mol. The

1s2 ground state and the first three excited states with 1s11p1 character (0.66−0.74 eV)

show clean electronic configurations. Excited states beyond this point have rather mixed

electronic characters.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Excited states of Mg(H2O)6
+ with different basis sets. The DATZ, DAQZ,

and TATZ represent excitation energies calculated with (1) Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: DATZ, (2)

Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: DAQZ, and (3) Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: TATZ basis sets, respectively. (b)

Contours of selected 1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, and 1g orbitals of Mg(H2O)6
+ ·

4.3 Ca(H2O)6,8
+ and Ca(H2O)6@12H2O

+

In this section most important findings reported in following paper102 given in Appendix C

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2020, 22, 22426–22435.

Similar to Mg(H2O)6
+, Ca(H2O)6

+ has Th symmetry with one peripheral electron around

the Ca(H2O)6
2+ core. Ca(H2O)6

+ has a lower De compared to Mg(H2O)6
+. But, Ca+

accommodates up to eight H2O molecules in the first solvation shell whereas for Mg+ the

limit is six molecules. The M: (≡Metal):TZ, O: TZ, H: DATZ basis set has been proven to

provide very accurate results efficiently for metal ammonia or metal aqua SEPs, and hence

adopted for this work. The Aufbau principle observed for the Ca(H2O)6
+ is 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f,

2p, 2d, 1g, 3s. This is slightly different from Mg(H2O)6
+, where the 2p and 3s are populated

before the 1f and 1g. Compared to Mg(H2O)6
+, excitation energies of Ca(H2O)6

+ are lower.
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Ca(H2O)7
+ cannot be identified as a SEP due to its quasi−valence type structure. On the

other hand, Ca(H2O)8
+ has an S8 symmetry with one peripheral electron that promotes to

higher angular momentum 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p orbitals. Compared to Ca(H2O)6
+ the excitation

energies of Ca(H2O)8
+ are 0.23−0.32 eV lower, but follow the same Aufbau shell model.

Twelve H2O molecules bind to Ca(H2O)6
+ via H−bonds (see Figure 4.3) to produce

Ca(H2O)6@12H2O
+. This cluster has S6 symmetry. Electronic structures of such transition

metal−aqua clusters are reported in the literature [e.g. M(H2O)6(H2O)12, M = Ti3+, V3+,

Cr3+, Mn2+, Fe3+, Fe2+, Co3+, Ni2+, Ru3+].103,104 In Ca(H2O)6@12H2O
+ the outer twelve

H2O molecules displace the valence electron of Ca+ even further and solvate around the

Ca(H2O)6
2+@12H2O. Excited states of Ca(H2O)6@12H2O

+ are studied only up to 1d level.

The excitation energies of Ca(H2O)6@12H2O
+ are approximately half of that of Ca(H2O)6

+.

Figure 4.3: Optimized geometry of Ca(H2O)6@12H2O
+. H−bonds between H2O molecules

are denoted by black dashed lines.

4.4 Ti(H2O)6
3+,2+,+,0

In the ground state Ti(H2O)6
3+ has an electron in a t2g orbital at Th symmetry. Since

t2g orbitals are unevenly occupied the complex undergoes Jahn−Teller distortion from Th to

Ci.
105 However, the distortion is weak and the splitting of t2g set is a mere 0.07 eV. This

electron promotes to dx2−y2 and dz2 orbitals by absorbing 1.86 and 2.10 eV, respectively. But

what would be the next electron transition? At CASPT2 level the next excitation requires
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9.11 eV. Fascinatingly, the electron of this metastable state occupies a pseudo atomic s−type

orbital. Upon further excitations, this electron moves to atomic type 1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, 2p

orbitals.

In Ti(H2O)6
2+ the first quasi−s orbital can be populated by supplying 4.52 eV, which

is significantly lower than in Ti(H2O)6
3+ case. This 1s superatomic orbital occupies in the

ground states of Ti(H2O)6
+ and Ti(H2O)6. The electronic configurations and excitation

energies of Ti(H2O)6
+ and Ti(H2O)6 are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

The ground state of Ti(H2O)6
+ is a quartet with two electrons in t2g orbitals and one

in superatomic s orbital. The same electronic configuration also produces a doublet. This

doublet state lies only 0.04 eV above the ground state. The next excited state is created

by promoting one t2g electron to eg shell creating quartet (at 0.70 eV) and a doublet (at

0.75 eV) state with t2g
1eg

1s1 configuration. The next several electronic states have t2g
2p1

character (1.00−1.05 eV). The superatomic 1s orbital populates in the next four states that

lies in between 1.30−1.59 eV. A manifold of states with t2g
2d1 configuration appears around

1.72−2.24 eV.

The 13Tg ground state of Ti(H2O)6 is created by adding one electron to the singly

occupied s orbital of the 14Tg (t2g
2s1) ground state of Ti(H2O)6

+. Compared to Ti(H2O)6
+

the spectrum of Ti(H2O)6 is dense. For example, all triplets, quintets, and singlets with

the t2g
2s1p1 configuration are stacked around 0.51−0.62 eV. From 1.19−2.24 eV a plethora

of states were observed. All these states bear at least one electron in a diffuse superatomic

orbital.
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Table 4.1: Electronic configurations and state average CASPT2 excitation energies (eV) of

Ti(H2O)6
+.

E.C.a State (Th) Excitation energy

t2g
2s1 14Tg 0.00

t2g
2s1 12Tg 0.04

t2g
1eg

1s1 24Tg 0.70

t2g
1eg

1s1 22Tg 0.75

t2g
2p1 14Tu, 24Tu, 14Au, 14Eu 1.00−1.05

t2g
2p1 12Tu, 22Tu, 12Au, 12Eu 1.01−1.05

t2g
2s1 32Tg 1.30

t2g
2s1 12Eg 1.35

eg
2s1 14Ag 1.53

eg
2s1 12Ag 1.59

t2g
1eg

1p1 24Au, 34Tu, 44Tu, 24Eu 1.74−1.75

t2g
1eg

1p1 22Au, 32Tu, 42Tu, 22Eu 1.74−1.75

t2g
2d1 34Tg, 44Tg, 54Tg, 64Tg, 24Ag, 14Eg 1.72−2.24

t2g
2d1 42Tg, 52Tg, 62Tg, 72Tg 22Ag, 22Eg 1.78−2.21

t2g
1eg

1s1 74Tg 2.07

t2g
1eg

1s1 82Tg 2.15

aE.C. stands for electronic configuration.
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Table 4.2: Electronic configurations and state average CASPT2 excitation energies (eV) of

Ti(H2O)6.

E.C.a State (Th) Excitation energy

t2g
2s2 13Tg 0.00

t2g
2s1p1 13Tu, 13Au, 23Tu, 13Eu 0.51−0.57

t2g
2s1p1 15Tu, 25Tu, 15Eu, 15Au 0.51−0.60

t2g
2s1p1 11Tu, 11Au, 21Tu, 11Eu 0.55−0.62

t2g
2p2/t2g

2s1d1 23Tg, 33Tg, 13Eg, 43Tg, 13Ag, 53Tg 1.19−1.39

t2g
2s2 11Tg, 11Eg 1.30−1.35

t2g
2p2 63Tg, 23Ag, 23Eg, 73Tg 1.36−1.67

t2g
2s2/t2g

2s1d1 21Tg, 31Tg 1.42−1.47

t2g
2s1d1 15Tg, 25Tg, 15Ag, 35Tg, 15Eg, 45Tg 1.50−1.81

t2g
1eg

1s2 83Tg 1.55

t2g
2p2 11Ag, 21Eg, 41Tg, 51Tg 1.59−1.67

t2g
2p2 25Ag, 25Eg, 55Tg, 65Tg 1.62−1.70

t2g
1eg

1s1p1 33Tu, 23Eu, 23Au, 43Tu 1.71−1.82

t2g
1eg

1s1p1 35Tu, 25Eu, 25Au, 45Tu 1.71−1.84

t2g
1eg

1s1p1/t2g
1s1p1d1 31Tu, 21Eu, 41Tu 1.76−1.87

t2g
2s1d1 33Eg 1.80

t2g
2p1d1 55Tu, 65Tu, 35Eu, 75Tu, 85Tu 2.07−2.22

t2g
2p1d1 53Tu, 33Au, 63Tu, 43Au, 73Tu, 83Tu 2.08−2.22

t2g
2eg

1p1/t2g
2p1d1 51Tu, 61Tu, 71Tu 2.11−2.21

t2g
2p1d1 81Tu 2.24

aE.C. stands for electronic configuration.

4.5 Conclusions

Neutral or partially oxidized metal aqua complexes bear diffuse electrons in the periphery

similar to metal ammonia SEPs. For example Be(H2O)4, Mg(H2O)6, Ca(H2O)6, Ca(H2O)8
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and their cationic complexes have two and one peripheral electrons, respectively. The excited

state spectra of Be(H2O)4, Mg(H2O)6, are Ca(H2O)6 are heavily multi−referenced in nature

due to their C1 symmetry. The Aufbau shell model of the cations are similar to the orbital

order of their corresponding metal ammonia SEPs.

The high symmetry of Mg(H2O)6
+ (Th) helped us to expand the previously introduced

Aufbau rule of SEPs beyond the 2d level. All four basis sets; (1) Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: DATZ

(2) Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: DAQZ (3) Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: TATZ (4) Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: TAQZ

predicted an identical 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p, 1f, 2d, 3s, 1g superatomic Aufbau shell model for

Mg(H2O)6
+. The Mg:TZ, O: TZ, H: DATZ basis set provides accurate excitation energies

efficiently. The Mg(NH3)6
+ SEP discussed in the Chapter 3 populates 2p before 2s and 1f

prior to the 2p.

The shell model of Ca(H2O)6
+ is 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p, 2d, 1g, 3s and is slightly dif-

ferent from Mg(H2O)6
+. Overall excitation energies decrease moving from Be(H2O)4

+ to

Mg(H2O)6
+ and Mg(H2O)6

+ to Ca(H2O)6
+. Ca(H2O)6

+ can accommodate twelve H2O

molecules in the second shell that are H−bonded to the inner six H2O molecules. The sec-

ond solvation shell shifts the unpaired electron further away from the Mg2+ center. Similar

to Ca(H2O)6
+, the Ca(H2O)6@12H2O

+ cluster populates p−, d−type orbitals in excited

states. Excitation energies of Ca(H2O)6
+ decrease approximately by half by implementing

the second solvation shell.

Ti(H2O)6
3+ and Ti(H2O)6

2+ have one and two d electrons in their ground state. Inter-

estingly, these d electrons populate diffuse s−, p−, d−shaped orbitals in their excited states.

Specifically, Ti(H2O)6
3+ and Ti(H2O)6

2+ require 9.11 and 4.52 eV excitation energies to

occupy the 1s type diffuse orbital. The 1s superatomic orbital is occupied in the ground

states of Ti(H2O)6
+ and Ti(H2O)6. The 4Tg ground state of Ti(H2O)6

+ has t2g
2s1 elec-

tronic configuration. The 3Tg (t2g
2s2) ground state bears two electrons in the superatomic

1s orbital. These complexes give birth to a plethora of low−lying electronic states due to

various electronic transfers such as t2g→eg, t2g→1s, 1s→1p, and 1s→1d.
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Chapter 5

Ab initio investigations of ground and

excited states of transition metal

monoxides and their catalytic

strengths towards water and hydrogen

sulfide activation

Transition metal oxides exhibit a wide range of industrial applications.106,107 Primarily,

they are excellent heterogeneous catalysts due to their uniquely rich redox and acid−base

chemistries.108,109 Transition metal oxide molecular clusters are being studied in gas phase

as model catalysts to understand the catalytic processes that exist on surfaces.110 It is also a

common practice to predict efficiency of a potential metal oxide molecular catalyst computa-

tionally prior to its laboratory synthesis.111,112 This approach can save millions of dollars and

abate environmental pollution. High−level quantum mechanical calculations provide a pro-

found electronic structure understanding that can help us to optimize the efficiency by tun-

ing metal identity and the nature of ligands to create superior catalysts.110 Multi−reference

methods have been employed to understand electron arrangements of ground and excited

states of first−row transition metal monoxides.113–115 Such studies on second−row transition

metal monoxides are limited. Because of this reason we performed a series of high−level ab
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initio studies on several neutral and charged second−row transition metal monoxides and

explored their water and hydrogen sulfide activation strengths. Our findings are discussed

in this chapter.

5.1 Ground and excited electronic states of ZrO+ and

NbO+ and their water and hydrogen sulfide acti-

vation strengths

Water splitting is an endothermic reaction that can be catalyzed by transition metal

based catalysts.116 Generally, Ru, Co, Ir, and Pt based catalysts are known to be efficient

in water splitting.117 But the search for an ideal catalyst capable of water splitting with

the required efficiency for practical use is an ongoing process. Unlike water its isovalent

hydrogen sulfide is a toxic gas. Industrially it is crucial to separate H2S from petroleum,

natural gas, or waste gas produce from chemical plants.118,119 Due to this, desulfurization

of H2S to produce elemental sulfur and hydrogen gas has gained a particular interest.119,120

This section focuses on ground and excited electronic structures of MO+ (M = Zr, Nb),

MO+ + H2X (M = Zr, Nb and X = O, S) reactions, and contains an attempt to model

complexes that activate H2O and H2S efficiently.

5.1.1 Electronic structures of ZrO+ and NbO+

In this section most important findings reported in following paper121 given in Appendix D

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from Elsevier.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transf. 2020, 255, 107265.

We tested two different CASSCF active spaces to study ZrO+. In the first active space

we used 7 electrons in 9 active orbitals (2p/O, 5s/Zr, 4d/Zr). These are 4a1, 2b1, 2b2, 1a2

under C2v symmetry. State average calculations were found to keep these selected orbitals

in the active space at each Zr−O distance of the potential energy profile. However, state

specific calculations of low−lying electronic states were found to insert 3px/O and 3py/O
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orbitals instead of the required 4dxz/Zr and 4dyz/Zr. We overcame this problem by increasing

the active space by three more orbitals in the CASSCF active space. This is our second

active space: 7 electrons in 12 active orbitals (5a1, 3b1, 3b2, 1a2). We used the bigger second

active space to collect energetics of ZrO+ species.

The first three electronic states of ZrO+ are -2Δ, 12Σ+, and 12Π. They have ∼168, 158,

117 kcal/mol Des with respect to the Zr+(4F) + O(3P) fragments. They bear 1.724, 1.712,

and 1.775 Å bonds at MRCI+Q level of theory, respectively. At equilibrium distances -2Δ,

12Σ+, 12Π have 1f21c41X1, 1f22f11c4, 1f21c42c1 electronic configurations, respectively.

These states bear Zr3+O2− oxo character with triple bonds. Their chemical bonding patterns

are described in the vbL diagrams given in Figure 5.1. The 12Π state is followed by the closely

arranged 12Φ, 22Π, 14Π, 14Φ, 32Π, 24Π, 42Π, 14Δ, 22Δ, 24Δ electronic states and they bear

∼2 Å equilibrium bond lengths. All these states show Zr2+O•− oxyl electronic configurations.

Figure 5.1: vbL diagrams for the three lowest energy states of ZrO+.

It is not necessary to use a bigger active space to study NbO+ and the CAS(8,9) (8

electrons in 9 active orbitals (2p/O, 5s/Nb, 4d/Nb)) space is sufficient. Similar to the ZrO+, the

NbO+ has ionic M3+O2− character. The ground state electronic structure of NbO+(-3Σ−)

can be created by placing an electron in the empty X orbital of ZrO+(-2Δ). Similarly,

coupling these two delta electrons into a singlet, the (11Γ, 11Σ+) states with 1f21c41X2

configuration are created. Overall, the order of the states for NbO+ is -3Σ−, 11Γ, 11Σ+,

13Δ, 11Δ, 13Φ, 13Π, 11Π, 11Φ, 23Π, 21Σ+, 15Σ, 21Π, 15Π, 15Δ, 33Π. The vbL diagrams

proposed for the first five electronic states of NbO+ are illustrated in the Figure 5.2. All five

states possess triple bonds with ∼1.66 Å lengths.
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Figure 5.2: vbL diagrams for five lowest energy states of NbO+. The (4dxy)2 ± (4dx2−y2)2

electron combinations of 1Γ and 1Σ+ states are illustrated by solid and open circles (The 11Γ

and 11Σ+ have (4dxy)2 − (4dx2−y2)2 and (4dxy)2 + (4dx2−y2)2 configurations, respectively).

Two unpaired electrons of 13Δ and 11Δ have same and opposite spins, respectively.

5.1.2 Water and hydrogen sulfide activation by ZrO+ and NbO+

In this section most important findings reported in following paper122 given in Appendix D

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2021, 23, 1437–1442.

The H2X (X = O, S) activation process by MO+ (M = Zr, Nb) can be partitioned

into three major processes: (1) Formation of the [H2X· · ·MO]+ interacting complex, (2)

Surpass the transition state barrier that involves H−X bond cleavage of metal bound H2X,

(3) [HX−M−OH]+ product formation. First, we optimized geometries of several low−lying

electronic states of interacting complexes (IC), transition states (TS), and final products

(P) of MO+ + H2X (M = Zr, Nb and X = O, S) reactions at MRCI level of theory. The

reference CASSCF wave functions of these calculations consist of seven active orbitals with

five and six electrons in M = Zr and M = Nb cases, respectively. At MRCI level of theory

all valence electrons are correlated. The used basis set for O and H atoms are cc−pVDZ and

aug−cc−pVDZ, respectively.79 For the metal atom cc−pVDZ−PP basis set with Stuttgart

relativistic pseudopotential that replace 28 inner electrons was used.123

These structures were adopted to perform single−point MRCI+Q calculations at bigger

cc−pVTZ−PP: M, cc−pVTZ: H, aug−cc−pVTZ: O basis set to obtain more accurate energies.

We selected the -2Δ, 12Σ+, 12Π, 14Π of ZrO+ and -3Σ−, 11Γ, 11Σ+, 13Δ, 15Σ− states of

NbO+ to study the MO+ + H2X → [HX−M−OH]+ reactions and the constructed energy
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landscapes are shown in Figure 5.3. Notice that the degenerate 2Π electronic state of naked

ZrO+ is nearly degenerate in ZrO+ + H2O reactants, due to the implementation of smaller

active space. The MO+ + H2O reaction causes these doubly degenerate electronic states of

naked MO+ to lift their degeneracies by splitting into two components creating two different

energy pathways. Geometric parameters of IC, TS, and P of the lowest spin state of each

reaction are depicted in the Figures 5.4 and 5.5.

Figure 5.3: MRCI+Q energy landscape of MO+ + H2X→ [HX−M−OH]+ (M = Zr, Nb and

X = O, S) reactions.
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Figure 5.4: Equilibrium structures for the ground and excited states for the ZrO+ + H2O

and NbO+ + H2O reactions at MRCI level of theory.
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Figure 5.5: Equilibrium structures for the ground and excited states for the ZrO+ + H2S

and NbO+ + H2S reactions at MRCI level of theory.
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In all instances formation of IC is exothermic with respect to their reactants. Specifically,

in ZrO+ + H2O, ZrO+ + H2S, NbO+ + H2O, and NbO+ + H2S cases, the formation of

IC ground state is exothermic by 40.7, 35.8, 40.5, and 35.3 kcal/mol, respectively. The TS

barriers of the lowest energy pathways of ZrO+ + H2O and ZrO+ + H2S reactions are lower

in energy compared to the infinitely separated reactants, hence expected to reach products

exothermically. These TS barriers are higher in energy than the reactants of NbO+ + H2O

and NbO+ + H2S cases (by ∼5 kcal/mol). The [HS−Zr−OH]+ product formation is more

favorable compared to the formation of [HO−Zr−OH]+. This is opposite for the NbO+ case,

where [HO−Nb−OH]+ is more stable than [HS−Nb−OH]+. For high−spin ZrO+ (4Π) and

NbO+ (5Σ−) cases transition state barriers of the MO+ + H2X → [HX−M−OH]+ reactions

are significantly smaller. Is it possible for us to exploit these excited high−spin states of MO+

with oxyl character to design molecular complexes that activate H2O or H2S efficiently?

To answer this question as a first step we re−optimized lowest energy state of each

spin of R, IC, P, and TS of MO+ + H2X → [HX−M−OH]+ (M = Zr, Nb and X = O, S)

reactions at DFT/MN15 level. For these spin states DFT/MN15 and MRCI+Q show similar

qualitative features in the energy landscape (compare Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.3). Hence, we

can use DFT/MN15 to study energy landscapes of bigger single−reference complexes made

up of ZrO+ and NbO+. Going one step further, we investigated MO+ + CH4 reactions at

DFT/MN15 level (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6: DFT/MN15 energy landscape of MO+ + H2O/H2S/CH4 reactions (M = Zr,

Nb).

Attachment of two X (≡ H, F, Cl, CH3) to the ZrO+(4Π) produces X2ZrO+ with doublet

spin. Such two systems (e.g. H3ZrO and F3ZrO) has been tested for methane to methanol

conversion in the past and a much favorable energy pathway has been observed in the case of

F3ZrO.124 In this work we coupled ZrO+(4Π) with two Cl atoms to test the energy pathway.

The IC, TS, and P of the Cl2ZrO+ + H2S reaction is slightly destabilized compared to the

corresponding species of ZrO+(4Π) + H2S reaction (see Figure 5.7). It is interesting to notice

that the TS barriers of H2S activation become less than 6.5 kcal/mol once Cl2ZrO+ is ligated

with ammonia. Likewise, we can use (NH3)nCl2ZrO+ (n = 1−3) complexes for efficient H2O

activation. Employing the same approach, we designed Nb based molecular catalysts for

H2O and H2S activation. For that we coupled 5Σ− oxyl state of NbO+ with three Cl atoms

to create a doublet spin ground state for the Cl3NbO+. Again, by ammonia ligation we can

design more practical (NH3)nCl3NbO+ (n = 1−2) for H2O and H2S activation.
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Figure 5.7: DFT/MN15 energy landscape of (NH3)mClnZrO+ + H2S reactions for (m,n =

0,0; 0,2; 1,2; 2,2; 3,2). For m,n = 0,0 case quartet spin is shown.

5.2 Ground and excited states of MoO+,2+,– and their

water activation strengths

In this section most important findings reported in following paper125 given in Appendix D

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Miliordos, E. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2018, 20, 12278–12287.

5.2.1 MoO+

The 4Σ− ground state of MoO+ has ∼110 kcal/mol De with respect to Mo+(6S) + O(3P)

ground state fragments. It is followed by the 2Δ and 4Π electronic states, respectively. Both

4Σ− and 4Π smoothly dissociate to Mo+(6S) + O(3P) fragments while, the 2Δ originate

from either Mo+(4G) + O(3P) or Mo+(4P) + O(3P). The origin of 2Δ is inconclusive since

Mo+(4G) + O(3P) or Mo+(4P) + O(3P) asymptotes are very close in energy. Proposed vbL

diagrams for 4Σ−, 2Δ, and 4Π states, based on their dominant electronic configurations at

equilibrium geometries are shown in Figure 5.8). Equilibrium structures of 4Σ−, 2Δ, and
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4Π have Mo2+O− skeleton. Both 4Σ− and 2Δ have triple bonds with 1.64 and 1.62 Å bond

lengths, respectively. Compared to the first two states 4Π bears a slightly longer bond length

(1.69 Å) caused by its double bond nature. These three electronic states lie well separated

from series of congested excited states. Fifteen more excited states of MoO+ were analyzed

at MRCI and MRCI+Q levels. In overall the order of the electronic states of MoO+ is -4Σ−,

02Δ, �4Π, 12Γ, 22Σ−, 12Π, 12Σ+, 12H, 12Φ, 22Π, 14Φ, 24Π, 14Δ, 16Σ−, 16Π, 14Σ+, 32Π,

and 42Π.

Figure 5.8: vbL diagrams of three lowest energy electronic states of MoO+. Only one

component of 2Δ and 4Π states are depicted. The other component of 2Δ and 4Π have have

(4dxy)2(4dx2−y2)1 and (4dxz)
0(4dyz)

1 configurations, respectively.

5.2.2 MoO2+

Similar to MoO+ the lowest three electronic states of MoO2+ settle well separated from

others. The 3Σ− ground state of MoO2+ originate from Mo2+(5D) + O(3P) asymptote. It

is important to note that the Mo+(6S) + O+(4S) fragments are more stable compared to

Mo2+(5D) + O(3P), but only produce repulsive potential energy curves due to the electro-

static repulsion between Mo+ and O+. The first and second excited states of MoO2+ are 1Γ

and 1Σ+, respectively. The proposed vbL diagrams of these three states are given in Figure

5.9. Notice that both 1Γ and 1Σ+ have the same electronic configuration, but with different

components. Specifically, the configurations of 1Γ and 1Σ+ are 0.67(1f21cx
21cy

2Xxy
2) −

0.67(1f21cx
21cy

2Xx2−y2
2) and 0.67(1f21cx

21cy
2Xxy

2) + 0.67(1f21cx
21cy

2Xx2−y2
2), respec-

tively. All three electronic states have triple bonded Mo2+O electronic structures with ∼1.60

Å bond distance. The observed order of the first fourteen electronic states of MoO2+ are

-3Σ−, 01Γ, 01Σ+, 13Φ, 13Π, 13Δ, 11Π, 15Σ−, 11Φ, 11Δ, 15Δ, 17Σ−, 23Σ−, and 15Σ+.
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Figure 5.9: vbL diagrams of three lowest energy electronic states of MoO2+. The (4dxy)2

± (4dx2−y2)2 combinations of 1Γ and 1Σ+ states are represented by electron pairs with solid

and open circles.

5.2.3 MoO–

Five electronic states of MoO− are stable compared to the -5Π ground state of MoO.

According to the CCSD(T) calculations they are -4Π, 12Δ, 16Σ+, 14Σ−, and 16Π in en-

ergy order. For multi−reference calculations we used two different active spaces at reference

CASSCF level; (1) 11 electrons in 9 active orbitals (2p/O, 5s/Mo, 4d/Mo) (2) 11 electrons in

12 active orbitals (2p/O, 5s/Mo, 4d/Mo, 5p/Mo). Note that the number of orbitals in (1) is the

same as the number of orbitals in MoO+ and MoO2+. At active space (1) the ground and first

excited state of MoO− are 6Σ+ and 4Π, respectively, which disagree with CCSD(T). However,

the bigger (2) active space provides identical order of states as CCSD(T). We further calcu-

lated EA of MoO using the aforementioned two active spaces. Calculated MRCI/MRCI+Q

EA of MoO under (1) and (2) active spaces are 0.05/−0.01 and 0.87/1.07 eV, respectively.

The EA under CCSD(T) (1.20 eV) agrees very well with the experimental value reported

by Gunion et al (1.290 ± 0.006 eV).126 In overall (2)nd active space provides much better

results compared to the small (1)st active space. Because of this reason electronic structures

and energetics of ground and excited states of MoO− were studied using bigger (2)nd active

space.

Both Mo(7S) + O−(2P) and Mo−(6S) + O(3P) are stable compared to the Mo(7S) +

O(3P) fragments. The Mo−(6S) + O(3P) gives birth to the -4Π and 14Σ− states of MoO−.

The 16Σ+ and 16Π come from Mo(7S) + O−(2P). The Mo−(4G) + O(3P) combination is

higher in energy than Mo(7S) + O(3P) and produces the 12Δ state of MoO−. The 12Δ and
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16Σ+ and 14Σ− and 16Π are very close in energy. According to MRCI, the ground state of

MoO− is the 6Σ+ following 2Δ and 4Π states, but MRCI+Q reorders them as does CCSD(T).

Proposed vbL diagrams for the first three electronic states of MoO− are depicted in Figure

5.10.

Figure 5.10: vbL diagrams of three lowest energy electronic states of MoO−. Only one

component of 4Π and 2Δ states are depicted. The other component of 4Π and 2Δ have

2px
22py

1 and (4dx2−y2)1(4dxy)2 configurations, respectively.

5.2.4 Water activation from MoO2+,+,–

MoO2+,+,− + H2O → Mo(OH)2
2+,+,− reactions were investigated for several low−lying

electronic states of MoO2+,+,−. Both MoO2+ and MoO+ react with H2O similar to the MO+

(M = Zr or Nb). Specifically, electronegative oxygen end of H2O binds to the MoO2+,+ to cre-

ate H2O· · ·MoO2+,+ IC that undergoes H−O bond cleavage to produce [HO−Mo−OH]2+,+.

The lowest energy IC, TS, P structures of MoO+· · ·H2O reaction are illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.11. Their excited states have approximately similar structures. Structures of ground

and excited IC, TS, P of MoO2+· · ·H2O reaction also have geometries similar to those of

MoO+· · ·H2O reaction.

MoO− reacts with H2O in a different fashion. One H atom of H2O interacts with oxygen

of MoO− to produce the MoO−· · ·H−OH IC (see Figure 5.11). But, the transition state of

this reaction has a similar structure as MoO2+,+ cases.
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Figure 5.11: Lowest energy IC, TS, P structures of MoO+· · ·H2O reaction and ground state

IC produce from MoO− + H2O reaction.

Each of the lowest energy R, IC, TS, and P of MoO+· · ·H2O reaction are quartets.

They are triplets for the MoO2+ + H2O reaction. Interestingly the MoO− + H2O reaction

proceeds via a spin crossover. Specifically, the R, I, and P of the reaction are quartets,

but the lowest energy TS is a sextet. The ICs of MoO−· · ·H2O reaction is slightly stabilized

compared to the MoO+ and MoO2+ cases. Explicitly, the lowest energy ICs of MoO−· · ·H2O,

MoO+· · ·H2O, and MoO2+· · ·H2O have approximately 15, 45, and 130 kcal/mol Des with

respect to ground state fragments, respectively (see Figure 5.12). They have to surpass ∼90,

45, 15 kcal/mol TS barriers to reach products, respectively. The [HO−Mo−OH]+ product

is more stable compared to [HO−Mo−OH]− but less stable than [HO−Mo−OH]2+. Overall,

the anionic system is the best candidate for water activation since it has a lower activation

energy barrier and produces a more stabilized P than IC.

Figure 5.12: MRCI+Q energy landscape for the MoO2+,+,− + H2O→ Mo(OH)2
2+,+,− reac-

tions.
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5.3 Ground and excited states of RuO+,0,– and their

water activation strengths

In this section most important findings reported in following paper127 given in Appendix D

are summarized. Reprints were made with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry.

Ariyarathna, I. R.; Almeida, N. M. S.; Miliordos, E. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2020, 22,

16072–16079.

5.3.1 RuO+

Potential energy curves belonging to the lowest sixteen electronic states of RuO+ dis-

sociates into Ru+(4F) + O(3P) fragments. Those states of RuO+ are -2Π, 14Δ, 16Σ+,

14Φ, 14Π, 12Σ+, 12Γ, 12Δ, 12Σ−, 22Σ+, 12Φ, 22Π, 14Σ+, 22Δ, 24Δ, and 16Φ in energy

order. The -2Π and 14Δ states lie very close in energy. They are separated by less than 2

kcal/mol under all levels of theory. According to MRCI, MRCI+Q, C−MRCI, C−MRCI+Q,

and C−CCSD(T) levels the ground state of RuO+ is the 2Π, but CCSD(T) predicted 4Δ

to be more stable compared to 2Π. Similarly, 16Σ+, 14Φ, 14Π states are nearly degenerate

separating only within 1.5 kcal/mol. According to generalized valence bond (GVBCI) level

of theory a different order of states (4Δ, 2Γ, 2Δ, 2Σ+, 2Σ−, 2Δ) has been predicted for RuO+

in 1988 by Carter and Goddard.128

Equilibrium structures of all -2Π, 14Δ, 16Σ+, 14Φ, 14Π states have Ru2+O− ionic skele-

ton. Their dominant electronic configurations at equilibrium geometries are listed in the

Table 5.1. Proposed vbL diagrams for these states are shown in Figure 5.13. Selected set

of valence molecular orbitals of RuO+ are also included to the Figure 5.13. -2Π has a

double bond with one electron in c∗RuO. Both 14Δ and 16Σ+ have single bonds and two c∗

electrons. Hence bond lengths of 14Δ and 16Σ+ are expected to be longer compared to the

-2Π state. Indeed, this is true, where the CCSD(T) bond lengths of -2Π, 14Δ, and 16Σ+

are 1.609, 1.665, and 1.741 Å, respectively.
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Table 5.1: Dominant electronic configurations for the first five electronic states of RuO+.

State Coef. 2f 3f 1cx 2cx 1cy 2cy 1Xx2−y2 1Xxy

-2Π 0.89 2 0 2 U 2 0 2 2

14Δ 0.95 2 0 2 U 2 U 2 U

16Σ+ 0.94 2 U 2 U 2 U U U

14Φ 0.66 2 U 2 0 2 U 2 U

−0.66 2 U 2 U 2 0 U 2

14Π 0.66 2 U 2 0 2 U 2 U

0.66 2 U 2 U 2 0 U 2

Figure 5.13: vbL diagrams for five lowest energy electronic states of RuO+. Set of selected

valence molecular orbitals of RuO+ are shown with the -2Π diagram. Only one component

of -2Π and 14Δ states are depicted. Only one configuration of each 14Φ and 14Π is shown.

The other one has (4dx2−y2)1(4dxy)2 + (4dxz)
1(4dyz)

0 configuration.
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5.3.2 RuO

The -5Δ ground state of RuO has ∼115 kcal/mol De with respect to Ru(5F) + O(3P)

fragments. Its first two excited states, 13Π and 13Δ, are ∼14 and 23 kcal/mol (at MRCI)

high in energy than -5Δ, respectively. Next eleven electronic states of RuO stack very

closely within 10.5 kcal/mol. Overall the order of the states at MRCI level of theory is -5Δ,

13Π, 13Δ, 11Σ+, 11Π, 13Γ, 13Φ, 15Σ+, 13Σ−, 23Π, 23Σ−, 13Σ+, 23Δ, and 11Δ. In 1985

Krauss and Stevens studied RuO and found 5Δ, 3Π, 3Δ, 3Σ−, 3Φ, 7Σ+, 5Σ+, 3Σ+, 5Π, 5Φ

pattern of states.129 Our calculations located extra 1Σ+, 1Π, 3Γ, 3Π, 3Σ−, 3Δ, 1Δ states

within 0−11,500 cm−1. The 7Σ+, 5Π, 5Φ states rest beyond 11,500 cm−1.

Dominant electronic configurations of the first four electronic states of RuO are given in

the Table 5.2. Their proposed vbL diagrams are depicted in the Figure 5.14. The -5Δ has

a single bond and two electrons in antibonding orbitals. The CCSD(T) bond length of -5Δ

state is 1.707 Å. Since 13Π and 11Σ+ respectively have double and triple bonds, their bonds

are expected to be shorter than -5Δ. As predicted, they are shorter with 1.650 (13Π) and

1.628 Å (11Σ+) bonds at CCSD(T) level.

Table 5.2: Dominant electronic configurations for the first five electronic states of RuO.

State Coef. 2f 3f 1cx 2cx 1cy 2cy 1Xx2−y2 1Xxy

-5Δ 0.95 2 U 2 U 2 U 2 U

13Π 0.80 2 U 2 U 2 0 2 2

13Δ 0.79 2 V 2 U 2 U 2 U

−0.41 2 U 2 V 2 U 2 U

−0.41 2 U 2 U 2 V 2 U

11Σ+ 0.92 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2
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Figure 5.14: vbL diagrams for the four lowest energy electronic states of RuO. Only one

component of 5Δ, 3Π, 3Δ states are depicted.

5.3.3 RuO–

To study ground and excited states of RuO− three additional orbitals were used in the

CASSCF active space similar to the MoO− case. RuO− has only two stable states with

respect to RuO. They are 4Δ (ground state) and the 2Π (excited state). These two states

can be produced by placing an electron in the half filed 3fRuO (∼5sRu) orbital of 5Δ and 3Π

states of RuO. Compared to the 5Δ and 3Π states of RuO, the bond lengths of 4Δ and 2Π

of RuO− are 0.01−0.02 Å longer.

5.3.4 Water activation from RuO2+,+,0,–

Water activation strengths of MoO2+,+,− increase in the order of MoO2+ < MoO+ <

MoO−. A similar study was conducted to analyze and compare water activation strengths of

ground and excited states of RuO2+,+,0,−. RuO2+,+,0 react with water similar to MoO2+,+.

IC, TS, and P of RuO2+,+,0 + H2O → Ru(OH)2
2+,+,− reaction have similar structures to

those of MoO2+,+ + H2O → Mo(OH)2
2+,+ reaction (see Figure 5.11). The IC of RuO− +
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H2O reaction has a H−atom pointing towards the oxygen of RuO− similar to the reaction of

MoO− with H2O (see IC of MoO− + H2O reaction in Figure 5.11).

The -1Σ+ ground state of RuO2+ reacts with a water molecule to produce a singlet spin

ground state for IC and P. Interestingly, the lowest energy TS that connects IC and P is a

quintet. With respect to RuO2+(-1Σ+) + H2O fragments the lowest energy IC, TS, and

P are ∼82/85, 11/24, 46/61 kcal/mol stable at MRCI+Q/CCSD(T) levels.130 By dressing

the RuO2+ with an ammonia ligand a triplet spin IC and a P can be stabilized over the

singlet ones. The singlet and triplet IC are almost degenerate, but the triplet P is ∼15

kcal/mol more stable than singlet P. The lowest energy IC, TS, P are ∼69/71, 1/14, 37/49

kcal/mol stable with respect to (NH3)RuO2+ + H2O ground state fragments. The IC, TS, P

of (NH3)RuO2+ + H2O reaction are destabilized compared to the reaction of naked RuO2+.

Overall, the IC destabilizes, TS barrier subsides, and P stabilizes in the RuO2+, RuO+,

RuO, RuO− order. Same pattern was observed for MoO2+, MoO+, MoO−.

5.4 Conclusions

Selection of the correct CASSCF active space is crucial to obtain accurate results of

ZrO+. State average calculations with larger number of electronic states with CAS(7,9)

active CASSCF active space can provide satisfactory results for ZrO+ (active orbitals are

2p/O, 5s/Zr, 4d/Zr). But, state specific calculations put 3px/O and 3py/O orbitals instead

4dxz/Zr and 4dyz/Zr in the active space, hence application of bigger CAS(7,12) space is

critically important for accurate results of ZrO+. First three electronic states of ZrO+

(-2Δ, 12Σ+, 12Π) have Zr3+O2− oxo nature. Its next ten electronic states (12Φ, 22Π, 14Π,

14Φ, 32Π, 24Π, 42Π, 14Δ, 22Δ, 24Δ) show Zr2+O•− oxyl character. These oxyl electronic

states of ZrO+ bear 0.2−0.3 Å longer bonds compared to its three more stable oxo states.

Application of a bigger active space is not necessary for NbO+. Its low−lying electronic

states show M3+O2− oxo character. The first five electronic states of NbO+ are -3Σ−, 11Γ,

11Σ+, 13Δ, and 11Δ in the energy order with triple bonded character.

The first three electronic states of MoO+ (-4Σ−, 02Δ, �4Π) bear Mo2+O− skeleton. The

-4Σ− and 02Δ states of MoO+ have triple bonds while �4Π has double bonds. First three

states of MoO2+ (-3Σ−, 01Γ, 01Σ+) bear triple bonds with Mo2+O electronic structures.
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Unlike MoO+ and MoO2+ three more additional orbitals are necessary to represent ground

and excited states of MoO− accurately. Specifically, the active space of MoO− should consist

of 2p/O, 5s/Mo, 4d/Mo, and 5p/Mo orbitals. Calculated MRCI+Q EA of MoO− at this active

space is 1.07 eV which is closer to the CCSD(T) (= 1.20 eV) and experimental literature

value (= 1.290 ± 0.006 eV). MoO− has five stable electronic states (-4Π, 12Δ, 16Σ+, 14Σ−,

and 16Π) with respect to MoO + e− dissociation.

First five electronic states of RuO+ are -2Π, 14Δ, 16Σ+, 14Φ, 14Π with Ru2+O− skeleton.

The first five states of RuO are -5Δ, 13Π, 13Δ, 11Σ+, 11Π. The same number of active

orbitals as MoO− are necessary to represent RuO−. RuO− has only two bound states (4Δ

and 2Π) compared to the RuO + e−. Two electronic states of RuO− can be created by

including an electron in the 5sRu orbital of 5Δ and 3Π states of RuO.

H2O and H2S activation by a transition metal monoxide can be divided into three main

processes: (1) Generate of the [H2X· · ·MO] intermediate, (2) Overcome the transition state

energy hump that weaken a H−X bond of H2X, (3) Produce [HX−M−OH]. Potential energy

landscapes were created to test H2O and H2S activation barriers of several low−lying elec-

tronic states of ZrO+ and NbO+. The lowest energy reaction pathways from reactants to

product are endothermic for NbO+ + H2X (X = O, S) but exothermic for ZrO+ + H2X (X =

O, S). Products of the latter reactions are much more stabilized compared to the former ones.

Interestingly, transition state barriers of MO+ + H2X reactions are significantly smaller for

high−spin oxyl ZrO+(4Π) and NbO+(5Σ−). These high−spin oxyl states can be exploited

to design molecular complexes for efficient H2O or H2S splitting. Specifically, by coupling

two radical electrons for ZrO+(4Π) by two Cl atoms or pairing three unpaired electrons

of NbO+(5Σ−) by three Cl atoms we can produce doublet ground states for Cl2ZrO+ and

Cl3NbO+ species. Ligation of these species with ammonia provides more realistic complexes

for efficient H2O or H2S activation.

Multi−reference potential energy landscapes were also produced to compare water activa-

tion strengths of low−lying electronic states of MoO2+,+,− and RuO0,+,−. The H2O splitting

mechanism of each MoO2+,+ and RuO0,+ is similar to ZrO+ or NbO+. Interestingly, the

interacting complex of each MoO− and RuO− has MO−· · ·H−OH form where others favor

H2O. . . MO mode. Transition state barriers are significantly smaller for anionic monoxides

compared to others. Overall, the water activation strengths of MoO and RuO species vary
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in the MO2+ < MO+ < MO < MO− order, suggesting that anionic metal oxides are better

systems to facilitate the activation of chemical bonds.
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Electronic and geometric structure analysis of neutral and
anionic alkali metal complexes of the CX series (X = O, S,
Se, Te, Po): The case of M(CX)n = 1–4 (M = Li, Na) and their
dimers
Isuru R. Ariyarathna , and Evangelos Miliordos*

Bonding mechanisms, potential energy curves, accurate struc-
tures, energetics, and electron affinities are obtained for all
M(CX)1–3 species with M = Li, Na, and X = O, S, Se, Te, and Po,
at the coupled-cluster level with triple-ζ quality basis sets.
We discuss and rationalize the trends within different
molecular groups. For example, we found larger binding ener-
gies for M = Li, for CX = CPo, and for the tri-coordinated (n = 3)
complexes. All three facts are explained by the fact that the
global minimum of the titled complexes originate from the first
excited 2P (2p1 for Li or 3p1 for Na) state of the metal, with each
ligand forming a dative bond with the metal. All of the

complexes, except Na(CO)3, have stable anions, and their elec-
tron affinity increases as MCX < M(CX)3 < M(CX)2. This sequence
is attributed to the binding modes of these complexes. The
Li(CO)3 and Li(CS)3 complexes are able to accommodate a
fourth ligand, which is attached to the system electrostatically.
Finally, two Li(CO)3 molecules can bind together covalently to
make the ethane analog. The staggered conformer was found
lower in energy and unlike ethane the CO ligands bend toward
the neighboring Li(CO)3 moiety. © 2019 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

DOI: 10.1002/jcc.25791

Introduction

Transition metal carbonyl chemistry is a well explored field
because of the catalysis applications, especially in organometal-
lic chemistry. Among them, Mo(CO)6, W(CO)6, Cr(CO)6, [FeCp
(CO)2]2, Co2(CO)8, and Ni(CO)4 have been identified as efficient
catalysts for liquefaction of coal,[1] while M(CO)3(NCCH3)3
and MI2(CO)3(NCCH3)2 (M = Mo, W) are capable of facilitating
acetylene polymerization.[2] Industrially, Co2(CO)8 and Ni(CO)4
catalysts are utilized for the production of aldehydes from
alkenes[3] and in the synthesis of propanoic acid,[4] respectively.
Further, anions of metal carbonyls such as Mn(CO)5

− and
C6H6Fe(CO)2

− have been used to synthesize various organome-
tallic compounds.[5]

To understand and predict their chemical activity, the elec-
tronic structure of metal carbonyl bonds has been extensively
studied.[6–11] Carbonyls can bind in two ways with a metal M:
Carbon monoxide is a σ-donor (electron flow from CO to M
along the M C axis) and a π-acceptor (flow from M to CO
through the π-frame). The π back donation strengthens the
M C bond but weakens C O producing elongated C O bonds
and lower C O stretching frequencies.[12] In anionic metal car-
bonyl complexes this C O bond weakening is enhanced over
neutral complexes.[12] On the other hand, the C O bond of sev-
eral late transition metal complexes such as M(CO)1,2

+ (M = Cu,
Ag, Au) is found to be stronger than free CO. These complexes
are referred as nonclassical metal carbonyls.[6,13]

Considerable interest has been also shown for the s-block
metal carbonyl systems in the literature. Several alkali metal car-
bonyl compounds, such as Li(CO)n = 1–4, NaCO, KCO, Li(CO)2,
and Li(CO)3, have been detected by means of matrix

isolation,[14–16] and the vibrational spectra of Li(CO)n = 1–4 in
krypton have been experimentally recorded and analyzed by
Ayed et al.[14] Electronic paramagnetic resonance spectrum of
NaCO is reported by Joly and Howard who clearly identified an
unpaired electron localized on Na.[17] From the theoretical
stand point, in 1986 Silvi et al. has performed Hartree-Fock and
configuration interaction (CI) calculations for Li CO Li and
Li CO species and suggested that the latter is ionic
(Li+CO−).[18] Ten years later Kalemos et al. studied the chemical
bonding of linear LiCO, LiCS, and LiSC including potential
energy curves (PECs) with respect to the M-ligand distance.[19]

According to their findings all three molecules are generated
by the interaction of the first excited state of Li(2P; 2p1) with
the ground state, 1Σ+, of CO/CS. The ground state of CO and CS
has one electron pair at the carbon end which facilitates a
dative bond with Li, Li(2pσ)  CO/CS. Additionally, Li(2pπ) !
CO/CS(π*) electron transfer is proposed by the same authors.
Their population analysis demonstrated that almost half an
electron is transferred from CO to Li in the σ-frame, and about
0.8 electrons flow toward the opposite direction in the π-frame.
LiCO, LiOC, and LiSC were all found metastable with respect to
Li(2S) + CO(1Σ+) or Li(2S) + CS(1Σ+), and only LiCS is bound by
25.7 kcal/mol at CI singles and doubles (CISD). Our calculations
confirm fully the previous bonding patterns not only for LiCO

[a] I. R. Ariyarathna, E. Miliordos
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Auburn University, Auburn,
Alabama, 36849-5312
E-mail: emiliord@auburn.edu
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but also extend them to all mono-, di-, and tri-carbonyl
complexes.

Recently we have reported the BeCO, Be(CO)2, and Be(CO)3
molecules and found similar trends: BeCO is metastable with
respect to Be(1S) + CO(1Σ+) but Be(CO)2 and Be(CO)3 are well
bound.[20,21] The ground state of all three molecules originates
from excited states of Be. BeCO, Be(CO)2, and Be(CO)3 result
from Be(3P; 2s12p1), Be(3P; 2p2), and Be(1D; 2p2) interacting with
CO(1Σ+), respectively. In these cases, the valence electrons of
beryllium tend to occupy π-orbitals exposing the in situ Be2+

charge more effectively to the attacking CO. We further noted
that by replacing CO with the heavier isovalent CS, CSe, CTe,
and CPo species the stability of Be(CX)3 increases, and this
higher stability was associated with their larger dipole moment.
Can the same observations be made for alkali metals? Can the
Li+ and Na+ cores, which have smaller charge than in situ Be2+

form the same type of complexes?
This article aims to address these questions and focusses on

the chemical bonding of di-, tri- and tetra-CX (X = O, S, Se, Te,
Po) coordination lithium and sodium complexes. Despite the
smaller charge of the Li+ core, we demonstrate that lithium and
sodium carbonyl complexes are formed by the first excited
state of lithium, 2P(2p1), which shares its unpaired electron with
the coordinated CO molecules in the π-frame. Furthermore, we
found that two such complexes, Li(CO)3, can bind via a σ-type
covalent bond making dimers. We also observed that a fourth
CO or CS can bind to Li and we investigated its binding mode.
Finally, we examined the ability of these systems to accommo-
date an additional electron pairing up with the existing one
and make stable anions.

In the next section we describe our computational methodol-
ogies. After that, we first discuss the di- and tri-coordinated M-
CX molecules, followed by M(XC)1,2,3− (M = Li, Na), Li(CX)4, and
[Li(CO)3]2. Finally, we summarize our findings.

Computational Details

Optimal geometries, binding energies, electron affinities, PECs
for all species except [Li(CO)3]2 are obtained using coupled-
cluster single, double, and perturbative triples [CCSD(T)]
method building on the initial restricted Hartree-Fock wave
function. Due to the prohibitive computational cost the second-
order Møller–Plesset (MP2) method was employed for [Li(CO)3]2
instead. The augmented triple-ζ quality correlation consistent
(aug-cc-pVTZ) basis set was employed for all calculations.[22–24]

The aug-cc-pVTZ-PP basis set combined with the relevant rela-
tivistic pseudopotentials replacing 10, 28, and 60 inner elec-
trons were used for Se, Te, and Po.[25] We optimized the
structures at the CCSD(T) level. The vibrational harmonic fre-
quencies obtained using B3LYP with the same basis set are
included in Supporting Information. The PECs for Li(CO)2 and
Li(CO)3 were constructed by varying the Li C distance at the
CCSD(T) level of theory, while CO length is fixed to its equilib-
rium bond distance 1.128 Å. The dipole moments μ of all CX
diatomic molecules were calculated by the finite-field approach.
We use an electric field intensity f = 0.01 a.u. toward two oppo-
site directions along the C X bond. The energies E(f ) and E(−f )

are introduced to the following equation: μ = [E(f ) − E(−f )]/2f.
Coupled-cluster calculations were carried out invoking MOLPRO
2015.1,[26] while B3LYP and MP2 calculations were done with
Gaussian16.[27]

M(CX)2 Species

The first two states of Li and Na are of valence ns1 and np1

character (n = 2, 3 for Li, Na), followed by the lowest Rydberg
(n + 1)s1 state. The ns1 ! np1/ns1 ! (n + 1)s1 excitation energy
for Li and Na are 14,904/21,206 cm−1 and 16,968/25,740 cm−1,
respectively.[28] Their Rydberg 2S states are quite high and are
not expected to create low energy structures, but rather higher
energy states with a charge-bound electron diffused around the
Li+/Na+ terminal.

The singly occupied hard (minimally polarizable) 2s/3s shell
of Li/Na at the ground state is expected to have a repulsive
interaction with closed-shell ligands such as CX. By promoting
the valence s-electron to the neighboring p-orbital, the Li+/Na+

core opens up inviting the CX ligands to make dative bonds.
This allows two CX ligands to approach the Li atom in linear or
a bent fashion depending on which of the empty p-orbital will
be preferred. The CCSD(T) PECs for the collinear and oblique
attack are shown in Figure 1. For the latter PECs we used the
angle of 95.5�, which is the optimal angle at the global mini-
mum of Li(CO)2 (see below). Indeed, the PECs of the collinear
approach generates one repulsive PEC (2Σ+

g ) from the

Li(2S) + 2CO (X1Σ+) ground state fragments and a highly attrac-
tive PEC (2Πu) from the first excited state channel Li(2P) + 2CO
(X1Σ+). Although the minimum of 2Πu is lower than the ground
state fragments, it is not the global minimum of the ground
state potential energy surface. The energy of the two 2Πu com-
ponents splits into the 2B1 and 2A1 states upon bending the
CLiC angle (Supporting Information Fig. S2). The former state
creates the global minimum, which is 2.4 kcal/mol lower than
2Πu. Based on the bending vibrational frequency of 49.5 cm−1

(see Supporting Information), the first vibrational level is just
0.07 kcal/mol (½ωe) above the global minimum and well below

the barrier of 2.4 kcal/mol. According to Figure 1, ~X 2B1

Figure 1. CCSD(T) PECs of Li(CO)2 as a function of the Li C distance.
Dashed/continuous lines and open/solid symbols correspond to the
collinear/oblique OC ! Li  CO attack. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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correlates directly to Li(2P) exactly like the parent 2Πu state. On
the other hand, 2A1 dissociates to Li(2S) because of the avoided
crossing between the two 2A1 states coming from the first two
channels (see Fig. 1).

Scheme 1 depicts the proposed bonding mechanism for 2Πu

along with the frontier molecular orbitals supporting it. The two
CO molecules use two vacant orbitals of Li (sp hybrids along
the Li C axis) to make dative bonds, while the 2p1 electron of
Li is delocalized in the π-frame of the molecule. The same
bonding is observed for the bent structures but the two
π-orbitals of linear Li(CO)2 take the shapes of orbitals 8a1 and
2b1 shown in Scheme 2. The lithium and sodium complexes
with CO and CS are found to have a bent global minimum,
which is 2.4 (LiCO), 0.4 Li(CS), 3.7 Na(CO), 1.1 (NaCS) kcal/mol
lower than the linear structure. The larger ligands favor the lin-
ear conformation probably because of the larger repulsion
between the terminal atoms. The same bonding was suggested
by Kalemos et al. for the ground 2Π state of LiCO and LiCS.[19]

Table 1 lists our numerical results on the optimal bond
lengths and binding energies (De) of all M(CO)n = 1–3 species. De

values refer with respect to the ground state fragments. The tri-
coordinated species are discussed later and for reasons of com-
pleteness we also report mono-carbonyl complexes, which
compare favorably with the LiCO and LiCS results by Kalemos
et al.[19] Focusing on M(CX)2, we see that for a specific CX, the
De for Li is always larger than Na by ~20 kcal/mol. Two reasons
result in this trend: (1) The charge density of Li+ is higher than
Na+ (because of its smaller size) attracting the ligands stronger
and (2) The higher 2S(2s1) ! 2P(2p1) excitation energy of Na
shifts the Na(2P) + 2CO adiabatic products higher yielding smal-
ler binding energy with respect to the ground state
Na(2S) + 2CO fragments. The charge density of both cations
and anions has also been used in the literature to explain the
solubility trends among several salts.[29] Among the M(CX)2 spe-
cies, only Na(CO)2 is metastable with respect to the M
(2S) + 2CO dissociation.

The binding energy increases in the M(CO)2 < M(CS)2 < M
(CSe)2 < M(CTe)2 < M(CPo)2 order and is proportional to the
dipole moment (μcx) of CX. Our calculated μ values for CO, CS,
CSe, CTe, and CPo are 0.102, 1.901, 2.163, 2.590, and 2.831 D,

respectively, comparing very well with the available experimen-
tal values.[21] This nearly linear relationship between De versus
μCX is shown in Figure 2. The plot suggests that the negative De

of Na(CO)2 can be connected to the relatively low μCO. It should
be stressed that the linear relation between De and μCX does
not imply plain electrostatic bonding between M and
CX. Instead, μCX is rather used as a handy measure of the ability
of CX to form a dative bond. Higher polarity of the CX species
(C−X+) translates to an electron richer carbon,[30] which can
attach stronger to the metal and strengthen the observed
dative bond.

M(CX)2 species show higher De values compared to MCX. The
reason is that in both cases we promote the same valence elec-
tron from 2s or 3s to 2p or 3p (for Li or Na) to enable the M  
CO donation, but there are two such bonds for M(CX)2 versus
one bond for MCX.[19] A similar linear dependence between De

and μCX is observed for the di-coordinated metal carbonyls too
(see Fig. 2).

The M C equilibrium distances are shorter in mono-
coordinated molecules than their bi-coordinated partners by
~0.1 Å. The size of the terminal atom X seems to play a
minor role affecting the M C lengths by less than 0.01 Å for
all four M(CX)1–2 groups. Note that Na(CO)2 is an outlier in
the Na(CX)2 group and has considerably longer (~0.04 Å)
M C distance (see Table 1). On the other hand, the larger
size of Na leads to longer M C bonds. The difference
between the Li C and Na C lengths of approximately 0.4 Å
for all species is very close to the difference of the van der
Waals atomic radii of the two metals: 1.82 Å (Li) versus
2.27 Å (Na).

Going from MCX to M(CX)2 the C X bond lengths contract
and go closer to those of the free CX molecules, which are
1.136, 1.550, 1.691, 1.921, and 2.020 Å for X = O, S, Se, Te, and
Po, respectively, at the same level of theory. This trend can be
seen as consequence of two factors: (1) the longer M C bonds
for M(CX)2 place the CX units further from the metal and closer
to their free form and (2) that the π-electron is back donated to
one carbonyl for MCX but to two carbonyls (half an electron
per CX) for M(CX)2. Table 1 shows a slight decrease of the CX
bond length on average by 0.009 Å and 0.006 Å for MCX and
M(CX)2, respectively, when moving from Li to Na. Although this
difference is within the error of our methodologies, it indicates
a stronger π-back donation of Na relative to Li, which weakens
the CX bonds.

Scheme 1. Proposed bonding scheme for ~X 2Πu of Li(CO)2. The singly
occupied π-orbital (top-right) and two σ-orbitals represent the orthogonal
combinations of the two M  CO dative bonds (bottom orbitals) are also
shown. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Scheme 2. The 8a1 and 2b1 MOs of bent Li(CO)2 which transform to the two
π MOs of linear Li(CO)2. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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M(CX)3 Species

The transition from Li(2S;2s1) to Li(2P;2p1) renders all four
valence orbitals of lithium available for bonding. Out of these
four valence orbitals, only one is occupied. The question is
can we use the rest three orbitals to facilitate the insertion of
three CO ligands? Following the same strategy as for M(CX)2
we constructed CCSD(T) PECs for the simultaneous approach
of all three CO molecules toward lithium (see Fig. 3). Once
again, the global minimum is made from the Li(2P) + 3CO
fragments, whereas the ground state of Li(2S) interacts repul-
sively with the incoming carbon monoxides. Scheme 3
depicts the bonding action and the delocalized orbital of the
π-electron for Li(CO)3; identical schemes can be made for the
rest species.

The exact same observations can be made as in section “M
(CX)2 Species” about the M C and C X bond lengths (see
Table 1). The addition of the third ligand elongates M C and
shortens C X rendering it practically the same as the ones of
free CX. The terminal X atom still plays a minor role to the M C
bond length, while going from Li to Na the difference in the
M C length is again ~0.4 Å with Na(CO)3 being an outlier. The
C X bonds increase also slightly transitioning from Li to Na.

The total binding energy De with respect to M + 3CO
increases consistently by 15/10 kcal/mol for M = Li/Na, going
from M(CX)2 to M(CX)3, and decreases by 25 kcal/mol going
from Li(CX)3 to Na(CX)3. The additional stability of M(CX)3 can
be ascribed to the same reason causing the enhanced stability
of M(CX)2 over MCX (see section “M(CX)2 Species”). The linear
relation between μCX and De holds true as well and is plotted in
Figure 2. The corresponding De values for Be(CX)3 species,
which were seen as in situ Be2+(CX)3 with two delocalized
π-electrons, are 49.2, 115.3, 123.3, 139.7, and 139.1 kcal/mol,[21]

which are almost twice and four times larger compared to the
Li(CX)3 and Na(CX)3 ones, respectively. Overall, the smaller in

situ charge of Li and Na allows the formation of tri-coordinated
metal carbonyl complexes but affects appreciably their thermo-
dynamic stability.

Table 1. CCSD(T) equilibrium bond lengths re (Å) and binding energies De (kcal/mol) for the formation of M(CX)n = 1–3 from M(2S) + nCX(X1Σ+).

Molecule[a]

re

De Molecule

re

DeM C C X M C C X

LiCO 1.905 1.177 −3.6 NaCO 2.285 1.180 −20.2
LiCS 1.904 1.588 27.2 NaCS 2.265 1.596 11.7
LiCSe 1.907 1.729 31.6 NaCSe 2.269 1.739 16.6
LiCTe 1.913 1.947 39.3 NaCTe 2.276 1.957 24.8
LiCPo 1.914 2.051 39.0 NaCPo 2.277 2.063 24.6
Li(CO)2 2.012 1.147 8.8 Na(CO)2 2.447 1.149 −14.0
Li(CO)2

[a] 1.999 1.150 11.2 Na(CO)2
[a] 2.421 1.152 −10.3

Li(CS)2 2.007 1.558 43.4 Na(CS)2 2.390 1.570 20.9
Li(CS)2

[a] 1.990 1.561 43.9 Na(CS)2
[a] 2.385 1.569 22.0

Li(CSe)2 2.012 1.698 48.4 Na(CSe)2 2.403 1.705 26.4
Li(CTe)2 2.019 1.919 57.9 Na(CTe)2 2.407 1.927 36.5
Li(CPo)2 2.021 2.019 58.0 Na(CPo)2 2.409 2.027 36.7
Li(CO)3 2.046 1.141 23.0 Na(CO)3 2.555 1.154 −6.3
Li(CS)3 2.047 1.552 58.2 Na(CS)3 2.462 1.556 30.2
Li(CSe)3 2.053 1.693 62.9 Na(CSe)3 2.466 1.697 35.7
Li(CTe)3 2.061 1.916 72.4 Na(CTe)3 2.473 1.921 46.1
Li(CPo)3 2.064 2.015 72.1 Na(CPo)3 2.476 2.020 46.3

The electronic terms for the states studied presently are: 2Π [MCX], 2B1 [bent M(CX)2],
2Πu [linear M(CX)2], and

2A
0 0
2 [M(CX)3]. All M(CX)2 systems are linear unless otherwise stated.

[a] Bent structures with XC M CX angles of 95.5� (M = Li, X = O), 99.7o (M = Li, X = S), 74.8o (M = Na, X = O), and 70.9o (M = Na, X = S).

Figure 2. Binding energy (De) for the M + nCX ! M(CX)n [n = 1–3] reaction
versus the dipole moment of CX (μ). Solid/open symbols and
continuous/dashed lines correspond to Li/Na. Black, red, light green, dark
blue, and light blue symbols pertain to CO, CS, CSe, CTe, and CPo,
respectively. Finally, violet/orange/gray lines and circles/squares/triangles
are used for the MCX/M(CX)2/M(CX)3 series. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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M(CX)1–3
−

The attachment of an electron to all of the neutral metal car-
bonyls examined in the previous sections leads to stable
anionic systems. The additional electron couples to the existing
unpaired electron of M(CX)3 or occupy one of the vacant
valence orbitals of M(CX)1–2. MCX− species have a 3Π ground
state, where the additional electron resides chiefly at the 2s
orbital of lithium, which is polarized away from CO (see Fig. S1).
The exact same electronic structure was observed for the isova-
lent BeCX species, which have a ground 3Π state followed by a
1Π and 3Σ−.[20] The M(CX)2

− series are linear with two unpaired
electrons in the two π-orbitals which assign the ground state as
3Σ−

g . Finally, all M(CX)3
− are closed-shell systems with an elec-

tron pair in the π-frame. All three groups share identical elec-
tronic structure with the isoelectronic Be(CO)1–3 molecules.[20,21]

Table 2 summarizes the optimal structures and EAs for all three
series of molecules.

The EA generally increases in the order: M(CO)n < M(CS)n <
M(CSe)n < M(CTe)n < M(CPo)n for n = 1–3 (see Table 2). For
n = 1 the EA values range within only 0.12 and 0.08 eV for
M = Li and Na. The reason is that the additional electron goes
at the “back” of the metal (see Supporting Information Fig. S1)
and it is only minimally dependent on the ligand. Although the
EA [M(2S; s1) ! M−(1S; s2)] of naked Li (0.62 eV) is smaller than
that of Na (0.55 eV),[31] the EA for all NaCX species
(0.80 � 0.04 eV) is larger than those of Li (0.63 � 0.06 eV).
Except for CO, the EAs for the di-coordinated complexes
increase considerably being more than twice larger in some
cases (see Table 2). The reason is that the additional electron is
now going to the empty delocalized (over the metal and two
carbon atoms; see Scheme 1) π-orbital, which is orthogonal to
its singly occupied sister π-orbital. It is not clear to us why lith-
ium and sodium di-carbonyls behave differently having smaller
EAs. Li(CO)3 has also relatively small EA and Na(CO)3 anion is
not even stable. The rest M(CX)3 complexes have reduced EAs
compared to the corresponding M(CX)2. This reduction can be
attributed to the fact that the extra electron is added to the
already occupied off-plane π-orbital (see Scheme 3).

Going from MCX to MCX−, we see that both the M C and
C X bonds elongate by ≥0.1 Å and ~0.02 Å, respectively. But
going from M(CX)2,3 to M(CX)2,3

−, the M C bonds either elon-
gate less or even shorten; see for example the case of Li(CX)3.
On the other hand, the CX bonds elongate further by ~0.05 Å
and 0.03–0.04 Å for M(CX)2 and M(CX)3. It seems that the addi-
tional π-electrons, which are mostly shared between the metal
and carbon, strengthen the M C bond weakening the C X
bond at the same time. Schemes 1 and 3 show that the orbitals
of these π-electrons have bonding M CX but anti-bonding
MC X character in agreement with the observed M CX and
MC X bond length trends. The strengthening of the M CX
bond is quantified by the De(M CX) values as well. These can
be obtained as De[M(CX)n

−] = De[M(CX)n] + EA[M(CX)n] − EA
[M]. Since the EA of M(CX)2–3 species are larger than MCX (see
Table 2), their binding energies are larger.

Li(CO)4 and Li(CS)4
As described above, in Li(CO)3 all valence orbitals of Li(2P) are
“busy” with either hosting the unpaired electron or facilitating
the three Li  CO dative bonds. In principle, the addition of a
fourth CO ligand to the saturated Li(CO)3 complex should be
unfavorable. However, there is experimental evidence for the
existence of Li(CO)4.

[14] To verify the stability of Li(CO)4 quan-
tum mechanically, we obtained its optimal structure and calcu-
lated its harmonic vibrational frequencies. The CCSD(T) binding
energy with respect to Li(2S) + 4CO is 29.9 kcal/mol and
6.8 kcal/mol with respect to Li(CO)3 + CO. All frequencies
(at B3LYP) are real with the smallest one being 7.4 cm−1 and
corresponds to the off-plane deformation of the molecule (see
Supporting Information). Correcting for the zero-point energy
these values become 26.1 and 6.3 kcal/mol. A more “natural”
binding energy of each Li CO bond in Li(CO)3 can be obtained
by dividing by three the total binding energy with respect to
Li(2P) + 3CO. This value is 22.2 kcal/mol, three times larger than
the binding energy of the fourth CO unit.

The same small frequency for Li(CS)3 is actually imaginary
(14.7 cm−1). Following the intrinsic coordinate of this frequency
we found a nonplanar Li(CS)4 structure with three very small
imaginary frequencies of ≤5 cm−1 and 2.8 kcal/mol lower. More
detailed calculations using a finer integration grid or stricter
convergence criteria may be necessary to provide a final
answer, but for both CO and CS this deformation is a soft

Figure 3. CCSD(T) PECs of Li(CO)3 as a function of the Li C distance. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Scheme 3. Proposed bonding scheme for ~X 2A
00
2 of Li(CO)3. The delocalized

2pπ-orbital is also shown. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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normal mode. The binding energy of nonplanar Li(CS)4 with
respect to Li(CS)3 + CS is 9.3 kcal/mol, and it is expected to be
experimentally isolable. We further investigated the existence
of other M(CX)4 analogs with no success. Despite the larger
dipole moment of CX (X = Se, Te, Po), which points to more
stable Li(CX)4 complexes, the steric congestion for these bulkier
ligands wins. No bound Na(CX)4 analog was identified, mainly
due to the smaller charge density of the central Na+ ion.

Similar to Li(CO)3 a single electron is delocalized in the
π-frame of Li(CO)4 but the Li C bond is as long as 2.161 Å,
0.115 Å longer than Li(CO)3. Note that the elongation from
Li(CO)2 to Li(CO)3 is just 0.034 Å. The combination of the adia-
batic binding energy and Li C elongation indicate a weak elec-
trostatic interaction of the fourth CO unit with the in situ Li+

center. Scheme 4 depicts the proposed bonding for this system,
where three bonds are shown as dative and one as electrostatic.

The four possible structures are in “equilibrium” (resonance)
forming four equivalent bonds.

The [Li(CO)3]2 Dimer

The Li(CO)3 radical can be visualized as the CH3 radical. Just as
two CH3 radicals bind together, can two Li(CO)3 make a stable
ethane analog? We have probed the stability of [Li(CO)3]2
dimer under the MP2 level of theory. Its binding energy with

respect to two LiCO3 (~X 2A
00
2) monomers is calculated to be

27.2 kcal/mol. Indeed, the two electrons residing at the π-orbital
of each Li(CO)3 couple together to form HOMO of [Li(CO)3]2
shown in Scheme 5. This covalent type of chemical bond has
been identified to occur between two π-conjugated radical sys-
tems and referred as “pancake chemical bonds” in the
literature.[32]

Table 2. CCSD(T) Equilibrium bond lengths re (Å) of M(CX)1,2,3
− and electron affinities EA (eV) of M(CX)1,2,3.

[a]

Molecule

re

EA Molecule

re

EAM C C X M C C X

LiCO− 2.008 1.179 0.57 NaCO− 2.515 1.181 0.77
LiCS− 2.002 1.603 0.62 NaCS− 2.403 1.612 0.76
LiCSe− 2.011 1.748 0.64 NaCSe− 2.413 1.759 0.79
LiCTe− 2.023 1.970 0.69 NaCTe− 2.427 1.982 0.83
LiCPo− 2.028 2.077 0.69 NaCPo− 2.433 2.090 0.84
Li(CO)2

− 1.983 1.171 0.23 Na(CO)2
− 2.446 1.164 0.10

Li(CS)2
− 2.005 1.606 1.31 Na(CS)2

− 2.407 1.612 1.30
Li(CSe)2

− 2.015 1.750 1.55 Na(CSe)2
− 2.408 1.759 1.55

Li(CTe)2
− 2.027 1.970 1.88 Na(CTe)2

− 2.417 1.980 1.90
Li(CPo)2

− 2.031 2.074 1.86 Na(CPo)2
− 2.421 2.086 1.90

Li(CO)3
− 2.014 1.159 0.21 Na(CO)3

− NA [b] NA [b] NA [b]

Li(CS)3
− 2.026 1.585 1.05 Na(CS)3

− 2.480 1.581 1.01
Li(CSe)3

− 2.032 1.729 1.27 Na(CSe)3
− 2.470 1.731 1.22

Li(CTe)3
− 2.044 1.952 1.63 Na(CTe)3

− 2.477 1.957 1.59
Li(CPo)3

− 2.047 2.054 1.62 Na(CPo)3
− 2.481 2.060 1.58

[a] The electronic terms for the states studied presently are: 3Π [MCX−], 3Σ−
g [M(CX)2

−], 1A
0 0
1 [M(CX)3

−]; All M(CX)2
− systems are linear.

[b] Na(CO)3
− was found unstable dissociating to [Na + 3CO]−.

Scheme 4. The five highest energy occupies molecular orbitals (first row) and the proposed bonding scheme (second raw) for Li(CO)4. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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We studied both staggered and eclipsed conformers for [Li
(CO)3]2 depicted in Scheme 5. In the ground state of the dimer,
carbonyls favor the staggered over the eclipsed arrangement.
The metastable eclipsed structure lies 1.7 kcal/mol higher. By
overriding a barrier of 2.7 kcal/mol the more stable staggered
conformer can rotate into its eclipsed geometry. The variation
of the energy with the rotation of one monomer is plotted in
Figure 4. Here at each rotation angle, all the parameters other
than the angle are optimized.

Interestingly, the higher energy eclipsed conformation pos-
sesses shorter Li Li inter nuclear distance than the staggered
one by as much as ~0.2 Å (see Table 3). It is also surprising that
in both conformers O C Li angle is bent toward the other
conformer. The O C Li bent of staggered conformer is 2.9o

lower than that of eclipsed one. We cannot provide any simple
explanation for these unusual structural patterns, but they are
certainly because of the complex electrostatics of the systems.

We have examined the existence of other [M(CX)n = 1,2,3]2
dimers, and found that only Li(CO)3 makes a stable dimer.

Summary

Various alkali metal carbonyls, thiocarbonyls, and complexes
with CSe, CTe, and CPo, were studied at a the CCSD(T) level of
theory combined with triple-ζ basis sets equipped with a series
of diffuse functions. We first calculated the optimal structures,
binding energies, and electron affinities for all M(CX)1–3 combi-
nations with M = Li, Na, and X = O, S, Se, Te, Po.

After constructing the relevant potential energy profiles, we
saw that all complexes are formed from the M(2P) + CX(X1Σ+)
channel. The excitation of the valence s-electron to the valence
p-shell of the metal enhances the exposure of the M+ core to
the incoming CX units. The higher dipole moment of the
heavier CX members increases the interaction with the in situ
metallic charge. Therefore, we found that within every group
the binding energy correlates linearly with the dipole moment
of CX. Another immediate consequence of the chemical bond
formation from the first excited state of the metal is the
counter-intuitive (due to the stronger steric effects) increase of
the binding energy as we go from mono- to tri-coordinated
complexes. The M(2S) ! M(2P) energy penalty is the same
among the same-metal species, but the number of M  CX
dative bonds is larger as we add more CX ligands. Finally, the
smaller charge density of Na+ explains the smaller binding
energies of the sodium species.

We also commented on the structural properties of these sys-
tems. Generally, the addition of more ligands elongates M C
and shortens C X. The size of terminal X atom plays a minor
role to the M-C length as opposed to the size of the central
metal.

The anions of these systems were all found stable except
Na(CO)3. The electron affinity of MCX is of the order of that of
M since the additional electron attaches to the metal end; it
increases for M(CX)2 since the additional electron goes to the
π-orbital delocalized over the metal and the carbon atom; and
it decreases for M(CX)3 since the additional electron is placed in
the same orbital with the existing electron.

Finally, we were able to locate some unusual structures such
as Li(CO)4, Li(CS)4, and [Li(CO)3]2. The former two complexes are
the only stable M(CX)4 species with respect to their tri-
coordinated complexes. The binding of the fourth CO or CS
ligand was assigned as electrostatic, while [Li(CO)3]2 can be
seen as the ethane analog. The two Li(CO)3 monomers share
their single electrons to make a covalent bond. The staggered
conformation is more stable than the eclipsed one, just like

Scheme 5. [Li(CO)3]2 optimized geometries and their HOMOs. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 4. Energy variation for the internal rotation of [Li(CO)3]2 obtained at
MP2 level of theory. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table 3. MP2 equilibrium bond lengths re (Å), equilibrium bond angles ϕe (degrees), and binding energies De (kcal/mol) for the formation of two
conformers of [Li(CO)3]2 from 2Li(CO)3 (~X

2A
00
2).

[Li(CO)3]2 Conformer

re ϕe

DeLi C C O Li Li O C Li C Li Li

Staggered 2.031 1.150 3.052 171.5 78.9 27.2
Eclipsed 2.027 1.148 2.869 174.4 92.8 25.5
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ethane. However, unlike ethane, the CO units bend toward the
neighboring Li(CO)3 moiety.
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ABSTRACT: To reveal the diverse chemistry of beryllium, we
employ multireference methodologies to study the ground and
several excited electronic states of the titled beryllium oxides
and carbonyls. The two types of complexes serve as model
systems to describe the various ways that beryllium can form
chemical bonds. Be(O2), its isomer OBeO, and Be(O2)2 are
ionic compounds where beryllium is best represented in its
Be(II) oxidation state. On the other hand, CO induces the
excitation of one or two 2s electrons of beryllium to its 2p
shell. In this manner, the beryllium core (Be2+) is exposed and
enables the formation of dative bonds from the lone pair of
carbonyls to Be. For all of the considered electronic states, we
provide accurate optimal geometries and excitation energies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental work on beryllium chemistry has been hindered by
its high toxicity. Our knowledge on beryllium compounds is
gained mostly by theoretical studies.1 Beryllium bears a ground
1S state with a 1s22s2 electronic configuration. Its first two excited
states, 3P (at 21 980 cm−1) and 1P (at 42 565 cm−1), are
produced by promoting one 2s electron to the empty 2p shell.
We can further promote the second 2s electron generating the
three 2p2 electronic states 3P, 1D, and 1S. Interestingly, unlike the
1s22s22p2 configuration of carbon, the lowest among them is 1D
at 56 882 cm−1 followed by 3P at 59 696 cm−1, while 1S is above
the ionization limit.2 To distinguish the two 3P states, we call
them here 13P (2s12p1) and 23P (2p2).
Despite the closed shell nature of its ground state, beryllium

has rich chemistry3 forming tri- and tetra-coordinated com-
plexes.4−7 Interestingly, under standard conditions of temper-
ature and pressure beryllium is metallic unlike the closed-shell
noble gases. The stabilization of the smallest Be2 and Be3 clusters
has recently been attributed to the involvement of its first excited
state 13P, which opens the possibility of covalent bonds between
the beryllium atoms.8

The ionic or covalent nature of beryllium bonds has been the
subject of an open debate.9 Beryllium compounds are described
by either invoking a Be2+ core6 or assigning two covalent and one
or two dative bonds between Be and its ligands.4,5 Here we
examine the bonding in the recently synthesized and
characterized titled beryllium oxides6,10 and carbonyls (see
Figure 1), which have been observed experimentally (infrared
spectroscopy) in the past11 and have redrawn attention very
recently.12 We show that the OBeO isomer is more stable than
Be(O2) and the relative stability of its lowest lying electronic
states can be predicted by assuming a O−Be2+O− model. The
addition of a second O2 stabilizes the triagonal isomer and
generates Be(O2)2 which is the global BeO4minimum and can be
described as Be2+(O2

−)2.
6 On the other hand, BeCO and

Be(CO)2 are shown to form via dative bonds from CO to the
excited states of Be. Be(CO)2 is found to be linear stemming
from the 23P state of beryllium. This is a unique paradigm, where
a highly lying state of Be with two electrons being promoted from
2s to 2p generates the ground state of a beryllium complex. These
two systems reveal the flexibility of beryllium to form both ionic
and nonionic (dative) bonds.
In section II we provide the computational details of our

calculations. sections III and IV pertain to the beryllium oxides
and carbonyls, respectively. Our results are summarized in
section V.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The multireference character of beryllium complexes, such as
beryllium−benzene and beryllium−graphene, has already been
mentioned in the literature.13 Therefore, the construction of the
reported full potential energy profiles (PEPs) was achieved by
employing the multireference configuration interaction (MRCI)
approach which includes all single and double excitations from
the reference wave function. In the case of the BeO2 isomers, the
reference multiconfiguration self-consistent field (MCSCF)
wave function was produced by allocating 10 valence electrons
to 10 valence orbitals. This space includes all valence electrons
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Figure 1. Geometrical structures of OBeO, Be(O2)1−2, and Be(CO)1−2.
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and orbitals except the 2s ones of the two oxygen atoms, which
are correlated though at the MRCI level. The use of the full
valence space for BeO4 was not possible. Specifically, for the
construction of the O2 → BeO2 PEPs, we had to decrease the
active space of the reference wave function to only those orbitals
that guarantee the correct dissociation. The choice of the
appropriate space is rationalized in section III. In the BeCO case,
all but 2sO are included in the reference active space. The CO
moiety was found to remain intact for all of the examined
electronic states along the Be← CO pathway. Therefore, in the
case of Be(CO)2 we included only the valence atomic orbitals of
Be in the active space to study the OC→ Be← CO reaction. In
all cases, all valence electrons are correlated at the MRCI level.
Finally, the Davidson correction (MRCI+Q) was invoked to
estimate the missing electron correlation.
For the electronic states with significant single-reference

character, we also carried out coupled-cluster calculations in the
singles, doubles plus perturbative triples, or CCSD(T),
approxiamation. The correlation consistent aug-cc-pVTZ basis
set was used for all atoms.14,15 All calculations were performed
with the MOLPRO suite of programs.16

Atomic charges were calculated with the iterative Hirshfeld
technique which has been shown to be insensitive to the basis set
size.17 The final charges were found to be independent of the
chosen promolecular density. The promolecules used for the
reported results were built using the electronic densities of
Be(1S), Be2+(1S), O(3P), and O−(2P).

III. BERYLLIUM OXIDES
This section is divided into four parts which include our results
on the OBeO and Be(O2) isomers, and their interconversion.We
finally refer to Be(O2)2.
III.A. OBeO. Linear OBeO is the most stable structure of

BeO2 composition with a 3Σg
− ground state.18 The simpler

diatomic beryllium oxide, BeO, has been investigated exten-
sively.19−22 The bonding in its ground X̃1Σ+ state has been
studied in detail and assigned as ionic with a single σ-bond
between Be+(2S) and O−(2P) in harmony with its large dipole
moment (5.9 D).22 Its large dipole moment is responsible for the
three dipole bound electronic states of BeO−.23 Considering the
ionic character of the Be−O bonds (Be+O−)8 proposed in the
literature, where Be is represented as either Be2+ or Be+,6,8,23 it is
natural to consider a O−Be2+O− model when two oxygen atoms
are present.6 It is shown that this picture can predict the low-lying
electronic states and their relative stability. The central Be2+ core
(1s2) is closed shell (1S), while O− has a 2P ground state with a
1s22s22p5 configuration. If we combine the three ML = 0, ± 1
components of the two O− terminals, we produce the following
set of singlet and triplet states (Wigner−Witmer rules)

Σ Σ Σ Π Π Δ
Σ Σ Σ Π Π Δ

+ + −

+ + −
{ , , , , , }

{ , , , , , }

g g u g u g

u u g g u u

1

3

These sets of states are indeed the lowest states of OBeO. The
O(3P) + Be(1S;1s22s2) + O(3P) fragments will produce the exact
same states with a set of additional quintet ones,
5{Σg

+,Σg
+,Σu

−,Πg,Πu,Δg}. Our chemical intuition suggests that the
closed shell 2s orbital of the beryllium atom would prevent any
covalent bonding. The full PEPs for the simultaneous approach
of the two oxygen centers to beryllium are shown in Figure 2.
Our numerical results for all of them are listed in Table 1.
Observe that these states are grouped in three different clusters.

The first six states lie within 2000 cm−1, the next four are in the
range 12000−13000 cm−1, and the last two are almost
degenerate at 23725 cm−1. In addition, the equilibrium bond
lengths are almost equal within each group: 1.466−1.483,
1.446−1.452, and 1.421−1.422 Å. The PEPs of Figure 2 indicate
that the electronic states of the lowest group dissociate rather
smoothly to the ground state neutral products, but the rest of the
PEPs reveal clearly some avoided crossings related to the ionic
nature of the molecule.
Looking at the CI vectors, we notice that the common feature

in each group is the number of electrons residing in the σ-frame
(see Figure 3). For example, in the lowest energy group the two
pσ orbitals of the two oxygen anions are doubly occupied. This
fact enhances the Coulombic attraction between Be2+ and the
incoming oxygen anions which stabilizes these states further. On
the other hand the interelectronic repulsion within the σ-frame
seems to push the two terminal oxygen anions further away
increasing the Be−O bond length (see Table 1). The bonding in

Figure 2. MRCI PEPs as a function of the Be−O distance. The two
oxygen atoms are approaching with the same Be−O distance.

Table 1. Optimal Be−ODistances re (Å), Equilibrium Energy
Ee (au) and Excitation Energies Te (cm

−1) for the Lowest
Electronic States of OBeO

state method re −Ee Te

3Σg
− MRCI 1.466 164.860362 0.0

MRCI+Q 1.469 164.888502 0.0
1Δg MRCI 1.474 164.855505 1066

MRCI+Q 1.477 164.883826 1026
1Σu

− MRCI 1.480 164.854163 1361

MRCI+Q 1.483 164.882493 1318
1Σg

+ MRCI 1.478 164.853088 1597

MRCI+Q 1.481 164.881652 1503
3Δu MRCI 1.482 164.852625 1698

MRCI+Q 1.484 164.881005 1645
3Σu

+ MRCI 1.483 164.851855 1867

MRCI+Q 1.485 164.880257 1809
3Πu MRCI 1.452 164.805335 12077

MRCI+Q 1.457 164.836825 11341
1Πg MRCI 1.449 164.804049 12359

MRCI+Q 1.453 164.835483 11636
3Πg MRCI 1.446 164.802590 12680

MRCI+Q 1.450 164.833927 11978
1Πu MRCI 1.452 164.801999 12809

MRCI+Q 1.457 164.833447 12083
21Σg

+ MRCI 1.421 164.752283 23720
MRCI+Q 1.427 164.786439 22400

23Σu
+ MRCI 1.422 164.752246 23729

MRCI+Q 1.428 164.786315 22427
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the ground X̃3Σg
− state can be represented by the valence-bond−

Lewis (vbL) diagram of Scheme 1.

The two pictures of Scheme 1 indicate that the pπ orbitals of
each oxygen share 1.5e. We represent the electrons participating
in such resonances with open circles in Figure 3. The electrons in
the π-frame define the overall symmetry of the wave function for
all states. The Hirshfeld analysis for the ground state shows that
there is an electron transfer of 0.33e from each O− to the various
valence orbitals of Be2+ reducing its charge to +1.34. The 0.33e
from each oxygen are transferred almost equally via the σ, πx, and
πy routes (shown with red arrows in Scheme 1). These small 0.1e
transfers (six in total) reduce the formal Be2+ charge to a value
closer to Be+, but we believe that the Be(II) oxidation state
provides a better description and chemically intuitive picture.6

III.B. Be(O2).Two different ionic assignments can bemade for
the triangular Be(O2) isomer: Be2+O2

2− or Be+O2
−. The first one

combines two closed-shell moieties and is expected to give a 1A1
state (under C2v). The combination of the ground state of Be+

(2S; 1s22s1) with the doubly degenerate O2
− (2Πg) state provides

four states, 1,3A2 and
1,3B2 (see Figure 4). In all cases we have two

unpaired electrons, one localized on Be and one on O2, coupled
to a singlet or a triplet. It should be emphasized that free O2

2− is
unstable with respect to O2

− and O2 by 6.6 and 6.2 eV at the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. These values imitate
the O2− vs O− and O values of 6.4 and 5.0 eV, respectively.
However, the electrostatic stabilization of in situ O2− or O2

2− by
some metal cation should not be considered unusual; see for
example the iron-oxo complexes of ref 24.
The optimal geometries and excitation energies for the first

seven electronic states are given in Table 2. According to the
dominant configuration of Table 3 and the molecular orbitals
(MO) of Figure 5, the ground state can be fairly ascribed as
Be2+O2

2−. The 5a1, 1b1, and 1a2 MOs are purely localized on O2.
The remaining occupied 4a1 and 3b2 orbitals are also highly
localized onO2 but slightly polarized toward beryllium indicating
partial electron transfer from O2

2− to Be2+. Similarly, the CI
vectors (Table 3) combined with the MOs of the next four states
(1,3A2 and

1,3B2) point to the bonding schemes of Figure 4 which
relate to the Be+(2S;1s22s1) + O2

−(2Πg) fragments. The last two
electronic states stem from the first excited state of
Be+(2P;1s22p1), 32000 cm−1 above,2 as shown in Figure 4.
Observe that the geometry of the ground state is very different
bearing a much shorter Be−O2 distance and a much longer O−O
distance. This trend is in agreement with a Be2+O2

2− vs Be+O2
−

model. At the CCSD(T) level the O−O bond of free O2
2− is 0.22

Å longer than free O2
− (1.36 vs 1.58 Å) and the stronger

attraction for Be2+O2
2− brings Be and O2 closer together.

The dipole moment of the ground state is dramatically larger
than that of the rest states: 5.7 D vs an average value of 0.5 D (see
Table 2). Accordingly, the atomic charge on beryllium is +1.36
for the ground state and +0.2 to +0.4 for the rest six states. The
former value is identical to that of the ground state of OBeO
which also has a Be2+ origin. Although the Be+O2

− model
provides a reasonable prediction for the nature of the considered
excited states, there is certainly a large covalent component
judging by the small atomic charges and dipole moments.
To further understand the formation of Be(O2), we created

the PEPs as a function of the Be−O2 distance (see Figure 6). The
O−O distance is kept fixed to that of free O2. Because of this
constraint, the X̃1A1 minimum is not the lowest one. The relaxed
PEPs around equilibrium for the first three states are given in
Figure 7. PEPs for all states (except X̃1A1) dissociate smoothly to
the neutral products, whereas the PEP of X̃1A1 is steeper and
undergoes several avoided crossings. All asymptotes pertaining
to the inert closed-shell Be(1S) state produce repulsive PEPs as
expected.
The 1,3A2 states dissociate to Be(1

3P) + O2(X
3Σg

−). Beryllium
reacts with the 2s12py

1 component of 13P. The 2sBe polarizes
away from O2 (6a1 orbital of Figure 5) to facilitate the donation
of electronic density from πz orbital of O2 to the empty 2pz of Be
(4a1 orbital). The 2py orbital bears the same symmetry as πz* of
O2 allowing the two corresponding unpaired electrons to couple
(3b2 orbital). The two bonding interactions are illustrated in
Scheme 2. To avoid confusion, the two diagrams of Scheme 2
show only those specific electrons and orbitals (shown in color)
involved in the formation of 4a1 and 3b2. The 4a1 and 3b2
diagrams of Scheme 2 do not imply Be2+ and Be+ moieties. This
covalent-dative interaction produces a small dipole moment for
both states of about 0.3 D (see Table 2). The observer electrons,
∼2sBe (6a1) and πx* (1a2), can couple to an open singlet or a
triplet state.

Figure 3. Electronic configurations for the low lying electronic states of
OBeO. Open circles define one electron residing in either of the pπ
orbitals of the same oxygen atom.

Scheme 1. vbL Diagram for the X̃3Σg
− of OBeO

Figure 4. Electronic configurations for the low lying electronic states of
Be(O2) coming from Be+O2

−. For clarity reasons only the 1πg and 3σg
orbitals of O2

− are shown omitting the 1πu
4 electrons.
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Similar observations can be made for the rest of the excited
states. For example, the last two states, c ̃ 3B2 and C̃ 1B2, differ
from 1,3A2 only in that 4a1 ∼ 2sBe is replaced by 2b1 ∼ 2px,Be.
III.C. OBeO ↔ Be(O2). Figure 8 illustrates the energy

variation as a function of theO−Be−Oangle θ for selected states.
Linear OBeO corresponds to θ = 180°, whereas angles smaller
than 80° relate to the triangular Be(O2) isomer. The linear
structures are always more stable than the triangular ones. Note
that the ground state of Be(O2) is a shallowminimum and decays
to OBeO after a minor barrier of less than 1 kcal/mol. On the
other hand, the first two excited states (1,3A2) of Be(O2) are quite
stable and need to overcome an energy barrier of about 45 kcal/

mol to convert to the clearly more stable linear OBeO minima
(1Σu

−, 3Δu). Finally the ground state 3Σg
− of OBeO is not

connected to any stationary Be(O2) structure.
III.D. Be(O2)2. The global minimum of the BeO4 species has

been shown recently to be Be(O2)2,
6 the structure of which isD2d

Table 2. Optimal Be−O2 and O−O Distances (Å), Equilibrium Energies Ee (au), Excitation Energies Te (cm
−1), and Dipole

Moments μe (D) for the Seven Lowest Electronic States of Be(O2)

state method R(Be−O2) R(O−O) −Ee Te μe

X̃ 1A1 MRCI 1.135 1.743 164.833637 0.0 5.66
MRCI+Q 1.136 1.747 164.861369 0.0
CCSD(T) 1.144 1.724 164.861673 0.0

a ̃ 3A2 MRCI 1.421 1.373 164.803070 6709 0.29
MRCI+Q 1.423 1.378 164.827799 7368
CCSD(T) 1.424 1.370 164.828214 7343

Ã 1A2 MRCI 1.421 1.373 164.802708 6788 0.32
MRCI+Q 1.423 1.378 164.827406 7454

b̃ 3B2 MRCI 1.491 1.387 164.752433 17822 0.86
MRCI+Q 1.494 1.390 164.779428 17984
CCSD(T) 1.496 1.384 164.779858 17956

B̃ 1B2 MRCI 1.489 1.388 164.744206 19628 0.84
MRCI+Q 1.491 1.391 164.771024 19828

c ̃ 3B2 MRCI 1.428 1.370 164.666523 36677 0.45
MRCI+Q 1.430 1.374 164.698058 35843
CCSD(T) 1.431 1.368 164.700154 35449

C̃ 1B2 MRCI 1.441 1.367 164.657996 38548 0.23
MRCI+Q 1.443 1.371 164.689570 37706

Table 3. Dominant Electronic Configurations for the Seven
Lowest Electronic States of Be(O2)

state 4a1 5a1 6a1 7a1 1b1 2b1 3b2 4b2 5b2 1a2

X̃ 1A1 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2
a ̃ 3A2 2 2 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 1
Ã 1A2 2 2 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 1
b̃ 3B2 2 2 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 2
B̃ 1B2 2 2 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 2
c ̃ 3B2 2 2 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 1
C̃ 1B2 2 2 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 1

Figure 5. Valence MOs of Be(O2). Beryllium is shown in orange and
oxygen in gray.

Figure 6. Bound and selected repulsive MRCI PEPs of Be(O2) as a
function of the Be−O2 distance. The O−O distance is kept fixed at 1.21
Å.

Figure 7.MRCI PEPs of the first three states of Be(O2) as a function of
the Be−O2 distance around their equilibrium structures. The O−O
distance is optimized as each Be−O2 distance.
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(see Figure 1). On the basis of the Hirshfeld beryllium charge of
+1.22, which resembles that of O−Be2+O− and Be2+O2

2−, we
consider a O2

−(2Πg) Be
2+ O2

−(2Πg) bonding scheme. The CI
expansion along with the corresponding natural orbitals suggest
the bonding of Scheme 3 for the lowest two electronic states,
1,3B2.

Similar to OBeO, the electronic configuration with the
electron pairs along the intermolecular axis is favored. The
calculated geometries for the lowest two states and their energy
difference are given in Table 4. Our multireference calculations
predict the open-shell singlet lower by 122 cm−1. CCSD
calculations predicted the triplet state to be the ground state.6

CCSD is unable to capture the open-shell singlet without any
special treatment, such as equation-of-motion spin-flip CCSD.25

It is unclear to us if these authors applied such an approach.
The MRCI PEPs for the dissociation of the two lowest states

to Be(O2) + O2 are shown in Figure 9. The active space of the
reference MCSCF wave function was limited to the 6a1, 2b1, 3b2,

and 1a2 MOs of Be(O2) and the 2p orbitals of the two oxygen
atoms of the attacking O2. These orbitals are the “active” ones
(not always doubly occupied) for the lowest seven studied
Be(O2) states and are prone to making covalent bonds (see
Table 3). Therefore, they were deemed necessary for the correct
dissociation of the O2−Be(O2) PEPs to these states. All valence
electrons are correlated at the CI level. The symmetry along this
reaction pathway is C2v and therefore the irreducible
representation of the two states becomes 1,3A1 away from the
equilibrium. Both states dissociate to Be(O2) [b̃

3B2] + O2(X
3Σg

−)
but coming naturally from Be(O2) [c ̃3B2] + O2(X

3Σg
−) via several

avoided crossings. The underlying electronic transformations
during the approach of the latter fragments can be captured by
the binding interactions of Scheme 4. Similarly to Scheme 2, for
clarity of the picture we only show those electrons and orbitals
(shown in color) involved in the formation of the two bonds. The
rest of the oxygen electrons (1σg2σg1σu2σu) are implied and the
electrons shown as open circles indicate an electron shared
between the pπ atomic orbitals of the two oxygen atoms. At

Scheme 2. vbLDiagrams for the Two BondingMOs of Be(O2)

Figure 8. Fully relaxedMRCI PEPs of selected states as a function of the
O−Be−O angle connecting the linear OBeO (θ = 180ο) with triangular
Be(O2) (θ < 80°).

Scheme 3. Bonding Scheme for 1,3B2 States of Be(O2)2
a

aThe π* Orbitals of O2
− are highlighted.

Table 4. Optimal Be−O2 and O−O Distances (Å),
Equilibrium Energies Ee (au), and Excitation Energies Te
(cm−1) for the Two Lowest Electronic States of Be(O2)2

a

state method R(Be−O2) R(O−O) −Ee Te

X̃ 1B2 MRCI 1.416 1.317 314.903274 0.0
MRCI+Q 1.420 1.346 315.044839 0.0

a ̃ 3B2 MRCI 1.417 1.317 314.902867 92
MRCI+Q 1.421 1.346 315.044283 122
CCSD(T) 1.427 1.372 315.102265

aMinimal active space was used for MCSCF including only the two
unpaired electrons. All valence electrons were correlated at the MRCI
level.

Figure 9. PEPs for the 1A1 (red lines) and 3A1 (blue lines) states of
Be(O2)2 as a function of the O2Be−O2 distance.

Scheme 4. Binding Interactions between Be(O2) [c ̃ 3B2] +
O2(X

3Σg
−) Leading to 1,3B2 States of Be(O2)2
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equilibrium both bonding interactions are polarized toward O2
leading to the aforementioned ionic picture.
An interesting observation is that the Be−O2 and O−O bond

lengths of Be(O2)2 and the parent c ̃ 3B2 Be(O2) are practically
identical [see the CCSD(T) values in Tables 2 and 4]. This can
be explained by the fact that the Be(O2) ring of the parent state
has the same bonding pattern as the two Be(O2) rings of
Be(O2)2; compare Schemes 2 and 4.

IV. BERYLLIUM CARBONYLS
Stable beryllium−carbonyl bonds had been predicted theoret-
ically26,27 before they were detected experimentally in 1995.11

Only recently complexes have such been revisited.12 The goal of
the present work is to furnish a first in-depth study of the ground
and excited states of the simplest possible beryllium carbonyls,
BeCO and Be(CO)2. Potential energy curves are constructed to
provide the in situ electronic state of beryllium. It is shown that
the promotion of one or two 2s electrons to the 2p orbitals allows
the more effective donation of electronic density from CO to Be.
In fact, the ground state of Be(CO)2 originates from 23P and the
first two excited states from 1D, both of which have 1s22p2

configuration.
IV.A. BeCO. Figure 10 shows the PEPs as a function of the

Be−CO distance. The ground state fragments, Be(1S) +

CO(1Σ+), are both closed-shell and they reveal only a weak
attraction at 4.5 Å. The first two excited states of Be (11,3P) with a
1s22s12p1 configuration have an empty pσ orbital which can
accommodate electronic density from the incoming carbonyl.
The 2s electron polarizes away from CO to facilitate this
donation. A π-back-donation from Be to CO has been proposed
recently for similar beryllium−carbonyl complexes.12 The result
is the formation of the 1,3Π states of BeCO. We also drew the
curve originating from Be (23P) with a 1s22p2 configuration. We
see that this also generates a strongly bound 3Σ− state, the
bonding of which can be described as in Scheme 5. For clarity
reasons the bonding 1πx

21πy
2 electrons of CO are omitted.

The optimal structures of the three states are listed in Table 5.
In all cases, the CO bond has been elongated significantly from

the free CO bond length of 1.136 Å at CCSD(T). This can be
explained by the back-donation of electrons fromBe (2pπ) to CO
(1πg) in the π-frame which weakens the triple bond of free CO.
Most importantly, carbonyl more closely approaches Be
(23P;2p2) [3Σ− state, R(Be−CO) = 1.529 Å] than Be
(11,3P;2s12p1) [1,3Π states, R(Be−O) = 1.668 Å]. It seems that
the 2s1 electron, although polarized away, exerts some
Coulombic repulsion along the σ-frame which is not present in
the 23P state. The equilibrium energy of all of these states is
above the ground state fragments which may explain that BeCO
has not been detected experimentally.11

IV.B. Be(CO)2. As opposed to BeCO, Be(CO)2 has been
identified by means of infrared spectroscopy.11 The first
theoretical calculation, at the Hartree−Fock (HF) level, showed
that the ground state is triplet and is bent with an OC−Be−CO
angle of 110°.11 Although at the HF level we were able to
reproduce their optimal structure, our CCSD(T) calculations
could not locate a bent minimum. Our CCSD(T) energy at the
HF optimized geometry was 0.01 au higher than our linear
CCSD(T) global minimum.
Figure 11 includes the energy curves of selected states for the

concerted approach of the two carbonyls toward beryllium in a

linear fashion. The Be (1S) + 2CO (1Σ+) interaction is repulsive
but turns attractive at shorter distances due to the avoided
crossing with a 1Σ+ state coming from Be (1D;2p2) + 2CO (1Σ+).
The curves from Be (13P) are repulsive due to the presence of the
2s electron which hinders the approach of the incoming
carbonyls. The ground state 3Σg

− hails from Be (23P), and its
bonding can be depicted by Scheme 6.

Figure 10.MRCI PEPs of BeCO as a function of the Be−CO distance.

Scheme 5. Bonding Scheme for the 3Σ− State of BeCO

Table 5. Optimal Be−CO and C−O distances (Å),
equilibrium energies Ee (a.u.), and excitation energies Te
(cm−1) for the three lowest electronic states of BeCO and
OCBeCO

state method R(Be−CO) R(C−O) −Ee Te

BeCO
3Π MRCI 1.660 1.148 127.701727 0.0

CCSD(T) 1.668 1.163 127.751360 0.0
1Π MRCI 1.648 1.163 127.681990 4332
3Σ− MRCI 1.531 1.164 127.639239 13714

CCSD(T) 1.539 1.181 127.693847 12623
OCBeCO

3Σg
− MRCI 1.608 1.133 240.805501 0.0

CCSD(T) 1.612 1.157 240.966285 0.0
1Δg MRCI 1.610 1.135 240.789977 4332
1Σg

+ MRCI 1.620 1.135 240.778924 13714

Figure 11.MRCI PEPs for the simultaneous linear approach of the two
carbonyls to beryllium.
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Two dative bonds combined with π-back bonding is observed
similarly to the 3Σ− state of BeCO. In the 1Δg and

1Σg
+ states, the

two electrons also reside at the 2px or 2py orbitals of Be but are
coupled into a singlet (both 1Δg components are listed):

| Σ ⟩ ∼ | ⟩ + | ⟩+
2p 2px y

1
g

2 2

| Δ ⟩ ∼ | ⟩ − | ⟩2p 2px yg
1 2 2

| Δ ⟩ ∼ | ⟩ − | ⟩2p 2p 2p 2px y x yg
1

All three states of BeCO are of multireference character. The
MRCI Be−CO and BeC−O equilibrium distances are 1.61 and
1.13 Å for all of them (see Table 5). The 1Δg and

1Σg
+ states lie at

3407 and 5833 cm−1, respectively. TheMCSCF active space used
was just the 2s and 2p of Be but all valence electrons were
correlated in MRCI.
An interesting observation relative to the CO bond length is in

order (see Table 5). Free CO has a bond distance of 1.136 Å,
which increases to 1.181 Å in the 3Σ− state of BeCO. In the sister
3Σg

− state of Be(CO)2 the CO length becomes 1.157 Å, which is
right in the middle of the other two. The reason becomes obvious
after comparing Schemes 5 and 6. Two electrons of Be are
reserved for π-back-donation in both molecules. Therefore, half
of the electrons transferred in BeCO are transferred to each CO
of Be(CO)2. Therefore, the weakening effect of the CO bond has
to be twice as strong in the BeCO case resulting in a twice larger
elongation of the CO bond.
The Be(1S) → Be(23P) CCSD(T) excitation energy is 172

kcal/mol. The CCSD(T) binding energy of the first CO to
Be(23P) is 117 kcal/mol (see Figure 10). The second CO binds
more weakly, but the overall stabilization because of both
carbonyls is 186 kcal/mol. This brings Be(CO)2 14 kcal/mol
lower than the lowest Be + 2CO asymptote, which explains why
Be(CO)2 was experimentally observed while BeCO was not.11

V. CONCLUSIONS
We selected O2 and CO to disclose the diverse chemical activity
of Be. O2 expresses its ionic nature causing the in situ formation of
Be2+. Specifically, the most stable structure of BeO2 is linear
OBeO which can be viewed as O−Be2+O−. The ground state of
Be(O2) was found to be metastable with a Be2+O2

2− character.
The excited states have a rather covalent character and are stably
separated from OBeO by high energy barriers. The introduction
of a second O2 stabilizes considerably the sixth excited state of
Be(O2) producing the highly ionic Be

2+(O2
−)2 complex.

On the other hand, CO induces the excitation of one or two 2s
electrons of Be to its 2p shell. In this way, beryllium can
accommodate dative bonds from the lone electron pair localized
on carbon. The formation of a single Be←CO bond,
accompanied by a π-back-donation, is not enough to compensate
for the beryllium excitation cost. On the contrary two dative

bonds may enable an excitation as expensive as the two-electron
promotion from 2s to 2p of Be.
Numerical results and full PEPs have been produced for the

ground and several excited electronic states at the MRCI and
CCSD(T) level of all systems examined. Our study provides the
basis for the comprehension of more exotic beryllium complexes
and the reference for future experimental characterization of the
present model systems.
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Abstact
The formation mechanism and bonding scheme for the titled molecules is proposed based on

high-level theoretical calculations. All species are formed via three dative bonds from the ligands

to Be. For Be(CX)3 [X = O, S, Se, Te, Po] species and Be(PH3)3 the two electrons of beryllium

are promoted from 2s to 2p facilitating these bonds. At the same time, electronic density is

donated toward the ligands via the π-frame. In contrast, ammonia partly solvates the valence 2s

electrons of Be, which are delocalized in the periphery of the molecule. Based on the proton

affinity of all of these complexes and their derivatives, we found that they are strong Lewis

bases. For example, Be(PMe3)3 is stronger than ammonia and its ethyl substituted analogue and

could serve as the basis of more efficient frustrated Lewis pairs.

KEYWORDS

beryllium, electron solvation, excited states, frustrated Lewis pairs, tri-coordinated complexes

1 | INTRODUCTION

Beryllium is one of the less studied elements of the periodic table. In spite of its rich and diverse chemical activity,[1,2] the experimental interest is

limited compared to its alkaline earth counterparts and other elements due to its high toxicity.[3] Theory provides a safer alternative toward the

comprehension of its bonding patterns.[4] It has been found that despite the closed-shell nature of its ground state (1s22s2), beryllium forms all

kinds of chemical bonds: beryllium complexes are stabilized by dative, covalent, or ionic binding schemes.[5–8]

Our recent theoretical work on Be(O2)1-2 and Be(CO)1-2 showed that beryllium oxides are highly ionic systems bearing a Be2+ character, while

carbonyls form Be CO dative bonds and receive electronic density via π back-bonding.[5] These bidirectional dative bonding is facilitated by the
1,3P (1s22s12p1) and 1D, 3P (1s22p2) excited states of beryllium lying between 20 000 and 60 000 cm−1 above its ground 1S (1s22s2) state.[9] The

promotion of one or two electrons from 2s to 2p unveils the nuclear charge of beryllium and enables the donation of electrons to the empty 2p

orbitals. Be(CO)2 is linear, OCBeCO, and both valence beryllium electrons occupy two 2p orbitals (px, py). The electron σ-pairs localized on the car-

bons of the two carbonyls invade the two spz hybrids made by the vacant 2s and remaining 2pz orbitals. In the first three electronic states the

two electrons of beryllium occupy both 2px and 2py: 3Σ−
g ð2p1x2p1yÞ, 1Δgð2p2x −2p2yÞ, 1Σ+

g ð2p2x + 2p2y Þ. Can these two electrons reside in one of the

2px, 2py releasing an additional 2p and opening the possibility of a third Be CO bond? The answer is yes and indeed Be(CO)3 has been shown

theoretically to be stable revealing Lewis base features.[10] Experimentally, some infrared absorption bands of beryllium carbonyl compounds in

solid argon were assigned to Be(CO)3 more than 20 years ago.[11]

A couple of naturally forthcoming questions are: Can other σ-donors produce similar complexes? How important is π back-bonding in stabiliz-

ing such complexes? To provide useful insights we studied several other tri-coordinated complexes. We first employed carbonyl and its isovalent

species, CX where X = O, S, Se, Te, Po. We then used ammonia, which is a pure σ-donor, and phosphine, which is also a strong σ-donor but has

some π-acidity too.[12] The structures of the examined species are shown in Scheme 1. We show that Be(CO)3 is the least stable among the

Be(CX)3 species and that their binding energies with respect to Be + 3CX correlate linearly with the CX dipole moments. Based on the Lewis base

features of Be(CO)3,
[10] the Be(CX)3 species should be considered of high interest since they may be employed in frustrated Lewis pairs (FLP) facil-

itating bonds activation.[13]
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Phosphine creates similar complexes, but ammonia has strikingly different behavior. We recently observed that beryllium can make a novel

type of chemical bonds when it reacts with four ammonia molecules creating a solvated electron precursor (SEP).[14] The 2s electron pair of Be is

shifted from the metal to the periphery of the tetrahedral Be(NH3)4 complex. The final product is described better as a BeðNH3Þ2+4 core with two

electrons orbiting around it within an s-type diffuse orbital. We found that the ground state of Be(NH3)3 imitates SEPs but it has an excited elec-

tronic state with three Be NH3 dative bonds and one electron pair in a 2pBe similar to the ground state of Be(PH3)3.

In section 2, we describe our computational approach. In sections 3 and 4, we discuss our findings on Be(CX)3 [X = O, S, Se, Te, Po] and

Be(AH3)3 [A = N, P] species, respectively. In section 5, we assess the Lewis basicity of these molecules and their derivatives. We found that the

protonation of Be(NH3)3 is as exothermic as the protonation of single ammonia, while Be(PMe3)3 (Me = CH3) binds about 50% stronger to H+

than ammonia. Section 6 summarizes our findings.

2 | COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Optimal geometries were obtained for all Be(CX)3 and Be(AH3)3 species at the coupled cluster level including single, double, and perturbative tri-

ple excitations, CCSD(T).[15] The correlation consistent basis set of triple quality-ζ equipped with a series of diffuse functions, aug-cc-pVTZ, was

used for all atoms.[16–18] For Se, Te, and Po relativistic effective core potentials that replace 10, 28, and 60 core electrons, respectively, are com-

bined with the relative aug-cc-pVTZ-PP basis functions.[19] The CCSD(T) structures were re-optimized at the density functional theory (DFT) using

the B3LYP functional[20,21] and the harmonic vibrational frequencies are calculated to ensure that the structures are real minima. Our optimal

geometries and harmonic frequencies are given in the Supporting Information. All derivative molecules examined in section 5 are optimized at the

B3LYP level.

Potential energy curves (PEC) are constructed at the multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) level. The active space at the reference

multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) level consists of 2s and 2p orbitals of beryllium, but all valence electrons are correlated at

MRCI. The PECs for all beryllium complexes are constructed starting at the optimal geometry and varying only the beryllium-ligand distance, that

is, all other parameters are kept fixed to those of the equilibrium structure.

The reported dipole moments for all CX molecules are obtained by the finite-field approach. A field intensity f = 0.01 a.u. is applied toward

both the positive and negative direction of the C-X axis. The two energies, E(f ) and E(─f ), are then used to provide the dipole moment value μ:

μ=
EðfÞ−Eð− fÞ

2f

The reported molecular orbitals are natural orbitals obtained at MRCI. Natural bond orbitals (NBOs) [22] are also provided at Supporting Infor-

mation for Be(CO)3 and Be(NH3)3. Multireference and coupled-cluster calculations were carried out with MOLPRO[23] and DFT results were

obtained using Gaussian.[24]

SCHEME 1 Geometries of Be(CX)3 [X = O, S, Se, Te, Po], Be(NH3)3, and Be(PH3)3

FIGURE 1 MRCI PECs of the first two 1A1´ states of Be(CO)3 as a function of the Be C distance
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3 | Be(CX)3

We first discuss the chemical bonding for Be(CO)3. The PECs for the simultaneous dissociation of the three carbonyls to beryllium are shown in

Figure 1. Only those states which have same symmetry as the ground state (1Α
0
1) are included. The complete set of PECs up to Be(1D), including

the 1S (1s12s2), 13P (1s12s12p1), 1P (1s12s12p1), 23P (1s12p2), and 1D (1s12p2) channels, are shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S1). For

the PECs, the C O length is fixed at the experimental equilibrium value of 1.128 Å.[25] The ground state fragments, Be(1S) and CO(X1Σ+), are

closed shell species, and in principle they are expected to produce a repulsive PEC. Indeed, our calculated lowest PEC is strongly repulsive for dis-

tances longer than 2.5 Å. At shorter distances, it becomes attractive and forms the global minimum of the molecule. The inflection point results

from an avoided crossing with a 1Α01 state which arises from Be(1D) + 3CO(X1Σ+). The CCSD(T) structure of the transition state is given at the

Supporting Information. As the molecule forms, the original 2s2 electrons of beryllium are forced to polarize away from the plane of the molecule

and populate the out-of-plane beryllium 2pπ orbital, which delocalizes toward CO. In this manner, the in-plane effective Be2+ core triggers the for-

mation of three in-plane dative bonds from the three carbonyls to the three empty sp2 hybrids (see Scheme 2).

The CCSD(T) optimal C O distances of BeCO, Be(CO)2, and Be(CO)3 are 0.045, 0.021, and 0.013 Å longer than the bond distance of free

CO, 1.136 Å.[5] In all BeCO, Be(CO)2, and Be(CO)3 systems there are two π electrons donated to one, two, and three carbonyls, respectively. As a

result, 2, 1, and 2/3 of electrons are back donated per carbonyl ligand. These numbers indicate that for every available π-electron given to CO,

the CO bond elongates consistently for all species by 0.021 ± 0.002 Å. This implies that the σ-donation has little effect on the bond elongation of

CO which can be explained by the fact the electron pair of CO donated to Be is mostly localized on carbon and has little density in the C O bond-

ing region (see NBOs of Figure S5 at Supporting Information).

The PECs for Be(CS)3 relative to the simultaneous approach of three CS molecules to Be are shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S2).

This figure confirms the origin of Be(CS)3 from Be(1D) + 3CS(X1Σ+). The overall binding energy De of Be(CS)3 with respect to the ground state

fragments is more than twice larger compared to Be(CO)3: 49.2 versus 115.3 kcal/mol. Table 1 lists our calculated binding energies for all Be(CX)3

species, X = O, S, Se, Te, and Po. De is an increasing function going from O to Te; Po is very similar to Te. Observe that the CCSD(T) binding

energy for Be(CO)3 of 49.2 kcal/mol is twice larger than that the MRCI one (�25 kcal/mol; see Figure 1). This is attributed to the large number of

correlated electrons (32 electrons) which introduces large size extensivity errors at the MRCI level.

In Table 1, we also tabulate the height of the energy barrier from the ground state fragments to equilibrium. This is a decreasing function

going from O to Te; Po is again resembling Te. Larger binding energy (De) means that the PEC from Be (1D) should be steeper. This in turn shifts

its avoided crossing with the repulsive PEC coming from Be (1S) to longer distances, which implies that the energy barrier EA of the latter PEC will

decrease. Indeed, there is a nearly linear correlation between De and EA (see Figure 2).

A larger negative charge on carbon, which can be expressed by the CX dipole moment μ, is expected to increase its σ-donation ability. There-

fore, we expect that De should correlate with μ. The delocalization of beryllium 2pπ is always from Be to mainly C and is not expected to make a

substantial difference among the CX species. Figure 3 confirms the nearly linear correlation between De and μ.

The calculated dipole moment of CO is 0.102 D which is in excellent agreement with the experimental value of 0.10980 D.[26] The reported

experimental dipole moments of CS and CSe are 1.958 and 1.99 D[26] which agree with our values of 1.90 and 2.16 D, respectively.

SCHEME 2 Proposed bonding scheme for eX
1
Α
0
1 of Be(CO)3. The delocalized 2pπ-orbital is also shown

TABLE 1 CCSD(T) equilibrium bond lengths re (Å) of Be(CX)3, dipole moment μ (D) of CX, binding energy De (kcal/mol), and activation energy

barrier EA (kcal/mol) for the formation of Be(CX)3 from Be + 3CX

Molecule re (Be C) re (C X) μ De EA

Be(CO)3 1.658 1.149 0.10 49.2 53.9

Be(CS)3 1.663 1.551 1.90 115.3 43.8

Be(CSe)3 1.666 1.690 2.16 123.3 42.9

Be(CTe)3 1.671 1.907 2.59 139.7 41.9

Be(CPo)3 1.674 2.007 2.83 139.1 41.8
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4 | Be(AH3)3

We first turn our attention to Be(PH3)3. Phosphine is a moderate σ-donor but also can accept some electronic density via the π-frame. The PECs

as a function of the Be-P distance are shown in Figure 4 and they bear the exact same features as Be(CO)3 (see Figure 1). The 2p2π component of

Be(1D) is also responsible for the formation of this molecule by allowing the three nearly planar dative bonds. Scheme 3 shows the 2pπ of beryl-

lium along with the proposed bonding scheme.

Ammonia, albeit isovalent to phosphine, exhibits a thoroughly different behavior. The PECs of 1A1 symmetry as a function of the Be N dis-

tance are shown in Figure 5. The full set of PECs is given in the Supporting Information (Figure S3). The barrier from the ground state fragments

Be(1S) + 3NH3 is considerably smaller (11.6 kcal/mol) while no evidence for avoided crossing is noticed. In the ground state, the two valence elec-

trons of beryllium at the equilibrium of the ground state do not occupy a delocalized 2pπ orbital any more. Instead these two electrons reside a

rather spherical orbital delocalized in the periphery of the molecule. The transition of 2sBe to this outer orbital is depicted by the snapshots of

Figure 6. The sequential Be(NH3)x-1 + NH3 ! Be(NH3)x binding energies at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level are 5.2, 11.4, and 21.7 kcal/mol for

x = 1, 2, 3, respectively.

This observation is in harmony with the unique property of ammonia to solvate electrons.[27] The addition of a fourth ammonia molecule

leads to the pseudo-spherical Be(NH3)4 complex which is clearly composed of a BeðNH3Þ2+4 core and two “solvated” electrons orbiting around it

in hydrogenic-type (s, p, d, f, …) orbitals.[14] This is largely due to its high N H bond dipole: The NH3 dipole moment is 2.5 times larger than that

of PH3 (1.518 vs. 0.606 D).

FIGURE 2 Activation energy (EA) for the Be + 3CX [X = O, S, Se, Te, Po] reaction versus the Be(CX)3 binding energy (De) with respect to the

same fragments

FIGURE 3 Binding energy (De) for the Be + 3CX [X = O, S, Se, Te, Po] reaction versus the CX dipole moment (μ)
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The electronic state, similar to the ground state of the previous species originating from Be (1D) where two electrons occupy a 2pπ orbital, is

now an excited state corresponding to the higher PEC of Figure 5. The optimal structure for this state is quasi-planar and the bonding resembles

that of Scheme 3, but of course with no π-back bonding present as expected for ammonia (see Scheme 4).

The CCSD(T) excitation energy from the first to third 1A1 is 59.4 kcal/mol. The reference Hartree–Fock determinant for the first and third
1A1 states have both 11 closed a0 and 5 closed a00 orbitals under the Cs symmetry used for the calculations. To obtain the correct electronic config-

uration for the third 1A1, we used the ground state orbitals as an initial guess but 11a0 (last orbital of Figure 6) was switched with 15a0 (Scheme 4)

and launched the self-consistent field iterations, which converged to the excited state determinant. Conclusively, the quasi-planar structure is

observed for both pure σ-donors, such as NH3, and σ-donors/π-acceptors, such as CX species and PH3. The π-back bonding increases the stability

of these systems but it0s not necessary for their existence.

It should be noted that the Be(AH3)3 complexes are metastable with respect to the (AH3)Be(AH2)2 + H2 dissociation, with a barrier of 18.4

and 16.2 kcal/mol for A = N and P, respectively (see Figure S4 of Supporting Information).

FIGURE 4 MRCI PECs of Be(PH3)3 as a function of Be P distance

SCHEME 3 Proposed bonding scheme for eX
1
A1 of Be(PH3)3. The 2pπ orbital is also shown

FIGURE 5 MRCI PECs of Be(NH3)3 as a function of the Be N distance
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SCHEME 4 Highest occupied molecular orbital of the third 1A1 state of Be(NH3)3

FIGURE 6 The highest occupied molecular orbital of Be(NH3)3 (ground state) for different Be N distances

FIGURE 7 Ionization energy IE versus relative proton affinity ΔPA for several beryllium tri-coordinated complexes
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5 | LEWIS BASICITY OF TRI-COORDINATED BERYLLIUM COMPLEXES

Independently of the bonding pattern, all of the titled beryllium complexes possess a diffuse electron pair which makes them potential Lewis

bases. To provide a quantitative measure of their basicity strength, we calculated the proton affinity (PA) of these systems, which is defined as

the binding energy of a proton to them. We then compare these PAs to the PA of one of the strongest conventional Lewis base, Et3N

(Et = CH3CH2) defining the quantity ΔPA = PA ─ PA(Et3N). Table 2 lists our numerical results for several complexes including combinations of

the ligands used so far but also NMe3 and PMe3.

Our calculated PA of Et3N is 242.9 kcal/mol being about 30 kcal/mol larger than that of ammonia (PA = 211.1 kcal/mol). Be(CO)3, Be(CS)3,

and Be(CSe)3 have very similar PAs with ammonia. The Be(NH3)3 and Be(PH3)3 molecules have appreciably larger PAs (see Table 2): Be(NH3)3 is

almost 50% stronger base than Et3N. Replacing one and two AH3 ligands with CO the PAs drop gradually toward that of Be(CO)3, as expected.

This effect makes the beryllium complexes highly tunable and potential candidates for different FLP applications. We also examined methyl

substituted ammonia and phosphine as ligands. Be(PMe3)3 is the second strongest Lewis base of our pool. Although Be(NMe3)3 is unstable, proba-

bly because of the large steric repulsion among the methyl groups, the monosubstituted or disubstituted by CO complexes, Be(CO)(NMe3)2 and

Be(CO)2(NMe3), are stable and stronger bases than Et3N.

Additionally, we considered the energy needed to remove the diffuse electron pair from our complexes as another measure of Lewis basicity.

This “double ionization” energy (IE) should correlate with PA in an inverse manner: The higher IE means that the complex is reluctant to donate its

electrons leading to lower PA values. Our IEs are listed in Table 2 and they are plotted against ΔPA in Figure 7. Observe that the two quantities

correlate almost linearly and the majority of the complexes have positive ΔPA meaning they are stronger Lewis bases than Et3N. If we focus on

the Be(CO)x(PMe3)3-x (x = 1 − 3) series, we see that they span the whole range of our PA and IE values: Be(CO)3 and Be(PMe3)3 are among the

weakest and strongest bases, respectively.

As in Be(NH3)3 and Be(PH3)3, the Be(CO)(NH3)2 and Be(CO)(PH3)2 species are also metastable with respect to the fragments producing H2.

These reactions are exothermic by 43.2 and 20.7 kcal/mol and have a barrier of 26.9, and 27.4 kcal/mol for Be(CO)(NH3)2 and Be(CO)(PH3)2,

respectively. Our strongest Lewis base with considerable thermodynamic stability is Be(PMe3)3.

6 | SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Presently, we examined the tri-coordinated neutral beryllium complexes with various ligands such as: the CX [X = O, S, Se, Te, Po] species, which

are both σ-donors and π-acceptors, phosphine (σ-donor, weak π-acceptor) and ammonia, which is pure σ-donor. In the CX and PH3 cases the bond

is formed from Be(1D; 1s22p2). The two 2p electrons are coupled into a single 2p orbital and the remaining vacant valence sp2 hybrid orbitals facil-

itate three dative bonds from the ligands to beryllium. The Be-CX binding energy was found to be linearly correlated with both the CX dipole

moment and the activation energy of the Be + 3CO reaction. On the contrary, ammonia is found to prefer to "solvate" the 2s electron pair of

Be(1S; 1s22s2), but it bears an excited state which also comes from Be(1D) and forms the same planar structure as Be(CX)3 series. For these sys-

tems and their derivatives we calculated the proton affinities as a measure of their Lewis basicity and we found that many of them are stronger

TABLE 2 Total binding energy De (kcal/mol) with respect to Be + ligands, absolute proton affinity PA (kcal/mol), relative proton affinity ΔPA
(kcal/mol) with respect to Et3N, and ionization energy IE (eV) to dicationic species of different tri-coordinated beryllium complexes

Complex PA ΔPA IE

Be(CO)3 215.1 -27.8 20.3

Be(CS)3 212.4 -30.5 17.7

Be(CSe)3 210.9 -32.0 17.2

Be(PH3)3 290.5 47.6 14.4

Be(CO)(PH3)2 263.1 20.2 16.4

Be(CO)2(PH3) 238.6 -4.3 18.3

Be(NH3)3 320.6 77.7 12.7

Be(CO)(NH3)2 295.4 52.5 14.8

Be(CO)2(NH3) 248.6 5.7 17.8

Be(CS)2(NH3) 233.4 -9.5 16.7

Be (PMe3)3 316.8 73.9 11.5

Be(CO)(PMe3)2 281.7 38.7 14.2

Be(CO)2(PMe3) 249.0 6.1 17.0

Be(CO)(NMe3)2 301.4 58.4 13.4

Be(CO)2(NMe3) 252.6 9.6 17.0

NH3 211.1 -31.8 33.8

Et3N 242.9 0.0 21.4
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Lewis bases than the conventional Et3N one. This means that beryllium complexes can potentially be used in FLPs. Other alkaline earth metals,

such Mg and Ca, will be considered in the near future.
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Carbon monoxide activation by atomic thorium:
ground and excited state reaction pathways†

Isuru R. Ariyarathna and Evangelos Miliordos *

Multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) and single reference coupled cluster calculations are

performed for the ThCO and OThC isomers. Scalar and spin–orbit relativistic effects are considered

through a relativistic pseudopotential and the coupling of MRCI wavefunctions via the Breit–Pauli spin–

orbit Hamiltonian. Optimized geometries, excitation energies, and vibrational frequencies are reported

for both isomers. Full potential energy profiles are constructed for the Th+CO reaction and the conversion

of the produced ThCO to OThC. Linear ThCO was found to be more stable than the highly ionic bent

OThC system by about 4 kcal mol�1. The interconversion barrier is estimated to be around 30 kcal mol�1.

Our results are in agreement with earlier experimental data for the two isomers. The lowest lying states of

Th do not populate f-orbitals and resemble the electronic structure of Ti. Therefore, the ability of the two

atoms to activate the CRO bond is compared. OTiC is found to be about 40 kcal mol�1 less stable than

TiCO revealing the efficiency of Th and possibly other f-block elements to activate multiple chemical

bonds as opposed to d-block metals.

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades the chemistry of actinides has received
special attention in our attempt to improve their applicability as
nuclear fuels and find ways to minimize their hazardous impact
on the environment.1 The unusual chemistry of actinides has
attracted the interest of both chemists and physicists. More and
more studies are dedicated to disclose their distinctive chemistry
and atypical properties. Among actinides, uranium and plutonium
materials are heavily used as nuclear fuels, while thorium is
examined as a potential nuclear fuel2,3 because of its easier
treatment.3,4

The growth of actinide chemistry is checked by the multiple
challenges and necessary caution of the used experimental
processes. Due to the experimental limitations, computational
studies have enhanced considerably our knowledge of actinide
chemistry.5–11 But even the theoretical exploration of the chem-
istry of actinides often presents insurmountable difficulties
due to their many valence electrons and orbitals combined
with the strong scalar and spin–orbit relativistic effects.12,13

Both density functional and multireference calculations have
been used to predict and explain the chemistry of actinide
containing molecules,5–11,14–19 with the latter ones being more
appropriate to describe the complex electronic structure of
these heavy metals.6–10,17

Among actinides, Ac and Th are unique in the sense that
they lack f-electrons in their lowest-lying electronic states
simplifying the quantum calculations. The first state with a
populated f-shell is the tenth excited state of Th, whereas there
is no f-electron up to the first forty states of Ac.20 Multireference
calculations have been used in several studies to explore the
chemical bonding of thorium molecules. Triply bonded ThC is
one example,21 while many reports focus on the ground and
excited states of neutral and charged thorium carbides and
oxides.14,15,17–19,22–28 The thorium dimer (Th2) with a quadruple
bond is another interesting system, where despite the minor
contribution of 5f orbitals to the bonding,29 strong spin–orbit
coupling increases the complexity of the system.

Actinide carbonyl complexes are less studied compared to
their s and d-block metal counterparts used in organometallic
and coordination chemistry. Referring to thorium carbonyls,
the first study was done by Zhou and Andrews in 1999,4 who
studied the reaction of thorium with carbonyl by means of laser
ablation in the presence of excess neon and characterized the
products with matrix isolation spectroscopy. The recorded
infrared (IR) spectrum exhibited the presence of two major
products designated as ThCO and OThC. For these two molecules,
the authors performed relativistic density functional theory (DFT)
calculations. The measured experimental C–O stretching
frequency of ThCO is 1817.5 cm�1 with its DFT value being
1790 cm�1. The observed peaks around 617.7 and 812.2 cm�1

were assigned to the Th–C and Th–O stretches based on the
predicted DFT values of 621 and 811 cm�1 respectively.
They proposed 3A0 and 3S� ground states for bent OThC and
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linear ThCO, respectively. Furthermore, Th is found to have
a 6d27s2 electron configuration within ThCO(3S�). The 6d2

electrons were found to actively participate in Th - CO
p-back-donation. A year later, the same authors revisited thorium
carbonyls reporting the presence of the OThC0/�, OThCCO, and
Th(CO)n=1–6 species.30 Their DFT calculations predicted the ground
and excited states of OThC as 3A0, a3A0, 1A0, 5A0, and b3A0 in
increasing energy order.30

ThCO and OThC are expected to have multiple low-lying
electronic states of multi-configurational nature, which can be
described accurately only with multi-reference approaches.
Herein we examine the reaction between Th and CO employing
multireference calculations. In an attempt to gain deeper
understanding on the electronic structure of this system, we
produced full potential energy profiles for the Th–CO approach
by varying the Th–C distance. The ground and several excited
states of ThCO, its OThC isomer, and the intermediates or
transition states connecting them were investigated. We further
propose chemical bonding patterns for all of them and supply a
detailed mechanism for the activation of carbon monoxide by
atomic thorium.

2. Computational details

The lowest lying states of thorium up to about 8000 cm�1 (3F,
3P, and 5F) are all of 6d4�x7sx character followed by states
populating the 5f and 7p orbitals.20 We performed three series
of single and double multi-reference configuration interaction
(MRCISD � MRCI) calculations to reproduce the experimental
electronic energies for the thorium atom. The reference complete
active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) in these three cases is
constructed by allocating the four valence electrons of thorium to
the (1) 7s, 6d, 7p, and 5f, (2) 7s, 6d, and 7p, (3) 7s and 6d orbitals
of thorium. In all cases, the four valence electrons and the
subvalence 6s and 6p electrons are correlated at MRCI. The 5s,
5p, and 5d orbitals were kept closed, while the rest of the sixty
inner electrons (1s22s22p63s23p63d104s24p64d104f14) are replaced
by the Stuttgart relativistic pseudopotential.31 The cc-pVQZ-PP
basis set is used to build the atomic orbitals.32,33 Finally, the
Davidson correction (MRCI+Q) was invoked to estimate part of
the missing electron correlation energy.34 Spin–orbit coupling
was considered by mixing the 3F, 3P, 5F, and 1D states. The spin–
orbit wavefunctions were expanded in terms of all of the involved
atomic states, and the corresponding coefficients were obtained
by diagonalizing the perturbed Hamiltonian (electronic Hamiltonian
plus the full Breit–Pauli spin–orbit operator) as implemented in
MOLPRO.35–37 In the case of MRCI+Q, the MRCI electronic energies
are replaced by the MRCI+Q ones but the MRCI matrix elements are
still used for the spin–orbit terms.

The calculations for ThCO and OThC were performed using
the cc-pVTZ-PP32,33 basis set for Th with the same Stuttgart
pseudopotential,31 and the cc-pVTZ set for carbon and
oxygen.38 Full potential energy profiles (PEPs) were constructed
at MRCI to study the ground and excited energy channels of the
Th ’ CO reaction. Based on the results on the atomic calculations,

we decided to include four electrons in nine orbitals in the CASSCF
active space, which correspond to the 7s, 6d, and 7p orbitals of Th
at long Th–CO distances (case 2 of the previous paragraph). Our
calculations show that the 5f orbitals are not occupied in the lowest
energy equilibrium structures, and their presence in the active space
is not necessary. This is in line with the observations on Th2

29 and
the work of Wilson and co-workers, who found that f-orbitals are
important for Pa and later actinides.39 The thorium active orbitals
mix with CO orbitals in a dative manner: s-donation of the carbon
lone pair to the metal and the p-back donation of metallic orbitals to
the anti-bonding p orbitals of CO.40–42 Therefore, no additional
orbitals were found necessary, as would happen in the case of
homolytic dissociation. All valence electrons of C, O, and Th plus
the 6s and 6p ones of Th were promoted to virtual orbitals at the
MRCI level. Restricted open-shell coupled clusters with single,
double and perturbative triple replacements, CCSD(T), were also
done in single reference cases. As in MRCI, all valence electrons plus
the 6s and 6p electrons of Th are correlated at CCSD(T). The
symmetry operations of the C2v point group were exploited.

The calculations for bent OThC were proven to be more
demanding because of the lower symmetry (Cs). To keep the
calculations manageable, we had to lower the CASSCF active space
to seven a0 and four a00 orbitals (15a0 through 21a0 and 5a00 through
8a00; eight electrons to eleven orbitals). All valence electrons plus
the sub-valence 6s and 6p ones are still correlated at MRCI. Based
on extensive tentative calculations, the active space is chosen to
describe properly the first five electronic states of OThC. CCSD(T)
calculations were done for the first four states of single deter-
minantal nature. In all cases, the T1 diagnostic is lower than
0.036, which is lower than the limit of 0.05 suggested for multi-
reference character in transition metal compounds.43

The same active space and basis set of OThC were used to
study the pathways from ThCO to OThC. The MRCI+Q potential
energy profiles (PEPs) of the ThCO to OThC transformation for
their low-lying states were constructed using the optimized geo-
metries of the 3A00 state at every O–X–C angle, where X is the center
of the Th–C bond. The geometry optimizations were done at the
complete active space second order perturbation theory (CASPT2)
level as implemented in MOLPRO44 with the same CASSCF active
space as OThC but with a smaller basis set: cc-pVDZ-PP for Th and
cc-pVDZ for C and O. For the OThC region, we performed
additional calculations for the first three states, where the
geometry of each state is optimized at the MRCI level. We faced
insurmountable technical issues with CASPT2 geometry optimi-
zations for 3A0 (intruder state issues). All valence plus 6s and 6p
(Th) electrons are correlated at the CASPT2 and MRCI level. All
optimized structures are given in the ESI.† Finally, zero-point
vibrational energy (ZPVE) values are obtained as half of the sum
of all harmonic vibrational frequencies.

3. Results and discussion
Th

We first assess our methodologies comparing the calculated
excitation energies Te of Th to the available experimental ones.20
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Pure relativistic calculations have been performed by Eliav and
Kaldor.13 The spin–orbit corrected values at MRCI and MRCI+Q
along with the experimental values for three different active
spaces (7s,6d,7p,5f; 7s,6d,7p; and 7s,6d) of the reference
CASSCF wavefunctions are listed in Table 1. MRCI with the
largest active space (7s,6d,7p,5f) predicts almost always larger
excitation energies than experiment by at least 144 cm�1 (5F1)
and up to 907 cm�1 (5F4). The only case where MRCI under-
estimates Te is for 3P0 by 214 cm�1. MRCI+Q brings experiment
and theory closer together by an average of 100 cm�1. The
removal of 5f orbitals from the CASSCF active space actually
improves the theoretical values. Roughly, half of the values are
underestimated and half of them overestimated by at most
516 cm�1. The average difference between theory and experi-
ment is accidentally 0 cm�1 at MRCI and 14 cm�1 at MRCI+Q.
Further reduction of the active space worsens the agreement
between theory and experiment with some differences being
larger than 1000 cm�1. Therefore, the calculations for ThCO are
performed using the medium active space (7s, 6d, 7p). Finally,
MRCI+Q directs almost always the theoretical results towards
the experimental ones. Overall, the applied methodology is
considered quite accurate and is capable of describing spin–
orbit effects properly.

ThCO

To get a better understanding of the bonding between Th and
CO, we constructed the potential energy curves with respect to
the Th–C distance (ThCO is kept linear). We considered the first
four electronic states of Th spanning an energy range of about
10 000 cm�1 (see Table 1). In energy order (not considering
spin–orbit effects) these are 3F, 3P, 1D, and 5F spanning an
energy range of only 15 kcal mol�1 or 5250 cm�1. The first three
are of 7s26d2 and the last one of 7s13d3 character. For this
system we considered spin–orbit coupling only at the equilibrium
region (see below). The Th ’ CO PEPs are shown in Fig. 1, the
equilibrium configurations for seven states are given in Table 2,

and selected frontier molecular orbitals are depicted in Fig. 2. The
first excited state of CO, 3P, resides well above (48 686.7 cm�1)45

its 1S+ ground state, and therefore no excited states of CO are
considered here.

The symmetry defining orbitals are 16s, 10p, and 6dxy/
6dx2�y2, which are largely the 7s orbital of Th polarized away
from CO, p-bonding orbitals between the dp orbitals of Th and
the pp orbitals of C (or p* of CO), and pure 6dd (6dxy/6dx2�y2)
orbitals of Th, respectively. The ground state 3S� is dominated
by the 16s2 10p1

x 10p1
y configuration, and it is followed by the

sibling 16s2 10p2 states of 1D and 1S+ symmetry. The 5D state
intervenes between them, where one 16s electron is promoted
to one of the 6dd orbitals. The next state is of 3P symmetry with

Table 1 Excitation energies (cm�1) for the lowest electronic states of Th
at the MRCI and MRCI+Q levels using the cc-pVQZ-PP basis set with
different CASSCF active spaces

Statea

MRCI MRCI+Q MRCI MRCI+Q MRCI MRCI+Q

Expt.c(7s,6d,7p,5f)b (7s,6d,7p)b (7s,6d)b

3F2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
3P0 2772 2838 3074 3078 2114 2575 2558.1
3F3 2427 2429 2470 2496 2299 2310 2869.3
3P2 3360 3413 3650 3611 3012 3213 3688.0
3P1 3390 3428 3661 3657 2724 3297 3865.5
3F4 4741 4743 4864 4891 4455 4582 4961.7
5F1 5418 5624 5988 5971 4591 5208 5563.1
5F2 5968 6174 6562 6545 4812 5776 6362.4
1D2 6602 6618 6979 6884 6461 6525 7280.1
5F3 6794 7000 7426 7409 5666 6629 7502.3
5F4 7894 8100 8575 8558 6802 7764 8800.2
5F5 9265 9471 10 006 9989 8212 9177 9804.8

a The electronic configurations for the listed states are 7s26d2 (3F, 3P,
1D) and 7s16d3 (5F). b Active space used for the reference CASSCF
wavefunction. c Obtained from ref. 20.

Fig. 1 MRCI PEPs for the approach of Th and CO in a linear fashion. The
CO distance is kept fixed to the experimental CO distance of 1.128 Å.

Table 2 Dominant electronic configurations and coefficients of several
low-lying electronic states of linear ThCO

Statea Coeff. 16s 10px 10py 6dxy 6dx2�y2

3S� (A2) 0.88 2 a a 0 0
1D (A1) �0.59 2 0 2 0 0

0.59 2 2 0 0 0
5D (A1) 0.97 a a a a 0
1S+ (A1) 0.58 2 0 2 0 0

0.58 2 2 0 0 0
3P (B1) 0.80 a a 2 0 0

0.23 2 a 0 0 a
�0.23 2 0 a a 0

3F (B1) 0.62 2 0 a a 0
0.62 2 a 0 0 a

1P (B1) 0.41 2 0 b a 0
�0.41 2 0 a b 0

0.41 2 a 0 0 b
�0.41 2 b 0 0 a

3D (A1) 0.46 b a a a 0
�0.43 a b a a 0
�0.43 a a b a 0

0.41 a a a b 0
23S� (A2) �0.48 a a b 0 a

0.48 a b a 0 a
0.48 a 0 2 a 0
�0.48 a 2 0 a 0

a The electronic term of the C2v component is given in parentheses.
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a dominant 16s1 10p3 configuration, but also has smaller
contributions similar to the following 1P and 3F states. These
states are of 16s2 10p1 6d1

d nature. The bonding schemes for
these states can be succinctly captured by the valence-bond-
Lewis (vbL) diagrams of Fig. 3. In all cases, there is s-donation
from the :CO lone pair to a 7s–6dz2 hybrid orbital combined

with some metal-to-ligand p-back donation. All states bear an
in situ 7s23d2 nature (16s–7s) except for 5D and 3P, which come
from the 5F(7s16d3) state of Th. Indeed, 5D dissociates smoothly
to 5F, 3P dissociates to 3F and not to 5F of the thorium atom due
to an avoided crossing at around 2.6 Å (see Fig. 1), while all
others dissociate to the first three channels pertaining to 7s26d2.

Fig. 1 includes all PEPs dissociating to the first four channels,
and some additional higher energy minima in the 2.2–2.7 Å region.
In some cases, these minima originate from higher energy
fragments, and therefore the PEPs for these minima undergo
avoided crossings. For example, see the PEPs for the 3D and the
second 3S� states. The dominant electronic configurations for
these states are also included in Table 2, but currently, we focus
on the previous seven electronic states.

Optimized MRCI geometries and MRCI/MRCI+Q excitation
energies are listed in Table 3. For the single reference 3S� and 5D
states, we also list CCSD(T) results. In both cases, CCSD(T) predicts
shorter Th–C and longer C–O bond lengths by B0.01 and B0.02 Å
compared to MRCI, respectively. The C–O bond elongates by
B0.02 Å in the first five states, less than 0.01 Å for 1P, and
remains unaffected for 3F with respect to free CO. For the first five
states the reason is the Th-to-CO p-back donation, which is weaker
for the last two states (only one electron in the 10p orbitals).

Fig. 2 Selected molecular orbitals of ThCO. Th, C, and O are represented
by a maroon, grey, and red sphere, respectively.

Fig. 3 Proposed vbL diagrams for the lowest seven states of ThCO depicting the bonding interactions between Th and CO. The (10px)
2 � (10py)

2

combinations of 1D and 1S+ states (see Table 2) are represented by electron pairs with solid (10py) and open circles (10px). Similarly, for the 10p16d1 states
1P and 3F, only the major component of 3P is shown.
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This also results in much longer Th–C bonds for 1P and 3F (see
Table 3). For the 3S� and 5D states, we also calculated harmonic
vibrational frequencies at the CCSD(T) level (see Table 3). The
lowest frequency corresponds to the doubly degenerate bending
mode of ThCO, and the other two to the Th–C and C–O stretches.
The frequencies of the same mode are within 10 cm�1 for the two
states. Our CCSD(T) Th–C and C–O bond lengths for the ground
state differ by 0.03 and 0.01 Å from the DFT/PW91 values of
Zhou and Andrews.4 Their CO stretching harmonic vibrational
frequency of 1790 cm�1 is smaller than our CCSD(T) value by
60 cm�1. If we subtract the experimental anharmonicity for free
CO (2oexe = 26.6 cm�1)20 our 1853 cm�1 harmonic frequency
becomes 1826 cm�1. This estimated anharmonic frequency
(DG1/2 E oe � 2oexe) is in very good agreement with the
experimental vibrational C–O frequency of 1817.5 cm�1.4

Finally, we performed spin–orbit calculations at the MRCI
level. After the inclusion of spin–orbit effects (by diagonalizing
the spin–orbit Hamiltonian on the basis of the 3S�, 1D, 5D, 3P,
and 1S+ MRCI wavefunctions) at an equilibrium distance of
2.30 Å we obtained the following state series in increasing
energy order (energies in cm�1): 3S�0þ (0.0), 3S�1 (133), 5D0� (1810),
5D0+ (1819), 1D2 (2269), 5D1 (2336), 5D2 (2976), 5D3 (3660),
5D4 (4355), 3P2 (4992), 3P1 (4995), 1Sþ0þ (5008), 3P0� (5316), and
3P0+ (5369). Note that there is a second order spin–orbit splitting
in the ground S-state of 133 cm�1. The 5D O-components span a
range of 2545 cm�1 and they follow a normal order (smaller O
values have smaller energies), while the 3PO-components cover a
range of only 377 cm�1 and follow a reverse order (smaller O
values have higher energies). The 1D2 state was the first excited
state before the inclusion of spin–orbit, and it is replaced by 5D0�.
Similarly, the 1S+ state was below 3P, but now lies in between the
3PO states.

Surprisingly, the electronic structures of the lowest lying
states of Th resemble those of Ti and are of s2d2 or s1d3 character.
For example, the ground state in both cases is 3F(s2d2), while
5F(s1d3) is B6000 cm�1 above for Ti and 5500–10 000 cm�1 for Th
due to the stronger spin–orbit splitting. TiCO has been studied
theoretically at a high level of theory by Mavridis and co-workers.46

The existing experimental results are summarized by the same
authors. Despite the similarity of Ti and Th, their carbonyls present
completely different electronic structures. Specifically, the ground
state of TiCO is 5D and not 3S� as happens in ThCO, and all low-
lying states (including 5D) of TiCO have an in situ s1d3 titanium
center. The potential energy curves of Mavridis and co-workers show
clearly that states originating from the 3F(4s23d2) state are repulsive.
In contrast, ThCO prefers the 7s26d2 configuration (see Fig. 3), and
only the 5D state (among the first seven states) is of 7s16d3 character.
This observation is a very good example of the distinct chemistry
of f-block elements.

OThC

This isomer has been observed experimentally,4 and in this
case the CO molecule appears to be cleaved with the triple CO
bond being replaced by ThO and ThC bonds. The reaction of
excited Th with CO and the photo-induced isomerization of
ThCO have been suggested as generation mechanisms for
OThC.4,30 Our preliminary calculations for the lowest lying
electronic states indicated a highly ionic compound with zero
or one electron residing at local thorium orbitals. After extensive
attempts, we finally included the orbitals described in Section 2
in the active space (see Fig. 4), which were found to be adequate
for the description of the wavefunction for the first five states.

Table 5 lists the main configurations of these states labeled
as 3A0, 5A00, 13A00, 23A00, and 1A0. In all cases the 13a0, 14a0, 15a0,
and 5a00 orbitals are doubly occupied. The first one is primarily
the 2s(C) atomic orbital, while the last three are predominantly
the 2p(O) ones. The latter signifies a nearly O2� terminal.
Similarly, the 16a0, 17a0, and 6a00 orbitals resemble closely the
2p(C) orbitals, and only 18a0 could be considered as a thorium
B7s orbital. Consequently, the 3A0, 23A00, and 1A0 states have
four electrons to carbon p-orbitals amounting totally to six
electrons on carbon suggesting C2� for these states and a Th4+

center. The 5A00 state has a rather C� terminal (three electrons

Table 3 Excitation energies Te (cm�1), equilibrium Th–C and C–O bond
distances re (Å), and harmonic vibrational frequencies oe (cm�1) of several
low-lying states of ThCO at the MRCI(+Q) and CCSD(T) levels of theory

State Method Te

re

oe
cTh–C C–O

3S� MRCI 0 2.308 1.147
MRCI+Qa 0
CCSD(T) 0 2.289 1.170 312, 312, 354, 1853
CCSD(T)b 0 2.287 1.171 310, 310, 358, 1842

1D MRCI 2341 2.334 1.151
MRCI+Qa 1976

5D MRCI 2825 2.341 1.151
MRCI+Qa 2814
CCSD(T) 3071 2.325 1.170 303, 303, 342, 1855
CCSD(T)b 3055 2.323 1.172 303, 303, 346, 1842

1S+ MRCI 4967 2.351 1.151
MRCI+Qa 4396

3P MRCI 5286 2.279 1.161
MRCI+Qa 4760

3F MRCI 6219 2.521 1.128
MRCI+Qa 6661

1P MRCI 7688 2.476 1.137
MRCI+Qa 8103

a Calculated with MRCI+Q energies at the MRCI optimized geometries.
b CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ-PP(Th), aug-cc-pVTZ(C,O). c The only stable 232Th
isotope is used with atomic mass 232.03810.

Fig. 4 Selected valence molecular orbitals (see Table 5) of bent OThC. Th,
C, and O are represented by a maroon, grey, and red sphere, respectively.
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in 16a0, 17a0, and 6a00) and one electron in 18a0 resulting in a
Th3+ center. The 13A00 state has two major components involving
Th4+ (18a00) and Th2+ (18a02). The orbital occupation for all
active orbitals in the various states is given in the ESI.†

The optimized bond lengths and bond angles for these
states are listed in Table 4. The ThO bonds range between
1.85 and 1.90 Å, but the ThC bond lengths span a larger range.
Specifically, at the MRCI level, the shortest ThC distance of
2.030 Å belongs to 1A0, while the longest one to 13A00 (2.438 Å).
The bond length of the diatomic ThO species is in the same
range, but the ThC ground state has a quite shorter bond
(B1.96 Å) attributed to the triple bond character of diatomic
ThC.18 The CCSD(T) geometries are in good agreement with the
MRCI ones. However, the excitation energies of MRCI and
CCSD(T) are quantitatively different. For example, MRCI predicts
5A00 as the ground state, while MRCI+Q and CCSD(T) prefer the 3A0

one. More than double excitations are necessary to get the correct
energetics. All of these five states lie within B3500 cm�1. For four
of these states we calculated CCSD(T) harmonic vibrational fre-
quencies (see Table 4). Frequencies of the same modes are now
significantly different (as opposed to ThCO) among the four states.
The spin–orbit effects for the non-linear OThC species are small.

The spin–orbit components of the two lowest states lie within
60 (3A0) and 80 (5A00) cm�1.

Given the ionic nature of OThC, we performed an additional
set of CCSD(T) calculations, where diffuse basis functions are
added on carbon and oxygen centers. The optimized geometries
and frequencies for these calculations are included in Table 4.
The bond lengths and frequencies change by no more than
0.005 Å and 7 cm�1, respectively. Similar trends are observed for
ThCO when the diffuse functions are added (see Table 3).

ThCO - OThC

The experimental observation of both isomers raises the question
about the relative energies of the two structures and the transition
states connecting them.4,30 To get a clear picture of this iso-
merization reaction, we constructed the PEPs as a function of
the OXC angle (see Fig. 5), where X is the middle point between
Th and C (see the inset of Fig. 5). All other parameters are
optimized for every angle. Zero angles correspond to linear
ThCO and B1401 angles to bent OThC. The 3S� state converts
to 13A00, 1D to 1A0 and 1A00, 5D to 5A0 and 5A00, and 3P to 3A0 and
23A00. Recall that the optimized geometries of the 3S�–3A00

couple are used for all states, and therefore 13A00 seems erro-
neously to be the overall minimum in the OThC region. The
order of all states in the OThC region is not the same as in
Table 4. Therefore, we re-constructed the PEPs in the 100–1401
region by optimizing the geometry of the first three states (see
Fig. 6). It is now apparent that the reaction will proceed via the
crossing at 1051 between 3A0 and 13A00 connecting the ground
states of the two isomers.

All of the PEPs undergo several avoided crossings at different
angles, and the lower energy pathway from ThCO (X3S�) to
OThC (X3A0) involves multiple crossings at around 451, 701, 801,
and 1051 with the PEP of 1A0. These crossings will be certainly
facilitated by spin–orbit coupling. According to our calculations,
a barrier of B30 kcal mol�1 has to be overcome for the
transition from ThCO to OThC.

Table 4 Excitation energies Te (cm�1), equilibrium Th–C and Th–O bond
distances re (Å), equilibrium O–Th–C bond angles (degrees), and harmonic
vibrational frequencies oe (cm�1) for low-lying states of OThC

State Method Te

re

O–Th–C oe
cTh–C Th–O

3A0 MRCI 2561 2.149 1.877 115.5
MRCI+Qa 0.0
CCSD(T) 0.0 2.160 1.886 111.2 171, 630, 825
CCSD(T)b 0.0 2.164 1.888 111.2 171, 624, 820

5A00 MRCI 0.0 2.409 1.856 113.1
MRCI+Qa 2194
CCSD(T) 1466 2.394 1.869 112.4 133, 500, 858
CCSD(T)b 1600 2.401 1.869 112.1 128, 495, 856

13A00 MRCI 1973 2.438 1.851 112.3
MRCI+Qa 3327

23A00 MRCI 2057 2.243 1.871 120.4
MRCI+Qa 3620
CCSD(T) 2713 2.198 1.890 119.4 160, 553, 818
CCSD(T)b 2702 2.202 1.891 119.4 158, 548, 813

1A0 MRCI 1755 2.030 1.889 148.6
MRCI+Qa 3741
CCSD(T) 3538 2.040 1.897 138.5 101, 690, 797
CCSD(T)b 3516 2.041 1.899 140.1 97, 685, 792

a Calculated with MRCI+Q energies at the MRCI optimized geometries.
b CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ-PP(Th), aug-cc-pVTZ(C,O). c The only stable 232Th
isotope is used with atomic mass 232.03810.

Table 5 Dominant electronic configurations and coefficients for low-
lying states of bent OThC. The 19a0, 20a0, 21a0, 7a00, and 8a00 active orbitals
are unoccupied in the dominant configurations

State Coef. 13a0 14a0 15a0 16a0 17a0 18a0 5a00 6a00

3A0 0.96 2 2 2 a a 0 2 2
5A00 0.98 2 2 2 a a a 2 a
13A00 0.67 2 2 2 2 a 0 2 a

�0.47 2 2 2 0 a 2 2 a
23A00 0.86 2 2 2 2 a 0 2 a
1A0 0.95 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2

Fig. 5 MRCI+Q energy landscape pertaining to the ThCO - OThC
transformation for ground and several excited states. The optimized
geometry of the lowest 3A00 state is used (see ESI†).
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The optimized CCSD(T) structures of the ground states of
ThCO and OThC differ by 6.9 kcal mol�1, ThCO being more
stable. Their energy difference becomes 5.4 kcal mol�1 after the
inclusion of diffuse functions on carbon and oxygen, while
using the CCSD(T) energies of a larger basis set (cc-pVQZ-
PP(Th), aug-cc-pVQZ(C,O)) at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ-PP(Th)
aug-cc-pVTZ(C,O) optimized structure we get 4.4 kcal mol�1.
The bent structure was found to be lower by 2.4 kcal mol�1 at the
DFT/PW91 level.4 If we include the spin–orbit stabilization DE of
the two isomers and their ZPVE, our energy difference becomes:
4.4 kcal mol�1 + 0.63 kcal mol�1 (DEThCO) – 0.57 kcal mol�1

(DEOThC) + 2.31 kcal mol�1 (ZPVEOThC) – 4.03 kcal mol�1

(ZPVEThCO) = 3.5 kcal mol�1. The two isomers are quasi-
isoenergetic. Our CCSD(T) electronic energy difference for titanium,
which is ‘‘isoelectronic’’ to Th (see above), between TiCO (X5D) and
OTiC (X3A0) is 40 kcal mol�1. This comparison demonstrates the
better ability of Th and possibly all f-block elements to activate
chemical bonds (as strong as the triple bond of CO) compared to
transition metals.

4. Summary

In this work we perform high level electronic structure calculations,
including multi-reference and coupled-cluster methodologies for
the ground and excited states of ThCO, OThC, and the path
connecting them. Both scalar and spin–orbit effects are important
for f-block elements and are also considered here by means of a
relativistic pseudo-potential and the Breit–Pauli Hamiltonian. The
chemical bonding of the two isomers is analyzed in terms of
configuration interaction expansions and molecular orbitals. ThCO
is formed as usual metal carbonyls: a s dative bond from CO to Th
is accompanied by two p back-bonding donations in the opposite
direction. On the other hand, OThC is strongly ionic represented by
a Th3+ or Th4+ center depending on the electronic state. The OThC

isomer is found just 3.5 kcal mol�1 above ThCO and has been
observed experimentally. The energy barrier separating ThCO from
OThC is calculated to be of the 30 kcal mol�1 order. The ThCO–
OThC couple is compared with the TiCO–OTiC one based on the
similarity of the ground state electronic structure between Ti
and Th. The OTiC molecule is much (5.5 times compared to
thorium compounds) higher than TiCO demonstrating the
ability of thorium and possibly other f-block metals to activate
strong triple bonds such as the CO bond. In the future the
ability of more lanthanides and actinides to activate molecules
with multiple bonds will be probed.
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Electronic and Geometric Structure Analysis of Neutral and
Anionic Metal Nitric Chalcogens: The Case of MNX Series
(M=Li, Na, Be and X=O, S, Se, Te)
Isuru R. Ariyarathna and Evangelos Miliordos*

Coupled cluster and multireference configuration approaches
are employed to study the electronic and geometric structures
of mono-coordinated complexes of lithium, sodium, and beryl-
lium with nitric oxide and its isovalent NS, NSe, and NTe spe-
cies. Ground and low-lying excited states were examined for
both linear-bonded and side-bonded isomers. We show that
the ionic M+NX− (M=Li, Na, Be and X=O, S, Se, Te) picture is a
more natural representation and can account for the symmetry
of the low−lying electronic states as Σ−, Δ, and Σ+, the smaller
excitation energies and the larger binding energies for heavier
X. An additional electron binds to the positively charged Li and

Na terminal creating stable anions. The electron affinity (EA) of
LiNX and NaNX species is in the 0.5–0.8 eV range. Despite the
negative EA of beryllium and the very small EA of NO, the BeNO
molecule has an EA of ~1.0 eV, which is increased to ~1.5 eV
for the heavier BeNX species. This is attributed to the fact that
the additional electron goes to the beryllium end for BeNO but
to a π(MN) π*(NX) orbital of the rest species. Our accurate
results contradict previous findings and serve as a guide for
future experimental studies. © 2019 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

DOI: 10.1002/jcc.25829

Introduction

In 1992, nitric oxide (NO) was named the “Molecule of the year” [1],
soon after the discovery of its biological importance as a cardiovas-
cular signaling agent in physiological processes in mammals.[2] For
this discovery, Robert Furchgott, Louis Ignarro, and Ferid Murad
received the 1998 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine.[3] On the
other hand, overexposure of NO can be life threatening.[4] The
Occupational Safety Health Administration has set the exposure
limit of NO to 25 ppm over an 8-hour workday.[5]

In the atmosphere, NO is produced naturally by lightning,
which triggers the N2 + O2 ! 2NO reaction. In the stratosphere,
NO is generated by oxidation of N2O and depletes the ozone layer
producing N2O and O2.

[6] NO reacts with atmospheric O2 and H2O
to produce HNO2 and HNO3 creating acid rains, while it can also
generate ozone via smog reactions.[6] Commercially NO is pro-
duced by oxidizing NH3 or by reacting O2 with N2 at 3000�C in
the presence of an electric arc.[7,8] NO is a key precursor in the
industrial production of nitric acid and nitrogen-based fertilizers.[9]

Transition metal NO complexes have found numerous applica-
tion in organometallic chemistry.[10] For example, MH(NO)(PPh3)3
(M=Ru, Os) [11] and ReBrH(NO)(L) [12] are competent catalysts for
hydrogenation. Further Rh(NO)(PPh3)3 and Fe(NO)2(CO)2 can cat-
alyze isomerization and dimerization reactions.[13] A comprehen-
sive overview of catalytic potency of metal NO complexes can
be found in “Coordination and Organometallic Chemistry of
Metal NO Complexes” review by Sharp et al.[14]

Cotton and Wilkinson classify the M NO species as linear or
bent based on the binding mode. In the case, when the N ter-
minal donates an electron pair to the metal, the M N O angle
vary in between 161o and 180o.[15] The angle is determined by
the backdonation strength of the metal to π*(NO).[13,14] Smaller
M NO angles (~120 − 140o) are usually assigned to the

covalent bond between the unpaired electron of NO and the
metal.[13,14] About 120o angles have been observed for M N O
angles in [IrCl(CO)(PPh3)2NO]

+, IrCl2(NO)(PPh3)2, [Co en2Cl(NO)]
+,

and IrI(CH3)(NO)(PPh3)2 complexes.[15]

Chemical bonding of a linear M NO is often collated with
the M CO bond. In both cases, each ligand acts as a dative
σ-donor and π-acceptor [15], but smaller π-acceptance from
metal to ligand should be expected for M NO due to the pres-
ence of one electron in a π*(NO); π*(CO) orbitals are vacant. NO
is also referred as a three-electron donor in the literature, in
contrast with CO, which is clearly a two-electron donor.[15]

The geometric and electronic features of the main group
metal-NO species are less studied in the literature. However,
recently main group metal-ligand systems have become more
and more popular because of their versatile chemical bonding
patterns.[16–21] Specifically, Andrews et al. studied linear Li NO,
linear Li ON, and side-bonded Li[NO] species under density
functional theory (DFT).[22] They have found that the ground
state 3A” of Li[NO] is 1.4 kcal/mol higher than the ground state
3Σ− of Li NO. This study further reports the ground state of
Li ON (also 3Σ−), which is found 5.4 kcal/mol higher in energy
than Li NO. On the contrary, seven years later Henry Schaefer
et al. revealed that the global minimum of lithium nitroxide is
Li[NO] according to the coupled cluster (CCSD(T)) theory.[23]

The only study related to the Be interaction with NO belongs to
Andrews et al.[24] They have studied the Be + NO reaction at 10 K
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in argon matrix by laser-ablation and analyzed the recorded infra-
red spectra.[24] Their results suggest that the major adducts are
BeNO and BeOBeNO. They supported their experimental work by
obtaining structures and frequencies at the DFT and predicted a
linear Be NO structure at a 2Σ− state as the global minimum.
Although, not stated by the authors, 2Σ− implies an “open-shell”
doublet with three unpaired electrons. Both linear and bent inter-
actions of Be or Li with NO can generate “open-shell” states, the
wave function of which cannot be represented accurately by
either DFT or single-reference coupled cluster theory. These open
shell electronic configurations can only be described properly by
multireference calculations. The present study aims at the perfor-
mance of multireference calculations to elucidate the electronic
structure of the titled systems and their energetics.

Recently, we have studied the chemical bonding of the LiCO
and BeCO molecules using high-level MRCI and CCSD(T)
methods.[25,26] Both LiCO and BeCO are meta stable with respect
to their ground state fragments Li(2S) + CO(1Σ+) and Be(1S) + CO
(1Σ+). LiCO and BeCO generate from the excited Li(2P; 2p1) + CO
(1Σ+) and Be(3P; 2s12p1) + CO(1Σ+) channels, respectively. By pro-
moting electrons into 2p-orbitals, these metals expose their
charged nucleus to facilitate the attack by CO. Is the chemical
bonding present in LiNO and BeNO similar to the LiCO and
BeCO? If BeNO results from Be(3P; 2s12p1), then several low
energy multireference doublet and quartet states should be
expected. Actually, our advanced electronic structure calculations
suggest a 4Σ− ground state for BeNO contradicting the 2Σ− state
assignment by Andrews et al.[24] Additionally, NO complexes as
opposed to the CO ones have low-energy linear and side-
bonded structures, also adding some complexity to the metal-
NO species. How do their relative stabilities change with NX
(X=O, S, Se, Te) series or with different main group metals?

In this article, we address these questions by performing high-
level multireference configuration interaction and single-reference
coupled cluster calculations, when appropriate, on MNX (M=Li, Na,
Be and X=O, S, Se, Te) series. We obtained potential energy pro-
files and studied the excited states of each species. Finally, we
investigated all stable anions of the titled molecules.

Computational Details

Full potential energy curves (PECs), optimal geometries, excita-
tion energies, and electron affinities for all of the species are
obtained using multireference configuration interaction (MRCI)
method building on the initial complete active space self-
consistent field (CASSCF) wave function. The active space con-
sists of all the valence electrons of all atoms at CASSCF. All
valence electrons are promoted to the virtual orbital space at
MRCI. As a correction to the size extensivity errors of MRCI, the
Davidson correction (MRCI+Q) was applied. Coupled cluster sin-
gle, double, and perturbative triples [CCSD(T)] method based on
a restricted Hartree−Fock reference wavefunction was employed
for the cases with minimal multireference character. All calcula-
tions were carried out using augmented correlation consistent
triple−ζ quality (aug-cc-pVTZ) basis sets for all atoms.[27–29] For
Se and Te, we replaced their inner 10 and 28 electrons with rela-
tivistic pseudopotentials.[30] The rest of the electrons were

treated explicitly using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. CCSD(T) har-
monic vibrational frequencies were calculated for the ground
states of all molecules (see Supporting Information). Binding
energies (De) were extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS)
limit using the aug-cc-pVXZ (X=T, Q, 5) series. All De values are
given in the Supporting Information and were fitted in a simple
exponential form. As shown below, the aug-cc-pVTZ values differ
less than 2 kcal/mol from the aug-cc-pV5Z ones, and that the
last values are nearly identical to the CBS limit. Therefore, the
extrapolation expression is expected to affect the CBS limit only
minimally. The PECs were constructed by varying the M N dis-
tances, but the NO length was fixed to the experimental equilib-
rium bond distance of free NO (1.151 Å). All calculations were
done invoking MOLPRO 2015.1.[31]

MNX (M=Li, Na and X=O, S, Se, Te)

Li can bind to NO to generate the linear Li ON, linear Li NO, or
side-bonded Li[NO] isomers. The Li ON isomer has been found
to lie energetically higher than both Li NO and Li[NO] by 4.1
and 6.5 kcal/mol.[23] In this article, we focus on the lower energy
linear Li NO and bent Li[NO] isomers. We provide accurate opti-
mal geometries, binding energies, excitation energies, and vibra-
tional frequencies. We also examine the chemical bonding by
constructing potential energy profiles (PEPs) with respect to the
linear and oblique Li  NO attack including the first two asymp-
totes Li(2S; 1s22s1) + NO(X2Π) and Li(2P; 1s22p1) + NO(X2Π),
which are 14,904 cm−1 apart.

In the linear approach of Li(2S; 1s22s1) + NO(X2Π), an electron
pair localized at the “back” of the nitrogen terminal of NO points
toward Li. We expect this interaction to be strongly repulsive
because of the coulombic repulsion between the 2s1(Li) electron
and the aforementioned electron pair. The two unpaired elec-
trons, 2 s(Li) and π*(NO), form a 3Π and an open-shell 1Π state.
This dissociative interaction is confirmed by the repulsive nature
of the corresponding PEPs (see Fig. 1). Moving to the next chan-
nel, according to the Wigner−Witmer rules, the linear Li(2P;
1s22p1) + NO(X2Π) combination produces the 1,3{Σ+, Σ−, Π, Δ}
manifold of states. Among those, 3Σ−, 1Δ, and 1Σ+ are strongly
attractive, whereas 1Π and 3Π are repulsive (see Fig. 1). The
remaining 3Δ, 3Σ+, and 1Σ− make shallow minima of ~2 kcal/mol
at ~2 Å. Our PEPs suggest that the ground state is 3Σ−, followed
by the 1Δ and 1Σ+ excited states. Remarkably, the two of them,
3Σ− and 1Δ, become stable with respect to the lowest energy
channel Li(2S; 1s22s1) + NO(X2Π).

In the ground state, 3Σ− of LiNO, each of 2πx and 2πy orbitals
possesses a single electron. The 2πx and 2πy orbitals correspond
largely to the two π* orbitals of NO (see Fig. 2) suggesting the
Li+NO− picture. Similarly, 1Δ and 1Σ+ bear two-coupled electrons
in the two 2πx,y orbitals pointing also to an ionic structure. The
2πx2 and 2πy2 configurations are combined with � signs to cre-
ate the 1Σ+ state and one component of 1Δ. The first three states
of LiNO, 3Σ−, 1Δ, and 1Σ+ can be corelated to the first three
states of NO−, 3Σ−, 1Δ, and 1Σ+. Our MRCI+Q calculations
predicted that 1Δ and 1Σ+ of NO− are located 6944 and
11,078 cm−1 above the ground 3Σ− state. The experimental first
and second excitation energies of NO− is 6050 and 9300 cm−1
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are in fair agreement with our values.[32] The calculated first and
second excitation energies of linear LiNO at MRCI+Q are 5549
and 8836 cm−1, respectively. The identical energy pattern in the
first three electronic states of LiNO and NO− further supports the
ionic bonding of Li+NO−.

The proposed valance-bond-Lewis (vbL) diagrams based on the
occupied molecular orbitals of Figure 2 and the CI vectors col-
lected in Table 1 are drawn in Scheme 1. The bonding for all
three states can be seen with two aspects. They can be formed
from the neutral fragments Li(2P) + NO(2Π) (left vbL diagrams of
Scheme 1) or the ionic species Li+(1S) + NO−(3Σ−,1Σ+,1Δ) (right
vbL diagrams of Scheme 1). The Mulliken charges for the three
states on lithium are +0.36, +0.44, and + 0.51. In all three cases,
the population in the σ-frame of Li is about ~2.35 electrons
(1s2 + 0.35 donated electrons from NO or NO−), while the π-frame
is occupied by 0.1–0.25 electrons (donated electrons from the π*
orbitals of NO− or π-backdonation of 0.75–0.9 electrons from Li to
NO). Although the PEPs of all three electronic states are stemming
from the Li(2P) + NO(2Π) adiabatic channel, for three reasons we
suggest the ionic picture as a more natural way to describe the
binding mode. First, the excitation energies of LiNO and the par-
ent Li+NO− asymptotes match very well (see above). Second, it is
more natural to accept that 0.1–0.25 π-electrons go from NO to Li
rather than 0.75–0.9 electrons to the opposite direction. Third,
The MOs 2πx and 2πy of Figure 2 are clearly polarized toward NO
supporting this icon. Therefore, we propose that the “equilibrium”

(or resonance) between the neutral and ionic pictures of Scheme 1
is shifted to the right.

The 3Σ−, 1Δ, and 1Σ+ states of linear Li NO result in four
states, 1A”, 3A”, two 1A’ under Cs symmetry for bent Li[NO]. The
PEPs of the oblique Li + NO approach reveal avoided crossings
not present in the linear case (see Fig. 1) due to the lower sym-
metry (Cs vs. C∞v). Under Cs, the lowest energy Li(2S; 1s22s1) +
NO(X2Π) fragments produce two triplets (3A’, 3A”) and two sin-
glets (1A’, 1A”), which are the counterparts of 1,3Π (C∞v). The
PEP of 3A’ remains repulsive, imitating 3Π (see Fig. 1), but 3A”,
1A’, and 1A” although repulsive for distances larger than 2.75 Å,
they become attractive forming the minima at ~1.75 Å of the
lowest three PEPs. The turning point arises because of the
avoided crossings they undergo with the 3A”, 1A’, and 1A” PECs
coming from Li(2P) + NO(X2Π). All three equilibrium structures
are lower than the Li(2S) + NO(X2Π) dissociation limit and are
more stable than the linear ones.

The dominant electronic configurations for Li[NO] are given
in Table 2, which highly resemble the ones for linear LiNO. Spe-
cifically, the 3Α00 has two electrons in 8a0 and 2a00, which are
chiefly of πx,y*(NO) character and look very much like 2πx,y of
linear LiNO (compare Figs. 2 and 3). One difference is that
2a00~πx*(NO) does not overlap with any of the lithium valence
orbital because of symmetry. Therefore 3A00 resembles 3Σ−, and
likewise 1A00 is similar to the 1A2 component of 1Δ (see Tables 1
and 2). Finally, the 1A1 component of 1Δ and 1Σ+ adopt the 1A0

irreducible representation under Cs, and their two 2πx2 � 2πy2

components separate to make the 11A0 and 21A0 states. The in-
plane 2πy2 component (11A0) is stabilized appreciably over the
off-plane 2πx2 one (21A0). The former makes the minimum at
−25 kcal/mol of Figure 1, and the latter makes a minimum at
~18 kcal/mol. Observe that the PEP of 21A0 undergoes a cross-
ing right at its minimum with the repulsive curves coming from
the ground state fragments (see Fig. 1). In Table 2, we list the
electronic configuration at the minimum of the third 1A0 state,
which is the result of this rare crossing. As in the case of linear
LiNO, we also suggest an ionic picture for Li[NO]. The
corresponding vbL diagrams are shown in Scheme 2.

Our MRCI and CCSD(T) geometry optimizations placed the
side-bonded Li[NO] as the global minimum with the linear LiNO
being 7.7, 2.5, and 1.8 kcal/mol higher at MRCI, MRCI+Q, and
CCSD(T), respectively. Both isomers are stationary points on the
ground state potential energy surface with real harmonic vibra-
tional frequencies (see Supporting Information). The PEPs of

Figure 1. MRCI PEPs for the
approach of Li and NO in a linear
(left plot) and an oblique (right plot)
fashion. In the first case, the energy
is plotted against the Li − N
distance and in the second case
with respect to the Li − Q distance,
where Q is the center of NO. In each
case, the NO distance is kept fixed
to the experimental NO distance
1.151 Å.[32] [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 2. Selected molecular orbitals of linear LiNO. Purple, blue, and red
spheres represent Li, N, and O, respectively. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 4 confirm that both isomers are real minima and shows
that they are bridged with a small (~10 kcal/mol) energy bar-
rier. Figure 4 also shows that 21A0 is not a local minimum but it
slides directly to the 1Σ+ state of linear LiNO.

For the single-reference ground state, the variation between
MRCI and CCSD(T) optimal geometries for LiNO or Li[NO] is mini-
mal. The small differences for bond lengths and angles of at most
0.004 Å and 0.5� indicate that our structures are converged with
respect to the correlation energy included. On the other hand,
the excitation energies are rather underestimated at MRCI, espe-
cially for LiNO, where MRCI + Q increases them considerably (see
Table 3). For the lowest excited state, 11A0 of Li[NO], the MRCI
excitation energy is 3364 cm−1 increased to 3739 cm−1 at MRCI +
Q going closer to the CCSD(T) value of 3831 cm−1 (see Table 3).
Comparing the LiNO and Li[NO] structures, we see that the

N X bond elongates by ~0.06 Å going from linear to side-
bonded species since oxygen binds also to Li. An equivalent
expression is that the π and π* orbitals of NO have a larger over-
lap with lithium valence orbitals. For example the 1πx,y orbitals of
Figure 2 are mostly localized on NO, but the 7a0 of Figure 3 is

delocalized in the inter-nuclear region of the three atoms. Similar
observation can be made for 2πx,y and 8a0 orbitals.

As an extension to the LiNO and Li[NO] study, we further
investigated the ground and excited states of the isovalent

Table 1. Dominant electronic configurations for the lowest electronic states of linear LiNO.

State Coefficient 4σ 5σ 6σ 7σ 1πx 2πx 1πy 2πy
3Σ− 0.97 2 2 2 0 2 α 2 α
1Δ (1A2)

[a] 0.68 2 2 2 0 2 α 2 β
−0.68 2 2 2 0 2 β 2 α

1Δ (1A1)
[a] 0.68 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0

−0.68 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2
1Σ+ 0.68 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0

0.68 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2

[a] The C2v irreducible representation is written in parenthesis.

Scheme 1. Proposed vbL diagram for the lowest
three states of LiNO. In 3Σ− state, each π*(NO) is
occupied by one electron, and the two electrons
have the same spin. The 2π2x � 2π2y
combinations of 1Δ and 1Σ+ (see Table 1) are
represented with electron pairs shown with solid
(2πx2) and open circles (2πy2). The π(NO)~1π
orbitals are not included for clarity. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table 2. Dominant electronic configurations for the lowest electronic states of side-bonded Li[NO].

State Coefficient 4a’ 5a’ 6a’ 7a’ 8a’ 9a’ 1a” 2a”

3A” 0.97 2 2 2 2 α 0 2 α
11A’ 0.95 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0
1A” 0.68 2 2 2 2 α 0 2 β

−0.68 2 2 2 2 β 0 2 α
21A’ [a] 0.76 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2

[a] The electronic configuration for 21A’ state is obtained at the minimum of the third 1A’ PEP; see text.

Figure 3. Selected MOs of the side-bonded Li[NO]. Li, N, and O are
represented by purple, blue, and red spheres respectively. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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LiNS, Li[NS], LiNSe, Li[NSe], LiNTe, and Li[NTe] species. The ener-
getics, excitation energies, and optimal geometric parameters
are given in the Table 3. Some observations are in order. For all
Li NX (X=S, Se, Te) species, the linear isomers are favored over
the side-bonded structures in contrast to Li NO. The stabiliza-
tion of linear structures for Li NX over the bent ones are 2.3
(X=S), 1.7 (X=Se), and 1.8 (X=Te) kcal/mol.

Within each LiNX and Li[NX] species the order of the lowest-
lying electronic states is identical to LiNO and Li[NO], respec-
tively: 3Σ− < 1Δ < 1Σ+ and 3A” < 1A’ < 1A”. However, the energy
gaps between the excited and ground states shrinks as we go
from O to Te, as exactly happens for the excited states of NX−.
Specifically, the MRCI+Q 3Σ− ! 1Δ excitations for the NX− spe-
cies are 6944, 6079 (865 cm−1 decrease), 5993 (86 cm−1

decrease), and 5624 cm−1 (369 cm−1 decrease) for X=O, S, Se,
Te. The MRCI+Q 3Σ− ! 1Δ excitation for LiNX follows the exact
same trend: It drops considerably going from O to S
(711 cm−1), drops by only 234 cm−1 from S to Se, and by
404 cm−1 from Se to Te. In any case, the first and second exci-
tation energies of Li[NS], Li[NSe], and Li[NTe] are lower than
their corresponding linear isomers, suggesting that electronic
spectroscopy of the two isomers is very distinct.

The CCSD(T) binding energies of the Li NX series increase as
NO is replaced by its heavier NS, NSe, and NTe analogues. This
is in agreement with their carbonyl-like MCX counterparts.[25,26]

In the case of carbonyls, this trend was rationalized in terms of
the higher dipole moment of heavier CX species. Presently, the
higher binding energies are attributed to the larger NX electron
affinities (EA) as we go from O to Te. These are 0.00, 1.17, 1.46,
and 1.80 eV at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory and
correcting for ZPE. The accurate theoretical prediction of
EA(NO), which experimentally is 0.028 eV, has been proven as
an arduous task.[33] Larger EAs stabilize the Li+NX− asymptotes

over the Li + NX ones, which in turn stabilize the mainly ionic
equilibrium structures. Indeed, the correlation between the De

and EA values is linear (see Supporting Information Fig. S4). It
should be mentioned that the aug-cc-pVTZ binding energies
are less than 2 kcal/mol away from the CBS limit (see Table 3
and Supporting Information Table S16). The same is true for all
of the considered molecules.

A similar analysis was carried out for the Na NX series. This
time, the side-bonded Na[NX] isomers are favored in all cases by
3.2, 0.6, 1.3, and 1.0 kcal/mol. The order of the ground and
excited states of NaNX and Na[NX] is the same as LiNX and Li
[NX]. As happens for lithium, the first and second excitation ener-
gies are higher in linear structures compared to the side-bonded
ones. Additionally, the excitation energies are always larger in the
case of Na over Li. The binding energies of NaNX or Na[NX] are
smaller than LiNX or Li[NX], which can be attributed to the smaller
charge density of Na+ over Li+.[26] The heavier NX groups
increased the binding energies similarly to the lithium case and
are still linearly correlated with the NX EAs (see Supporting Infor-
mation Fig. S4). The MRCI and CCSD(T)-predicted geometries of
NaNX and Na[NX] are in harmony (see the Table 4). Within the
NaNX series, the Na N distances are approximately about 2.1 Å
but for the Na[NX] this length varies within 2.2–2.3 Å. The same
values for LiNX and Li[NX] are shorter by about 0.3–0.4 Å (1.75 Å
and 1.8–1.9 Å, respectively), which matches with the difference of
the atomic radii of Li and Na.[34]

MNX− (M=Li, Na and X=O, S, Se, Te)

The ground states of Li[NO] and LiNO contain two unpaired
electrons occupying primarily a π*(NO) orbital. Will an addi-
tional electron couple with an existing electron or will it populate
orbitals localized on Li as happens for LiCO? [26] The latter seems
a more plausible scenario since the lithium terminal is positively
charged. To answer these questions, we first probed the stability
of linear and bent isomers of lithium nitroxide anion. We found

Scheme 2. Proposed vbL diagram for the lowest three states of side-bonded
Li[NO]. In 1,3A”, the two electrons occupy different orbitals, while in the 1A’
states the two electrons are coupled into the same orbital. The electron
configuration of 11A’ and 21A’ is depicted with closed and open circles,
respectively. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 4. The energy variation with respect to angle α (see inset) connecting
LiNO and Li[NO]. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Table 3. Binding energy De (kcal/mol) with respect to Li(2S)+NX(X2Π), excitation energy Te (cm−1), optimal bond lengths re (Å), and Li-N-X angles
(degrees) for the lowest electronic states of LiNX (X = O, S, Se, Te).

Molecule [a] State Method De
[b] Te

re

Li−N−XLi−N N−X Li−X

Li[NO] 3A” MRCI 0 1.905 1.282 1.812 66.0
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 34.5 (35.5) 0 1.903 1.278 1.821 66.5

11A’ MRCI 3364 1.856 1.266 1.783 66.6
MRCI+Q 3739
CCSD(T) 3831 1.857 1.264 1.786 66.7

1A” MRCI 7625 1.901 1.274 1.831 67.1
MRCI+Q 7441

LiNO 3Σ− MRCI 0 1.728 1.224
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 32.8 (33.6) 0 1.732 1.223

1Δ MRCI 4228 1.726 1.218
MRCI+Q 5549

1Σ+ MRCI 7478 1.740 1.214
MRCI+Q 8836

LiNS 3Σ− MRCI 0 1.751 1.563
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 54.5 (55.7) 0 1.752 1.560

1Δ MRCI 5115 1.746 1.565
MRCI+Q 4838

1Σ+ MRCI 8489 1.745 1.571
MRCI+Q 8287

Li[NS] 3A” MRCI 0 1.849 1.600 2.389 87.4
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 52.2 (53.2) 0 1.852 1.597 2.393 87.5

11A’ MRCI 2614 1.893 1.595 2.204 77.9
MRCI+Q 2957
CCSD(T) 2824 1.895 1.596 2.212 78.1

1A” MRCI 5925 1.842 1.594 2.403 88.4
MRCI+Q 5903

LiNSe 3Σ− MRCI 0 1.754 1.709
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 58.9 (60.5) 0 1.753 1.701

1Δ MRCI 4817 1.748 1.712
MRCI+Q 4604

1Σ+ MRCI 7916 1.747 1.720
MRCI+Q 7758

Li[NSe] 3A” MRCI 0 1.844 1.752 2.561 90.8
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 57.2 (58.6) 0 1.846 1.745 2.561 90.9

11A’ MRCI 2717 1.896 1.750 2.345 79.9
MRCI+Q 2959
CCSD(T) 2750 1.899 1.751 2.355 80.2

1A” MRCI 5511 1.828 1.744 2.628 94.7
MRCI+Q 5514

LiNTe 3Σ− MRCI 0 1.758 1.906
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 64.4 (66.1) 0 1.755 1.895

1Δ MRCI 4408 1.751 1.911
MRCI+Q 4200

1Σ+ MRCI 7161 1.750 1.922
MRCI+Q 6994

Li[NTe][c] 3A” MRCI 0 1.815 1.943 2.946 103.2
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 62.6 (66.3) 0 1.818 1.936 2.943 103.2

11A’ MRCI 2767 1.896 1.958 2.587 84.3
MRCI+Q 2918
CCSD(T) 2593 1.897 1.962 2.588 84.2

[a] LiNX and Li[NX] correspond to the linear-bonded and side-bonded species, respectively.
[b] CBS De values are given in parentheses.
[c] The 1A” state converges to 1Δ of linear LiNTe.
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Table 4. Binding energy De (kcal/mol) with respect to Na(2S)+NX(X2Π), excitation energies Te (cm−1), optimal bond lengths re (Å), and Na-N-X angles
(degrees) for the lowest electronic states of NaNX (X=O, S, Se, Te).

Molecule [a] State Method De
[b] Te

re

Na−N−XNa−N N−X Na−X

Na[NO] 3A” MRCI 0 2.260 1.282 2.195 70.5
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 18.0 (19.2) 0 2.271 1.279 2.225 71.5

1A’ MRCI 5686 2.264 1.268 2.219 71.6
MRCI+Q 6027
CCSD(T) 6219 2.285 1.268 2.255 72.5

1A” MRCI 7727 2.263 1.273 2.221 71.7
MRCI+Q 7508

NaNO 3Σ− MRCI 0 2.101 1.239
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 14.8 (16.6) 0 2.112 1.235

1Δ MRCI 6245 2.104 1.232
MRCI+Q 5952

1Σ+ MRCI 10,241 2.111 1.228
MRCI+Q 9871

Na[NS] 3A” MRCI 0 2.236 1.604 2.717 88.5
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 37.9 (39.2) 0 2.246 1.602 2.724 88.5

1A’ MRCI 4628 2.293 1.597 2.619 82.5
MRCI+Q 4953
CCSD(T) 4809 2.304 1.599 2.623 82.3

1A” MRCI 6125 2.225 1.596 2.760 91.0
MRCI+Q 6104

NaNS 3Σ− MRCI 0 2.125 1.572
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 37.3 (39.0) 0 2.129 1.567

1Δ MRCI 5439 2.121 1.572
MRCI+Q 5173

1Σ+ MRCI 8851 2.121 1.577
MRCI+Q 8613

Na[NSe] 3A” MRCI 0 2.241 1.758 2.862 90.6
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 43.1 (44.9) 0 2.252 1.754 2.855 90.0

1A’ MRCI 4549 2.298 1.752 2.753 84.5
MRCI+Q 4762
CCSD(T) 4533 2.303 1.754 2.759 84.5

1A” MRCI 6733 2.229 1.755 2.857 90.8
MRCI+Q 5941

NaNSe 3Σ− MRCI 0 2.131 1.719
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 41.8 (43.9) 0 2.133 1.711

1Δ MRCI 5158 2.123 1.719
MRCI+Q 4955

1Σ+ MRCI 8380 2.123 1.727
MRCI+Q 8236

Na[NTe] 3A” MRCI 0 2.232 1.962 3.104 95.3
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 48.4 (50.2) 0 2.243 1.957 3.099 94.8

1A’ MRCI 4316 2.297 1.960 2.982 88.6
MRCI+Q 4389
CCSD(T) 3931 2.307 1.965 2.984 88.2

1A” MRCI 5303 2.220 1.958 3.097 95.5
MRCI+Q 5261

NaNTe 3Σ− MRCI 0 2.138 1.917
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 47.4 (49.5) 0 2.140 1.911

1Δ MRCI 4728 2.128 1.919
MRCI+Q 4535

1Σ+ MRCI 7581 2.127 1.929
MRCI+Q 7432

[a] NaNX and Na[NX] correspond to the linear-bonded and side-bonded species, respectively.
[b] CBS De values are given in parentheses.
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that both the linear- and side-bonded Li NO form stable anions,
the ground states of which are 4Σ− and 4A00, respectively. The Li
[NO]− (4A”) isomer lies 1.4 kcal/mol above the LiNO− (4Σ−) at the
CCSD(T) level, and in both cases the additional electron is placed
in 7σ and 9a0 orbitals of Figures 2 and 3, which are chiefly the 2s
of lithium polarized away from NO. An additional indication
supporting the attachment of the electron to the positive lithium
terminal is the higher electron affinity of bare Li over NO (experi-
mental values are 0.618 vs. 0.026 eV).[34]

In the 4Σ− state, all unpaired electrons bear the same spin,
but the sister 2Σ− state is found to shadow in close proximity
(less than 500 cm−1; see Table 5). The 2Σ− state is actually sta-
ble with respect to neutral Li[NO] (3A”). The EA of LiNO is
0.51 eV under CCSD(T). The MRCI+Q prediction (0.43 eV) is
closer to the CCSD(T) than the MRCI value (0.34 eV).

We further examined the anions of all linear LiNX and NaNX spe-
cies. Similarly to LiNO, all these species form stable linear 4Σ− and

2Σ− anions, with the former being always the ground state. The
CCSD(T) EAs are 0.51 and 0.62 for LiNO and NaNO, respectively.
The difference of 0.09 eV falls close to the difference of the EAs of
the bear metals: EA(Li) = 0.618 eV and EA(Na) = 0.548 eV.[34] Going
to S, Se, and Te, the corresponding EA of MNX for M=Li and Na,
remains practically the same: EA(LiNX) = 0.65 � 0.01 eV and
EA(NaNX) = 0.80 � 0.02 eV. Increasing the basis set to aug-cc-
pVQZ and aug-cc-pV5Z, the EAs change only by less than 0.06 eV
(see Supporting Information Table S17). The energy gap from 4Σ−

to 2Σ− exhibits the same trend but in the opposite direction: It is
476 and 334 cm−1 for LiNO and NaNO (MRCI+Q values; see
Table 5) and drops to 245 � 20 cm−1 and 220 � 15 cm−1 for LiNX
and NaNX (X=S, Se, Te). The Li N and N X distances between
4Σ− and 2Σ− vary within less than 0.01 Å for all the species. An
interesting observation is that the N X distance remains almost
intact going from MNX to MNX− (compare Tables 3–4, and 5), a
result of the attachment of the electron to the metal side.

Table 5. Ionization energy IE (eV) with respect to the global minimum of the neutral species, excitation energies Te (cm
−1), and optimal bond lengths re

(Å) for the lowest two electronic states of MNX− (M=Li, Na and X=O, S, Se, Te).

Molecule State Method IE [a] Te

re

Li-N N-X

LiNO− 4Σ− CCSD(T) 0.51 0 1.813 1.235
MRCI 0.34 0 1.805 1.240
MRCI+Q 0.43 0

2Σ− MRCI 439 1.807 1.243
MRCI+Q 476

LiNS− 4Σ− CCSD(T) 0.64 0 1.845 1.568
MRCI 0.54 0 1.847 1.572
MRCI+Q 0.61 0

2Σ− MRCI 247 1.848 1.572
MRCI+Q 261

LiNSe− 4Σ− CCSD(T) 0.64 0 1.854 1.715
MRCI 0.57 0 1.856 1.720
MRCI+Q 0.63 0

2Σ− MRCI 238 1.857 1.720
MRCI+Q 248

LiNTe− 4Σ− CCSD(T) 0.66 0 1.866 1.918
MRCI 0.57 0 1.866 1.920
MRCI+Q 0.64 0

2Σ− MRCI 217 1.867 1.920
MRCI+Q 225

NaNO− 4Σ− CCSD(T) 0.62 0 2.225 1.246
MRCI 0.45 0 2.210 1.252
MRCI+Q 0.53 0

2Σ− MRCI 301 2.211 1.253
MRCI+Q 334

NaNS− 4Σ− CCSD(T) 0.78 0 2.254 1.577
MRCI 0.66 0 2.253 1.581
MRCI+Q 0.73 0

2Σ− MRCI 214 2.253 1.581
MRCI+Q 223

NaNSe− 4Σ− CCSD(T) 0.78 0 2.267 1.728
MRCI 0.69 0 2.265 1.732
MRCI+Q 0.74 0

2Σ− MRCI 214 2.265 1.732
MRCI+Q 220

NaNTe− 4Σ− CCSD(T) 0.82 0 2.283 1.933
MRCI 0.73 0 2.278 1.934
MRCI+Q 0.79 0

2Σ− MRCI 205 2.282 1.933
MRCI+Q 209

[a] This is also the EA of MNX.
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BeNX (X=O, S, Se, Te) Series

The ground state of Be(1S) bears a 1s22s2 electronic configura-
tion. Its first excited state 3P(1s22s12p1) is generated by promot-
ing one electron from 2s to the neighboring 2p shell. This
excitation requires 21,980 cm−1 amount of energy. The second
excited state of Be, 1P(1s22s12p1), is well separated from its sis-
ter 3P state, located as high as 42,565 cm−1. We have seen in
the past that monocoordinated beryllium complexes originate
from these excited states.[19,25]

The interaction of closed shell 2s2 of Be(1S) with NO(X2Π) should
be repulsive and actually more repulsive than the Li(2S) + NO(2Π)
interaction, since the incoming NO unit faces two electrons. By
exciting one electron from 2s to 2p, Be increases the availability of
its valence space and enables the formation of covalent or dative
bonds with NO. A covalent bond between Be(3P) and NO(X2Π)
can be formed if the two fragments approach in a bent manner
coupling the unpaired π*(NO) electron with a 2p(Be) electron. On
the other hand, the Be :NO binding will dominate the linear Be +
NO attack. Our calculations show that the ground state of side
bonded Be[NO] is 2A0 located 7.5 kcal/mol higher than 4Σ− of lin-
ear BeNO. Additionally, the ground state of linear BeON (4Σ−) is
7.1 kcal/mol above the linear BeNO global minimum.

The constructed PEPs for the linear approach of Be + NO is
shown in Figure 5. As we predicted earlier, the Be(1S) + NO
(X2Π) combination creates a strongly repulsive 2Π PEP. This 2Π
PEP undergoes an avoided crossing with a 2Π curve stemming
from higher energy fragments and finally creates a shallow min-
imum at around 1.4 Å. This minimum is higher than the minima
of states stemming from the second lowest energy asymptote
Be(3P) + NO(X2Π), which lies about 60 kcal/mol above
Be(1S) + NO(X2Π). According to the Wigner−Witmer rules, the
Be(3P) + NO(X2Π) channel produces the 2,4{Σ−, Σ+, Π, Δ} mani-
fold of states. The lowest four electronic states (4Σ−, 2Σ−, 2Δ,
and 2Σ+) indeed dissociate to this channel.

The ground state wavefunction is single reference, but that of
the first, second, and third excited states express multireference
character. Their dominant electronic configurations along with

their coefficients and the relative molecular orbitals are very simi-
lar to those of LiNO and are given in the Supporting Information
(see Supporting Information Table S1 and Supporting Information
Fig. S1). The BeNO states can be produced from LiNO by adding
one electron to the 2s of Be, which is polarized away from
NO. Specifically, the 2,4Σ− states can come from 3Σ− of LiNO with
the additional electron to couple ferromagnetically or antiferro-
magnetically with the triplet state of the existing two electrons.
Likewise, 2Σ+, 2Δ states are produced from 1Σ+, 1Δ of LiNO. In all
four states, the lone electron pair of nitrogen makes a sigma bond
with the empty spz hybrid of Be, and three electrons occupy 2s of
Be and the two delocalized toward Be π*(NO) orbitals. As in LiNO,
a more natural representation of the bonding is Be+(2S) NO−(3Σ−,
1Δ, 1Σ+), which results to the lowest four electronic states. The
proposed valence−bond−Lewis (vbL) diagrams are drawn in
Scheme 3.

All our numerical results are tabulated in Table 6. The CCSD(T)
and MRCI methods agree within just 0.002 Å for both bond Be N
and N O lengths. The first three excited states of BeNO are of
multireference nature and therefore no CCSD(T) values are
reported in Table 6. Both Be NO and BeN O bond lengths vary
only within a few mili−Å for all states: rBe NO = 1.513 � 0.0006 Å
and rBeN O = 1.202 � 0.006 Å. The optimal Be NO length of 2Σ−

is identical to its quartet counterpart 4Σ− but BeN O of 2Σ− is
longer by 0.011 Å. The previously reported Be N and N O bond
distances of BeNO(2Σ−) under B3LYP/6–311 + G* are 1.500,
1.199 Å, respectively, [24] in excellent agreement with our values.

The calculated CCSD(T) optimal internuclear distance of free NO
is 1.157 Å, while for NO− is 1.273 Å. The BeN O length of the gro-
und 4Σ− state is 1.198 Å closer to the neutral NO. On the other
hand, the LiN O and NaN O lengths are 1.224 and 1.239 Å closer
to NO−. Sticking to the ionic picture, in situ beryllium within BeNO
interacts with NO− more as Be2+ with a 2s electron polarized away

Figure 5. MRCI PECs of BeNO as a function of Be−NO distance. The dashed
and solid lines represent quartets and doublets, respectively. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Scheme 3. Electronic configurations for the first four electronic states
of BeNO. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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from NO. Therefore, the donation of electron from NO− to beryl-
lium (Scheme 3) is stronger giving a less ionic equilibrium charac-
ter. Of course, this elongation of the N O distance after it binds to
Be(3P; 2s12p1) may also be seen as the result of the partial dona-
tion of the 2p1 electron to the empty π*(NO). However, the ionic
model still can explain in a simple direct way the splitting among
the lowest-lying electronic states of BeNO.

The isovalent BeNS, BeNSe, and BeNTe species were also
found to favor the linear structures over the bent ones. The gro-
und and first three excited states of BeNS, BeNSe, and BeNTe
followed the same order as BeNO. The excitation energies of
BeNX series drop as we move to heavier X (X=O, S, Se, Te), as
happens for the LiNX series. The CCSD(T) optimal distances of NS
and NSe diatomics are 1.511 and 1.661 Å, respectively, and they
are shorter by ~0.03 and ~0.02 Å than their corresponding
BeN X lengths. The internuclear distance of free NTe is identical
to the BeN Te distance. On the other hand, the Be N distances
are nearly unaffected by the nature of X (see Table 6). Finally, the
binding energy of the BeNO is 18.25 kcal/mol at CCSD(T). By
replacing NO with NS, the binding energy increased by as much
as 25.8 kcal/mol (141%). Overall, the binding energies increased

in the BeNO < BeNS < BeNSe < BeNTe order as a consequence
of the larger EA for the heavier NX systems (see Section 3).

BeNX− Series

Beryllium anion is unstable with respect to neutral beryllium [34],
while the EA of NO is as small as 0.028 eV at CCSD(T).[33] Interest-
ingly, BeNO has a quite large EA of 0.99 eV under the same level
of theory. MRCI gives an EA about half of this values (0.48 eV),
and MRCI + Q somewhere in the middle (0.73 eV) trying to com-
pensate for the missing electron correlation. The size-extensive
CCSD(T) approach should be considered more accurate. We
observed the same trend for MoO and PdO in the past.[35,36]

The additional electron pairs with the ~2s(Be) electron of BeNO
(4Σ−) to generate the ground state of BeNO−. CCSD(T) predicted a
non-linear 3A” ground state for BeNO− with a Be N O angle of
159.5�. This slightly bent 3A” ground state is stabilized by
0.07 kcal/mol over its linear 3Σ− counterpart (see the Table 7), which
has a doubly degenerate imaginary frequency of 78.18 cm−1

corresponding to the bendingmode. As a rough estimate, we notice
that the first vibrational level of this mode is ½(78.18) cm−1 or

Table 6. Binding energy De (kcal/mol) with respect to Be(1S)+NO(2Π), excitation energy Te (cm−1), and optimal bond lengths re (Å) for the lowest
electronic states of BeNX (X = O, S, Se, Te).

Species State Method De
[a] Te

re

Be−N N−X

BeNO 4Σ− MRCI 0 1.507 1.196
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 18.3 (19.5) 0 1.509 1.198

2Σ− MRCI 3076 1.507 1.207
MRCI+Q 3007

2Δ MRCI 6311 1.512 1.198
MRCI+Q 6284

2Σ+ MRCI 9579 1.519 1.199
MRCI+Q 9727

BeNS 4Σ− MRCI 0 1.506 1.542
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 44.1 (45.7) 0 1.507 1.541

2Σ− MRCI 1554 1.507 1.544
MRCI+Q 1635

2Δ MRCI 5383 1.507 1.549
MRCI+Q 5138

2Σ+ MRCI 8581 1.510 1.556
MRCI+Q 8456

BeNSe 4Σ− MRCI 0 1.505 1.684
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 50.0 (52.0) 0 1.505 1.684

2Σ− MRCI 1427 1.506 1.686
MRCI+Q 1487

2Δ MRCI 4983 1.506 1.693
MRCI+Q 4782

2Σ+ MRCI 7957 1.509 1.703
MRCI+Q 7838

BeNTe 4Σ− MRCI 0 1.503 1.878
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 59.1 (61.2) 0 1.503 1.880

2Σ− MRCI 1187 1.503 1.878
MRCI+Q 1240

2Δ MRCI 4542 1.505 1.889
MRCI+Q 4327

2Σ+ MRCI 7237 1.508 1.904
MRCI+Q 7075

[a] CBS De values are given in parentheses.
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0.11 kcal/mol, which is above the 0.07 kcal/mol bent!linear!bent
barrier. Consequently, BeNO− is a floppy pseudo-linearmolecule.

Under CCSD(T), the first excited state is a linear 3Π with four
real frequencies (see Supporting Information Table S15), which
however is predicted as the MRCI and MRCI + Q ground state.
The first and the second excited states of BeNO− under the MRCI
and MRCI + Q are 3Σ− and 1Π, respectively. Interestingly, the first
(3Π)- and the second (1Π)-excited states of BeNO− are also stable
with respect to the BeNO(4Σ−). The 3Π and the 1Π states of
BeNO− are formed by coupling the additional electron with the
2πy electron of BeNO (4Σ−). The dominant electronic configura-
tions of each state and the orbitals are given in Supporting Infor-
mation Table S2 and Supporting Information Figure S2.

As a continuation to the BeNO− work, we further investigated
the ground and excited states of BeNS−, BeNSe−, and BeNTe− spe-
cies (see the Table 7). All these anions possess three stable states
with respective to their corresponding neutral molecule. Our
CCSD(T), MRCI, and MRCI+Q calculations demonstrate that the 3Π
ground state is followed by 1Π and 3A” excited states in all cases.
The linear 3Σ− BeNX− lies always above its 3A” partner. The elec-
tron affinities of BeNX series varies in the BeNO (=0.99 eV) < BeNS

(=1.29 eV) < BeNSe (=1.47 eV) < BeNTe (=1.59 eV) order. For all
the studied BeNX, CCSD(T) predicted higher EAs than MRCI+Q.

The Be N distances of 3A” and 3Σ− for every BeNX species are
about 1.6 Å, while in both 3Π and 1Π states Be N is shorter by
~0.15 Å. The Be N distances of the neutral species is always
~1.5 Å, which means that the attachment of an electron shortens
the Be N bond for 1,3Π but elongates it for 3A” and 3Σ−. This is
in agreement with the fact that the additional electron attaches
to the mainly bonding Be N 2πx orbital of Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S2 (~2πx of Fig. 2) in the case of 1,3Π, but it goes to
the nearly non-bonding 7σ orbital of Supporting Information
Figure S2 (~7σ of Fig. 2) at the back of Be.

Summary

High-level quantum chemical calculations are performed for a
series of monocoordinated metal-nitrosyl compounds aiming at
the elucidation of the electronic structure of their ground and
low-lying states. Our results on lithium, sodium, and beryllium
complexes suggest that the M NO bond is fairly ionic and such
an interpretation justifies the observed trends. For example, the

Table 7. Ionization energy IE (eV), excitation energy Te (cm
−1), and optimal bond lengths re (Å) for the lowest electronic states of BeNX− (X = O, S, Se, Te).

Molecule State [a] Method IE [b] Te

re

Be-N N-X

BeNO− 3A” CCSD(T) 0.99 0 1.619 1.225
3Σ− CCSD(T) 0.99 24 1.606 1.221

MRCI 0.48 659 1.582 1.225
MRCI+Q 0.73 689

3Π CCSD(T) 884 1.457 1.257
MRCI 0 1.455 1.253
MRCI+Q 0

1Π MRCI 2271 1.454 1.262
MRCI+Q 2401

BeNS− 3Π CCSD(T) 1.29 0 1.451 1.617
MRCI 1.00 0 1.448 1.623
MRCI+Q 1.19 0

1Π MRCI 1556 1.445 1.628
MRCI+Q 1411

3A” CCSD(T) 2466 1.612 1.558
3Σ− CCSD(T) 2497 1.606 1.554

MRCI 3979 1.592 1.557
MRCI+Q 3163

BeNSe− 3Π CCSD(T) 1.47 0 1.448 1.750
MRCI 1.19 0 1.450 1.764
MRCI+Q 1.37 0

1Π MRCI 1017 1.450 1.766
MRCI+Q 1034

3A” CCSD(T) 4114 1.629 1.713
3Σ− CCSD(T) 4251 1.608 1.696

MRCI 5707 1.597 1.704
MRCI+Q 4666

BeNTe− 3Π CCSD(T) 1.59 0 1.456 1.958
MRCI 1.37 0 1.454 1.954
MRCI+Q 1.52 0

1Π MRCI 838 1.454 1.954
MRCI+Q 867

3A” CCSD(T) 5233 1.536 1.899
3Σ− CCSD(T) 5691 1.604 1.891

MRCI 6833 1.610 1.909
MRCI+Q 5892

[a] The 3A” of BeNX− corresponds to a bent structure. The Be−N−X− angle of 3A” of BeNO, BeNS, BeNSe, and BeNTe are 159.5, 160.3, 156.6, and 164.2, respectively.
[b] This is also the EA of BeNX.
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low-lying electronic states follow the pattern of the NO− ones
with its ground 3Σ− and first two excited states (1Δ, 1Σ+) gener-
ating the ground and first two excited states of the complexes.
We also constructed the potential energy profiles with respect
to the M NO distance, and we showed that all three states dis-
sociate adiabatically to the first excited state of the metal in
every case. The energy difference between the linear and bent
structures is rather small, with the former being preferred for
beryllium and the latter for both lithium and sodium.

The ionic character was confirmed for the isovalent MNX spe-
cies, where X=S, Se, Te. We were able to attribute the larger bind-
ing energies for the heavier systems to the higher electron
affinities of NX. For all these species, we report accurate geome-
tries, binding energies, and excitation energies for their low-lying
electronic states, which are identical to the MNO ones. We found
that the excitation energies decrease for the heavier systems,
which is a consequence of the lower excitation energies of the
NX− in situ moiety. We also found that the metal-nitrogen bond
lengths are practically independent of X. LiNX prefers the linear
conformation, whereas NaNX prefers the bent one. For binding
energies and electron affinities, CBS limits are reported.

Finally, we studied the anions of all MNX species with M=Li,
Na, Be and X=O, S, Se, Te, and we revealed that they are all sta-
ble and have EAs of 0.5–0.8 eV order. We also examined excited
states of them, which are still stable with respect to the neutral
species. The electron affinities are practically uncorrelated with
the nature of X within the LiNX and NaNX series, since the addi-
tional electron attaches to the metal side, which is largely in its
cationic form in MNX (M+NX−). The same is true for BeNO and
this explains why BeNO− exists despite the small electron affin-
ity of NO and the negative electron affinity of Be. However, the
electron attaches to a π(MN) − π*(NX) orbital for all other BeNX
species, increasing the EA from 0.99 eV (O) to ~1.45 � 0.15 eV
(S, Se, Te). Our results will be of high importance and can serve
as a guide for future experimental work, especially for photo-
electron spectroscopy experiments.
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ABSTRACT: High-level electronic structure calculations are performed to elucidate
the Be−Be chemical bond in the (NH3)nBe−Be(NH3)n species for n = 0−4. We show
that the Be2 bond is explained as a resonance between two Lewis structures, where one
beryllium atom donates an electron pair to the second one, and vice versa. The presence
of ammonia ligands enhances the stability of this bond considerably. The ∼2.5 kcal/mol
binding energy of Be2 becomes ∼30 kcal/mol for [Be(NH3)1−3]2 because of their more
polarizable electron pairs. The larger Be(NH3)4 complex has been classified as a solvated electron precursor in the past and has an
electron pair in the periphery of a Be(NH3)4

2+ core occupying a diffuse s-type orbital. The analogy of Be(NH3)4 to Be reflects into
the electronic structure of their dimers. The two systems have identical bonding patterns and low-lying electronic states. The ground
state binding energy of [Be(NH3)4]2 is 3 times larger than Be2, and its excitation energies are considerably lower by a factor of 3. We
also studied the dimers of the cationic Be(NH3)n

+ species, and we found that the Coulombic repulsion is counterbalanced by the
formation of a single covalent bond in the cases of n = 1, 2 forming stable dicationic [(NH3)nBe−Be(NH3)n]

2+ systems, unlike Be2
2+.

We believe that our numerical results will allow the identification and characterization of these exotic species and their solid state
(beryllium liquid metals) analogues in future experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction energy between two identical noble gas atoms
is as small as 7.26 cm−1 (He−He interaction).1 This weak
electrostatic attraction increases with the size (or more
accurately the polarizability) of the atom to 29.40 and 99.2
cm−1 for the Ne and Ar dimers.2,3 Chemical bonding is
observed only between their excited states, where unpaired
electrons are present. See for example the potential energy
curves of ref 4 and the spectroscopic study of ref 5 regarding
He2. The ground state of Be is a 1s22s2 closed-shell singlet
state, and its dimer is expected to form a weakly bound system.
However, the experimental Be2 interaction energy of 929.7
cm−1 (30 times larger than its second-row noble gas analogue,
Ne2) and its 2.45 Å equilibrium distance6 (as opposed to the
2.98 Å equilibrium distance of the smaller He2)

1,7 pose
questions about the nature of the Be−Be bond.
The bonding in Be2 has attracted the interest of several

quantum chemical studies (see refs 6 and 8−10 and references
therein). The recent high-level electronic structure calculations
by Kalemos point to a complex wave function of rather
multireference nature with a 79% weight for the most
dominant configuration.8 Kalemos further claimed that the
global minimum of Be2 actually originates from the double
bond of two 3P(1s22s12p1) excited beryllium atoms. The
complex nature of the Be2 bond reflects to the difficulty of
calculating its dissociation energy accurately. For example,
Patkowski et al. found that the “golden standard” all-electron
CCSD(T) level of theory gives a value of 715 ± 6 cm−1 at the

complete basis set limit (only 77% of the experimental
value).10 These authors found that the 1s2 electron correlation
for Be is important and contributes to this number by 85 cm−1.
The addition of higher electron “excitations” through full
configuration interaction (FCI) calculations were found
indispensable to obtain a more accurate value of 942 cm−1.10

Kalemos, on the other hand, demonstrated that the problem is
the “pathologically inappropriate” description of the zero order
level wave function (Hartree−Fock−Slater determinant in the
case of CCSD(T)) and emphasized the necessity of high-
angular momentum basis functions.8

The addition of ligands to Be2 induces the promotion of the
beryllium centers to in situ excited electronic states facilitating
the formation of stronger Be−Be bonds. See, for example, the
double bond of around 10 kcal/mol in (CO)2BeBe(CO)2,

11

the HBeBeH,12,13 and FBeBeF14 molecules with 85 and 77
kcal/mol dissociation energies or the exotic Be−Li clusters.15
In the HBeBeH case, the Be−H bond formation places Be to
its first excited state 3P (1s22s12p1), 21980 cm−1 above its
1S(1s2s2) ground state,16 creating a ground ·BeH (2Σ+) state.8
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The two electrons localized at the two beryllium ends form a
covalent Be−Be bond. A similar scheme can be inferred for
FBeBeF based on its molecular orbitals.14 Beryllium is in its 3P
state as well in BeCO, which is however metastable
dissociating to Be(1S; 1s22s2) + CO. On the other hand,
Be(CO)2 is stable with respect to Be + 2CO, and the beryllium
center is in an even higher in situ electronic state, 23P (1s22p2)
at 59696 cm−1.17 The stabilization of 23P is due to the
“simultaneous” OC → Be ← CO dative bonds formation and
π-back-donation of the two 2pπ electrons of Be to π*-
(CO).17,18 Finally, high electron affinity ligands, such as O2 or
NO, oxidize beryllium to Be+ or Be2+; see for example
Be(O2)1−2 and Be(NO) compounds.17,19

Ammonia is found to interact in a completely different
manner with Be. Ammonia is a strong σ-donor, but unlike CO
it cannot ease π-back-donation. For Be(NH3)3, we recently
found that ammonia instead of inducing electronic excitation
of the beryllium center, its lone electrons “displace” partly the
beryllium valence electrons to the periphery of the molecular
skeleton.20 The attachment of a fourth ammonia creates a pure
Be2+(NH3)4 center with two peripheral electrons occupying
hydrogen-like orbitals.21 Such systems are referred to as
solvated electron precursors, or SEPs.21−26 The unusual
chemistry of ammonia has been attributed to the strong
metal−ammonia bonds and the ability of ammonia to solvate
electrons.22 In the case of water, such complexes (called SEPs)
are less stable, and the diffuse electrons reduce the water
hydrogens (“protons”), releasing easily H2.

22 The second-row
analogue of ammonia, PH3, acts like CO promoting beryllium
to its 23P state.20

A natural question is how the Be−Be bonding changes with
the number of ammonia “ligands” present in the (NH3)nBeBe-
(NH3)n (n = 1−3) systems. In addition to the dimers of the
neutral beryllium−ammonia complexes, we studied the dimers
of the cationic Be(NH3)n=1−3

+ systems, which formed stable
dicationic systems, unlike the metastable (by 54.1 kcal/mol)
Be2

2+.14

Lithium and sodium form the stable (experimentally
observed) Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 SEPs, where one electron
orbits around Li(NH3)4

+ and Na(NH3)4
+.25 We showed that

these H-mimicking molecules can bind together with a single
covalent bond of highly diffuse nature exactly like Li2 or Na2 is
formed by two Li or Na atoms.25 Furthermore, saturation of
ammonia solutions with metal atoms, such as Li, creates
polymers of SEPs, known as liquid metals.27,28 Our present
goal is to extend our studies to the Be2 analogue and
investigate the formation of [Be(NH3)4]2 and by extension the
existence of beryllium liquid metals. Will it act as Be2 or as
He2? What is the effect of the diffuse nature of the outer
electrons and the electronic structure of the Be(NH3)4
monomer?
In section II we describe the computational details, section

III.1 is devoted to Be(NH3), the Be(NH3)2−4 are discussed in
section III.2, their dimers are studied in section III.3, and
section III.4 deals with both the monomeric and dimeric
cationic systems.

II. METHODS
Optimal structures for all of the Be(NH3)n=1−3

0/+ species are
obtained at the coupled cluster CCSD(T) level of theory29

using the triple-ζ quality correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set.30,31 Harmonic vibrational frequencies were also
calculated to confirm the stability of the located minima. For

the construction of the potential energy profiles (PEPs) as a
function of the Be−N distance for the ground and excited
electronic states, we employed the internally contracted
multireference configuration interaction (MRCI).32−34 The
N−H bond lengths and Be−N−H bond angles were kept
constant and equal to their ground state equilibrium values at
all Be−N distances. The cc-pVTZ set is used for the MRCI
calculations. Considering that excitations out of the NH3

electrons are high in energy, the starting CASSCF active
space consists of the one/two “beryllium” valence electrons
and four active orbitals. These correspond to the 2s and 2p
orbitals of Be at long Be−N interatomic distances. All valence
electrons are correlated at the MRCI level. For Be(NH3) and
Be(NH3)2 we optimized the geometries of the excited
electronic states at MRCI, but we kept the C3v and C2v

symmetry of the ground state. The single-point energy
calculations considering the Davidson correction (MRCI
+Q)35 were also performed to account for higher order
electron correlation effects using the MRCI geometries.
A similar methodology was used for the Be(NH3)n

0/+

dimers. Because of technical limitations, the optimizations
and frequency calculations were performed at CCSD(T)/cc-
pVTZ for [Be(NH3)1,2]2

0/2+, at MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ for [Be-
(NH3)3]2

0/2+, and at MP2/cc-pVTZ(Be,N) aug-cc-pVTZ(H)
for [Be(NH3)4]2. For [Be(NH3)]2

0/2+ and [Be(NH3)2]2
2+,

PEPs are constructed with respect to the Be−Be distance at the
MRCI level of theory. The equilibrium geometries are used for
the construction of the PEPs varying only the Be−Be distance.
The active space of [Be(NH3)1−2]2

0/2+ consists of two or four
electrons in eight orbitals. For [Be(NH3)4]2, the geometry is
optimized at every Be−Be distance at the density functional
theory DFT/B3LYP level of theory, and CASPT2 calculations
followed for the ground excited electronic states. The active
space was four electrons into 18 orbitals. These 18 orbitals
correspond to the outer 1s, 1p, and 1d superatomic orbitals of
the monomers.21 For the dimers we used the cc-pVDZ basis
set for Be and N and the d-aug-cc-pVDZ set for H centers. In
every case all valence electrons are correlated at the post-
CASSCF level of theory except for the [Be(NH3)4]2, where
excitations from the CASSCF active orbitals to the virtual
space are allowed.
Providing very accurate interaction/binding energies is

beyond the scope of this work since FCI calculations may be
necessary. We rather aim at the disclosure of the interesting
electronic structure features of these systems. Therefore, we
compare binding energies of all (small and large) systems at
the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ and MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ levels
(see below for more details about each system).
Finally, we calculated dipole polarizabilities αzz for the

Be(NH3)n=0−4 systems, where z is their principal axis of
symmetry. To this end, electric fields of f = 0.001 au intensity
are applied along the z-axis with both positive and negative
polarity. The αzz value is estimated as the second derivative of
the energy with respect to the applied field intensity ∂2E/∂f 2 ≈
[E[+f ] + E[−f ] − 2E[0]]/f 2, where E[±f ] and E[0] are the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ or MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ energies with
the two opposite polarities and zero electric field.
All DFT and MP2 calculations are performed with

Gaussian16,36 and all MRCI, CASPT2, and CCSD(T)
calculations are performed with MOLPRO.37
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

III.1. Be(NH3) and Be2. The interaction between the
ground closed-shell Be and NH3 moieties is expected rather
repulsive with a shallow potential well at long Be−N distances,
as happens for Be(1S) + CO(X1Σ+).17 Indeed, the lowest
energy Be−NH3 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ potential energy
curve reveals a plateau in the 3 Å region as a result of this
interaction. However, the PEC at ∼2.8 Å plunges into a
potential well of 1802 cm−1 or 5.15 kcal/mol depth with
respect to the Be + NH3 fragments at a Be−N distance of 1.79
Å (see Figure S1 of the Supporting Information). This distance
is substantially shorter than that of Be2 (2.45 Å), and the
binding energy is about 4 times larger than that of Be2 at the
same level of theory (472 cm−1), suggesting a weak but present
chemical bond. The Be−N harmonic vibrational frequency is
ωe = 456 cm−1, giving an estimate of the zero point vibrational
energy of around 228 cm−1 and placing the ground vibrational
level well below the dissociation limit.
The molecular orbitals of Figure 1 indicate clearly that the

electron pair of ammonia “pushes” the electron pair of Be at
the “back” of it, making way for the formation of a dative bond
from H3N: to an effective Be2+ center. The shielding of the
displaced beryllium electrons is still quite efficient to prevent a
strong Be−NH3 bond.
This observation raises the question of whether the bond

formation in Be2 is of similar nature: the electrons of the first
beryllium atom “push” the electron pair of the second, and vice
versa. The two resonance structures are indistinguishable. In
the higher symmetry case of Be2, the analogous 4a1 and 5a1
orbitals (4a1∼2sBe,right, 5a1∼2sBe,left; see Figure 1) are combined
to make orbitals 2σg and 2σu of Be2 (see Figure 1), which are
doubly occupied in the main (2σg

22σu
2; 79%) electronic

configuration of Be2 as happens for Be(NH3). The second
most important electronic configuration (2σg

23σg
2; 7%) of Be2

involves orbital 3σg (see Figure 1), which is better assigned to a

2pz−2pz covalent bond, in addition to the 2s−2s σ-bonding
orbital (2σg orbital of Figure 1). The latter configuration points
to a contribution of a double bond between two Be(3P;
1s22s12pz

1) atoms and has been suggested as the main binding
mechanism by Kalemos in the past.8 Presently, we provide an
alternative view of the Be2 bond depicted in terms of Lewis
structures in Scheme 1, which combines these two
contributions. The coefficient of the second configuration is
even smaller (−0.11 or 1.2%) for Be(NH3).

A natural question is why beryllium is special. We believe
that beryllium can act as a base and acid at the same time, as
opposed to noble gases. Its metallic nature renders it a
relatively good base,20 and its lower excitation energies make it
more polarizable and thus eager to displace its electrons in
favor of an electron pair of an “attacking” base. Specifically, the
polarizability of Be (5.60 Å3) is at least 3 times larger than that
of He (0.205 Å3), Ne (0.394 Å3), and Ar (1.64 Å3).38 Because
excitation energies and polarizability are connected (via
perturbation theory), an equivalent statement is that given
by the authors of ref 9, who assign the difference between Be
and He or Ne to the low 2s−2p gap of Be. The proposed
chemical bond of Scheme 1 falls under the general category of
charge-shift bonds reported recently in the literature.39

We turn our discussion to the excited states of Be(NH3).
Complete PEPs for the first five adiabatic channels are plotted
in Figure 2, and optimal Be−N distances and excitation
energies are listed in Table 1 along with their dominant
electronic configurations; the molecular orbitals associated
with them are shown in Figure 1. It should be noted that

Figure 1. Selected molecular orbitals of Be2 (first row), Be(NH3) (second row), Be(NH3)2 (third row), and Be(NH3)3 (fourth row).

Scheme 1. Lewis Structures for the Be−Be Bonding in Be2
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harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated only for the
ground state ensuring that the structure is a stable minimum.
For the excited states, geometry distortions from the imposed
C3v geometry may apply. In addition, the MRCI PEP of the
ground state differs from that of CCSD(T) (compare Figure 1
and Figure S1). MRCI predicts a small barrier between the
long-range interaction and the binding minimum.

The 2sBe orbital composes practically the 5a1 orbital, while
the 2p orbitals of Be split to the 6a1 and 2e orbitals. The latter
ones are nearly the 2px and 2py orbitals (z being the Be−N
axis), while 6a1 is a 2pz-like orbital diffused toward the N−H
terminal bonds. The two valence electrons in the ground X̃1A1
state remain in the ∼2sBe (5a1) orbital. The first four excited
states include excitation of one 5a1 electron to either 6a1 (b̃

3A1
and Ã1A1) or 2e (a ̃3E and B̃1E). These states lie between 12000
and 28000 cm−1 at MRCI+Q. The same pattern is observed for
the lowest lying states of BeCO, except for the ground state
PEC, which is purely repulsive.17 The next batch of states
between 38000 and 57000 cm−1 involve the promotion of both
5a1 electrons to a 6a1

12e1 (d̃3E and D̃1E) or 2e2 (c3̃A2, C̃
1E, and

Ẽ1A1) configuration. The bond length in all excited states is
shorter than this of the ground state (1.79 Å at MRCI) with
the smallest one belonging to b̃3A1 (1.63 Å at MRCI), and they
are well bound with respect to their adiabatic fragments.

III.2. Be(NH3)2, Be(NH3)3, and Be(NH3)4. The PECs,
selected molecular orbitals, and numerical data for the ground
and excited states of Be(NH3)2 and Be(NH3)3 are provided in
Figures 1 and 3 as well as Tables 2 and 3. PEPs for Be(NH3)3

are given in the Supporting Information (Figure S3) of our
previous work.20 The ground state for both systems retains the
∼2sBe2 configuration, and their PECs are characterized by an
“activation barrier” when ammonias approach Be. Interestingly
enough, the Be−NH3 bonds become stronger as more
ammonia molecules attach to beryllium. Specifically, the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ binding energy per Be−NH3 bond
is 5.2, 8.3, and 12.8 kcal/mol calculated as [E[Be] + nE[NH3]
− E[Be(NH3)n]]/n, where E[X] is the equilibrium energy of
molecule X. It seems that the concerted displacement of the
beryllium valence electrons by more ammonias exposes further
the Be nuclear charge. The larger effective charge on the
beryllium center enhances the stability of the Be−NH3 bonds.
The excited states of Be(NH3)2,3 follow the same pattern as

in Be(NH3). The promotion of a 6a1 (∼2sBe) electron to one
of the ∼2pBe orbitals provide the lowest energy states. The 7a1
orbital is along the principal axis of symmetry in each case
(∼2pz,Be). The remaining two 2p orbitals are degenerate only
for Be(NH3)3 since the C2v symmetry of Be(NH3)2 lifts their
degeneracy (2b1 and 5b2 orbitals). The two unpaired electrons

Figure 2. MRCI PEPs of Be(NH3) as a function of the Be−N
distance. All other bond lengths and angles are kept fixed to their
optimal values of the ground state global minimum.

Table 1. Excitation Energy ΔΕ (cm−1), Be−N Bond Length
rBeN (Å), and Dominant Electronic Configurations for the
Lowest Electronic States of BeNH3

electronic configurationa

state method ΔΕ rBeN coeff 5a1 6a1 2ex 2ey

X̃1A1 MRCI 0 1.786 0.95 2 0 0 0
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 0 1.798

a ̃3E MRCI 11571 1.750 1.00 α 0 0 α

MRCI+Q 12140
CCSD(T) 12223 1.755

b̃3A1 MRCI 21781 1.634 1.00 α α 0 0
MRCI+Q 21578
CCSD(T) 21284 1.641

Ã1A1 MRCI 29145 1.721 0.71 α β 0 0
MRCI+Q 27697 −0.71 β α 0 0

B̃1E MRCI 29361 1.720 0.71 α 0 0 β

MRCI+Q 27790 −0.71 β 0 0 α

c ̃3A2 MRCI 38595 1.718 1.00 0 0 α α

MRCI+Q 38748
CCSD(T) 38788 1.722

C̃1E MRCI 42665 1.716 0.71 0 0 α β

MRCI+Q 41707 −0.71 0 0 β α

d̃3E MRCI 50026 1.654 1.00 0 α 0 α

MRCI+Q 49350
D̃1E MRCI 51803 1.643 0.71 0 α 0 β

MRCI+Q 50160 −0.71 0 β 0 α

Ẽ1A1 MRCI 52103 1.708 0.66 0 0 2 0
MRCI+Q 56917 0.67 0 0 0 2

aCoeff is the coefficient of each determinant, and α, β occupations
correspond to spin-up or spin-down electrons. Contours of the
relative orbitals are plotted in Figure 1.

Figure 3. MRCI PEPs of Be(NH3)2 as a function of the two equal
Be−N distances. All other bond lengths and angles are kept fixed to
their optimal values of the ground state global minimum.
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can couple into a singlet or triplet spin multiplicity, making the
lowest lying electronic states (see Tables 2 and 3). The
promotion of the second 6a1 electron to either 7a1 or one of
the two (quasi-)degenerate 2pBe orbitals generates the rest of
the studied states.
The range of MRCI+Q excitation energies for the same 15

(counting degenerate states twice) states is 0−56917, 0−
33588, and 0−40000 cm−1 for one, two, and three ammonia
ligands. It is noteworthy that the triplet state with one electron
in ∼2sBe and one in ∼2pz,Be orbitals is stabilized with the
number of ammonias. It is the third excited state at 21578
cm−1 for Be(NH3), it becomes the second excited state at
10791 cm−1 for Be(NH3)2, and ends up the first excited state
at 7830 cm−1 for Be(NH3)3. A possible reason is that the
∼2pz,Be orbital actually diffuses more and more toward the
ammonias’ terminal, enabling a stronger “solvation” of the
occupying electron by more N−H bonds. It should also be
mentioned that the in situ electronic structure of beryllium
within the Be(NH3)1−3 molecule retains the energy order of
the isolated beryllium atom. Specifically, Be(1S; 1s22s2)
corresponds to the ground 6a1

2 state, Be(13P and 1P;
1s22s12p1) relate to the lowest lying states of the complexes,

and Be(23P and 1D; 1s22p2) pertain to their higher energy
states (see Figures 2 and 3 as well as Figure S3 of ref 20).
The addition of a fourth ammonia leads to Be(NH3)4, where

four ammonia ligands are attached to a Be2+ center and the two
valence electrons orbit in the periphery of this complex. This
last addition turns out to be more exothermic than the other
three with a Be(NH3)3 + NH3 binding energy of 28 kcal/
mol,21 which gives an average Be−NH3 bond of 16.6 kcal/mol.
Again, the bond energy increases compared to the smaller
complexes. The beryllium valence electrons become now
electrons of the molecule occupying one of the “super-atomic”
orbitals that arise (1s, 1p, 1d, 2s). The type of the three lower
electronic states mimic those of Be: 1s2 vs 2sBe

2 (ground state),
triplet 1s11p1 vs triplet 2sBe

12pBe
1 (first excited state), and

singlet 1s11p1 vs singlet 2sBe
12pBe

1 (second excited state). The
excitation energies of Be(NH3)4 are much smaller though: 0.81
vs 2.725 eV and 1.62 vs 5.28 eV.16,21 How this energy lowering
affects the binding of two Be(NH3)4 moieties compared to
Be2? Do the “intermediates” Be(NH3)n=1−3 moieties bind and
how strongly?

III.3. Be(NH3)n=1−4 Dimers. The discussion of section III.4
shows that the addition of ammonia ligands to beryllium
retains its 1s22s2 in situ electronic state as opposed to other

Table 2. Excitation Energy ΔΕ (cm−1), Be−N Bond Length rBeN (Å), N−Be−N Angles θNBeN (deg), and Dominant Electronic
Configurations for the Lowest Electronic States of Be(NH3)2

electronic configurationa

state method ΔΕ rBeN θNBeN coeff 6a1 7a1 2b1 5b2

X̃1A1 MRCI 0 1.730 101.7 0.95 2 0 0 0
MRCI+Q 0
CCSD(T) 0 1.747 100.3

a ̃3B1 MRCI 5933 1.774 110.8 1.00 α 0 α 0
MRCI+Q 6502

b̃3A1 MRCI 10270 1.694 115.2 1.00 α α 0 0
MRCI+Q 10791
CCSD(T) 10858 1.703 111.6

c ̃3B2 MRCI 16396 1.724 109.2 1.00 α 0 0 α

MRCI+Q 16661
Ã1A1 MRCI 20281 1.754 112.1 0.65 α β 0 0

MRCI+Q 19804 −0.65 β α 0 0
B̃1B1 MRCI 21323 1.757 118.8 0.71 α 0 β 0

MRCI+Q 20169 −0.71 β 0 α 0
d̃3B1 MRCI 21416 1.732 180.0 1.00 0 α α 0

MRCI+Q 21579
C̃1B2 MRCI 24796 1.692 116.9 0.71 α 0 0 β

MRCI+Q 23610 −0.71 β 0 0 α

D̃1B1 MRCI 25807 1.687 172.6 0.71 0 α β 0
MRCI+Q 24098 −0.71 0 β α 0

Ẽ1A1 MRCI 27904 1.652 177.9 0.93 0 0 2 0
MRCI+Q 26479

e ̃3A2 MRCI 31746 1.664 177.9 1.00 0 0 α α

MRCI+Q 31593
f3̃B2 MRCI 31755 1.664 180.0 1.00 0 α 0 α

MRCI+Q 31596
F̃1A2 MRCI 32951 1.661 180.0 0.71 0 0 α β

MRCI+Q 32371 −0.71 0 0 β α

G̃1A1 MRCI 35415 1.692 180.0 0.60 0 0 0 2
MRCI+Q 33384 −0.77 0 2 0 0

H̃1B2 MRCI 35264 1.664 180.0 0.71 0 α 0 b
MRCI+Q 33588 −0.71 0 β 0 α

aCoeff is the coefficient of each determinant, and α, β occupations correspond to spin-up or spin-down electrons. Contours of the relative orbitals
are plotted in Figure 1.
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ligands (see section III.1), and they polarize the 2s orbital at
the “back” of beryllium. The approach of two Be(NH3)
molecules results in a stronger Be−Be bond compared to Be2.
Specifically, the binding energy becomes 22.4, 25.2, and 25.8
kcal/mol at MRCI, MRCI+Q, and CCSD(T), an order of
magnitude larger than plain Be2 values of 1.96, 2.15, and 1.35
kcal/mol. The optimal geometry of [Be(NH3)]2 has a N−Be−
Be−N zigzag skeleton to provide the necessary space for the
two beryllium electron pairs and accommodate the same
bonding observed for Be2. The main configuration of the
ground state points to the first two resonance structures of
Scheme 1 and the next dominant configuration to the last
configuration of the same scheme (see Table 4 as well as
Figures 4 and 5). The relative contribution of the two
configurations does not change significantly going from Be2 to
[Be(NH3)]2 (coefficients = 0.89 vs 0.89 and −0.26 vs −0.36).
This traces back to the small difference between the excitation
energy of the 2s12p1-like states of the two systems (3P and
b̃3A1), which generate the second configuration: 21978−21981
cm−1 (3P0−2)

38 and 21284 cm−1 (Table 1). The enhanced
binding is rather attributed to the more diffuse nature of the
polarized 2sBe orbitals in the case of Be(NH3). Our CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVTZ polarizabilities for Be and Be(NH3) are 5.63 and
14.3 Å3. The former compares favorably with the experimental
value of 5.60 Å3.38

The first three excited electronic states of [Be(NH3)]2
resemble those of Be2. The first one (a ̃3 Bg) has a 6ag

26bu
12au

1

configuration which is the analogue of one of the 23Πg

(1σg
21σu

11πu
1) components of Be2 (6ag∼1σg; 6bu∼1σu;

2au∼1πu).8 The symmetry lowering of [Be(NH3)]2 results to

Table 3. Vertical Excitation Energy ΔΕ (cm−1) and
Dominant Electronic Configurations for the Lowest
Electronic States of Be(NH3)3

electronic configurationa

state method ΔΕ coeff 6a1 7a1 6ex 6ey

X̃1A1 MRCI 0 0.95 2 0 0 0
MRCI+Q 0

a ̃3A1 MRCI 7441 1.00 α α 0 0
MRCI+Q 7830

b̃3E MRCI 12338 0.96 α 0 α 0
MRCI+Q 12704

Ã1A1 MRCI 21638 0.71 α β 0 0
MRCI+Q 20541 −0.71 β α 0 0

B̃1E MRCI 21729 0.71 α 0 0 β

MRCI+Q 19764 −0.71 β 0 0 α

c ̃3E MRCI 33193 0.96 0 α α 0
MRCI+Q 32928

C̃1A1 MRCI 37457 0.77 0 2 0 0
MRCI+Q 35477 −0.42 0 0 2 0

−0.42 0 0 0 2
d̃3A2 MRCI 37351 1.00 0 0 α α

MRCI+Q 37476
D̃1E MRCI 38721 −0.45 0 0 α β

MRCI+Q 37492 0.45 0 0 β α

−0.54 0 α 0 β

0.54 0 β 0 α

Ẽ1E MRCI 41279 0.54 0 0 2 0
−0.54 0 0 0 2
−0.45 0 α β 0

MRCI+Q 40000 0.45 0 β α 0
aCoeff is the coefficient of each determinant, and α, β occupations
correspond to spin-up or spin-down electrons. Contours of the
relative orbitals are plotted in Figure 1.

Table 4. Vertical Excitation Energy ΔΕ (cm−1) and
Dominant Electronic Configurations for the Lowest
Electronic States of [Be(NH3)]2

electronic configurationa

state method ΔΕ coeff 6ag 7ag 2au 6bu 2bg

X̃1Ag MRCI 0 0.89 2 0 0 2 0
MRCI+Q 0 −0.36 2 2 0 0 0

a ̃3Bg MRCI 1584 0.94 2 0 α α 0
MRCI+Q 1770

b̃3Bu MRCI 4670 0.96 2 α 0 α 0
MRCI+Q 4665

Ã1Bg MRCI 6381 0.65 2 0 β α 0
MRCI+Q 5955 −0.65 2 0 α β 0

c ̃3Au MRCI 12785 0.96 2 α α 0 0
MRCI+Q 12838

B̃1Au MRCI 12861 0.56 2 α β 0 0
MRCI+Q 12950 −0.56 2 β α 0 0

C̃1Ag MRCI 13513 0.89 2 0 2 0 0
MRCI+Q 13180

d̃3Ag MRCI 15647 0.95 2 α α 0 0
MRCI+Q 14643

aCoeff is the coefficient of each determinant, and α, β occupations
correspond to spin-up or spin-down electrons. Contours of the
relative orbitals are plotted in Figure 5.

Figure 4. MRCI PEPs of [Be(NH3)]2 as a function of the Be−Be
distance. All other bond lengths and angles are kept fixed to their
optimal values of the ground state global minimum.

Figure 5. Selected active molecular orbitals of [Be(NH3)]2.
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the destabilization of one 1πu orbital and the shift of the other
23Πg component to higher energies. The Ã1Bg and 3

1Πg are the
singlet spin counterparts of the two systems, and the b̃3Bu
corresponds to 13Σu

+ of Be2: 6ag
27ag

16bu
1 vs 1σg

22σg
11σu

1

(7ag∼2σg).8 The excitation energies ΔΕ are about half or
smaller in the [Be(NH3)]2 case at the MRCI level of theory:
ΔΕ(a3̃Bg/2

3Πg) = 1584/8604 cm−1, ΔΕ(Ã1Bg/3
1Πg) = 4670/

14007 cm−1, and ΔΕ(b̃3Bu/1
3Σu

+) = 6381/7508 cm−1.8

The addition of a second ammonia ligand to the system
polarizes further 2sBe. The CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ polar-
izability becomes 39.7 Å3. As a result, the Be−Be binding
energy for two Be(NH3)2 systems is larger by about 4 kcal/mol
at all three levels of theory: 26.6 [MRCI], 29.4 [MRCI+Q],
and 29.4 kcal/mol [CCSD(T)]. The coefficients for the two
electronic configurations are 0.91 and −0.34, and the x−Be−
Be−x line keeps the zigzag character (x = middle point
between two N atoms of the same Be center) to accommodate
the same binding scheme. Note also that although CCSD(T)
fails considerably for Be2 (see section III.1), it performs very
well when ammonia ligands are present; compare the MRCI
+Q and CCSD(T) values of this section. This observation
confirms the difficulty to obtain accurate energetics for small
quantities such as the binding energy of purely weak molecular
interactions.
The case of [Be(NH3)3]2 differs significantly. The two

additional ammonias in the system force the displacement of a
2sBe electron pair to the periphery of a [Be(NH3)3]2

2+ core, as
happens going from Be(NH3)3 to Be(NH3)4. A covalent bond
forms between two (NH3)3Be

•+ radicals, and the excessive
repulsion due to two positively charged molecules is balanced
out by the attraction of the [Be(NH3)3]2

2+ core and the two
outer electrons. The absence of the two outer electrons causes
the destabilization of the system reducing the dissociation
energy to two (NH3)3Be

+ fragments (see also section III.4).
The Be−Be binding energy at MP2 is 35.0 kcal/mol. Because
MRCI or CCSD(T) calculations were impractical, we resorted
to MP2 calculations. For a fair comparison, the MP2 binding
energies for the smaller systems Be2, [Be(NH3)]2 and
[Be(NH3)2]2 are 1.05, 28.3, and 37.2 kcal/mol, meaning that
the Be−Be bond for [Be(NH3)3]2 drops slightly compared to
[Be(NH3)2]2.
The trends for the Be−Be bond lengths agree with these of

the binding/interaction energies. The bonds for Be2, [Be-
(NH3)]2, [Be(NH3)2]2, and [Be(NH3)3]2 are 2.477, 2.125,
2.071, and 2.178 Å long. The Be−Be bond contracts
considerably in the presence of ammonia ligands despite the
increased steric repulsions. The bond shortening is larger for
[Be(NH3)2]2 which also has the larger binding energy.
A completely different picture from any of the previous

systems is found when two more ammonia ligands are included
in the system. There is no direct Be−Be bond anymore, but
instead two Be(NH3)4 moieties attach to each other as in Be2.
Be and Be(NH3)4 have similar electronic structures in the
sense that their ground and first excited states have s2 and s1p1

character. In the former case s and p correspond to the 2sBe
and 2pBe atomic orbitals but in the latter to diffuse
“superatomic” orbitals of the Be(NH3)4

2+ complex.21 The
excitation energy in the two systems is 2.725 and 0.81 eV,16,21

suggesting that the contribution of the second Lewis structure
of Scheme 1 will contribute more to the wave function of the
ground state [Be(NH3)4]2 molecule. The coefficients for the
relative two configurations are in agreement showing a smaller
ratio between the first two coefficients of the CI vector: c1 =

0.82 and c2 = −0.34 (c1/c2 = 2.4 or c1
2/c2

2 = 5.8) vs c1 = 0.89
and c2= −0.26 (c1/c2 = 3.4 or c1

2/c2
2 = 11.7) for Be2.

The MP2 (NH3)4Be−Be(NH3)4 binding energy is 3 times
larger (7.26 kcal/mol or 2539 cm−1) than plain Be−Be. The
larger binding energy can be ascribed to two factors: the larger
contribution of its first excited state in the bonding and the
higher polarizability of Be(NH3)4. At the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ
level of theory, the two polarizabilities are 6.31 and 71.7 Å3.
The CASPT2 binding energy in the case of the clear covalent
(NH3)4Li−Li(NH3)4 and (NH3)4Na−Na(NH3)4 bonds is
14.7 and 5.6 kcal/mol, respectively.25 Both saturated sodium
and lithium ammonia solutions form bronze liquid metal
materials.40,41 Based on the comparable (NH3)4Be−Be(NH3)4
binding energy, the formation of beryllium ammonia liquid
metals is possible.
The PEPs for the five lowest energy states of [Be(NH3)4]2 as

a function of the Be−Be distance are plotted in Figure 6;

vertical excitation energies at the CASSCF and CASPT2 levels
are tabulated in Table 5 along with the dominant electronic
configurations (see Figure 7 for the involved molecular
orbitals). The PEPs and electronic configurations echo those
of Be2 reflecting the similarity between Be and Be(NH3)4.
Specifically, the first four states of [Be(NH3)4]2 are X̃ 1A1′,

Figure 6. CASPT2 PEPs of [Be(NH3)4]2 as a function of the Be−Be
distance. All other bond lengths and angles are kept fixed to their
DFT/B3LYP optimal values of the ground state at each Be−Be
distance. The states of the Be(NH3)4 fragments are denoted by using
the corresponding atomic terms of atomic Be: 1S(1s22s1) and
1,3P(1s22p1).

Table 5. CASSCF and CASPT2 Vertical Excitation Energy
ΔΕ (cm−1) and Dominant Electronic Configurations for the
Lowest Electronic States of [Be(NH4)]2

ΔE configurationa

state CASSCF CASPT2 coeff 1a1′ 2a1′ 1a2″ 1ex′ 1ey′
X̃1A1′ 0 0 0.82 2 0 2 0 0

−0.34 2 2 0 0 0
13A2″ 1564 1557 0.92 2 α α 0 0
13E″b 2567 2579 0.85 2 0 α α 0
11E″b 3679 3537 0.59 2 0 α 0 β

−0.59 2 0 β 0 α

13E′b 4693 4772 0.68 α 0 2 α 0
0.43 2 α 0 α 0

aCoeff is the coefficient of each Slater determinant, and α, β
occupations correspond to spin-up or spin-down electrons. Contours
of the relative orbitals are plotted in Figure 7. bThe electronic
configuration of one out of the two degenerate components is listed.
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13A2″, 13E″, and 11E″, which have identical energy order and
electronic structure to the first four states (X1Σg

+, 13Σu
+, 23Πg,

and 31Πg) of Be2; compare configurations of Table 5 and those
of Be2 in ref 8. The excitation energies of [Be(NH3)4]2 are at
least 3 times smaller because of the diffuse nature of its
molecular orbitals (see Table 5 and Table 2 of ref 8). The
[Be(NH3)4]2 and Be2 PEPs for these states have similar
morphology and dissociate to the same states of the fragments
(compare present Figure 6 and Figure 6 of ref 8). A noticeable
difference is that the ground state PEP is steeper and more
bound for [Be(NH3)4]2. The fifth state of [Be(NH3)4]2 (1

3E′)
is also bound and dissociates to the “1S” and “3P” fragments
(analogue 1S and 3P states of Be). On the other hand, the
corresponding 53Πu of Be2 is purely repulsive. Finally, we
observe that excitation energies at the CASSCF and CASPT2
levels differ by less than 200 cm−1 (see Table 5) due to the
partial inclusion of the dynamic electron correlation (see
section III.2).
III.4. Cationic Species Be(NH3)0−4

+ and Their Dimers.
The removal of one electron from Be creates the radical
Be+(2S; 1s22s1) species. Ammonia molecules bind easier now
to Be+ guided by the positive charge and the presence of only
one electron in 2s, which screens less efficiently the Be2+

nuclear charge. As a result, the PECs with respect to the
addition of one ammonia are all highly attractive (see Figure
S2) leading to (NH3)n−1Be

+−NH3 CCSD(T) binding energies
of 78.3, 51.1, and 38.3 kcal/mol for n = 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. The corresponding Be−N bond lengths are 1.681,
1.724, and 1.765 Å. Both the decreasing trend of binding
energies and increasing trend of bond lengths are due to the
steric repulsion among the ammonia molecules.
Two Be+ cations repel each other, but they can also bind via

a covalent bond. Similar electronic structure and identical
interactions occur for two Be(NH3)n=1−4

+ species. Interest-
ingly, the first and last members of the series (Be+ and
Be(NH3)4

+) create metastable or unstable dimers. There is a
Be2

2+ minimum, but it is nearly 50 kcal/mol higher than the
Be+ + Be+ fragments at MRCI, in agreement with the
CCSD(T) value of ref 14. In addition, we were not able to
capture a stable [Be(NH3)4]2

2+ minimum. However, the
covalent bond counterbalances the Coulombic repulsion for
the Be(NH3)1,2,3

+ dimers, which have lower energy than the
corresponding fragments by 16.2/11.2, 22.9/18.3, and NA/
7.13 kcal/mol (NA = not available) at the CCSD(T)/MP2
levels (using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set), respectively. For
comparison, the binding energy of the dimer of the isovalent
neutral (CO)3Li

• radical is 4 times larger (27.2 kcal/mol).42

Notice that the MP2 binding energies are smaller by 4−5 kcal/
mol for [Be(NH3)1,2]2

2+, and thus the CCSD(T) binding
energy for [Be(NH3)3]2

2+ is expected to be around 12 kcal/
mol. In any case, it is the less stable among these species,
maybe because of the enhanced repulsion between ammonia
ligands of different beryllium centers. Interestingly, the
(NH3)3Be−Be(NH3)3 bond gets significantly stronger when
two electrons are added to the system (see section III.3).
Similar dicationic (RuO2+, MoO2+, and TM2

2+, TM =
transition metal)43−45 or dianionic ((B12I9)2

2−)46 systems
have been observed in the past.
The optimal structures for the stable cationic dimers differ

from the corresponding neutral dimers. The N−Be−Be−N
and x−Be−Be−x (see section III.3 for definition of x) lines are
now collinear because of the absence of electrons in the 2sBe−
2sBe antibonding orbital. The [Be(NH3)1,2,3]2

2+ structures
resemble those of ethyne, ethene, and ethane molecules. The
Be−Be bond length increases respectively with the number of
ammonia ligands as 2.086, 2.170, and 2.326 Å, while the Be−N
bond lengths change within 0.05 Å during the dimerization.
Finally, it should be stated that the wave function for all
cationic or dicationic systems is pure single-reference with the
main coefficient of the CI expansion being 0.95 or higher.
The PEPs for the ground state of Be(NH3)1,2

+ dimers are
shown in Figure 7. As expected, they are repulsive for long Be−

Be distances. After an energy barrier at 4.5 and 5.0 Å of 42 and
35 kcal/mol, they turn attractive, forming the equilibrium
dimer structures. We were not able to make the PECs for
Be(NH3)3

+, but based on the trends for Be(NH3)1,2
+, we

expect a smaller activation barrier occurring at longer
distances: The more and more diffuse nature of the unpaired
electron going from Be(NH3)

+ to Be(NH3)3
+ enables the

formation of the chemical bond “faster”.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
High-level electronic structure methodologies are applied to
study the Be−Be bond in the naked Be2 and when it is
coordinated with ammonia ligands. To this end, the electronic
structure of the Be(NH3)n=0−4 units was investigated first. We
found that ammonia, as opposed to other ligands, retains the
ground state 1s22s2 character of Be by polarizing the 2s orbital
away from ammonia molecules. We propose for the first time
that the bonding between two such closed-shell units can be

Figure 7. Selected active molecular orbitals of [Be(NH3)4]2. Only
outer orbitals are counted.

Figure 8.MRCI PEPs of [Be(NH3)0,1,2]2
2+ as a function of the Be−Be

distance. All other bond lengths and angles are kept fixed to their
optimal values of the ground state global minimum.
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described as a give-and-take mechanism of an electron pair of
each Be(NH3)n=0−4 monomer. This picture is rationalized in
terms of the Lewis acidity and basicity of beryllium: closed-
shell beryllium centers as opposed to rage gas atoms can
equally donate an electron pair and polarize to accept an
electron pair. This bonding scheme explains the weak, but not
so weak, bond in Be2. The higher polarizability of the ligated
units can explain the significantly larger binding energy of their
dimers. The previously proposed double bond between two
excited 3P Be atoms is presently found to have small
contribution to the formation of the ground state of Be2 and
(NH3)n=1−3Be−Be(NH3)n=1−3 bonds.
Our larger beryllium ammonia coordination complex,

Be(NH3)4, has two diffuse electrons around a Be(NH3)4
2+

core and imitates the electronic structure of Be. Two such
units also bond together as happens for Be2, and their binding
energy is also (3−4 times) larger than that of Be2. The low-
lying excited states for the two dimers have identical electronic
configurations and PEPs with similar morphology. However,
the excitation energies of both the monomers and dimers are
significantly lower in the case of beryllium−ammonia
complexes.
The present work and previous literature indicate that there

are two ways to enhance the Be−Be bond. The first way is by
promoting the Be center to an excited state as happens for H,
F, and CO and has been described in the literature (see the
Introduction). The second way is by rendering the 2s2

electrons of beryllium more polarizable by adding NH3 ligands
or probably other ligands with lone electron pairs such as water
or alcohols.
The cationic Be(NH3)0−4

+ species and their dimers were
also investigated. In these systems, the repulsion between two
positively charged units deters the formation of a single
covalent bond. It turns out that Be+ creates a metastable dimer,
Be(NH3)4

+ does not form a stable dimer, but the intermediate
complexes Be(NH3)1,2,3

+ do form dimers with energies lowest
than the dissociation limit and protected by large dissociation
barriers.
Potential energy profiles for the ground and excited

electronic states have been plotted for the monomers and
dimers. We believe that our calculated optimized geometries,
harmonic vibrational frequencies, binding energies for the
ground states, and excitation energies for several low-lying
excited electronic states for these exotic molecular systems will
allow the experimental identification and characterization of
these species in the future. Beryllium−ammonia liquid metals
are finally predicted as novel materials by our calculations.
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Molecules mimicking atoms: monomers and
dimers of alkali metal solvated electron
precursors†

Isuru R. Ariyarathna, Filip Pawłowski, Joseph Vincent Ortiz and
Evangelos Miliordos *

Tetra-amino lithium and sodium complexes M(NH3)0,�
4 (M = Li, Na) have one or two electrons that

occupy diffuse orbitals distributed chiefly outside the M(NH3)+4 core. The lowest-energy 1s, 1p, and 1d

orbitals follow Aufbau principles found earlier for beryllium tetra-ammonia complexes. Two ground state

M(NH3)4 complexes can bind covalently by coupling their 1s1 electrons into a s-type molecular orbital.

The lowest excited states of the [M(NH3)4]2 species are obtained by promoting one or two electrons

from this s to other bonding or anti-bonding s and p-type molecular orbitals. The electronic structure

of solvated electron precursors provides insights into chemical bonding between super-atomic species

that are present in concentrated alkali-metal–ammonia solutions.

I. Introduction

The addition of alkali metals into liquid ammonia is known
to produce solvated electrons (e�solv) and positively charged
metal–ammonia coordination complexes (M+

solv).1 Increase of
the metal concentration causes the formation of M+

solve�solv ion
pairs, also called solvated electron precursors (SEP).2 A SEP is a
complex that displaces one or more electrons from its coordi-
nated metal atom to the periphery of its ligands. At higher
concentrations, M+

solv binds an electron pair making M�solv

or SEPs form dimers (M+
solve�solv–M+

solve�solv). Finally, very dense
solutions conduct like a metal rather than an electrolyte,
signaling the formation of crystal-like, liquid–metal structures.1,3–6

Recently, similar electric and structural properties were
observed for lithium–ammonia–methyl ammonia mixtures.7

In an effort to better comprehend the electronic structure of
the species present in intermediate concentrations, we perform
high-level quantum chemical calculations on isolated SEPs,
their anions, and their dimers. We elucidate the electronic
spectrum of all of these species and provide accurate excitation
energies and structural information. The presently reported
data are expected to facilitate additional ways, such as spectro-
scopic methodologies, to identify these species in the gas or
condensed phases. Presently, we examine the two smallest alkali-
metal atoms in an attempt to identify possible differences

between them and clarify the role of the central metal. Does
the metal change the electronic spectrum of its SEP? Do the
binding energies of the two Li-SEP and Na-SEP monomers differ?
Would different binding energies for the two SEP dimers mean
that the formation of one of them is less likely in solution?

Recently, we worked on beryllium ammonia complexes such
as Be(NH3)3,8 and Be(NH3)4.2 We found that Be(NH3)3 demon-
strates different bonding patterns than other tri-coordinated
beryllium complexes. Specifically, Be(CX)3 [X = O, S, Se, Te, Po]
and Be(PH3)3 induce the excitation of the ground state
Be(1S;2s2) to its sixth excited state Be(1D;2p2), while Be(NH3)3

prefers to ‘‘solvate’’ the 2s2 electron pair in its periphery. This
solvation process is more profound for the beryllium SEP and
its ions, Be(NH3)0,�

4 , for which we calculated the ground and a
series of excited electronic states.2 We discovered that for all
three species there is a Be(NH3)4

2+ core which hosts up to three
electrons on its periphery. These outer electrons occupy diffuse
atomic-like orbitals which do not follow the hydrogenic Aufbau
principle. The lowest energy orbitals are 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, and
2p (see Fig. 1). We proved that this sequence of orbitals is
caused by the electrostatic potential experienced by the outer
electrons. Here we examine the Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 SEPs,
which have an M(NH3)4

+ (M = Li, Na) core and one outer
electron, as well as their anions and dimers.

Both experimental9–12 and theoretical13–19 work has been
devoted to lithium and sodium ammonia clusters in the litera-
ture. Previous studies focus on the micro-solvation process and
how valence electrons migrate from the metal to remote solvent
molecules. We are aware of only three theoretical studies that
report two low-lying excited states of Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4.1,16,17
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Here we report a larger number of excited states and we
investigate the bonding between two SEPs. We see that two
SEPs bind similarly to diatomic molecules and form molecular
orbitals of s- and p-type symmetry.

In Section II we describe our computational approach,
in Sections III and IV we discuss our results on the SEP
monomers and dimers, respectively, and in Section V we
summarize our findings.

II. Computation details

A variety of ab initio methods have been applied to the ground
and excited states of M(NH3)4. Ground state structures were
optimized with coupled-cluster singles, doubles and perturbative
triples [CCSD(T)]20 total energies. With density functional theory
(B3LYP),21,22 these structures were re-optimized and all real
harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated [see ESI†].

Complete-active-space, second-order perturbation theory
(CASPT2) produced accurate vertical excitation energies. All valence
electrons are correlated to describe dynamic correlation. The
reference wavefunction was built at the complete active space
self-consistent field (CASSCF) level. The active space consists only
of outer orbitals and electrons, and the exact kind of orbitals
included for each system is discussed in Sections III and IV.
Electron affinities of cations were calculated with the renormalized
partial third-order quasiparticle (P3+) electron propagator
method23 (see ESI†), and vertical excitation energies of doublet
molecules were inferred from differences of these electron
binding energies.

Our earlier work on beryllium2 revealed that double diffuse
functions on the terminal hydrogen atoms are important
and that the contribution of diffuse functions on the metal or
nitrogen is minimal. Very similar conclusions were drawn recently
by Palmer et al. who studied Rydberg states of difluoromethane.
The optimum position for the diffuse functions was found to
be the terminal hydrogen atoms.24 Excitation energies for low-
lying states of Be(NH3)4 were practically converged with the

following correlation-consistent basis set25,26 combination:
cc-pVTZ for the metal and nitrogen, and d-aug-cc-pVTZ for all
hydrogen centers. We employ this combination for the calcula-
tions of the vertical excitation energies, but aug-cc-pVTZ on
all atoms for the geometry optimization of the ground states.
The diffuse functions were found to be necessary for accurate
excitation energies and the prediction of stable anionic species
(see ESI†).

All calculations were done under C2v symmetry. The MOLPRO27

and Gaussian28 electronic structure codes were invoked. The
computational details for the dimers will be given below.

III. The lithium and sodium SEP
monomers

CCSD(T) optimizations produce tetrahedral minima for all mole-
cular species M(NH3)0,�

4 , the ground states of which have zero,
one or two outer electrons in the pseudo-spherical 1s orbital (see
Fig. 1). The optimal geometries are given in Table 1. Observe that
the metal–nitrogen distance contracts appreciably when at least
one outer electron is present. For both metals, the distance in
M(NH3)0,�

4 is about 0.03 Å shorter than in the naked M(NH3)4
+

complexes, but the N–H bonds elongate by only 0.003 Å. A strong
attraction between the central metal and the first outer electron
pulls the ammonia ligands closer to the metal. Addition of
another electron in the anion produces more diffuse outer orbitals
and therefore the M–N distances are almost unchanged.

Fig. 1 Contours of selected outer orbitals of Li(NH3)4.

Table 1 CCSD(T) optimized M–N and N–H bond distances (Å), M–N–H
angles (degrees), and relative energies DE (eV) for M = Li and Na

Species M–N N–H M–N–H DE

Li(NH3)4
+ 2.109 1.017 113.6 2.92

Li(NH3)4 2.078 1.020 112.8 0.0
Li(NH3)4

� 2.079 1.020 112.8 �0.45
Na(NH3)4

+ 2.504 1.017 113.6 2.79
Na(NH3)4 2.477 1.019 112.9 0.0
Na(NH3)4

� 2.473 1.020 112.8 �0.45
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The ionization energies of the Li and Na tetra-ammonia
complexes (2.92 and 2.79 eV) are about half of those of the
corresponding metal atoms (5.39 and 5.14 eV)29 and approxi-
mately twice as large as those of solvated atoms (1.47 and
1.66 eV).10,12 The electron affinities of plain Li and Na are 0.62
and 0.55 eV,29 whereas those of the ammonia complexes are
smaller (0.45 eV for both). In the case of Be, we noticed the
opposite effect. The electron affinity for the Be(NH3)4 complex
is 0.26 eV, but Be� is not stable.2

Lithium makes stronger ammonia complexes than sodium.
The binding energies of all four ammonia ligands to the metal
are 56.8 and 31.8 kcal mol�1 for Li and Na, which become 50.6
and 26.7 kcal mol�1 after zero-point-energy (ZPE) corrections.
We plotted the potential energy curve (PEC) with respect to
the metal–nitrogen distance pertaining to the simultaneous
approach of the four ligands. The PECs shown in Fig. 2
decrease monotonically from infinity to equilibrium without
the barrier that occurred in the Be case, where there are two
valence electrons instead of one.2 We next studied the abstrac-
tion of one ammonia molecule from the complex leading to the
lower energy M(NH3)3 + NH3 asymptote. These PECs are also
monotonic for alkali-metals, but their beryllium counterparts
also had a small energy barrier. The ZPE-corrected binding
energies are 9.4 and 7.4 kcal mol�1 for Li and Na.

Table 2 lists the vertical excitation energies for ten electronic
states for both systems at the CASSCF, CASPT2 and P3+ levels.
In all cases, CASSCF underestimates them by 0.2–0.3 eV. Our
CASSCF active space consists of 1 electron in 24 orbitals (9a1,
6a2, 6b1, 3b2 under C2v). All 24 orbitals are outer orbitals, but all
valence electrons (including those of the M(NH3)4

+ core) are
correlated at the CASPT2 level. The ground state (12A1) for both
complexes has a 1s1 configuration. The first excited state
corresponds to a sextuply degenerate state 12T2 (1p1) that is
0.72 (Li) or 0.65 (Na) eV higher. The 1d1 configuration splits to
the 22T2 and 12E states, which are practically degenerate. All 1d1

components lie within 0.03 eV of each other for both species. In
the next state (22A1), the electron occupies the 2s orbital, while
the 32T2 state follows with a 2p1 configuration. In the outer
orbitals of the remaining four states (12T1, 42T2, 22E, and 52T2),
functions of different angular momenta mix considerably.

CASPT2 and P3+ excitation energies are in excellent agree-
ment for lower lying states and produce the same Aufbau
principle for diffuse electrons. Hashimoto and Daigoku’s MP2
calculations on Li(NH3)4 located two doublet excited states, at
0.62 and 1.54 eV,16,17 which match well with our 12T2 and 22A1

predictions. Numerical discrepancies between CASPT2 and P3+
excitation energies may be larger for certain higher states and
could be consequences of incomplete basis sets in those cases.

The transition dipole moments (mT) between the ground
state 2A1 (1s1) and all excited states, except the 2T2 ones, are
zero by symmetry. The mT

2 values for 12T2 (1p1) and 22T2 (1d1)
are 177/189 and 0.01/0.05 D2 (Li/Na), respectively. These data
approach atomic selection rules where the 1s - 1p transition is
allowed, unlike 1s - 1d. Similarly, among the states of Table 2
only 1s - 2p (32T2) has a small non-zero mT

2 value (0.2/0.5 D2).
The largest amplitudes of the orbitals of Fig. 1 occur outside

the covalent radii of the atoms, especially on the periphery
of the complex, and differ significantly from those of valence
or Rydberg orbitals of the metal atoms. Regions outside the
covalent radii include interstices between ammonia ligands.
Orthogonality to lower, occupied orbitals produces minor
amplitudes within the covalent radii. Similar conclusions on
the 1s orbital have followed from analysis in terms of metal and
ligand fragment orbitals1 or spatial distributions of natural
orbitals.30 Although the two parent metals have different energy
level patterns (2s1, 2p1, 3s1, 3p1, 3d1 for Li versus 3s1, 3p1, 3d1,
4s1, 4p1, 4d1, 4f1 for Na), they adopt the same shell model after
coordination. This complex pattern of interference arises from
an electrostatic potential that is not hydrogenic and which
generates the relatively simple Aufbau rules summarized in
Fig. 1 and Table 2.

IV. The lithium and sodium SEP dimers

The M(NH3)4 systems have an unpaired electron orbiting
around the M(NH3)4

+ core as in the hydrogen atom. Pushing
two such complexes together, we expect to see the formation of a
covalent bond. Indeed, the binding energies of [M(NH3)4]2 were
found to be practically the same for the two metals with B3LYP:
9.1 (M = Li) and 9.5 (M = Na) kcal mol�1. For M = Li, we also
obtained the CASPT2 optimal geometry which is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 CCSD(T) PECs for the dissociation of one or four ammonia ligands
from M(NH3)4, M = Li, Na.

Table 2 CASSCF, CASPT2, and P3+ excitation energies (eV) of Li(NH3)4
and Na(NH3)4

State E.C.a

Li(NH3)4 Na(NH3)4

CASSCF CASPT2 P3+ CASSCF CASPT2 P3+

12A1 1s1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
12T2 1p1 0.55 0.72 0.72 0.51 0.65 0.66
22T2 1d1 1.12 1.40 1.40 1.06 1.31 1.32
12E 1d1 1.13 1.43 1.43 1.06 1.33 1.34
22A1 2s1 1.28 1.52 1.56 1.22 1.43 1.48
32T2 2p1 1.53 1.79 1.88 1.43 1.67 1.73
12T1 1.61 1.96 1.99 1.52 1.83 1.87
42T2 1.88 2.14 2.26 1.82 2.05 2.18
22E 1.94 2.22 2.32 1.87 2.12 2.23
52T2 2.12 2.40 2.56 2.03 2.27 2.50

a Electronic configuration.
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The CASPT2 binding energy for lithium is 14.7 kcal mol�1,
5.6 kcal mol�1 larger than B3LYP. The optimal structures for
both dimers are given in the ESI.† The basis set used for the
dimers is cc-pVTZ for the metal and nitrogen, and aug-cc-pVTZ
for hydrogen.

Three ammonia ligands of each monomer stay in the
middle in a staggered conformation and hydrogen atoms from
different monomers approach each other in a D3d structure.
The reason for these contacts is the electronic density in
the middle of the two monomers resulting from the formation
of a s-covalent bond. Zurek et al. considered more relative
orientations of the two monomers, which were found to be
nearly degenerate.1 Our structure is not reported by these
authors and it is lower in energy than all of theirs at the
B3LYP level. Our geometry optimizations using their geo-
metries as initial guesses converged to our structure, which has
only real frequencies (see ESI†). To rule out any artifacts due to the
basis set incompleteness, we employed also quadruple-z quality
basis sets, which showed the exact same trends. Tight conver-
gence criteria needed to be applied to obtain optimal structures
without imaginary frequencies.

In all of the structures, the density of the diffuse electron
pair is concentrated in the middle of the two M(NH3)4

+ cores
(see Fig. 23 of ref. 1 and present Fig. 4). Among all of the
structures, the D3d one contains the larger number of O–H
bonds interacting with the diffuse electron pair and this

electrostatic attraction seems to be the reason for its additional
stability.

Selected molecular orbitals of the structure of Fig. 3
are depicted in Fig. 4. These functions have shapes that are
similar to those of typical diatomic molecules: 1a1g B 1sA + 1sB,
1a2u B 1sA–1sB, 2a1g B 1pz,A–1pz,B, 2a2u B 1pz,A + 1pz,B,
1eu B (1px,A + 1px,B or 1py,A + 1py,B), and 1eg B (1px,A–1px,B

or 1py,A–1py,B). Identical observations can be made for sodium.
The a1g, a2u, eg, and eu orbitals imitate the sg, su, pg, pu orbitals
of homonuclear diatomics.

PECs as a function of the distance between the two monomers
for Li are plotted in Fig. 5. At every Li–Li distance, we optimize all
other geometrical parameters with B3LYP for the ground state but
impose the D3d symmetry of the global minimum. We use these
geometries to obtain the PECs of the excited states at CASPT2. The
large computational cost constrained us to use only the 1s and 1p
super-atomic orbitals of each monomer (see Fig. 1) in the CASSCF
active space. All valence electrons are correlated at CASPT2.

The lowest two asymptotic channels are 12A1(1s1) + 12A1(1s1)
and 12A1(1s1) + 12T2(1p1). The former generates one singlet (11A1g)

Fig. 3 Optimal geometry of [Li(NH3)4]2.

Fig. 4 Selected molecular orbitals of [Li(NH3)4]2.

Fig. 5 CASPT2 PECs of [Li(NH3)4]2 for its dissociation to two Li(NH3)4
monomers.
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and one triplet (13A2u). These states resemble the 1S+
g and 3S�u

states of H2 arising from the ground state fragments H(2S) +
H(2S) and their equilibrium configurations are 1a2

1g and
1a1

1g1a1
2u. The next channel is the analogue of H(2S) + H(2P), which

gives singlets and triplets of Sg,u and Pg,u symmetry. In our case we
obtained the corresponding D3d representations: 1,3A1g, 1,3A2u, 1,3Eu,
and 1,3Eg. The 1A2u(11A2u) state is the open-singlet counterpart of
13A2u. The equilibrium electronic configurations of the remaining
states are given in Table 3. The global minima of all of our PECs
occur at 6–8 Å, but have shoulders (or shallow minima in some
cases) in the typically repulsive region around 4 Å. These features
may arise from the complex electrostatics of the system or from
avoided crossings with higher channels (see below).

The next dissociation channel should be 12A1(1s1) + 22T2(1d1)
at 1.40 eV followed by 12T2(1p1) + 12T2(1p1) at 1.44 eV (see
Table 2). Because of our 1s1p active space, we were not able to
capture the 22T2(1d1) channel. We managed however to locate
one of the PECs of 1A1g symmetry stemming from the ionic
fragments Li(NH3)4

+(1A1) + Li(NH3)4
�(1A1); see Fig. 5. There is

one more 1A1g state in between coming from 12T2(1p1) + 12T2(1p1)
which undergoes an avoided crossing with the ionic one. We
cannot rule out the possibility that the shoulders of our PECs at
4 Å are related to different ionic channels.

Identical conclusions can be deduced from the more demanding
calculations performed on [Na(NH3)4]2. Due to technical issues we
were able to construct a smaller number of PECs shown in Fig. 6.
The PECs of the states in common are of similar shape and have
almost identical potential well depths.

Vertical excitation energies for the two dimers are listed in
Table 3. These energies are slightly different from those of Fig. 5
and 6 because of the different number of states averaged at the
CASSCF level. In Fig. 5 and 6, we included more states to ensure
the smoothness of the PECs, but in Table 3 we have state-averaged
only those listed and these values are more accurate. For
[Li(NH3)4]2 we used both the CASPT2 and DFT/B3LYP optimal
structures of the ground state. The values differ by less than
0.13 eV. The excitation energies for sodium are lower than those
of lithium, as happens for the monomers. The energy difference is
consistently lower by 0.2–0.3 eV for the states studied here.

V. Conclusions

Ground and excited electronic states of the lithium and sodium
tetra-ammonia complexes were investigated by means of high-
level quantum chemical calculations. We found that a neutral
complex has an M(NH3)4

+ core and one electron orbiting in its
periphery that occupies s, p, d, or higher l-type orbitals. The
orbital sequence is the same for both metals and identical to that
which we found for Be(NH3)0,�

4 complexes and which resembles
that of the jellium or nuclear shell model.2 We demonstrated
that the central metal acts more like a point charge and that it
does not affect the shell model of the corresponding SEP. For
both metals, the M(NH3)4

+ core can bind a second electron by
0.45 eV to form an anion.

We finally show that two M(NH3)4 complexes can form a
single covalent s-bond by coupling their unpaired electrons
into a closed shell singlet. The binding energy for the two
metals is practically identical implying that SEP dimers will be
formed in both cases at similar concentrations. Excited states
of the dimer involve electronic excitations to other s- or p-type
orbitals similar to those of typical diatomic molecules. The
electronic spectrum of these dimers is also largely independent
of the central metal. Our results reveal the ability of SEPs to form
covalently bound aggregates which can lead to novel liquid–
metal materials or chemical compounds made of SEPs.
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Table 3 CASPT2 excitation energies (eV) of [Li(NH3)4]2 and [Na(NH3)4]2

State E.C.a

[Li(NH3)4]2 [Na(NH3)4]2

CASPT2b CASPT2c CASPT2c

11A1g 1a2
1g 0.00 0.00 0.00

13Eu 1a1
1g1a1

2u 0.63 0.59 0.42
13A2u 1a1

1g1e1
u 0.77 0.66 0.59

11A2u 1a1
1g1a1

2u 1.00 0.92 0.78
13A1g 1a1

1g2a1
1g 1.19 1.14 0.96

21A1g 1a1
1g2a1

1g 1.18 1.13 0.82
11Eg 1a1

1g1e1
g 1.42 1.30 1.21

11Eu 1a1
1g1e1

u 1.31 1.39 1.03
13Eg 1a1

1g1e1
g 1.53 1.46 1.27

23A2u 1e1
g1e1

u 1.81 1.76 1.55

a Electronic configuration. b CASPT2 optimal geometry used. c DFT/B3LYP
optimal geometry used.

Fig. 6 CASPT2 PECs of [Na(NH3)4]2 for its dissociation to two Na(NH3)4
monomers.
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ABSTRACT: Tetra-amino beryllium complexes and ions, Be(NH3)4
0,±, have a

tetrahedral Be(NH3)4
2+ core with one, two, or three outer electrons orbiting its

periphery. Our calculations reveal a new class of molecular entities, solvated electron
precursors, with Aufbau rules (1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p, 2d) that differ from their familiar
hydrogenic counterparts and resemble those of jellium or nuclear-shell models. The core’s
radial electrostatic potential suffices to reproduce the chief features of the ab initio results.
Wave function and electron-propagator methods combined with diffuse basis sets are
employed to calculate accurate geometries, ionization energies, electron affinities, and
excitation energies.

Ammonia’s ability to abstract and solvate the loosely bound
electrons of alkali and alkaline-earth metals1 has inspired

experimental2−7 and theoretical8−13 studies of M(NH3)x
clusters with x = 1−11 that provide insights into microsolvation
processes8−12 wherein valence electrons gradually migrate from
the metal M to remote solvent molecules. In sodium−ammonia
complexes, excited states feature promotion of the least bound
electron to higher orbitals.11,12 Are there Aufbau rules for
electrons that occupy the periphery of these complexes?
Calculations on complexes with only their first solvation shells
provide the answer.
Here we study the Be(NH3)4 complex, whose ground state

consists of a Be(NH3)4
2+ core and an electron pair in an s-type

orbital delocalized over the core’s periphery (see rightmost
pictures of Figure 1). This system can be seen as a tetrahedral
analogue of He, where Be(NH3)4

2+ has replaced the spherical
nucleus. We also consider the singly charged ions Be(NH3)4

±,
which contain the same core, but with one or three outer
electrons. The lowest energy outer orbitals for the unpaired
electron of the cation are found to be 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p, and
2d. This order is different from the traditional series of H and
the hydrogenic ions and resembles that of jellium or nuclear-
shell models.14,15 We attribute this contrast to the effective
electrostatic potential experienced by the outer electrons, which
differs from its Coulombic counterpart.
Similar potentials bind two diffuse electrons to a molecular

cationic core in double Rydberg anions.16,17 According to
electron-propagator calculations, Be(NH3)4 has a highly diffuse
Dyson orbital for electron detachment and is isoelectronic to
the tetrahedral Li(NH3)4

− double-Rydberg anion.18 Recently
discovered examples of NxH3x+1

− and OxH2x+1
− double

Rydberg anions have a diffuse electron pair that surrounds

cores with ammonium or hydronium cations and varying
numbers of ammonia or water molecules.16,17
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Figure 1. Contours of the highest occupied molecular orbital of
Be(NH3)4 for the simultaneous 4NH3 → Be (upper diagrams) and the
NH3 → Be(NH3)3 (lower diagrams) approaches. R is the Be−N
distance of the incoming ammonia molecules, and the isosurfaces
correspond to a wave function value of 0.015.
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Several ab initio methods have been applied to the ground
and excited states of Be(NH3)4

0,±. Ground state structures were
optimized with coupled-cluster singles, doubles, and perturba-
tive triples [CCSD(T)]19 total energies. B3LYP20,21 provided
harmonic vibrational frequencies, which were real and positive
in all cases. Complete-active-space second-order perturbation
theory (CASPT2) produced accurate excitation energies.
Electron binding energies were calculated with the renormal-
ized partial third-order quasiparticle (P3+) electron propagator
method;22 excitation energies were inferred from differences of
electron binding energies. Several basis sets were tested, from
plain correlation consistent cc-pVTZ (VTZ) and cc-pVQZ
(VQZ) to the diffuse aug-cc-pVTZ (ATZ), d-aug-cc-pVTZ
(DTZ), t-aug-cc-pVTZ (TTZ), and q-aug-cc-pVTZ (QTZ)
basis sets.23−25 All calculations were done under C2v symmetry.
The MOLPRO26 and Gaussian27 electronic structure codes
were invoked. The full set of computational results is given in
the Supporting Information (SI).
CCSD(T)/ATZ optimizations produce tetrahedral minima

for the nondegenerate molecular (1s2) and cationic (1s1)
configurations, but a slightly distorted (D2d) structure emerges
for the anionic (1s21p1) configuration. Therefore, two different
N−H bond lengths are obtained for the anion (see Table 1 and

SI). Complexation to Be2+ elongates N−H bonds by 0.002 Å;
adding one or two electrons also has a small effect. As electrons
are added to the dication, the Be−N length drops significantly.
The simultaneous approach of four ammonia ligands is

expected to be dissociative because of repulsions between 2sBe
electrons in the metal atom’s ground 1S state and the lone pairs
of ammonia (see Figure 1). The potential energy curve (PEC)
as a function of the common Be−N distance R is shown in
Figure 2. It is indeed repulsive for R ≥ 2.55 Å and then turns
highly attractive after a barrier of 18.2 kcal/mol. As the
ammonia lone pairs approach the Be2+ nucleus (see Figure 1),
the 2sBe orbital gradually turns into the outer 1s function. For
the approach of NH3 to Be(NH3)3, only a small barrier is

observed because of the already diffuse nature of the peripheral
electron pair (see Figures 1 and 2).
The ionization energy (IE) of Be to Be2+ is the sum of the

IEs of Be and Be+: 9.32 + 18.21 eV = 27.53 eV.28 The
formation of the Be(NH3)4

2+ core in Be(NH3)4 is driven by
various electrostatic effects, including: (1) solvation of the outer
electrons by the N−H bond dipoles, (2) Be2+−NH3 dative
bonding, and (3) attraction between Be2+ and diffuse electrons.
The IEs of Be(NH3)4 drop by about half compared to Be (see
Table 1). Be− is not stable,28 but Be(NH3)4 has an electron
affinity of 0.26 eV.
The first excited state of Be(NH3)4

+ is hextuply degenerate,
as the diffuse electron may occupy any of three 1p spin−
orbitals. Higher states involve orbitals with s, p, d, and f shapes
(see Figure 3). Based on the shapes of the orbitals, we have

assigned states to approximate 2S, 2P, 2D, and 2F terms,
although Td symmetry implies that states within each term are
not necessarily degenerate.
Table 2 lists the excitation energies for the lowest component

of each approximate term for a series of basis sets at the
CASPT2 level. The active space of the reference multi-
configurational self-consistent-field wave function includes two
electrons in 25 outer orbitals. All of the valence electrons of the
Be(NH3)4

2+ core are correlated in CASPT2 except those
corresponding to the Be−N bonds (i.e., those assigned to the
four lowest valence orbitals). Their contribution was less than
0.05 eV (see SI). Differences of P3+ electron affinities of the
dication are in close agreement with CASPT2 results with the
VTZ/Be,N DTZ/H basis, and the corresponding Dyson orbitals
strongly resemble their CASSCF counterparts in Figure 3.
Basis-set saturation with the latter choice is demonstrated in
successive columns of Table 2. The first three columns of
numerical data indicate that addition of two sets of diffuse
functions to the VTZ H basis is necessary. The next two
columns imply that additional diffuse functions on N and Be
nuclei and a quadruple ζ basis for H are not needed. The last
three columns confirm that addition of two sets of diffuse
functions to the VTZ H basis is sufficient for all the considered
states, except the highest 22D term, where a third set of diffuse
functions is necessary to achieve saturation. These conclusions
resemble those of Gutowski and Simons for double-Rydberg
anions: “Computational effort should be focused on correlating

Table 1. CCSD(T)/ATZ Distances (Å) and Relative
Energies ΔE (eV)

species Be−N N−H N−H ΔE

Be(NH3)4 1.733 1.030 1.030 0.0
Be(NH3)4

+ 1.741 1.027 1.027 3.91
Be(NH3)4

2+ 1.764 1.023 1.023 11.23
Be(NH3)4

− 1.737 1.027 1.030 −0.26

Figure 2. CCSD(T)/ATZ PECs for the 4NH3 → Be and NH3 →
Be(NH3)3 approaches.

Figure 3. Contours of selected outer electron orbitals.
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the outermost one or two electrons, whereas the closed-shell
cation core can probably be considered more approximately”.29

To explain the observed orbital sequence, we consider a
simple quantum mechanical model where the electrostatic
potential produced by the Be(NH3)4

2+ core (with a B3LYP/
ATZ electron density) along three directions serves as an
effective radial potential acting on the outer electron of
Be(NH3)4

+. In the Td structure of Figure 4, axes connect the Be
nucleus with a N vertex (blue), the center of a N−N edge
(green), or the center of a N−N−N face (red).

These potentials as a function of the distance R from the Be
nucleus are shown in Figure 4, which also depicts the
electrostatic potential produced by a 2+ point charge and
that of Be(NH3)4 with solid and dashed black lines,
respectively. The blue line traces a typical, double-well,
Coulombic potential. However, the red and green lines are
steeper than the solid black one for short distances. The red
and green lines also exhibit a curvature change at 1 Å, with a
shallow local minimum for the latter. All three colored lines
have Coulombic asymptotes.
The radial equation of the three-dimensional, one-electron

Schrödinger equation, whose solutions read

ψ θ φ θ φ=r R r Y( , , ) ( ) ( , )nlm nl lm

was solved numerically with the red and green potentials. The
Numerov−Cooley integration scheme was employed.30 Figure
5 depicts the energy levels and radial wave functions, rRnl(r), for
the red line. The corresponding scheme for the green line is
very similar (the two plots are compared in the SI). In both

cases, there is an energy level at about −2.8 au, which is
attributed to 1sBe, for it is almost identical with the 1s of atomic
beryllium. The next six levels in both cases are 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p,
and 1f. Their wave functions are diffuse with maxima near or
beyond R = 2 Å, which is about equal to the radius of the
Be(NH3)4

2+ core, as defined by the Be−H distance. The energy
order of this simple model closely resembles that of Table 2.
Only the fifth and sixth levels are permuted. In fact, the highest-
energy state assigned to the 12F term lies above the 22P states
(see Tables S4 and S14 in the SI). The nearly identical order of
energy levels in Figure 5 and Table 2 indicates that (1) the
source of the observed electron shell pattern is the electrostatic
potential created by the Be(NH3)4

2+ core, and (2) the selected
basis set describes properly the outer orbitals. Whereas the 1p,
1d, and 1f orbitals have no radial nodes, the 1s orbital has a
node that enforces orthogonality to the Be core. Therefore, the
2s and 2p orbitals respectively have two and one radial nodes;
both nodes occur beyond the H nuclei.
CASPT2 calculations on the excited states of Be(NH3)4

employ the same VTZ/Be,N DTZ/H basis set and have an active
space with two electrons in 20 outer orbitals; all but the eight
Be−N bonding electrons in the four lowest valence orbitals are
correlated in the perturbative part of CASPT2 calculations. The
ground term is 11S (1s2), followed by the 13P and 11P ones
(1s11p1), which are 0.81 and 1.62 eV higher. The 11D and 13D
terms with mostly 1s11d1 character are next at 1.65−1.82 and

Table 2. CASPT2 and P3+ Excitation Energies (eV) of Be(NH3)4
+ for Several Basis Setsa

atom basis sets

Be VTZ VTZ VTZ ATZ VTZ VTZ VTZ VTZ
N VTZ VTZ VTZ DTZ VTZ VTZ VTZ VTZ
H VTZ ATZ DTZ DTZ DQZ DTZ TTZ QTZ
state CASPT2 CASPT2 CASPT2 CASPT2 CASPT2 P3+ P3+ P3+
12S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
12P 1.55 1.40 1.39 1.40 1.40 1.34 1.34 1.34
12D 2.95 2.41 2.37 2.38 2.38 2.30 2.30 2.30
22S 4.78 3.50 3.34 3.33 3.34 3.27 3.26 3.26
12F 4.78 3.88 3.72 3.72 3.72 3.64 3.63 3.63
22P 6.50 4.30 3.91 3.91 3.91 3.85 3.84 3.84
22D 6.96 4.90 4.57 4.55 4.55 4.50 4.43 4.43

aFor P3+, all valence electrons were correlated, whereas for CASPT2, eight electrons corresponding to the Be−N bonds in four inner valence MOs
were frozen.

Figure 4. Electrostatic potentials along the three directions of the
arrows. Solid and dashed black lines correspond to −2/R and
Be(NH3)4 potentials, respectively.

Figure 5. Energy levels and radial wave functions of the outer orbitals
for the electrostatic potential of Be(NH3)4

2+ (red line of Figure 4)
acting on an electron. The radial wave function of 2s of the beryllium
atom at the Hartree−Fock (HF) level is also shown for comparison.
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1.93−2.11 eV, respectively. The 11D term has partial 1p2

character, which stabilizes it further compared to 13D. The
23P (1p2), 13S (1s12s1) and 21S (1s12s1) terms are almost all
degenerate at 2.24−2.30 eV. The multireference 13F term
follows and has mixed 1s11f1 and 1p11d1 character at 2.73−2.80
eV. The 33P and 21P (1s12p1) terms are the last ones with
single-reference electronic configurations at 2.62 and 2.71 eV.
The remaining terms (31S, 21D, 11F, 31D) are highly
multireference in character and blend the 1p2, 1p11d1, 1s11f1,
and 1s11d1 configurations. Their excitation energies are in the
2.83−3.14 eV range. A complete list of energies for individual
components of each term is given in the SI.
Preliminary density-functional calculations indicate that the

Aufbau rules reported here might carry over to other metal-
ammonia complexes. Indeed, M(NH3)x structures with an
M(NH3)x

n+ core and n outer electrons are stable for many
metals. Whereas Al(NH3)6 hosts three outer electrons,
Ti(NH3)6 has two inner unpaired d-electrons and an electron
pair in its outer 1s orbital. These solvated electron precursors
(SEP) can bind covalently to form aggregates such as
[Be(NH3)4]4.
High-level ab initio calculations on the ground and excited

states of neutral and charged beryllium tetra-ammonia
complexes disclose that these systems consist of a Be(NH3)4

2+

core surrounded by one, two, or three electrons. Dyson orbitals
of electron detachment from the molecular complex resemble
those of an isoelectronic double Rydberg anion, Li(NH3)4

−.
Aufbau rules (1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, ...) pertain to orbitals that resemble
those of a jellium or nuclear shell model. The effective
electrostatic potential produced by the core and acting on the
outer electrons reproduces the observed shell structure. The
exploration of more metal-ammonia complexes and the
construction of a new periodic table of SEPs are underway.
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ABSTRACT: Neutral and positively charged calcium ammonia complexes
are investigated by means of high-level quantum chemical calculations. We
report optimal structures, binding energies, and vibrational spectra for
Ca(NH3)1−8

0,+. The bigger Ca(NH3)6−8
0,+ complexes can be classified as

solvated electron precursors (SEPs) and are best described as a
Ca(NH3)6−8

2+ core with two or one peripheral electrons. In their ground
state, only ∼10% of the outer electron density is estimated to be within the
calcium van der Waals radius. For these systems, we calculated several low-
lying electronic states, where electrons populate diffuse outer orbitals. The
Aufbau principle for the outer electrons is found to be identical to previously
studied SEPs: 1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, and 2p. We show that going from Ca(NH3)5,
which has an incomplete first coordination shell and the two valence
electrons that are mainly in the valence sphere of calcium, to Ca(NH3)6, both
the vibrational and electronic features change abruptly. Infrared, visible, and
ultraviolet spectroscopy can be used to identify and characterize calcium SEPs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Solvated electron precursors (SEPs) are the class of
coordination metal complexes, where the ligands promote
the relocation of metallic valence electrons to the “outer
sphere” of the complex. We discovered that ammonia and
water SEPs display diffuse electrons in peripheral hydrogenic-
type orbitals which obey the jellium-type Aufbau rules (1s, 1p,
1d, 2s, 1f, 2p, 2d, and so forth.), instead of the typical
hydrogenic model.1−6 Such species are present in concentrated
metal solutions.5

The properties of “free” electron solutions have been
investigated since the beginning of the 19th century. The
interest in the solvated species present in these solutions,
including SEPs, has recently been revived.1−5,7−13 Ammonia
has received most of the interest among the solvents chosen in
the published reports. Its ability to abstract and solvate
electrons was first observed by Sir Humphry Davy (1807).5 In
his attempt to make potassium react with gaseous ammonia, he
noticed a “fine blue color”, which was only later associated to
the solvation of electrons by ammonia. Recent studies found
that the color and appearance of metal ammonia solutions vary
with different metal concentrations. When the concentration of
the solution reaches the saturation point at about 20 mol %
metal, it becomes a liquid metal displaying bronze color.5,14−16

A liquid metal can be represented by several positive metal
cores coordinated by ammonia and electrons moving “freely”
in the interstitial space. At low temperature (∼100 K), liquid
metals become solids (expanded metals), the structure of
which has been determined by means of X-ray and neutron

scattering for Li, Na, and Ca.15−19 Calcium has been reported
to form such species with Ca(NH3)6

2+ cores.17

In the gas-phase regime, lithium, sodium, and magnesium
ammonia complexes have been produced experimentally, and
photoelectron spectra of their anions have been analyzed.20−25

From the theoretical viewpoint, few studies exist in the past
literature, focusing mainly on the microsolvation process, in
which electrons migrate from the metal center to the
solvent.5,11,26−31 More recently, our group has published a
series of theoretical studies on different metal ammonia
complexes, and specifically for lithium, sodium, beryllium,
vanadium, and yttrium, showing unique electronic features for
each single species.1−4 Transition metals were found to be way
more challenging systems because of the dual shell nature
(inner valence d-orbitals and outer diffuse orbitals) and the
multireference nature of their wavefunction. The second-row
transition metal yttrium forms an octa-coordinated system,
Y(NH3)8

0,±, which preserves no inner shell electrons: a
Y(NH3)8

3+ core hosts up to four electrons orbiting in its
periphery.1 Multiconfigurational techniques were proven to be
essential for the study of such demanding systems.
Very recently, calcium ammonia complexes were produced

by Albaqami and Ellis and their infrared (IR) spectra were
recorded.7 Based on MP2 calculations, the authors assigned
the IR spectra and found that the first coordination sphere is
saturated with eight ammonia ligands. They observed that the
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main peak at ∼3130 cm−1 (N−H stretches) is accompanied by
a satellite peak at ∼3280 cm−1 going from Ca(NH3)8 to
Ca(NH3)9. This suggests that the lowest energy isomers for
Ca(NH3)1−8 have all direct bonds with the ligands, and that
the ninth ammonia populates the second shell of the complex,
which is in agreement with their calculated relative energies of
the involved isomers.
Although these gas-phase experiments isolated the Ca-

(NH3)8−10 complexes, the calcium ammonia expanded metals
consist primarily of Ca(NH3)6.

17 To shed more light on the
properties of calcium ammonia complexes, we carry out higher
level calculations including core valence electron correlation,
which affects considerably the Ca−N bond lengths and
energetics of the system. In addition, we investigate for the
first time the electronic structure of their ground and several
low-lying electronic states for both the neutral and cationic
species. Our findings make available accurate excitation
energies to future experimental studies and provide additional
means to identify and assign the spectra of calcium−ammonia
complexes.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Geometry optimization for Ca(NH3)n=1−8

0,+ was performed at
restricted and unrestricted MP2 for the neutral and cationic
species, respectively. Spin contamination for the cation was
minimal (∼0.0005). We also considered the effect of core-
correlation by unfreezing all the electrons from calcium and
nitrogen, but 1s (C-MP2). To ensure all optimized complexes
were minima on the potential energy surface and to get an
estimate of zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections, frequency
calculations were performed for all structures at the density
functional theory (DFT)/B3LYP.32,33 The MP2 structures
were re-optimized at this level of theory. Cartesian coordinates,
and frequencies are provided in the Supporting Information.
Considering the basis set selection, for calculations without

core-correlation, we used cc-pVTZ34,35 for calcium, and
nitrogen, and aug-cc-pVTZ34,35 for hydrogen. The use of
augmented functions is necessary to describe the diffuse nature
of the outer orbitals.4 The C-MP2 calculations were done with
the more balanced cc-pCVTZ36 basis set for calcium. For the
excited state calculations, doubly augmented bases were
centered on hydrogen atoms to properly describe the nature
of different outer orbitals.34,37

The methodology chosen for vertical excited state
calculations was the complete active space self-consistent
filed (CASSCF), followed by second-order perturbation theory
(CASPT2), including both static and dynamic electron
correlation effects. The MP2 optimal geometries of the ground

state were used. The neutral and cationic hexacoordinated
species bear C1 symmetry, which was found to be computa-
tionally demanding. To bypass this technical issue, we imposed
C2v symmetry through small rotations of selected ammonia
ligands and re-optimized the complex, as we did for V(NH3)6.

2

The energy difference between C2v and C1 geometries is only
0.10 (cation) and 0.06 (neutral) kcal/mol. Considering
Ca(NH3)7

0,+, we used Cs as the largest abelian point subgroup
of the actual C3v symmetry of the complex. Similarly, for the
octa-coordinated species, we used C2v (full point group is D4d).
The CASPT2 excitation energies are obtained with cc-pVTZ
for calcium and nitrogen, but d-aug-cc-pVTZ for hydrogen for
penta-, hexa-, hepta- and octa-coordinated complexes. C-
CASPT2 calculations were also carried out with the cc-pCVTZ
basis set for calcium and the C-MP2 geometries for the ground
state.
For the Ca(NH3)6

+ cationic case, CASSCF wavefunctions
were constructed by allocating one outer electron in 20
orbitals: two s-type (1s and 2s), six p-type (1p and 2p), five d-
type (1d), and seven f-type (1f) active orbitals. Considering
Ca(NH3)7

+ and Ca(NH3)8
+, we used one electron in one s-

type (1s), three p-type (1p), and five d-type (1d) (nine active
orbitals). We performed the calculations for each irreducible
representation separately. For the neutral species, we used the
same active space as the cation for each of the species, but all
irreducible representations were state-averaged for technical
reasons.
Regarding CASPT2, we also took into consideration

excitations from inner orbitals. For Ca(NH3)6
0,+, we activated

24 orbitals (9a1, 5b1, 7b2, and 3a2) and for Ca(NH3)7
0,+ 28

(17a′, 11a″), which correspond to all ammonia valence orbitals
in the system. For Ca(NH3)8

0,+, we could only include
excitations out of 24 “sub-valence” orbitals (7a1, 6b1, 6b2, and
5a2), which correspond to N−H bonding orbitals. For C-
CASPT2 (done only for Ca(NH3)6

0,+), we included all
electrons but the 1s and 2s of calcium and 1s of nitrogen.
To render these calculations feasible, we had to consider the

internally contracted version of CASPT2, which is imple-
mented in MOLPRO 2015.1 (RS2C).38 To avoid intruder
states instabilities in our calculations, we also considered a level
shift of 0.02 and an IPEA value of 0.02.38,39 Geometry
optimizations were performed with Gaussian 1640 and
multireference calculations with MOLPRO 2015.1.41

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Ground-State Properties of Ca(NH3)n=1−8

0,+. The
MP2 and C-MP2 optimized geometries and DFT harmonic
vibrational frequencies are reported in the Supporting

Table 1. Detachment Energy of a Single Ammonia Ligand from Ca(NH3)n
0,+ (kcal/mol) at Different Levels of Theory

Ca(NH3)n
+ Ca(NH3)n

n De(MP2)a De(C-MP2)a D0(C-MP2)b De(MP2)a De(C-MP2)a D0(C-MP2)b De(MP2)c

1 28.4 28.5 26.7 8.1 6.6 5.6 9.6
2 24.1 27.3 25.6 9.9 11.8 10.7 9.6
3 18.2 20.4 19.1 8.7 9.6 8.6 12.5
4 17.4 19.9 18.4 11.6 12.8 11.7 13.8
5 17.2 18.6 17.7 12.4 11.1 9.8 15.3
6 16.1 18.1 17.1 13.9 19.5 18.0 17.5
7 11.4 13.7 11.3 9.9 12.2 9.8 10.2
8 9.3 4.9 3.5 7.7 3.3 1.8 9.1

aDe = E[Ca(NH3)n−1
0,+] + E[NH3] − E[Ca(NH3)n

0,+]. bD0 = De + ZPE[Ca(NH3)n−1
0,+] + ZPE[NH3] − ZPE[Ca(NH3)n

0,+]; ZPE values obtained
at B3LYP. cMP2/6-311++G(d,p); ref 7.
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Information. The detachment energy De of a single ammonia
from Ca(NH3)n

0,+ for n = 1−8 given by

= [ ] + [ ] − [ ]−
+ +D E E ECa(NH ) NH Ca(NH )n ne 3 1

0,
3 3

0,

is listed in Table 1. The Ca(1S) and Ca+(2S) states are used for
n = 1. The ZPE-corrected De values are also provided in Table
1 at the C-MP2 level as D0

= + [ ] + [ ]
− [ ]

−
+

+
D D ZPE Ca(NH ) ZPE NH

ZPE Ca(NH )
n

n

0 e 3 1
0,

3

3
0,

More detailed tables are provided in the Supporting
Information. Here, we consider only complexes with ammonia
ligands directly attached to calcium because they have been
shown to be the lowest energy isomers. In the case of cationic
complexes, De(MP2), De(C-MP2), and D0(C-MP2) are all
monotonically decreasing series of n ranging from ∼28 to ∼4
kcal/mol. Core correlation effects generally strengthen metal
ammonia interactions by ∼2 kcal/mol, while ZPE corrections
reduce the detachment energy by slightly smaller amounts.
The two effects nearly cancel each other out. The same
cancelation is generally seen for the neutral species, for which
no specific trend is found for different n values.
A common feature for Ca(NH3)n

0,+ is the sudden drop of D0
going from n = 6 to 7 and from n = 7 to 8. Especially, for n = 8,
both the core correlation and ZPE effects are synergistic
decreasing the detachment energy from 9.3 and 7.7 to just 3.5
and 1.8 kcal/mol for Ca(NH3)8

+ and Ca(NH3)8. The
important drop in D0[Ca(NH3)n] for n > 6 by 8.2 (n = 6−
7) and 8.0 (n = 7−8) kcal/mol and its sudden increase going
from n = 1−5 (5.6−11.5 kcal/mol) to 6 (18.0 kcal/mol)
explains why saturated calcium ammonia solutions prefer the
Ca(NH3)6 entities (see Introduction).
De(MP2) values for Ca(NH3)n are reported by Albaqami

and Ellis, albeit with a smaller basis set.7 Their 6-311++G(d,p)
basis set consists of 4s1p (H) 5s4p1d (N) 9s8p2d (Ca)
functions, while the composition of the present basis set (cc-
pVTZ for Ca and N and aug-cc-pVTZ for H) is 5s4p3d (H)
4s3p2d1f (N) 6s5p3d1f (Ca). In addition, the 6-311++G(d,p)
basis set has considerably less diffuse s- and p-type functions
for hydrogen (smallest exponents: 0.025 vs 0.036 for s-type
and 0.750 vs 0.102 for p-type), while no d-functions are
present. Despite the significant size difference of the two sets,
the De values agree within 3.8 kcal/mol with an average
discrepancy over n of 1.9 kcal/mol (see Table 1). The 6-311+
+G(d,p) values are always larger (except for n = 2) as expected
by Albaqami and Ellis. In the n = 6−8 cases, our ZPE-corrected
C-MP2 detachment energies differ appreciably from the plain
MP2 ones, stressing the importance of the vibrational and core
correlation effects.
Another significant effect of the calcium core electron

correlation is the significant shortening of the Ca−N bond
lengths. For the highly symmetric Ca(NH3)6,8 complexes, the
MP2 Ca−N bond lengths are 2.625 and 2.725 Å contracting
by ∼0.12 Å to 2.508 and 2.529 Å at C-MP2, respectively. The
same differences are seen for Ca(NH3)6,8

+. The N−H bonds
elongate in all four systems by 0.007−0.0104 Å compared to
free NH3 at MP2. Core correlation affects them by less than
0.001 Å. The N−H elongation is because of the attraction from
the outer electrons.
In Figure 1, the highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO) of Ca(NH3)n
+ is displayed. For n = 0, the

HOMO corresponds to the 4s atomic orbital of Ca. It is

apparent that the electron lone pairs of each attacking
ammonia ligand displaces the 4s1 electron, which gradually
shifts to the periphery of the Ca(NH3)

2+ core. For n = 6−8, 4s
transforms to the pseudo-spherical outer 1s orbital observed
for Be, Li, and Na ammonia complexes.3,4 Identical schemes
are observed for the neutral species and they can rationalize
the D0 trends discussed in the previous paragraph.
Sommerfeld and Dreux have shown for the similar Li(NH3)4

complex that in terms of electronic density, only 6% of the
excess electron’s density is closely associated with the atoms
and that the outer electron is best characterized as Rydberg-
like electron of the whole cluster.42 In this report, we employ a
more practical approach to provide a semiquantitative measure
of the transformation of 4sCa to the superatomic 1s orbital. We
calculated the electronic density based solely on the HOMO
(φHOMO) along specific directions as

ρ φ=r r r( ) ( )2
HOMO

2
(1)

The chosen direction always follows the line that is further
from all ammonia ligands. For example, in the case of
Ca(NH3), this line goes to the opposite direction from NH3,
while for Ca(NH3)6, this line goes through the middle of three
neighboring nitrogen atoms. The density ρ(r) for all calcium
ammonia complexes with up to eight ammonias including the
naked atom, Ca(NH3)n=0−8, is plotted in Figure 2. It is
observed that its maximum is around 1.8 Å for n = 0−4.
Although it is getting more diffuse going from n = 0 to 4, it is at

Figure 1. Contours of the highest molecular orbital of the
Ca(NH3)n=1−8

+ species, which gradually gets converted from the
atomic 4s orbital of calcium to the pseudo-spherical outer 1s orbital,
which is clearly formed for n = 6−8.

Figure 2. Radial distribution of the electronic density corresponding
to the HOMO (eq 1) for the Ca(NH3)n=0−8 species. The van der
Waals radius (rvdW) for the calcium atom is shown with the dashed
vertical line. The maximum of all curves is adjusted to be equal to one.
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n = 5 that the density maximum shifts to longer distance (∼2.2
Å), which finally shifts another 1.2 Å going to n = 6. The
maxima for n = 7, 8 shift only another 0.3 Å. This plot provides
a clear indication for the displacement of calcium valence
electrons. We further obtained the percentage of the density
from the van der Waals distance of the calcium atom (2.31
Å)43 and beyond by integrating the density along the chosen
direction. For naked calcium, we obtained a value of 35%,
which changed to 39, 43, 45, 47, 60, 86, 92, and 93% for n =
1−8, respectively. It is obvious that for Ca(NH3)6−8, the
HOMO can clearly be characterized as an orbital of the whole
complex in agreement with the observations of Sommerfeld
and Dreux.
Albaqami and Ellis reported IR spectra in the N−H

stretching region for Ca(NH3)8−10, focusing on the transition
between Ca(NH3)8 (complete first solvation shell) and
Ca(NH3)7@NH3 (complete first shell plus one ammonia
placed in the second shell). Here, we report theoretical IR
spectra for Ca(NH3)1−8 to cover the other end too, where the
first solvation shell is “incomplete”. By that, we mean the
Ca(NH3)1−5 cases, where valence electrons are still largely in
the valence sphere of calcium (see Figure 1).
The 3275−3350 cm−1 region corresponds to symmetric N−

H stretches of all coordinated ammonia ligands and is shown
in Figure 3. The main peak of Ca(NH3) is at 3357 cm−1 red

shifted by ∼100 cm−1 with respect to free NH3 (see
Supporting Information). The position of the main peak
moves to lower frequencies all the way to Ca(NH3)5 with an
average step of 15 cm−1. Going from Ca(NH3)5 to Ca(NH3)6,

the peak changes direction and shifts to higher frequencies by
∼10 cm−1. The same happens for Ca(NH3)7 and Ca(NH3)8
with steps of 14 and 12 cm−1, respectively. Apparently, this
change is a direct reflection of the “total” displacement of the
valence calcium electrons to the periphery when the sixth
ammonia enters the coordination sphere. The addition of more
ligands makes the N−H bonds “stronger” (blue shift of
harmonic frequencies). The reason is that the same two
electrons are shared among more N−H bonds. As a result, a
smaller effective negative charge corresponds to each hydrogen
terminal causing a smaller N−H bond elongation.
Finally, we included the IR peaks for the Ca(NH3)6@NH3

species, which has a completely different spectrum from its
Ca(NH3)7 isomer. The main peak of the former is at the same
position of Ca(NH3)6 having a smaller satellite peak 20 cm−1

higher in frequency. This is identical with the observation by
Albaqami and Ellis relative to the Ca(NH3)8 and Ca(NH3)7@
NH3 complexes.7 Recall that these authors identified the
Ca(NH3)8 complex, while solid-state calcium ammonia
systems prefer the Ca(NH3)6 arrangement. The spectra of
Ca(NH3)7 and Ca(NH3)6@NH3 can be used to confirm that
the seventh ammonia indeed enters the first solvation shell
confirming the observations of Albaqami and Ellis.

3.2. Excited States of Ca(NH3)n=6−8
+. The excited states

for the Ca(NH3)6−8
+ species are examined in this section. As

discussed earlier, the ground state of these species bears one
electron in a pseudo-spherical (s-type) orbital covering almost
evenly the periphery of the Ca(NH3)6−8

2+ core. Similar
electronic structure features were observed in other metal−
ammonia complexes by our group (see Introduction). The
next excited states occupy orbitals of p-, d-, and f-type orbitals,
forming a hydrogenic-type shell model.
For the smaller and computationally less-demanding Ca-

(NH3)6
+ complex, we studied the first 20 electronic states.

Their excitation energies at CASSCF, CASPT2, and C-
CASPT2 are reported in Table 2 and the Supporting
Information. Based on the angular and radial distribution of
the occupied orbital in each case, the states have been assigned
using atomic electronic terms. Specifically, we studied the 12S,
12P, 12D, 12F, 22S, and 22P states, which have one electron in
the 1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, and 2p outer diffuse orbitals (see Figure
4). The individual components of each state are not necessarily
degenerate, that is, the three components of 12P span an
energy range of a few hundredths of eV. A detailed list of the
energies and irreducible representations under the actual point
group of the complex for all individual components is given in
the Supporting Information.
In all cases, the CASSCF excitation energies fall short of the

CASPT2 ones by 0.17−0.44 eV. Similar observations were

Figure 3. IR spectrum between 3275 and 3375 cm−1 for Ca(NH3)1−8.
B3LYP harmonic frequencies and intensities are used. The HMHW
for all peaks is set to 10 cm−1.

Table 2. Electronic Configuration and Vertical Excitation Energies (eV) for Ca(NH3)n=5−8
+

Ca(NH3)5
+ Ca(NH3)6

+ Ca(NH3)7
+ Ca(NH3)8

+

state CASPT2 CASSCF CASPT2 C-CASPT2 CASPT2 CASPT2

12S (1s1) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
12P (1p1)a 1.33−1.40 0.69 0.86 0.90 0.83 0.81
12D (1d1)a 2.30−2.57 1.52 1.85 1.90 1.75 1.70
12F (1f1)a 2.34 2.78 2.82 2.50
22S (2s1) 2.21 2.63 2.70 2.65
22P (2p1)a 2.53 2.95 3.05 2.81

aState-averaged values over all “spherical” quasi-degenerate components for Ca(NH3)6−8
+, but a full range of energies for Ca(NH3)5

+. More
detailed tables are given in the Supporting Information.
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made for other metal−ammonia complexes by the authors.1,2

C-CASPT2 increases the excitation energies further by less
than 0.1 eV. Both valence and sub-valence electron correlations
are more important for higher states. Identical conclusions
were found for vanadium ammonia complexes.2 For bigger
complexes, we did not include the core correlation, and thus,
our CASPT2 values of Table 2 should be considered as a lower
bound. More accurate excitation energies can be estimated by
adding 0.05−0.1 eV.
Moving to larger systems, we see that the excitation energy

drops. Because of its lower symmetry, only the first three states
were technically feasible for Ca(NH3)7. For these three states,
the 12P ← 12S/12D ← 12S excitation energies decrease by
0.03/0.10 (n = 6 → 7) and 0.02/0.05 eV (n = 7 → 8) eV,
exhibiting an asymptotic pattern. This trend can be explained
by the larger number of ligands, which displace further the
outer electrons (see Figure 2), increasing the radius of the
peripheral orbitals. The larger radius is directly connected to
the energy drop, as happens in the case of the simple particle-
on-a-sphere model. Similarly, the excitation energies for the
remaining states decrease going from n = 6 to 8.
For all the three systems, the energy order of the outer

orbitals is 1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, and 2p. The energy difference
between successive energy levels is nearly equal up to the 1f
level (see Table 2). The 2s level is within 0.2 eV from 1f, and
2p is ∼0.3 eV higher than 2s. The first two excited states of
Ca+ are 2D (3d1) and 2P (4p1) 1.70 and 3.14 eV (MJ-
averaged)44 higher than the ground 2S (4s1) state. An
interesting observation is that the order of the p- and d-type
orbitals is reversed going from plain Ca+ to Ca(NH3)6

+.
Moreover, the energy order of the outer orbitals is identical for
all metals studied so far by our group. Both observations

suggest that the outer shell is independent of the central metal.
Therefore, interpreting them as Rydberg orbitals of the central
metal perturbed by the ligands is a less natural viewpoint. The
metallic nature is rather suppressed, and only its ionization
energy seems to make the difference among different metals.1

The outer orbitals should be better viewed as the result of the
complex electrostatics of the system and the central metal acts
more like a central charge.3

Finally, we calculated the excited states of Ca(NH3)5
+ in an

attempt to show how an incomplete first solvation shell affects
the electronic spectrum. In this case, only the 1s, 1p, and 1d
orbitals are considered. Table 2 indicates that the 12P
components retain their degeneracy but 12D components are
spread out in the 2.30−2.57 eV energy range. In all cases, the
excitation energies are clearly larger by about ∼0.40 eV
compared to the Ca(NH3)6−8

+ species because of closer
proximity of the calcium valence electrons to the calcium
nucleus. The sudden change of the excitation energy could be a
clean indicator of the completion of the first coordination
sphere.

3.3. Excited States of Ca(NH3)n=6−8. The addition of an
electron renders the wavefunction of the low-lying electronic
states quite multiconfigurational. The ground state for all
Ca(NH3)6−8 species has a dominant 1s2 character (11S),
followed by the triplet 1s11p1 state (13P). The next state has
mixed 1p2-1s11d1 (11D) nature, which is followed by the open-
shell singlet 1s11p1 (11P) counterpart of 13P. Then, both
electrons are promoted to the 1p level (23P; 1p2) or one
electron of the ground state moves to 1d (13D; 1s11d1). The
excitation energies are registered in Table 3, while a more
detailed list of the energies and symmetries of the individual
components for each state is given in the Supporting
Information. As in the cationic complexes, the energy order
of the Rydberg states of Ca is very different. The energy order
for the calcium atom is 4s2 (1S), 4s14p1 (3P), 4s13d1 (3D),
4s13d1 (1D), 4s14p1 (1P), while the 4p2 (3P) state is ranked
fifteenth. This is another indication that the outer orbitals
should not be seen as Rydberg orbitals of the metal.
Table 3 lists CASSCF, CASPT2, and C-CASPT2 excitation

energies for Ca(NH3)6. In addition to the previously
mentioned states, we did calculations to 30 more states of
extremely multireference wavefunctions, which involve the
higher energy 1f, 2s, and 2p orbitals. Table 3 reports only the
energy range covered by these states; more details are provided
in the Supporting Information. Similar to cations, the CASPT2

Figure 4. Selected outer orbitals for Ca(NH3)6
+ and Ca(NH3)7

+.

Table 3. Electronic Configuration and Vertical Excitation Energies (eV) for Ca(NH3)n=5−8

Ca(NH3)5 Ca(NH3)6 Ca(NH3)7 Ca(NH3)8

state CASPT2 CASSCF CASPT2 C-CASPT2 CASPT2 CASPT2

11S (1s2) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
13P (1s11p1)a 0.46, 0.64 (2) 0.37 0.49 0.52 0.44 0.42
11D (1p2/1s11d1)a 1.08−1.41b 0.92 1.18 1.22 1.05 1.04
11P (1s11p1)a 1.08−1.41b 0.97 1.15 1.18 1.04 0.98
23P (1p2)a 1.54, 1.63 (2) 1.26 1.52 1.56 1.40 1.34
13D (1s11d1)a 1.67−1.81 1.30 1.51 1.55 1.50c 1.45
MCd 1.51−1.92 1.87−2.18

aState-averaged values over all “spherical” quasi-degenerate components for Ca(NH3)6−8
+, but a full range of energies for Ca(NH3)5. More detailed

tables are given in the Supporting Information. bThe two manifolds of states are highly mixed. cOnly two (out of five) components were feasible at
CASPT2. The average CASSCF values for all five components were improved by adding the average CASPT2−CASSCF shift of the two former
components (see the Supporting Information). dMulti-configurational wavefunctions: Mixture of 1s12s1, 1p11d1, 1s12p1, and 1s11f1. A range of
values is given; see the Supporting Information.
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values are higher than CASSCF ones by 0.2−0.3 eV, and C-
CASPT2 values are ∼0.05 eV higher than CASPT2 ones.
Referring to the two larger clusters Ca(NH3)7,8, we see again
that the excitation energies decrease asymptotically. Compared
to the cationic counterparts, the neutral species reveal a much
denser energy level pattern. For example, Ca(NH3)6 has 53
states within 2.2 eV, while Ca(NH3)6

+ has 20 states within 3.1
eV.
Finally, as in the cationic species, we calculated the

excitation energies of Ca(NH3)5. In contrast to the 1p1

components of Ca(NH3)5
+, the 1s11p1 ones of Ca(NH3)5 are

not nearly degenerate. One of them lies at 0.46 eV and is 0.18
eV more stable than the other two components. A possible
reason is that the 1s orbital shown in Figure 1 is polarized
toward a specific direction ruining the spatial isotropy. Their
degeneracy is recovered when going to larger complexes, where
the two electrons become peripheral. The same is true for the
three 1p2 components, as well as with the 11D, 11P, and 13D
states (see Table 3). As in the cationic case, electronic
spectroscopy can signify the electron delocalization and the
formation of a SEP.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Neutral and cationic calcium ammonia complexes were studied
using single and multireference quantum chemical approaches.
For all of them, we report structures and binding energies. For
the hexa-, hepta- and octa-coordinated complexes, we found
that the valence electrons of calcium have been displaced in the
periphery of the Ca(NH3)6−8

2+ skeleton and are thus classified
as SEPs. The N−H stretching region of the IR spectrum is
highly affected by the electronic structure changes. For the
neutral series, we observe some red shift for the main peak of
species with up to five ammonia ligands, which becomes blue
shifted for larger systems.
We further examined the low-lying electronic states of these

SEPs. As in other alkali and alkaline earth metal SEPs, the
outer electrons populate diffuse orbitals resembling those of
hydrogenic atoms but bearing a different Aufbau principle. The
ranking for the first few peripheral orbitals is confirmed as 1s,
1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, and 2p. Excitation energies are quite insensitive
to the number of coordinated ammonias for the three SEPs.
Going from Ca(NH3)5, which has an incomplete first shell, to
Ca(NH3)6−8, the pattern of the electronic spectrum is modified
considerably. Both the vibrational and electronic features of
the calcium ammonia complexes can reveal experimentally the
unique personality of SEPs.
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ABSTRACT: Positively charged or neutral metal ammonia complexes can form molecular species
called solvated electron precursors (SEPs) that accommodate peripheral electrons in approximately
hydrogenic diffuse orbitals. This work expands the notion of SEPs to metal ammonia complexes wherein
a second coordination shell with 12 ammonia molecules is attached to M(NH3)4 (M = Li, Be+, B2+)
SEPs via hydrogen bonding. In such complexes, denoted M(NH3)4@12NH3, the 12 outer ammonia
molecules displace the peripheral electrons even further away from the first shell of ammonia molecules.
We have benchmarked several density functional methods against CCSD(T) results and found that
CAM-B3LYP provides the best M(NH3)4@12NH3 structures. The electron attachment energies of the
closed-shell cores calculated with electron-propagator methods and the corresponding Dyson orbitals
reveal the Aufbau principle for the ground and excited states of M(NH3)4@12NH3 to be 1s, 1p, 1d, 1f,
2s, 2p, 1g, 2d. These orbitals are diffuse and delocalized over the periphery of the second solvation shell.

1. INTRODUCTION

A variety of solvent molecules can coordinate to metal atoms,
detach their valence electrons, and generate solvated electrons.
The first report of this effect dates back to 1807, when Sir
Humphry Davy observed “a fine blue color” produced during
the interaction of potassium with gaseous ammonia.1 It was
only later in 1916 that Gibson and Argo coined the term
“solvated electrons” when they assigned this brilliant blue color
to “free” electrons in ammonia.2 Besides ammonia, water,
alcohols, ethers, methylamine, and acetonitrile are also known
to solvate electrons.3−6 The longer lifetime of ammoniated
electrons has motivated a plethora of studies on metal
ammonia systems in gaseous, solution, and solid states.7−12

These electrons even suffice to reduce an aromatic ring in a
reaction known as the Birch reduction.13

Increasing metal concentration in alkali metal ammonia
solutions causes a diminution of electrical conductivity due to
the production of Ms

+es
− ion pairs.14 Further increasing the

metal concentration to 1 mol % results in closer proximity of
electrons, facilitating their coupling.14 Subsequent increases (1
to 8 mol %) yield a bronze-gold metallic solution with
delocalized solvated electrons and improved conductivity.14,15

At ∼21 mol %, the solution is identified as a liquid or expanded
metal that possesses the highest possible electrical con-
ductivity.14 Liquid metals have been mooted as high-
temperature superconductors.10

We recently introduced a new perspective for neutral or
partially oxidized metal ammonia complexes, dubbed solvated
electron precursors (SEPs), that consist of a M(NH3)n

q+ core
(M = metal) and a number of peripheral electrons. A critical
number of ammonia molecules is necessary to displace the
valence electrons of a metal.16,17 Our first reported SEP was
Be(NH3)4, which can be seen as a tetrahedral Be(NH3)4

2+ core

surrounded by two electrons.16 We discovered that the
pseudospherical s-type orbital that extends over the whole
complex (and is therefore termed superatomic) hosts two
exterior electrons in the ground state and is followed by higher
angular momentum (i.e., p-, d-, or f-shaped) superatomic
orbitals that are populated in low-lying electronic states. On
the basis of the excitation energies of the single peripheral
electron system Be(NH3)4

+, we disclosed the Aufbau principle
for SEPs, which reads 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p.16 This orbital series
resembles those of nuclear shell or jellium models. As electrons
are added in the sequence Be(NH3)4

2+, Be(NH3)4
+, Be(NH3)4,

and Be(NH3)4
−, the Be−N distances shorten and the N−H

distances lengthen gradually in the ground states.
The two isovalent SEPs Li(NH3)4 and Na(NH3)4 have a

single outer electron,18 while the species Ca(NH3)6,
Ca(NH3)7, and Ca(NH3)8 were all identified as SEPs with
two outer electrons.19 As the number of ammonia molecules
bound to Ca increases by one, the first excitation energy drops
only by ∼0.02 eV. Very recently, the largest one, Ca(NH3)8,
has also been identified spectroscopically.9 Transition metal
ammonia complexes were also shown to form SEPs:20

V(NH3)6 bears a V(NH3)6
2+ core and two outer electrons

that are spin-coupled only weakly to the inner 3d electrons of
vanadium. The outer 1s orbital was shown to be more diffuse
than the 4s atomic orbital of vanadium. On the other hand, the
second-row transition metal yttrium allows the “solvation” of
all three valence electrons on the periphery of the Y(NH3)8

3+

skeleton.21
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Metal aqua complexes also behave as SEPs,22−26 although
they are less stable and tend to release hydrogen, depleting the
system of outer electrons. For example, Mg(H2O)6

+ has one
outer electron, and its high symmetry (D2h) permitted us to
expand the previously introduced Aufbau principle for SEPs
beyond the 2d level. The observed shell model for this complex
is 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p, 1f, 2d, 3s, 1g.27

According to mass spectra for n = 6−14, the Mg(H2O)n
+

structure is less favorable than the MgOH+(H2O)n−1 structure,
where a hydrogen atom is released and no solvated electrons
are present.23,28 However, for larger n values (n = 15−20), the
Mg+(H2O)n structure becomes more stable.23,28 Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations on Mg(H2O)n

+ (n =
20−60) species studied by the Beyer group suggest that the
valence electron of Mg+ migrates further from Mg(H2O)6

2+.29

Bigger clusters for Na(H2O)n (n < 32),30,31 Al+(H2O)n (n >
38),32 and M+(H2O)n (n < 41; M = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu,
Zn)33,34 were also found in the literature. These results
demonstrate that the stability of solvated electrons is recovered
with a sufficiently large number of solvent molecules.
To our knowledge, the only report of metal ammonia

systems with two coordination shells is that by Zurek,
Edwards, and Hoffman.14 They focused on the ground state
of Li(NH3)4@12NH3 and found that the valence electron is
forced to move further from Li+ beyond the first shell of
ammonia molecules. A naturally emerging question is how the
second solvation shell affects the electronic structure of the
system. Specifically, do dual-layer SEPs possess similar types of
superatomic s, p, d, etc. orbitals and what is their Aufbau
principle? In an attempt to address these questions, in the
present work we performed high-level excited-state calculations
on the isoelectronic systems M(NH3)4@12NH3 (M = Li, Be+,
B2+).

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The geometries of M(NH3)4@12NH3 (M = Li, Be+, B2+)
species are sensitive to three factors: (1) the correct
description of the outer diffuse electron density, (2) the
electrostatic potential of the complex experienced by the
peripheral electrons, and (3) the hydrogen-bonding network.
Therefore, we employed the [Be(NH3)4]

0,+,2+ and (NH3)2
systems to assess the ability of different methodologies to
describe these effects. The reference structures of
[Be(NH3)4]

0,+,2+ and (NH3)2 were obtained at the most
reliable, but tractable, level of theory, namely, coupled-cluster
singles, doubles, and perturbative triples [CCSD(T)]35 with
the aug-cc-pVTZ36−38 correlation-consistent basis set on all
atoms. Møller−Plesset second-order perturbation theory
(MP2)39 and DFT structures were benchmarked against
CCSD(T). The CAM-B3LYP,40 B97D3,41 B3LYP-D3,42

CAM-B3LYP-D3,40,42 LC-wPBE-D3,42,43 wB97XD,44

B3LYP,45−48 LC-wPBE,43 and M06-2X49 density functionals
were probed. CAM-B3LYP gave structures that were the most
consistent with CCSD(T), and therefore, M(NH3)4@12NH3
(M = Li+,0,−, Be2+,+,0, B3+,2+,+) species were optimized with
CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ. To render our calculations
manageable, a high-symmetry arrangement (T point group)
was imposed while expanding the Td structure of the M(NH3)4
core. In this structure, the ammonia molecules of the second
shell form hydrogen bonds only with first-shell ammonias and
not with their peers. CAM-B3LYP geometries were used to
perform single-point MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations and
obtain ionization energies and electron affinities. Unrestricted

Hartree−Fock spin contamination for these open-shell systems
was minor (∼0.0003).
Excited-state calculations were performed using the CAM-

B3LYP geometries and exploiting the largest Abelian subgroup,
D2. To this end, we used the complete-active-space self-
consistent field (CASSCF) and quasiparticle electron propa-
gator theory (EPT) methods: Koopmans’s theorem (KT),50

diagonal second-order (D2),51 and renormalized partial third-
order (P3+).52−54

For calculations on excited states, various basis sets were
employed. Since the correct description of the outer electronic
density is more important and the contribution of the inner
electrons to the electronic excitations is minor, we decided to
employ plain basis sets for all of the inner atomic centers and
diffuse sets for the outer 36 hydrogen atoms. Specifically, the
following combinations were applied: cc-pVDZ/d-aug-cc-
pVDZ, cc-pVDZ/t-aug-cc-pVDZ, and cc-pVTZ/d-aug-cc-
pVTZ, denoted as dadz, tadz, and datz, respectively.
The CASSCF wave function consists of one electron in 20

(five a, five b3, five b2, and five b1) active orbitals. These 20
active orbitals represent the 1s-, 1p-, 1d-, 1f-, 2s-, and 2p-type
orbitals. Vertical electron attachment energies to M(NH3)4@
12NH3 (M = Li+, Be2+, B3+) were calculated with the hierarchy
of the EPT methods (KT, D2, and P3+), and excitation
energies for M = Li, Be+, B2+ were inferred from the differences
of the electron attachment energies. The KT and D2 vertical
electron binding energies (ω) were calculated with the datz
basis, while the P3+/datz ones were estimated from the D2/
datz, D2/dadz, and P3+/dadz results as

ω ω ω

ω

+ ≈ + + [
− ]

(P3 /datz) (P3 /dadz) (D2/datz)

(D2/dadz) (1)

The results of this composite P3+ method are denoted as
cP3+/datz.
Geometry optimizations and EPT calculations were carried

out using the Gaussian 16 package,55 and CASSCF excited-
state calculations were performed with MOLPRO 2015.1.56

Plots of Dyson orbitals were obtained using Molden57 and
GaussView.58

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Ground-State Properties. For the structures

considered in this paper, the tetrahedral M(NH3)4 core
accommodates 12 ammonia molecules attached via hydrogen
bonds (see Figure 1a). Geometry optimization at the highly
accurate CCSD(T) level for the substantially large M(NH3)4@
12NH3 system is nearly an impossible task, and MP2 geometry
optimizations were also found to be computationally
demanding. In this regard, we decided to identify a suitable
density functional method that can accurately describe the
M(NH3)4@12NH3 system.
[Be(NH3)4]

0,+,2+ and (NH3)2, with their diffuse outer
electrons and hydrogen-bonding interactions, served as our
reference models. Parameters optimized with various methods
are listed in Table 1. Reference data are given for CCSD(T),
whereas deviations from these values are reported for the rest
of the methods.
MP2 is in excellent agreement with CCSD(T) in all

instances. Among the functionals, only CAM-B3LYP has
comparable accuracy: all of the bond lengths differ by less than
0.01 Å, and φhb deviates by 0.2°. The rest of the functionals are
less accurate in reproducing the structures of either the
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hydrogen-bonding interaction or the chemically bound metal
ammonia complexes. The CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ optimal
geometrical parameters for M(NH3)4@12NH3 are given in
Table 2, and the Cartesian coordinates are reported in Tables
S14−S16 in the Supporting Information. The M−N distances
of the Be(NH3)4@12NH3

+ system are 0.003 Å shorter than
those of Be(NH3)4

+
, indicating that the latter remains

practically intact when the second solvation shell is added.
Table 2 also reports relative energies (ΔE) inferred from the

MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ energy calculations along with the
corresponding vertical electron binding energies (VEBE)
calculated directly as electron propagator poles with cP3+/
datz (see Table S13). The discrepancies between the MP2 ΔE
values and the cP3+ VEBE values in Table 2 are much smaller

than 0.1 eV (except for Li(NH3)4@12NH3
−), indicating that

second-order perturbation theory is a good approximation for
the studied cases. The largest difference (0.1 eV) is
encountered for the electron detachment energy from
Li(NH3)4@12NH3

−. Because of its anionic character, this
system is the most demanding with respect to the need for
diffuse functions in the basis set. The MP2 calculations used
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis, whereas the cP3+ calculations
employed a doubly diffuse set on the outer hydrogens.
Additional calculations of the vertical electron detachment
energy (VEDE) from Li(NH3)4@12NH3

− with D2/tadz (0.33
eV) indicated that the corresponding basis with a doubly
diffuse set (D2/dadz VEDE of 0.30 eV) is practically saturated
and that the datz set (D2/datz VEDE of 0.33 eV) used to
produce the cP3+ results presented in Table 2 has the same
effect as tadz. These observations substantiate the necessity of
using a doubly diffuse set when diffuse electrons are present.
The ionization energy (IE) and electron affinity (EA) of

Li(NH3)4 are 2.92 and 0.45 eV at the CCSD(T) level of
theory.18 The corresponding experimental values are 3.02559

and 0.45 eV.60 According to the cP3+/datz results in Table 2,
the layer of 12 ammonia molecules around Li(NH3)4 leads to
IE and EA values that are decreased by 1.21 and 0.13 eV,
respectively, compared with the CCSD(T) results for Li-
(NH3)4. For Be(NH3)4, the CCSD(T) first and second IEs are
3.91 and 11.23 eV,16,18 and the second shell of NH3 lowers the
first and second IEs of Be(NH3)4 to 2.40 and 6.68 eV,
respectively.
In all cases, adding one electron to M(NH3)4@12NH3 (M =

Li+, Be2+, B3+) makes the M−N distances shorter by ∼0.004 Å.
Adding a second electron leads to an additional shortening by
∼0.002 Å. The corresponding values pertaining to adding
electrons to Be(NH3)4

2+ are ∼0.02 and ∼0.008 Å, respectively,
as revealed by CCSD(T) calculations.16 It should be noted
that the H···N distances become shorter as well by 0.03, 0.02,
and 0.01 Å for Li+ → Li, Be2+ → Be+, and B3+ → B2+,
respectively.
The N−H bonds in the outer NH3 molecules are longer for

the more electron-rich M(NH3)4 species. The CAM-B3LYP-
optimized Be−N distances of Be(NH3)4

2+,+,0 are 1.758, 1.734,
and 1.725 Å, respectively (see Table 1). In the Be(NH3)4@
12NH3

+ and Be(NH3)4@12NH3 cases, the Be−N distances

Figure 1. (a) Arrangement of 12 NH3 molecules around Be(NH3)4
+.

(b) Hydrogen bonds (black dashed lines) between the inner
Be(NH3)4

+ complex and outer NH3 molecules (for clarity, only
three outer NH3 molecules are displayed). (c) Tetrahedral geometry
of Be(NH3)4

+. (d) Test structure of the (NH3)2 dimer.

Table 1. CCSD(T)-Optimized Parameters for (NH3)2 and Be(NH3)4
0/+/2+ and Deviations from the CCSD(T) Values for Other

Methodologiesa

NH3···NH3 Be(NH3)4 Be(NH3)4
+ Be(NH3)4

2+

method rhb (Å)
b φhb (deg)

c rBeN (Å)d rNH (Å)e rBeN (Å)d rNH (Å)e rBeN (Å)d rNH (Å)e

CCSD(T) 2.281 162.7 1.733 1.030 1.741 1.027 1.764 1.023
MP2 −0.006 −0.1 −0.002 −0.001 0.001 −0.001 0.000 −0.002
CAM-B3LYP −0.007 0.2 −0.008 −0.002 −0.007 −0.002 −0.006 −0.003
B97D3 0.009 0.1 0.012 0.004 0.013 0.004 0.015 0.000
B3LYP-D3 −0.013 0.1 0.002 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.005 −0.001
CAM-B3LYP-D3 −0.035 0.1 −0.009 −0.002 −0.007 −0.002 −0.006 −0.002
LC-wPBE-D3 0.016 1.0 −0.004 −0.004 −0.003 −0.003 −0.003 −0.003
wB97XD −0.031 2.7 −0.003 −0.003 0.000 −0.002 0.003 −0.004
B3LYP 0.036 3.4 0.002 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.003 −0.001
LC-wPBE 0.054 4.6 −0.004 −0.005 −0.003 −0.003 −0.003 −0.003
M06-2X −0.001 −19.4 −0.013 −0.001 −0.012 0.000 −0.012 −0.001

aThe aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used for all of the methods. brhb is the N···H distance between the N and H atoms that are hydrogen-bonded; see
Figure 1d. cφhb is the N−H···N angle that involves the two N atoms and the bridging H atom; see Figure 1d. drBeN is the bond length for each of
the four equivalent Be−N bonds; see Figure 1c. erNH is the bond length for each of the 12 equivalent N−H bonds; see Figure 1c.
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vary only within 0.004 Å compared to their first-shell SEPs, but
Be(NH3)4@12NH3

2+ has Be−N distances that are 0.02 Å
longer than those of Be(NH3)4

2+ at the CAM-B3LYP level of
theory.
3.2. Excited States of M(NH3)4@12NH3 (M = Li, Be+,

B2+). CASSCF/dadz excitation energies for M(NH3)4@12NH3
(M = Li, Be+, B2+) are presented in the second columns in
Tables 3−5. The dadz basis comprises 766 basis functions,
making dynamic electron correlation calculations based on the
CASSCF reference nearly an impossible task. Therefore, to
describe dynamic electron correlation contributions to the
excitation energies, we employed EPT methods and carried out
vertical electron attachment energy calculations for
M(NH3)4@12NH3 (M = Li+, Be2+, B3+) with the KT, D2
and P3+ methods using the dadz basis set (the electron
attachment energies are reported in Tables S1, S5, and S9).
The excitation energies for M = Li, Be+, and B2+ were inferred

from the differences of the electron attachment energies
(Tables 3−5). We initially note that all of the pole strengths
related to the electron attachment energies are 0.97 or higher,
which is far above the limiting value of 0.85 and therefore
substantiates the applicability of the employed quasiparticle
EPT methods.
For the KT and D2 calculations, we were also able to use the

datz basis set. This basis set, which comprises 1806 basis
functions, is expected to provide the same results as the tadz
basis, as shown for Li(NH3)4@12NH3

− in section 3.1, and
thus should be practically saturated. The KT and D2 vertical
electron attachment energies obtained with the datz basis set
are reported in Tables S3, S7, and S11 (again, pole strengths
above 0.97 should be noted), and the excitation energies
inferred from them are collected in Tables 3−5.
The differences between the P3+/dadz and D2/dadz

excitation energies are 0.01 eV or smaller (see Tables 3−5),

Table 2. Relative Energies (ΔE, in eV) Obtained with MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ, Optimized Bond Distances (in Å; See Figure 1) of
Neutral and Charged M(NH3)4@12NH3 (M = Li, Be, B) Species Obtained with CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, and Negatives of
the Vertical Electron Binding Energies (−VEBE, in eV) Obtained Directly as Electron Propagator Poles with cP3+/datz (see
Equation 1 and Table S13)

bond distances

species ΔE (MP2) −VEBE (cP3+) r1(M−N)a r2(N−H)b r3(H···N)c r4(N−H)d

Li(NH3)4@12NH3
+ 1.74 1.71 2.094 1.018 2.397 1.012

Li(NH3)4@12NH3 0.00 2.087 1.017 2.366 1.012
Li(NH3)4@12NH3

− −0.22 0.32e 2.085 1.017 2.361 1.013

Be(NH3)4@12NH3
2+ 6.70 6.68 1.736 1.027 2.160 1.013

Be(NH3)4@12NH3
+ 2.40 2.40 1.731 1.027 2.139 1.014

Be(NH3)4@12NH3 0.00 1.729 1.027 2.125 1.015

B(NH3)4@12NH3
3+ 12.27 12.18 1.562 1.046 1.958 1.015

B(NH3)4@12NH3
2+ 5.04 4.98 1.558 1.045 1.948 1.016

B(NH3)4@12NH3
+ 0.00 1.555 1.044 1.935 1.017

ar1(M−N) is the M−N bond length for each of the four equivalent M−N bonds; see Figure 1b. br2(N−H) is the bond length for each of the 12
equivalent inner N−H bonds; see Figure 1b. cr3(H···N) is the length of the hydrogen bond between the H atom of an inner ammonia molecule and
the N atom of an outer ammonia molecule; see Figure 1b. dr4(N−H) is the N−H bond distance in the outer NH3 molecules; see Figure 1b.
eCalculated directly as a vertical electron detachment energy from Li(NH3)4@12NH3

−, hence the sign difference compared with the MP2 ΔE
value.

Table 3. Fifteen Lowest Vertical Excitation Energies (in eV) for Li(NH3)4@12NH3 at the CASSCF, KT, D2, and P3+ Levels of
Theory with the dadz and datz Basis Sets; The States Are Ordered According to the cP3+/datz Excitation Energies and
Collected into Quasi-degenerate Superatomic Shells

dadza datzb

neutral final state CASSCF KT D2 P3+ KT D2 cP3+c quasi-degenerate superatomic shell

12A 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 12S
12T 0.161 0.162 0.222 0.224 0.161 0.228 0.230 12P
12E 0.405 0.404 0.540 0.547 0.399 0.554 0.561 12D
22T 0.422 0.419 0.546 0.552 0.414 0.559 0.565 12D
22A 0.701 0.699 0.859 0.867 0.679 0.861 0.869 12F
32T 0.701 0.699 0.874 0.882 0.685 0.883 0.891 12F
42T 0.694 0.693 0.872 0.881 0.678 0.883 0.892 12F
32A 0.955 0.956 0.965 0.969 0.860 0.898 0.902 22S
52T 0.945 0.944 1.082 1.090 0.886 1.021 1.029 22P
62T 1.118 1.208 1.214 1.051 1.193 1.199 12G
72T 0.992 1.199 1.210 0.959 1.193 1.204 12G
22E 0.995 1.201 1.212 0.962 1.194 1.205 12G
42A 1.059 1.260 1.271 1.005 1.235 1.246 12G
82T 1.169 1.296 1.304 1.077 1.222 1.230 22D
32E 1.150 1.289 1.298 1.064 1.225 1.234 22D

acc-pVDZ on all inner atoms and d-aug-cc-pVDZ on the 36 external hydrogens. bcc-pVTZ on all inner atoms and d-aug-cc-pVTZ on the 36
external hydrogens. cComposite P3+ approach defined by eq 1.
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indicating that second-order perturbation theory captures the
majority of the correlation effects for the diffuse excited states
considered here. Furthermore, the small difference between
the P3+/dadz and D2/dadz results substantiates the use of the
cP3+/datz composite model introduced in section 2 for
estimating P3+/datz excitation energies (see eq 1). The cP3+/
datz excitation energies are our best estimate and are reported
in the eighth columns of Tables 3−5. In addition, these tables
display the symmetry label of each state and group the
individual states into quasi-degenerate superatomic shells. This
grouping is based on the energy and symmetry of the
individual states and on the shapes of the Dyson orbitals
corresponding to these states. Some examples of Dyson
orbitals for Be(NH3)4@12NH3

2+ are shown in Table 6 and
compared to orbitals of the hydrogen atom obtained using the

d-aug-cc-pV6Z basis in D2h computational symmetry. Table 6
leaves no doubts about the assignment of individual P3+ states
for Be(NH3)4@12NH3

2+ to a given superatomic shell. The
Dyson orbitals for electron attachment to Li(NH3)4@12NH3

+

and B(NH3)4@12NH3
3+ look the same.

The CASSCF/dadz excitation energies in Tables 3−5
should be compared against those obtained from Koopmans’s
theorem (KT/dadz values are presented in the third columns
of Tables 3−5). The differences are very small, in particular
much smaller than the differences between the KT/dadz and
D2/dadz results (see Tables 3−5). This indicates that all of the
considered systems have single-configuration character and
that the orbital relaxation effects are smaller than the electron
correlation effects.

Table 4. Fifteen Lowest Vertical Excitation Energies (in eV) for [Be(NH3)4@12NH3]
+ at the CASSCF, KT, D2, and P3+ Levels

of Theory with the dadz and datz Basis Sets; The States Are Ordered According to the cP3+/datz Excitation Energies and
Collected into Quasi-degenerate Superatomic Shells

dadza datzb

cation final state CASSCF KT D2 P3+ KT D2 cP3+c quasi-degenerate superatomic shell

12A 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 12S
12T 0.303 0.305 0.407 0.406 0.304 0.416 0.415 12P
12E 0.724 0.718 0.959 0.960 0.718 0.985 0.986 12D
22T 0.781 0.769 0.985 0.985 0.768 1.007 1.007 12D
32T 1.206 1.200 1.527 1.530 1.201 1.563 1.566 12F
22A 1.244 1.233 1.563 1.566 1.236 1.601 1.604 12F
42T 1.275 1.263 1.577 1.579 1.262 1.609 1.611 12F
32A 1.389 1.384 1.645 1.658 1.365 1.668 1.681 22S
52T 1.566 1.562 1.848 1.860 1.545 1.877 1.889 22P
42A 1.704 2.046 2.051 1.693 2.077 2.082 12G
22E 1.740 2.127 2.135 1.734 2.158 2.166 12G
62T 1.736 2.124 2.130 1.739 2.171 2.177 12G
72T 1.725 2.125 2.133 1.729 2.175 2.183 12G
82T 1.865 2.183 2.193 1.833 2.208 2.218 22D
32E 1.830 2.193 2.203 1.815 2.239 2.249 22D

acc-pVDZ on all inner atoms and d-aug-cc-pVDZ on the 36 external hydrogens. bcc-pVTZ on all inner atoms and d-aug-cc-pVTZ on the 36
external hydrogens. cComposite P3+ approach defined by eq 1.

Table 5. Fifteen Lowest Vertical Excitation Energies (in eV) for [B(NH3)4@12NH3]
2+ at the CASSCF, KT, D2, and P3+ Levels

of Theory with the dadz and datz Basis Sets; The States Are Ordered According to the cP3+/datz Excitation Energies and
Collected into Quasi-degenerate Superatomic Shells

dadza datzb

dication final state CASSCF KT D2 P3+ KT D2 cP3+c quasi-degenerate superatomic shell

12A 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 12S
12T 0.446 0.448 0.578 0.570 0.445 0.589 0.581 12P
12E 1.025 1.012 1.313 1.304 1.009 1.341 1.332 12D
22T 1.137 1.110 1.368 1.357 1.103 1.389 1.378 12D
32T 1.675 1.660 2.063 2.052 1.653 2.093 2.082 12F
42T 1.838 1.809 2.193 2.179 1.801 2.224 2.210 12F
22A 1.786 1.761 2.182 2.172 1.754 2.225 2.215 12F
32A 1.966 1.960 2.265 2.276 1.942 2.215 2.226 22S
52T 2.325 2.317 2.714 2.721 2.311 2.732 2.739 22P
42A 2.217 2.543 2.543 2.210 2.552 2.552 12G
62T 2.421 2.890 2.878 2.413 2.926 2.914 12G
72T 2.445 2.957 2.946 2.438 3.002 2.991 12G
22E 2.491 2.970 2.965 2.486 2.999 2.994 12G
32E 2.681 3.142 3.141 2.681 3.166 3.165 22D
82T 2.777 3.217 3.220 2.771 3.238 3.241 22D

acc-pVDZ on all inner atoms and d-aug-cc-pVDZ on the 36 external hydrogens. bcc-pVTZ on all inner atoms and d-aug-cc-pVTZ on the 36
external hydrogens. cComposite P3+ approach defined by eq 1.
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In several cases (e.g., the 32A and 52T states of Li(NH3)4@
12NH3; see Table 3), the energetic order of states calculated
with CASSCF/dadz is different from that obtained with cP3+/
datz. At the same time, KT/dadz, KT/datz, D2/dadz, and even
P3+/dadz sometimes have a different ordering of states than
D2/datz and cP3+/datz (see Tables 3−5). The components of
the 12G shell for Be(NH3)4@12NH3

+ constitute a good
example (Table 4). The proper ordering of states thus requires
not only a description of electron correlation but also a basis
set of at least triple-ζ quality combined with a doubly diffuse
set. Since the CASSCF calculations were possible for just a few
of the lowest states and that only in the dadz basis, the D2/
datz level of theory emerges as a particularly attractive tool for
capturing a majority of orbital relaxation and electron
correlation effects for systems such as those considered here,
especially in light of the low arithmetic scaling of the D2
method (N3, where N is the number of basis functions) and its
recent efficient implementations.55

The cP3+/datz results in Tables 3−5 imply the following
Aufbau principle for the diffuse electrons of the present
second-solvation-shell complexes: 1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, 2p, 1g, 2d.
Compared with that for the first solvation shell analogues (e.g.,
for Be(NH3)4

+, we found the Aufbau principle 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s,
1f, 2p, 2d),16 the Aufbau principle reported here is slightly
different and contains a new qualitative feature: the g shell. For
the present second-solvation-shell complexes, the 1g shell
occurs before the 2d shell, contrary to results for the single-

solvation-shell complex Mg(H2O)6
+.27 It should be noted that

particularly for higher-lying states, components of neighboring
shells interleave with each other, e.g., the energetically highest
component of the 12G shell of Li(NH3)4@12NH3 has an
excitation energy above the components of the 22D shell.
Similarly, the 22P shell of B(NH3)4@12NH3

2+ lies energetically
higher than the lowest component of the 12G shell. Such
interleaving has been observed previously. For example, in our
recent study of the V(NH3)6

+ complex, the 23,5S shells were
higher in energy than the lowest component of the 13,5F
shell.20

Let us finally consider the trends of the excitation energies as
we move from lithium to beryllium to boron, where the central
cations are Li+, Be2+, and B3+, respectively. The highest charge
results in the contraction of the metal−ammonia sphere. Both
the metal−ammonia r1(M−N) and hydrogen bond r3(H···N)
distances shorten in going from Li+ to Be2+ and B3+ by
approximately 0.2 Å (see Figure 1 and Table 2). The smaller
size of the complex (and thus the smaller radius of the diffuse
outer orbitals) and the higher central charge act synergistically
in increasing the excitation energies by factors of ∼1.8 (Li+ →
Be2+) and ∼1.4 (Be2+ → B3+). The increase in the excitation
energies due to the smaller size and higher charge can be
rationalized by invoking the particle on a sphere and
hydrogenic models. The former model can account for the
decrease in the excitation energies by a factor of about 3 for the

Table 6. Representative Superatomic Dyson Orbitals for Vertical Electron Attachment to Be(NH3)4@12NH3
2+ (D2

Computational Symmetry and the dadz Basis Set) and Corresponding cP3+/datz Excitation Energies (in eV; see Table 4)
versus the Dyson orbitals for the Hydrogen Atom (D2h Computational Symmetry and the d-aug-cc-pV6Z Basis Set)a

aAn isovalue of 0.02 was used for all of the plots. The Dyson orbitals for Li(NH3)4@12NH3
+ and B(NH3)4@12NH3

3+ have identical shapes. The
change from dadz to datz did not influence the qualitative features of the orbitals.
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lowest-lying states when the second shell is added to Li(NH3)4
and Be(NH3)4

+.16,18

4. CONCLUSIONS
The present study focuses on the effect of the second solvation
shell on the structural and electronic properties of metal
ammonia solvated electron precursors. Specifically, the lithium,
beryllium, and boron nuclei were employed to construct the
M(NH3)4@12NH3 complexes (M = Li, Be+, B2+). In their
ground states, the Li+, Be2+, and B3+ cores accommodate two
coordination shells and one diffuse peripheral electron
occupying a 1s-type superatomic orbital. Among several
functionals, CAM-B3LYP was identified to best describe the
geometry of metal ammonia species, accounting properly for
the hydrogen-bonding and other electrostatic interactions. The
large number of correlated electrons was treated efficiently by
means of electron propagator methods, such as D2 and P3+.
We were able to calculate excitation energies of 15 energy
levels associated with s-, p-, d-, f-, and g-type superatomic
shells. The observed Aufbau principle is 1s, 1p, 1d, 1f, 2s, 2p,
1g, 2d. The excitation energies increase in going from lithium
to boron but decrease in going from the single-shell to double-
shell metal ammonia complexes. Besides the chemical insights
for the systems presented here, our results are expected to
serve as benchmark data for other methodologies targeting the
calculation of accurate excitation energies on these large
systems.
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Superatomic nature of alkaline earth metal–water
complexes: the cases of Be(H2O)0,+

4 and Mg(H2O)0,+
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Isuru R. Ariyarathna and Evangelos Miliordos *

Beryllium– and magnesium–water complexes are shown to accommodate peripheral electrons around

their Be2+(H2O)4 and Mg2+(H2O)6 cores in hydrogenic type orbitals. The lowest energy state of these

tetra- and hexa-coordinated complexes possess one (cationic species) and two electrons (neutral

species) in a pseudo spherical s-orbital, and populate p-, d-, f-, and g-type orbitals in their low-lying

excited electronic states. High level quantum chemical calculations are performed to study the electro-

nic structure of these complexes belonging to the category of solvated electrons precursors (SEPs).

The observed Aufbau principle is in harmony with the previously introduced series for metal–ammonia

complexes. In the current study we are able to expand the previously proposed shell model of SEPs

beyond the 2d level. The observed shell model for Mg(H2O)6
+ is found to be 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p, 1f, 2d, 3s,

and 1g. The stability of the Be(H2O)0/+
m and Mg(H2O)0/+

n systems with m = 1–4 and n = 1–6 is also examined

and the higher stability of metal–ammonia SEPs over metal–water SEPs is explained in terms of the metal–

ligand binding energies, hydrogen bonding, and the activation energy barrier leading to H2 release.

I. Introduction

The stability and reactivity of metal water clusters has received
a lot of interest in the literature. The number of water molecules
change the properties of the formed metal–water complex. For
example, we found in the past that a critical coordination
number is necessary to stabilize a metal di- or tri-cationic
complex.1 The neutral alkali and positively (+1) charged alkaline
earth metals have accrued special attention with several studies
focusing on the micro-solvation process of the present unpaired
metallic valence electron.2–15 A critical number of solvent mole-
cules is necessary to displace this electron from the metal’s
valence space. For example, lithium and sodium need four water
or ammonia ligands to switch from the quasi-valence type to the
surface-type complex,10,11 following the terminology introduced
in ref. 16. Alkaline earth metal–water systems express additional
complexity, since a peripheral electron in the near vicinity of the
coordinated water molecules facilitates the release of a hydrogen
atom.17 As a result, complexes of intermediate sizes, M(H2O)+

n,
tend to relax to the lower energy HOM(H2O)n�1

+ structure.
The present work focuses on the first two members of the

alkaline earth metal water species. The first member, beryllium,
displays different characteristics from its group IIa partners.18

Despite its distinct personality, the literature on Be is limited
possibly because of its high toxicity, and we are aware of only

one very recent work, which examines the reaction of beryllium
cations with a single water molecule.19 On the other hand,
magnesium has been the choice of many older and recent
publications.5,12,16,17,20–32 A comprehensive literature review
has been recently given by Ončák and Beyer.5,27 A summary of
the main findings is provided herein. The first experiments of
Fuke and co-workers produced complexes with up to twenty
water molecules using laser evaporation.28,33 Their mass spectra
indicated that the smallest (n r 5) and largest (n Z 15) systems
prefer the Mg(H2O)n

+ structure. The intermediate sizes prefer
the magnesium hydroxyl unit (Mg2+OH�), but Mg(H2O)6,7

+ were
also present in smaller quantities. Employing deuterated water,
these authors found a larger Mg(D2O)6,7

+ portion with the
Mg(D2O)6

+ : DOMg(D2O)5
+ ratio being almost 1 : 1. In the same

year, Castleman and co-workers identified n = 5 as the critical
size where hydrogen elimination occurs,22 in agreement with
later work of Niedner-Schatteburg and co-workers, who observed
exclusively HOMg(H2O)4,5

+ for n = 5, 6.24 The different observations
emphasize the strong dependence of the nature of the products of
metal–water chemical processes on the experimental conditions.17

The theoretical (Hartree–Fock) calculations of Watanabe et al.
showed that complexes with six and more water ligands are prone
to hydrogen elimination,29 while the more accurate work of Siu
and Liu (Density Functional Theory = DFT with the PW91
functional) explained the experimental observations in terms
of the activation barrier for the hydrogen release (or O–H
activation) process.17

Another important aspect about the structure of the pure
Mg(H2O)n

+ systems is that the first three water molecules attach
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directly to the metal atom, but the fourth one is placed in the
second shell of the Mg(H2O)3

+ core, as indicated by infrared
photo-dissociation spectra.30 Binding energy measurements seem
to support this view.26 The theoretical (HF) work of Watanabe et al.
confirmed this observation and extended it for up to n = 6, i.e.,
Mg(H2O)6

+ has a Mg(H2O)3
+ core and three other water molecules

hydrogen bonded to this core.29,34 The more recent and accurate
DFT/BLYP study of Reinhard and Niedner-Schatteburg, however,
indicated that Mg(H2O)6

+ is a hexa-coordinated complex with one
electron delocalized in its periphery.16 The same is true for systems
as large as Mg(H2O)17

+, after which the Mg2+ and e� are solvent
separated entities.16,31 These structural changes affect dramatically
the ionization energy (IE) of the system. The IE goes from B8.5 eV
to B5 eV moving from n = 5, Mg+(H2O)3@(H2O)2 (@ indicates the
second shell), to n = 6, Mg2+(H2O)6

�.31 Surprisingly, according to
the same authors, the situation is very different for Mg(H2O)6

�,
where the six water molecules form a book-type cluster35 attached
to the metal atom.32 Finally, recent photo-dissociation experiments
have turned the interest to the electronically excited states of
magnesium water clusters.5,27

Metal ammonia complexes have generally received less
attention in the literature. We are aware of a few studies on alkali
metal–ammonia complexes,36–40 and only one for magnesium
ammonia species.41 Our group has very recently revealed that
metal–ammonia complexes form readily surface type complexes
or solvated electron precursors (SEPs). Specifically, beryllium,
sodium, lithium, vanadium, and yttrium were shown to create a
Be(NH3)4

2+, Na(NH3)4
+, Li(NH3)4

+, V(NH3)6
2+, and Y(NH3)6

3+ core
accompanied by up to three,42 two,43 three,44 and four45 peripheral
electrons, respectively. We further found that these outer electrons
populate diffuse hydrogenic-type orbitals, the energy ranking of
which is similar to the jellium or nuclear shell model: 1s, 1p, 1d,
2s, 1f, 2p, 2d.42–46 Presently, we perform a computational investi-
gation of the two lightest alkaline-earth metal–water complexes in
order to examine if the same superatomic nature can be observed,
and compare the relative stability of ammonia vs. water SEPs in the
case of beryllium.

We indeed found that metal water complexes can also create
SEPs and they follow a nearly identical Aufbau principle. In addition,
the highly symmetric Mg(H2O)6

+ complex allowed us to extend our
calculations to higher excited states and reach g-type orbitals. Based
on our present Be(H2O)4 and past Be(NH3)4 results, we reach the
following conclusions: (1) because of the single lone electron pair of
ammonia, the metal–ammonia bond is more directional making
firm (libration-free) structures; (2) ammonia as a stronger Lewis-base
than water makes stronger metal–ligand bonds; (3) ammonia as
weaker acid makes complexes less prone to H2 release; (4) the
stronger hydrogen bond in water clusters compared to ammonia
clusters (660 vs. 1244 cm�1)47,48 tends to favor the migration of water
to the second solvation shell of the metal.

II. Computational details

Geometry optimization for the ground state of all Mg(H2O)0/+
n

(n = 1–6) coordination complexes were performed using two

sets of MP2 calculations, where the electron correlation of the
2s22p6 electrons of Mg is included (C-MP2) or ignored (MP2).
For Be(H2O)0/+

n (n = 1–4) only plain MP2 calculations were done
(1s2 subvalence electron correlation was not included). It
should be mentioned that the focus of our work is not locating
the most stable structure of the titled species, but instead
studying the migration process of the valence electrons to the
periphery of the complex. Therefore, we limit our geometry
optimizations to the complexes where all water ligands are
directly coordinated to the metal, unless such a structure is
unstable. The used basis sets for MP2 calculations are cc-pVTZ
for Be, Mg and O, and aug-cc-pVTZ for H. For C-MP2 we
employed the cc-pCVTZ basis set of Mg. We further carried
out frequency calculations to confirm the stability of the located
minima and to correct our binding energies for the zero-point
energy (ZPE). The frequencies were obtained at the DFT/B3LYP
level of theory after re-optimizing the MP2 geometries using the
same basis set. All our numerical results are listed in Tables S1–S7
of the ESI.†

Contrary to the highly symmetric (Th point group) Mg(H2O)6
+

optimal structure, optimal Mg(H2O)6 and Be(H2O)0/+
4 structures

bear C1 symmetry, which makes the multi-reference calculations
for the excited states of the system computationally extremely
demanding. We were able to conduct the calculations for
beryllium, but to render our calculations for Mg(H2O)6 manage-
able, we re-optimized these complexes imposing Cs symmetry by
rotating the water ligands around the Mg–O bonds (see Fig. S1
of ESI†), and employed the obtained structure to calculate
vertical excitation energies. The energy difference between C1

and Cs is 1.18 kcal mol�1 at MP2 or 0.20 kcal mol�1 per ligand.
The first 1s - 1p excitation energy under MP2 for Cs/C1

structures are 0.69/0.65 eV indicating that our values are accurate
within 0.05 eV.

For the vertical excitation energy calculations of Mg(H2O)6
+,

the D2h subgroup of Th was considered. The active space for the
complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) wavefunction
consists of 35 orbitals (10ag, 4b3u, 4b2u, 4b1g, 4b1u, 4b2g, 4b3g,
1au). For Mg(H2O)6 and Be(H2O)0/+

4 , the CASSCF space has two
(for neutral) or one (for the cation) in 9 orbitals (6a0 and 3a00 for
magnesium, and 9a for beryllium). These orbitals represent the
outer orbitals occupied in the considered electronic states.

We performed second-order perturbation theory level
(CASPT2) calculations on top of the CASSCF wavefunction to
account for the dynamic correlation. This approach has been
benchmarked against very accurate electron propagator calculations
for the metal–ammonia complexes,42–44 and are currently compared
to the electron attachment equation of motion coupled cluster
singles and doubles, EOM-EA-CCSD, method for Be(H2O)4

+ and
Mg(H2O)6

+ species by attaching an electron to the corresponding
dications.49 Excitations from all inner electrons except the 1s22s22p6

electrons of Mg and 1s2 of Be and all O atoms are allowed.
The used basis sets for these calculations are cc-pVTZ (Mg),

cc-pVTZ (O), d-aug-cc-pVTZ (H). For Mg(H2O)6
+ we also did

C-CASPT2 calculations, which include excitations from all inner
electrons except the 1s2 electrons of Mg and 1s2 of all O atoms.
The tuned cc-pCVTZ basis set of Mg was used for the latter
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calculations and the corresponding C-MP2 geometries were
used. Moreover, we tested the basis set effect on the excited
states of Mg(H2O)6

+. To this end, we also performed C-CASPT2
excited state calculations using the d-aug-cc-pVQZ (= DAQZ),
t-aug-cc-pVTZ (= TATZ), and t-aug-cc-pVQZ (= TAQZ), besides
the d-aug-cc-pVTZ (= DATZ), basis set for all hydrogen centers.
In all cases the cc-pVTZ basis set was still used for Mg and O,
which have been shown to be less important for excitation
energies in the metal–ammonia complexes.25,42 We don’t
expect them to play role in the metal–water ones either because
of the similar nature of the two types closed-shell ligands. For
all the CASPT2 calculations a 0.02 shift value was used. For the
EOM-EA-CCSD two basis set combinations were employed:
the smaller cc-pVDZ(Mg,O) d-aug-cc-pVDZ(H) and the bigger
cc-pVTZ(Mg,O) d-aug-cc-pVTZ(H). The excitation energies are
found highly insensitive in the basis sets employed.

Finally, we calculated the transition dipole moments for the
excitations from the ground state C0 to every excited state Cexc.
The mk = hC0|m̂k|Cexci integral was calculated at CASSCF/DATZ for

k = x, y, and z, and the mT ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mx2 þ my2 þ mz2

q
value is reported.

Gaussian16 was implemented for the geometry optimiza-
tions and frequency calculations,50 multi-reference calculations
were performed with MOLPRO 2015.1,51 and EOM-EA-CCSD
calculations were done with Q-CHEM5.1.52

III. Results and discussion
III-A. Ground states properties

For specific n, the C-MP2 total binding energy (De,tot) of Mg(H2O)m
+

with respect to Mg+ + nH2O is higher than the corresponding MP2

value (see Table 1). Moreover, as the number of bound H2O
molecules increases, the De,tot difference between C-MP2 and
MP2 becomes larger: for n = 1 to 6 it is 0.8, 1.4, 1.9, 2.3, 2.9, and
3.8 kcal mol�1. The zero-point-energy reduces the binding energy
in larger quantities canceling out the core-correlation effects. The
C-MP2 binding per metal–water bond (D0,tot/n) decreases mono-
tonically from 30.7 (n = 1) to 20.6 (n = 6) kcal mol�1. On the other
hand, the C-MP2 detachment energy (D0) of one water molecule
decreases from n = 1 (30.7 kcal mol�1) to n = 4 (14.6 kcal mol�1)
but then increases to the 16.8 kcal mol�1 value for n = 6. The
inclusion of core-correlation and ZPE corrections do not change
these trends. Our best D0(C-MP2) values are in good agreement
with the experimental values of Armentrout and co-workers,26 ours
being always towards or above the upper boundary (by less than
1.5 kcal mol�1) of the experimental error (see Table 1).

One additional electron destabilizes the system considerably
and water molecules are generally unable to displace the
valence electrons of Mg. The smaller complexes instead prefer
to populate the second shell making hydrogen bonds with the
existing coordinated ligands. The binding energy for the first
water is minimal (less than 1.0 kcal mol�1; see Table 1), and we
were not able to locate stable Mg(H2O)2,3 minima with all water
molecules directly attached to Mg. Observe also the long Mg–O
distances for n = 1–3 in Table 1 and that Mg(H2O)4 is metastable
with respect to Mg@3(H2O) + H2O (negative binding energy).

The addition of more than four water molecules in the system
inverts the situation, and some sort of concerted action doubles
the total binding energy going from n = 4 to 5 (D0,tot = 12.8 to
23.5 kcal mol�1), and we finally get D0,tot = 38.4 kcal mol�1 for
n = 6. The detachment energy of one water ligand from Mg(H2O)5

and Mg(H2O)6 is 10.7, 14.8 kcal mol�1 which are much higher

Table 1 Average M–O distance re (Å) of optimized structures, total binding energy De,tot (kcal mol�1), and detachment energy De (kcal mol�1) of a single
H2O ligand for M(H2O)0/+

n , M = Be (n = 1–4), Mg (n = 1–6)

Species

re De,tot
a D0,tot

a,b De
c D0

b,c D0

MP2 C-MP2 MP2 C-MP2 MP2 C-MP2 MP2 C-MP2 MP2 C-MP2 Expt.d

Mg(H2O)1
+ 2.065 2.046 31.1 31.9 30.7 31.1 31.9 30.7 28.4 � 3.0

Mg(H2O)2
+ 2.091 2.073 57.0 58.4 55.6 25.9 26.5 24.9 22.4 � 1.6

Mg(H2O)3
+ 2.120 2.101 79.5 81.4 76.9 22.5 23.0 21.3 17.3 � 2.1

Mg(H2O)4
+ 2.151 2.129 94.8 97.1 91.5 15.2 15.6 14.6 11.5 � 2.1

Mg(H2O)5
+ 2.138 2.114 109.0 111.9 106.7 14.2 14.8 15.2

Mg(H2O)6
+ 2.086 2.067 125.9 129.7 123.5 16.9 17.8 16.8

Mg(H2O)1 2.842 2.927 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0
Mg(H2O)2

e 2.284 2.275 9.1 9.2 7.1 8.2 8.2 6.1
Mg(H2O)3

f 3.972 3.901 16.9 17.2 12.5g 7.8 7.9 5.5
Mg(H2O)4 2.183 2.158 16.3 16.1 12.8 �0.7 �1.1 0.3
Mg(H2O)5 2.080 2.061 25.1 25.9 23.5 8.9 9.8 10.7
Mg(H2O)6 2.106 2.088 42.3 43.6 38.4 17.2 17.7 14.8
Be(H2O)1

+ 1.571 61.2 59.4 61.2 59.4
Be(H2O)2

+ 1.615 103.5 99.2 42.2 39.8
Be(H2O)3

+ 1.694 132.0 125.1 28.5 25.9
Be(H2O)4

+ 1.646 149.1 143.8 17.1 18.7
Be(H2O)1 1.701 1.8 1.2 1.8 1.2
Be(H2O)2 1.644 8.9 7.0 7.1 5.8
Be(H2O)3 1.698 25.0 21.1 16.1 14.1
Be(H2O)4 1.648 45.4 41.1 20.4 20.0

a De,tot: with respect to M(H2O)0/+
n - M0/+ + nH2O. b ZPE corrected values. c With respect to M(H2O)0/+

n - M(H2O)0/+
n�1 + H2O. d Experimental values from

ref. 26. e Only Mg(H2O)@(H2O) was found stable. The re value corresponds to the nearest (to Mg) water molecule. f Only Mg@(H2O)3 was found stable.
The re value corresponds to the nearest (to Mg) water molecule. g MP2 frequencies are used in this case, since B3LYP couldn’t locate a minimum.
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than any of the smaller complexes. At the same time, the Mg–O
bond lengths contract by almost 0.1 Å from n = 4 to n = 5.
Overall, the simultaneous attack of five and six ligands is
necessary to displace the two valence electrons in the periphery
of the complex. The Mg–O distances of Mg(H2O)6 is longer
by 0.02 Å than in Mg(H2O)6

+ under both MP2 and C-MP2.
This differs from what we have seen earlier for Be(NH3)4 and
Li(NH3)4,42,43 where the metal–ligand distances of Be(NH3)4

and Li(NH3)4 were found 0.008 and 0.031 Å shorter than their
corresponding cations.

Beryllium water complexes are considerably more stable.
The total binding energy De,tot of Be(H2O)m

+ is at least 1.5 times
larger than the corresponding magnesium water complex (see
Table 1). For example, our MP2 Be(H2O)+ - Be+ + H2O
dissociation energy (De) is 61.2 kcal mol�1 (in good agreement
with the recent MRCI value of 64.1 kcal mol�1 19) vs. the
31.1 kcal mol�1 value of Mg(H2O)+. On the other hand, the
binding energy for neutral Be(H2O)1 and Mg(H2O)1 are very
small (1–2 kcal mol�1). De remains small (7.1 kcal mol�1) for
Be(H2O)2, but increases to 16.1 and 20.4 kcal mol�1 for Be(H2O)3

and Be(H2O)4. The corresponding values for Mg(H2O)3,4 are
smaller than 10 kcal mol�1. The reason can be assigned to the
larger charge density of the Be2+ core, and possibly to the fact
that three and four water molecules complete the first shell of
beryllium acting in the same way that the fifth and sixth water
ligands act for magnesium (see above).

Comparing the beryllium–water and beryllium–ammonia
complexes, the following comments are in order.42,46 Although
the Be–O bond lengths are shorter than Be–N (B1.65 vs. B1.74 Å;
Table 1 and ref. 42), the binding energies are at least 30% bigger
for beryllium–ammonia complexes. Specifically, for Be(H2O)m/
Be(NH3)m (MP2/CCSD(T)) we have De = 1.8/5.2, 7.1/11.4, 16.1/21.7,
20.4/29.1 kcal mol�1 for m = 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively (see
Table 1 and ref. 42 and 46). In addition, going from Be(NH3)4

+ to

Be(NH3)4, the Be–N distance drops by B0.01 Å from 1.741 to
1.733 Å,42 but the Be–O distance going from Be(H2O)4

+ to
Be(H2O)4 is only slightly affected and actually increases by
0.002 Å (see Table 1).

A last comment on the differences between metal–water and
metal–ammonia complexes pertains to the hydrogen dissociation
reaction. The relative energetics for the Be(H2O)+ - Be+ + H2O
and BeOH+ + H channels were recently studied,19 and presently
we investigate the H2 release from Be(H2O)4 and Be(NH3)4.
Specifically, we located the intermediates and transition states
for the Be(H2O)4 - Be(OH)2(H2O)2 + H2 and Be(NH3)4 -

Be(NH2)2(NH3)2 + H2 reaction pathways at the DFT/CAM-B3LYP/
d-aug-cc-pVTZ level. The full CCSD(T)//CAM-B3LYP energy land-
scape is shown in Fig. 1. Observe that the mechanism is stepwise
for ammonia with one proton detached first from an ammonia
ligand, which attracts the diffuse outer electrons to form H�,
which then drags a second proton almost spontaneously (small
activation barrier B2 kcal mol�1). Two protons are detached at
the same time in the case of Be(H2O)4 with a three times smaller
activation barrier (23.9 vs. 8.0 kcal mol�1). All structures and
frequencies are given in the ESI† (Tables S8 and S9).

Conclusively, both the metal identity and the ligand type
affect considerably the properties of the complexes. Beryllium/
ammonia were found to make more stable SEPs compared to
magnesium/water. The reasons are detected to the larger charge
density of beryllium, the stronger metal–ammonia bonds, the
smaller tendency of ammonia to release hydrogen gas, and the
preference of water to populate the second coordination shell
due to its stronger hydrogen bonding.

The orbital of the unpaired electron for Mg(H2O)n=1–6
+ and

Be(H2O)m=1–4
+ is depicted in Fig. 2. For n = 1–5 or m = 1–3, it is

highly localized on the metal atom (quasi-valence type), and six
or four ligands are necessary to fully delocalize an electron in
the periphery (surface type). The same contours for the neutral

Fig. 1 CCSD(T)/ATZ//CAM-B3LYP/DATZ H2-dissociation energy landscapes for Be(NH3)4 and Be(H2O)4. The contours show the evolution of the
Be(NH3)4 and Be(H2O)4 highest occupied molecular orbital along the reaction path.
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species are given in the ESI† (Fig. S2 and S3). It is apparent that
the 3s atomic orbital of magnesium evolves to the outer 1s
orbital of the SEP complexes. Moving from n = 1 to 4 the average
Mg–O distances increases consistently by B0.03 Å, but from
n = 4 to 6 it actually drops quite substantially (B0.05 Å from
n = 5 to 6). The exact same observation can be made for
Be(H2O)m=1–3, where Be–O distance increase monotonically,
vs. Be(H2O)4, where it drops by B0.05 Å (see Table 1). This is
consistent with our previous findings in Be(NH3)4 and Li(NH3)4

SEPs. The Coulombic attraction between the metal-core and the
outer electron density pull the bound ligands towards the metal

center. In the next section we examine the electronic states of
the titled SEPs.

Finally, the MP2 (C-MP2) Mg(H2O)6 - Mg(H2O)6
+ + e�

ionization energy is 3.62 (3.63) eV, while the MP2 value for
Be(H2O)4 is 4.31 eV.

III-B. Excited electronic states of cationic species

In the ground state of Mg(H2O)6
+ and Be(H2O)4

+, one electron
resides in the periphery in a quasi-spherical orbital resembling
a 1s atomic orbital. Our previous studies on metal–ammonia
complexes showed that the peripheral electron can be promoted
to next higher energy 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p, and 2d-shaped orbitals.42

To represent the diffuse nature of such outer orbitals, doubly
augmented basis functions on the terminal H-atoms were
deemed essential, whereas the contribution of diffuse functions
centered on the inner atoms is minor. Presently, we have
examined several excited states of Mg(H2O)6

+ and Be(H2O)4
+ to

investigate whether a hydrated electron precursor reveals the
same electronic structure features.

We start our discussion with Mg(H2O)6
+. Our calculated

excitation energies are given in Table 2 (also represented
schematically in Fig. 3) and selected orbitals populated in the
excited states are depicted in Fig. 4. The Aufbau orbital series is
identified as 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p, 1f, 2d, 3s, and 1g in this case. To
examine the effect of the basis set on the accuracy of the calculated
excitation energies, we employed four different diffuse basis sets
on the hydrogen terminals (see Section II). The high symmetry of
the system (D2h) provides a unique opportunity to use larger basis
sets for both plain CASPT2 and C-CASPT2 calculations. In some
cases, CASPT2 calculations failed to converge and excitation
energies are not reported in Table 2.

In all cases, CASSCF/DATZ underestimates the excitation
energies with respect to CASPT2/DATZ by 0.21 (1s - 1p) to 0.51
(1s - 1g) eV. The contribution of core correlation to the

Fig. 2 Contours of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the
Mg(H2O)n=1–6

+ and Be(H2O)m=1–4
+ series for their doublet ground state.

Table 2 Electronic configurations and vertical excitation energies (eV) at CASSCF, CASPT2, C-CASPT2, and EOM-CCSD of sixteen electronic states of
Mg(H2O)6

+ under different basis sets and CASSCF/DATZ transition dipole moments (Debye) for the excitation from the ground state

Electronic
configuration State (Th)

DATZa,b DATZa,b DATZa,b DAQZa,b TATZa,b TAQZa,b DADZb,c DATZb,c DATZa,d

CASSCF CASPT2 C-CASPT2 C-CASPT2 C-CASPT2 C-CASPT2 EOM-EA-CCSD EOM-EA-CCSD CASSCF

12S (1s1) 12Ag 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
12P (1p1) 12Tu 0.82 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.00 1.02 1.03 11.1
12D (1d1) 12Eg 1.65 1.92 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.93 1.91 1.92 0.0

12Tg 1.80 2.21 2.21 2.22 2.21 2.19 2.22 0.0
22S (2s1) 22Ag 2.55 2.95 2.96 2.97 2.96 2.96 2.97 3.02 0.0
22P (2p1) 22Tu 2.61 2.98 2.99 2.99 2.98 2.95 2.98 0.5
12F (1f1) 12Au 2.78 3.24 3.25 3.24 3.22 3.21 3.26 3.26 0.0

32Tu 2.87 3.35 3.36 3.35 3.32 3.29 3.37 3.40 0.3
42Tu 2.96 3.42 3.43 3.43 3.41 3.40 3.43 3.48 0.6

22D (2d1) 22Eg 3.34 3.81 3.83 3.82 3.80 3.81 3.81 3.87 0.0
22Tg 3.40 3.96 3.97 3.97 3.95 3.94 4.00 0.0

32S (3s1) 32Ag 3.76 4.25 4.27 4.25 4.18 4.18 4.32 4.32 0.0
12G (1g1) 32Tg 3.82 4.33 4.34 4.32 4.22 4.35 4.35 0.0

32Eg 3.85 4.35 4.37 4.34 4.23 4.24 4.41 4.41 0.0
42Tg 3.98 4.54 4.55 4.50 4.32 4.62 4.58 0.0
42Ag 3.99 4.50 4.47 0.0

a Only the basis set on hydrogen centers changes as described in Section II: DADZ, DATZ, DAQZ, TATZ, TAQZ stand for d-aug-cc-pVDZ, d-aug-cc-
pVTZ, d-aug-cc-pVQZ, t-aug-cc-pVTZ, t-aug-cc-pVQZ, respectively. The cc-pVTZ set is used for O, and cc-pVTZ or cc-pCVTZ for Mg. b Excitation
energies. c DAXZ: the cc-pVXZ basis set for Mg and O, and the d-aug-cc-pVXZ set for H is used. d Transition dipole moments.
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excitation energy is minor (0.00–0.03 eV); compare CASPT2/
DATZ with C-CASPT2/DATZ. The difference in the excitation
energy between our smallest and biggest basis sets (DATZ and
TAQZ) is less than 0.13 eV for all the states calculated in
common, confirming that DATZ is a good compromise between
accuracy and efficiency. Especially for the lowest lying states
involving 1s, 1p, 1d, and 2s, the discrepancy between the two
sets is only 0.03 eV indicating that the complete basis set limit
is practically reached. Finally, the incorporation of a third set of
diffuse functions (DATZ to TATZ) is more important than going
from triple-z (DATZ) to quadruple-z basis sets (DAQZ). This
means that better valence functions (quadruple cardinality)
do not affect much the excitation energies. These trends are
summarized pictorially at the energy diagram of Fig. 3. Additionally,
we employed the EOM-EA-CCSD approach to obtain the excitation
energies (see Section II). The agreement between the EOM-EA-CCSD
results with both DADZ and DATZ basis sets and CASPT2/DATZ is
excellent, even for the highest energy states (see Table 2). The
maximum discrepancy is 0.06 eV. The assignments of Table 2
are confirmed by the produced Dyson orbitals, which resemble
closely those of Fig. 4 (see Fig. S4, ESI†).

The order of the orbitals within the shell model remains
intact among the different basis sets. As in the ammonia SEPs,
the lowest energy outer orbitals are 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p, 1f, 2d, but

here we also revealed for the first time the 3s and 1g ones. The
order of the shells in common with beryllium ammonia SEPs42

is identical except for the switched 2p-1f shells. The nearly-
octahedral (Th) symmetry splits the 1d and 2d shells into eg and
tg states. At C-CASPT2 the Eg–Tg energy difference for 1d is
B0.3 eV, which is twice larger than in 2d. The non-spherical
symmetry causes the splitting in the 1f and 1g states. The
splitting between the lowest and highest component of 12F (1f1)
is 0.18 eV which is almost equal to the 0.21 eV value of 12G (1g1).

In the cases of Be(NH3)4
+ and V(NH3)6

+,42,44 we demon-
strated that the observed shell model can be rationalized by
the complex electrostatics experienced by the outer electrons.
To this end, we calculated the electrostatic potential generated
by the Be(NH3)4

2+ or V(NH3)6
2+ core, and used it as the potential

for an one-electron Hamiltonian of a hypothetic hydrogenic
atom. This simple model was able to predict the lowest energy
states. The same analysis is attempted here. The electrostatic
potential produced by Mg(H2O)6

2+ along different directions is
plotted in Fig. 5, and resembles closely that of Be(NH3)4

2+.42 For
the direction passing through the middle of an O–O–O face, we
solved numerically the one-electron Schrödinger equation. The
radial functions and the energies for the first nine levels are
depicted in Fig. 6. With the exception of 1d–2s pair, the energy
order is identical to that of Table 2. Also observe that the
maximum of the outer 1s orbital at B2 Å is shifted by about 0.5 Å
with respect to its parent 3s atomic orbital of magnesium. Finally,
this electrostatic model suggests that the central metal acts rather
as a point charge. This explains why the orbital series is nearly
the same for the metal–water and metal–ammonia complexes
studied so far and rationalizes the presence of low-lying f- and
g-type orbitals.

The absence of symmetry in Be(H2O)4
+ restricted our calcu-

lations in the first three shells. The CASSCF/DATZ, CASPT2/
DATZ, and EOM-EA-CCSD vertical excitation energies are listed
in Table 3 (see Fig. S5 and S6 of ESI† for selected outer and
Dyson orbitals). As in the cationic magnesium water SEP, the

Fig. 3 Excitation energies of Mg(H2O)6
+ under different basis sets. The

lowest energy component of each shell is shown.

Fig. 4 Selected outer orbitals of Mg(H2O)6
+.

Fig. 5 Electrostatic potential along the three directions of the blue, red,
and green arrows as a function of the distance R from Mg. The solid black
line corresponds to �2/R.
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CASSCF-CASPT2 discrepancy ranges from 0.2 to 0.5 eV, while
EOM-EA-CCSD is within 0.05 eV with respect to CASPT2.
Compared to Mg(H2O)6

+, the 1s - 1p and 1s - 1d excitation
energies are larger, while they cover a wider range of values:
1.0 vs. 1.4–1.7 eV, and 1.9–2.2 vs. 2.6–3.5 eV, respectively. The
higher excitation energies for beryllium is a direct result of its
smaller size as the particle-on-a-sphere system suggests.

The pseudo-spherical symmetry of Mg(H2O)6
+ suggests that

only s - p or s - f transitions are allowed. The calculated mT

values confirm this fact. The 1s - 1p transition has the largest
value (11.1 D), while the 1s - 2p and 1s - 1f transition dipole
moments are an order of magnitude smaller (see Table 2). All
others states have zero mT values. The 1s - 1p transitions for
Be(H2O)4

+ have also the largest mT values (7.3 to 9.1 D; see
Table 3), but the C1 symmetry allows non-zero values for the
1s - 1d transitions (mT r 1.1 D)

III-C. Excited electronic states of neutral species

The excited states calculations for the neutral species were
extremely challenging due to the rich multi-reference character
of the system. Our numerical results along with the electronic
composition of each state are listed in Tables 4 and 5 for Mg

and Be, respectively. Recall that we imposed a Cs geometry for
magnesium, but C1 is used for beryllium. The Cs symmetry was
imposed by rotating some water ligands around their Mg–O
bonds (see Fig. S1 of ESI†). Based on our results for Mg(H2O)6

+

we employed only the DATZ basis set here and no core effects
are considered, which is expected to affect mainly the highest
energy states by B0.1 eV. For all states and both species,
CASSCF underestimates the excitation energies by 0.2–0.3 eV.

Only the ground and the first excited states have wavefunc-
tions with a clean electronic configuration. Specifically, the
ground 11A0 or 11A (1s2) states are followed by the triplets 13A00,
13A0, 23A0 or 13A, 23A, 33A (1s11p1) at 0.66–0.74 or 0.68–1.13 eV
for Mg(H2O)6 or Be(H2O)4, respectively. The next group of states
consists of singlets with blended 1s11p1, 1s11d1, and 1p2

character covering excitation energies to about 1.8 eV (Mg)

Fig. 6 Energy levels and radial wave functions of the outer orbitals for the electrostatic potential of Mg(H2O)6
2+ (red line of Fig. 5) acting on an electron.

The radial wave function of 3s of the magnesium atom at the Hartree–Fock (HF) level is also shown for comparison.

Table 3 CASSCF/DATZ, CASPT2/DATZ, EOM-CCSD/DADZ and EOM-
CCSD/DATZ vertical excitation energies (eV) for nine electronic state of
Be(H2O)4

+ and CASSCF/DATZ transition dipole moments (Debye) for the
excitation from the ground state

Electronic
configuration State (C1) CASSCFa CASPT2a

EOM-EA-CCSDa

CASSCFbDADZ DATZ

1s1 12A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1p1 22A 1.21 1.40 1.36 1.37 9.1

32A 1.51 1.71 1.66 1.66 7.4
42A 1.57 1.72 1.68 1.68 7.3

1d1 52A 2.38 2.62 2.58 2.58 1.1
62A 2.72 3.11 3.05 3.06 0.8
72A 2.74 3.12 3.11 3.11 0.4
82A 2.94 3.37 3.32 3.33 0.5
92A 3.04 3.47 3.44 1.1

a Excitation energies. b Transition dipole moments.

Table 4 CASSCF/DATZ and CASPT2/DATZ vertical excitation energies
(eV) for twenty-one electronic state of Mg(H2O)6 and CASSCF/DATZ
transition dipole moments (Debye) for the excitation from the ground state

Electronic configuration State (Cs) CASSCFa CASPT2a CASSCFb

1s2 11A0 0.00 0.00
1s11p1 13A00 0.45 0.66 0.0
1s11p1 13A0 0.46 0.66 0.0
1s11p1 23A0 0.52 0.74 0.0
1s11p1/1s11d1 21A0 0.91 1.16 10.6
1s11p1/1s11d1 31A0 1.01 1.28 9.0
1s11p1/1s11d1 11A00 1.09 1.34 10.2
1s11d1/1p2/1p11p1 41A0 1.26 1.59 3.0
1s11d1/1p11p1 21A00 1.29 1.65 1.8
1s11d1 33A0 1.52 1.70 0.0
1p2/1s11p1 51A0 1.54 1.73 7.0
1s11p1/1p11p1/1s11d1 31A00 1.53 1.74 6.9
1s11p1/1p11p1/1s11d1 61A0 1.63 1.80 7.2
1s11d1 43A0 1.62 1.83 0.0
1s11d1 53A0 1.67 1.83 0.0
1s11d1 23A00 1.67 1.88 0.0
1p11p1 33A00 1.60 1.93 0.0
1s11d1/1p11p1 43A00 1.75 1.97 0.0
1s11d1/1p11p1 53A00 1.73 2.02 0.0
1p11p1 63A0 1.75 2.04 0.0
1p11d1 73A0 2.32 0.0

a Excitation energies. b Transition dipole moments.
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and 2.0 eV (Be). The corresponding triplets come next reaching
2.0 eV (Mg) and B2.5 eV (Be) energies with respect to the
ground state. Selected orbitals for these systems are shown in
Fig. S7 and S8 of the ESI.† As before, the beryllium–water
complex has higher excitation energies than the magnesium–
water one.

The transition dipole moments of Tables 4 and 5 indicate
that the 1s - 1p transitions are the most probable for the
neutral cases as happens for the cationic species. The difference
between cationic and neutral complexes is that the multi-
reference character of other excited states results in non-zero
mT values. Therefore a richer electronic spectrum is predicted for
neutral systems.

IV. Conclusions

In this work, we studied the stability of the Mg(H2O)0/+
n and

Be(H2O)+/0
m clusters for n = 1–6 and m = 1–4, and focused on the

electronic structure of the Mg(H2O)+/0
6 and Be(H2O)+/0

4 complexes,
which can be categorized as solvated electron precursors (SEPs).
One or two electrons reside at the periphery of Mg(H2O)6

2+ and
Be(H2O)4

2+. Water ligands have larger difficulty than ammonia
to displace the valence electrons of the metal and form SEPs,
especially in the case of neutral magnesium complexes. The
stronger metal–ammonia bonds, the weaker ammonia–ammonia
hydrogen bonds, and the larger energy demands for H2 release in
the ammonia case account for this observation. In all cases, we
detected enhanced stability of the metal–water complexes, when
enough water ligands are present to complete the first solvation
shell (four for Be and six for Mg). For example, the Mg–OH2

binding energy suddenly increases when five or six water
molecules occupy the first solvation shell of Mg.

We calculated excitation energies for Mg(H2O)6
+ with different

basis sets confirming that the cc-pVTZ (Mg,O) and d-aug-cc-pVTZ
(H) combination provides the best accuracy-efficiency compromise

as in the case of metal–ammonia SEPs. The contribution of core
correlation was found minimal.44 The series of the outer orbitals
was identified as 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p, 1f, 2d, 3s, and 1g, which is
practically the same as for metal–ammonia complexes, except for
the interchange of 2p and 1f. Finally, several excited states were
investigated for Be(H2O)4

+, Be(H2O)4, and the less thermo-
dynamically stable Mg(H2O)6. Our results will assist the identifi-
cation of Mg–water SEPs not only in the gas-phase but also
possibly in concentrated metal water solutions.
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of calcium water complexes with one and
two solvation shells†

Isuru R. Ariyarathna and Evangelos Miliordos *

Neutral and cationic calcium water complexes are studied by means of high-level quantum calculations.

Both the geometric and electronic structure of these species is investigated. We study complexes with

up to eight water molecules in the first solvation sphere of calcium Ca(H2O)n=1–8
0,+, and examine their

stability with respect to Ca(H2O)n–k@kH2O0,+, where a number k of water molecules resides at the

second solvation shell. For the cationic species, we find that five water molecules readily attach to

calcium and the sixth water molecule goes to the second shell. The hexa-coordinated calcium core is

restored after the addition of a seventh water molecule. For neutral species, zero-point energy correc-

tions are critical in stabilizing structures with water ligands directly bound to calcium for up to six water

ligands. The (one or two) valence electrons of Ca+ and Ca are displaced gradually from the valence

space of calcium to the periphery of the complex forming solvated electron precursors (SEPs). For

example, in the ground state of Ca(H2O)6
+ one electron occupies an s-type diffuse peripheral orbital,

which can be promoted to higher energy p-, d-, f-, g-atomic-type orbitals (1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p, 2d, 1g,

3s) in the excited states of the system. Finally, we considered the effect of a complete second solvation

shell using the Ca(H2O)6
+@12H2O cluster, which is shown to have significantly lower excitation energies

compared to the Ca(H2O)6
+.

1. Introduction

Although studies on solvated electron systems have a history of
two centuries, their chemical and physical properties are still
poorly understood.1 The studies on solvated electron systems
have focused mainly on the ammonia and water solvents. NH3

and H2O force valence electron(s) to detach from the metal core
and solvate in their cavities.1 In ammonia, solvated electrons
last for days before vanishing with the release of H2, but in
water their lifetime is about 300 ms.2 Hence, macro-scale
studies on solvated electrons have been carried out exclusively
in metal ammonia solutions.

A dilute metal ammonia solution has a brilliant blue color
consisting of ion-pairs formed by metal cations and solvated
electrons.1 As the metal concentration increases, the density of
solvated electrons in the solution rises causing spin-pairing
between solvated electrons.3 At 0.1 mol% metal concentration,
more than 90% of the solvated electrons are paired.3 In the
1–8 mol% range of metal concentration, the blue solution

transforms into a bronze-gold colored liquid metal with an
increased electrical conductivity.3 At the saturation limit (21 mol%
metal) the conductivity of this liquid metal goes beyond that of
liquid mercury.3 The metal-like conductivity of the formed species
is attributed to their structure: ‘‘free’’ electrons orbit around
positively charged metal ammonia complexes.

Solid-state studies of such metal–ammonia or metal–water
species are rare. Edwards reports that solid Li(NH3)4 shows
superconductivity around 180–190 K.3 Further Seel et al.
identified Li(NH3)4 as the lowest melting point metal.4

A comprehensive solid-state computational study which
focuses Li(NH3)4 has been conducted by the Hoffman group.5

At the opposite end, several gas phase studies on metal–
ammonia and metal–water complexes can be found in the
literature. Among those, studies on Al(H2O)n

+,6–10 Na(H2O)n,11–19

and Mg(H2O)n
+ 20,21–33 are common. Some reports about

Na(NH3)n,13,34,35 Mg(NH3)n
+,36,37 Sr(NH3)n

+,38,39 Sr(H2O)n
+,32,38,40,41

Ba(H2O)n
0,+,42,43 and Ca(H2O)n

+ 32,44,45 are also available. Cationic
alkaline earth metal–water complexes adopt either a M(H2O)n

+ or a
M(OH)(H2O)n�1

+ structure. For example, when n = 1–5 or n 4 14
Mg(H2O)n

+ is favored, but for n = 6–14 Mg(OH)(H2O)n�1
+ is

dominant.21,22 For n = 6 both Mg(H2O)n
+ and Mg(OH)(H2O)n�1

+

have been detected in 1 : 6 ratio by Misaizu et al.21 Sperry et al.
found that deuterium substitution causes Mg(D2O)n

+ to be the
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main structure for n = 1–6.41 Deuterium substitution can also
determine the chief isomer of cationic Sr+–H2O clusters. According
to Sperry et al., Sr(H2O)n

+ is dominant for n = 1–4, while Sr(D2O)n
+

dominates for n = 1–5.41

Calcium water clusters produced by laser evaporation and
their photo-dissociation spectra have been recorded by Fuke
and co-workers.44 Their mass spectrum points to Ca(H2O)n

+

structures for n = 1–4 or n 4 12, whereas Ca(OH)(H2O)n�1
+ has

been identified exclusively for n = 5–12. The isotopic substitu-
tion of hydrogen showed that Ca(D2O)n

+ persists for every n
value including n = 5–12. Therefore, they recorded the photo-
dissociation spectrum of Ca(H2O)n

+ for n = 1–5, but they used
Ca(D2O)6

+ instead of Ca(H2O)6
+. These authors supported that

the spectrum is not affected by the deuterium substitution
since the Ca(D2O)6

+ fragments used to record the spectrum are
hot and should be identical to that of Ca(H2O)6

+. Their photo-
dissociation results suggest that the first solvation shell of Ca+

may be filled up with B6 water molecules, as opposed to Mg+

which is saturated with 3 water molecules.27 We are aware of
one more gas phase mass spectrometry study reporting water
detachment energies for Ca(H2O)1–5

+.45

From the theoretical side, little is known about the geo-
metric and electronic structure of the calcium water clusters.
The Monte Carlo simulations of Kochanski and Constantin for
Ca(H2O)1–10

+ suggest that the first solvation shell fills up with
six water molecules, and that the most stable structure for
Ca(H2O)6–10

+ has a Ca(H2O)6
+ core.45 Their statistically averaged

coordination number for Ca(H2O)6
+ is 5.29 indicating that

arrangements with a Ca(H2O)5
+ core and one H2O in the second

solvation shell are also encountered. This average coordination
number increases to 5.63 for Ca(H2O)10

+. The later work of
Watanabe and Iwata, however, suggests that the lowest energy
structure of Ca(H2O)6

+ has a Ca(H2O)4
+ core with two hydrogen

bonded water molecules, with the hexa-coordinated complex to
be 13.65 kcal mol�1 higher (free energy at room temperature).46

Bauschlicher et al. studied the smallest three clusters,
Ca(H2O)1–3

+ reporting water detachment energies. Given that
all of these studies are at the Hartee–Fock level, a more accurate
and systematic theoretical investigation is necessary. Presently,
we examine the lowest energy structures at the second-order
Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) level of theory.

For specific n values, M(H2O)n or M(NH3)n systems can be
pictured as a solvent separated electron from a metal–ammonia
or metal–water core, qe�@M(H2O/NH3)n

q+. We named such
species solvated electron precursors (SEPs).35 Be(NH3)4 is our
first reported SEP, where two electrons rest in the periphery of
Be(NH3)4

2+.47 The two outer electrons (q = 2) of Be(NH3)4 occupy
a diffuse s-type orbital in the ground state and can be promoted
to higher energy hydrogenic type orbitals. Specifically, the outer
electron of excited Be(NH3)4

+ populates (in energy order) the 1p,
1d, 2s, 1f, 2p, 2d orbitals. A similar shell model has been
observed for Li(NH3)4, Na(NH3)4, and Ca(NH3)8 species.35,48

We also discovered that transition metal ammonia complexes,
Sc(NH3)6, V(NH3)6 and Y(NH3)8 behave as SEPs.49–51 In Sc(NH3)6

and V(NH3)6, in addition to the peripheral orbitals, one and
three inner d-electrons remain in the t2g and/or eg orbitals.50,51

On the other hand, all 5s24d1 valence electrons of Y solvate
in the periphery of Y(NH3)8.49 Recently, we reported our first
H2O-based SEPs, Be(H2O)4

0,+ and Mg(H2O)6
0,+.52 We were able

to expand the previously introduced Aufbau principle for SEPs
beyond the 2d shell exploiting its higher D2h symmetry. In the
ground state of Mg(H2O)6

+ and Mg(H2O)6 one and two outer
electron(s) occupy a quasi s-orbital.52 The outer electron of
Mg(H2O)6

+ can advance to one of the 1p, 1d, 2s, 2p, 1f, 2d, 3s, or
1g outer orbitals in energy order.52 The observed series of
Mg(H2O)6

+ is slightly different from that of Be(NH3)4
+. The first

four shells are identical in both Mg(H2O)6
+ and Be(NH3)4

+, but
1f of the former falls in between 2p and 2d, and it rests in
between 2s and 2p in the latter.47,52

The present report is devoted to the characterization of the
geometric and electronic structure of the Ca(H2O)n

+,0 (n = 1–8)
species, and are compared with the corresponding magnesium–
water and calcium–ammonia species.48,52 We focus on the more
symmetric hexa- and octa-coordinated complexes, which can
be characterized as SEPs, and investigate their excited states.
Do these systems follow the same Aufbau principle introduced
for Mg(H2O)6

+? How will the excitation energies be affected going
from Mg to Ca or from hexa- to octa-coordinated complexes or
from water to ammonia complexes? To answer these questions,
we have performed high-level quantum calculations and our
findings are discussed in this article. In addition, we see the effect
of a second shell of H2O molecules on the excitation energies for a
SEP such as Ca(H2O)6@12H2O+ and compare with our recent
findings on M(NH3)4@12NH3, M = Li, Be+, B2+.53

2. Computational details

Initially, we optimized the lowest energy structures for
[Ca,nH2O]+ (n = 1–7) at the MP2 level of theory using aug-cc-
pVTZ basis sets54–56 for all atoms and correlating all valence
electrons. The diffuse functions for calcium were obtained by
multiplying the smallest exponents of each shell of cc-pVTZ by
0.3. The diffuse functions on hydrogen and oxygen are needed
for the accurate description of possible hydrogen bonds and
the diffuse outer orbitals of SEPs. Two kinds of structures are
considered, these with all water molecules attached directly to
calcium denoted as Ca(H2O)n

+, and these with a number (k)
of water molecules hydrogen bonded to the first solvation
shell water ligands denoted as Ca(H2O)n@kH2O+. For the
Ca(H2O)1–8

+,0 species, we performed additional calculations
correlating the sub-valence 2s22p63s23p6 electrons of Ca as well
(C-MP2). The core-valence cc-pCVTZ basis set for Ca,57 the
cc-pVTZ for O, and the aug-cc-pVTZ for H were used in
this case.

Harmonic vibrational frequencies were obtained at the
Density Functional Theory (DFT/B3LYP) level of theory for the
Ca(H2O)n=0–8

0,+ complexes using the cc-pVTZ(Ca,O) and aug-cc-
pVTZ(H) basis set. The structures were re-optimized at B3LYP
starting from the corresponding optimal MP2 structures.
Frequency calculations confirmed the stability of the structures
and are used to obtain zero-point energies (ZPE). For the relative
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MP2 energetics of the Ca(H2O)n and Ca(H2O)m@kH2O structures
of Fig. 1 and 4, the ZPE and free energy corrections are calculated
with MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ harmonic vibrational frequencies.

Ca(H2O)6 bears no symmetry rendering the multi-reference
excited state calculations impractical. To provide excitation
energies, we optimized the Ca(H2O)6 under Cs symmetry and
used this geometry to calculate vertical excitations. The Cs

structure of Ca(H2O)6 is 1.10 kcal mol�1 higher than its C1

minimum at the MP2 level of theory. The first excitation energy
at MP2 under C1 and Cs symmetry are 0.64 and 0.60 eV,
respectively. Therefore, we believe that the accuracy of our
vertical excitation energies is affected by the constrained Cs

optimization by less than 0.1 eV. We have used the original D2h

structure of Ca(H2O)6
+ to obtain its vertical excitation energies.

Both Ca(H2O)8
+ and Ca(H2O)8 have S8 symmetry. We have used

their largest abelian sub-point group, C2, for the excited state
calculations. All optimized structures, their energies, and their
frequencies are listed in the ESI.†

Vertical excitation energies for Ca(H2O)6,8
+ were studied at

CASSCF and CASPT2 levels of theory. A single active electron
is allocated in 35 (10ag, 4b3u, 4b2u, 4b1g, 4b1u, 4b2g, 4b3g, 1au)
and 9 (5a, 4b) active orbitals for Ca(H2O)6

+ and Ca(H2O)8
+

CASSCF calculations, respectively. For the calculations of
Ca(H2O)6 and Ca(H2O)8, two active electrons are distributed
in 9 (6a0, 3a00 and 5a, 4b) active orbitals, respectively. CASPT2
calculations were performed on top of the CASSCF wave func-
tion and correlating all electrons except 1s22s22p63s23p6 of Ca
and 1s2 of O. We have also performed C-CASPT2 calculations,
where all electrons except 1s2 of Ca and O are correlated, for
the Ca(H2O)6

+ and Ca(H2O)8
+ species. For the CASPT2 and

C-CASPT2 calculations, the corresponding MP2 and C-MP2
structures were utilized. Unless otherwise stated, excitation
energies are calculated with the following basis sets: cc-pVTZ

or cc-pCVTZ (Ca) for CASPT2 or C-CASPT2, and cc-pVTZ (O),
d-aug-cc-pVTZ (H) for both. A doubly diffuse basis set on
hydrogenic centers suffices to provide excitations energies with
better than 0.1 eV accuracy.47

Excitation energies of Ca(H2O)6
+ and Ca(H2O)8

+ systems
were also studied using the EOM-EA-CCSD method.58 For the
Ca(H2O)6

+ we used two series of basis sets, a small double-z
quality [cc-pVDZ (Ca), cc-pVDZ (O), d-aug-cc-pVDZ (H)] and a
bigger triple-z quality [cc-pVTZ (Ca), cc-pVTZ (O), d-aug-cc-pVTZ
(H)]. We show that the results with the two basis sets are in
remarkable agreement. Therefore, due to the technical difficul-
ties the Ca(H2O)8

+ was only studied with the small cc-pVDZ
(Ca), cc-pVDZ (O), d-aug-cc-pVDZ (H) basis set. Furthermore,
the excited states of Ca(H2O)6

+ and Ca(H2O)8
+ species were

investigated through the partial third-order quasiparticle (P3+)
electron propagator method59,60 and core-P3+ (C-P3+) levels of
theory using cc-pVTZ (Ca)/cc-pCVTZ (Ca), cc-pVTZ (O), d-aug-cc-
pVTZ (H) basis set. For the C-P3+ calculations we correlated all
electrons except 1s2 of Ca and O.

The Ca(H2O)6@12H2O+ structure was optimized at CAM-
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ under constrained S6 symmetry (the highest
abelian group is Ci). We recently showed that CAM-B3LYP
provides geometries with MP2-level accuracy for similar
systems.53 There is no strong evidence that this is the lowest
energy structure, but the electronic structure and excitation
energies are not expected to depend significantly on the orien-
tation of the outer water molecules. The CAM-B3LYP optimized
geometry was used to study the excited states of the system with
CASSCF, MP2, D2, and P3+. The CASSCF wave-function consists
of one electron in 9 active orbitals (6ag, 3au). We used d-aug-cc-
pVDZ basis set for all H atoms and cc-pVDZ basis set for Ca and
O. Several electronic states of Ca(H2O)6@12H2O+ were studied
with MP2, where the use of d-aug-cc-pVTZ for H atoms and
cc-pVTZ for the rest atoms was feasible. The excited states were
finally investigated using the diagonal second-order approxi-
mation (D2) and P3+ methods.59,60 We introduced the d-aug-cc-
pVDZ (H), cc-pVDZ (Ca,O) basis set (DADZ) in both D2 and P3+
calculations. For D2, the use of the d-aug-cc-pVTZ (H), cc-pVTZ
(Ca,O) basis set (DATZ) combination was also possible. To get
an estimate of the P3+ values with the triple-z basis set, we
added the difference of the D2 excitation energies (DE) between
the two basis sets to the P3+ double-z values. This quasi-P3+/
DATZ method is reported as qP3+:

DE(qP3+) = DE(P3+/DADZ) + DE(D2/DATZ) � DE(D2/DADZ)

Gaussian16 suite was used to perform geometry optimizations
and frequency calculations,61 MOLPRO 2015.1 was implemented
to carry out multi-reference calculations,62 and QChem was
invoked for the EOM-EA-CCSD calculations.63

3. Results and discussion
3A. Cationic complexes

Ground state of Ca(H2O)n=1�8
+. According to the Hartree–

Fock work of Watanabe and Iwata, the first four water

Fig. 1 MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ relative energies (kcal mol�1) for the more
stable structures of positively charged calcium water species with five to
seven water molecules. ZPE-corrected and free energy corrected (at 20 1C
temperature and 1 atm pressure) values (using MP2 frequencies) are shown
in parenthesis and square brackets, respectively; CAM-B3LYP frequencies
are used for the case of seven water molecules.
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molecules bind directly to the calcium center,46 while one to
three more water molecules stay in the second solvation shell
attaching to the first four with hydrogen bonds. Interestingly,
the addition of one more water molecule (totally eight) leads to
a penta-coordinated calcium complex. These results are in
contrast with our MP2 calculations, which indicate that the
first five water molecules bind directly to calcium. The sixth
molecule stays in the second solvation shell, Ca(H2O)5@H2O+,
with the hexa-coordinated complex being higher by less than
1 kcal mol�1 after correcting for ZPE. The addition of a seventh
water molecule stabilizes the Ca(H2O)6

+ core. The most stable
structure is Ca(H2O)6@H2O+ with the Ca(H2O)7

+ isomer being
1.5 kcal mol�1 higher in energy (ZPE applied). All of these
structures along with their relative energetics are shown in
Fig. 1. The structures reported with one or two water molecules
in the second solvation shell form at least two hydrogen bonds
with the first-shell water ligands. According to our calculations,
these are the lowest energy isomers. Notice that structures with
two or more water molecules in the second solvation shell are
less stable, and that ZPE and free energy corrections at 20 1C
and 1 atm favor the Ca(H2O)n

+ (n water ligands attached to
calcium) ions. Our findings are in agreement with the Monte
Carlo study of Kochanski and Constantin (see Section 1), who
suggested that Ca(H2O)6

+ complexes dominate in solution
phase. These observations are different from calcium ammonia
complexes, where the first eight molecules for the (more weakly
bound) neutral species bind directly to calcium.48,64

Presently we investigate further both the hexa- and octa-
coordinated water species for comparison with ammonia.
Although, the geometric structure for calcium water complexes
has been studied in the literature, their electronic structure
remains largely unknown. Our calculations indicate that there
is the Ca+ center present for the smaller species becomes a Ca2+

center and an unpaired electron is displaced in the periphery of
the Ca(H2O)n=6–8

2+ skeleton. Fig. 2 shows the contour for the
orbital of this unpaired electron. Every additional water ligand
‘‘pushes’’ away this electron from the valence space of calcium
more and more.

Table 1 lists the detachment energies (De) of one water
molecule from the Ca(H2O)n

+ species (all n water ligands attached
to calcium). De MP2 values start from 20.7, 20.8 kcal mol�1 for

n = 1, 2 and gradually reduce to 17.3 kcal mol�1 for n = 5. There is
a sudden drop for n = 6 to 10.9 kcal mol�1. Interestingly, De

increases for n = 7 back to 17.1 kcal mol�1 and for n = 8 decreases
again to 11.5 kcal mol�1. The interaction energy (hydrogen
bonding) between a second- and first-shell water molecule is
around 14 kcal mol�1, calculated as the average of the MP2 energy
differences between Ca(H2O)1,4,5@H2O+ and Ca(H2O)1,4,5

+ (at the
geometry of Ca(H2O)1,4,5@H2O+) + H2O (13.1, 14.1, 15.1 kcal mol�1,
respectively). This interaction is stronger than the H2O–Ca(H2O)5

binding. Considering that the hydrogen bonding interactions
are slightly affected by the nature of the first coordination
sphere, the two numbers (10.9 vs. B14 kcal mol�1) can explain
why the sixth water balances between the first and second
solvation shell. The hydrogen bonding interaction between a
second- and first-shell weakens considerably after the inclusion
of ZPE (6.6 kcal mol�1 for Ca(H2O)@H2O+), which rational-
izes why ZPE favors the Ca(H2O)n

+ over Ca(H2O)n–k@kH2O+

complexes.
The core electron correlation effect enhances the binding

energy by up to 5.7 kcal mol�1 (n = 1). The second larger
increase belongs to n = 6 (4.9 kcal mol�1), while the increase
is smaller than 3.2 kcal mol�1 for the rest species and actually
negative (�0.4 kcal mol�1) for n = 8. Finally, ZPE reduces the
detachment energies by up to 2.2 kcal mol�1 (n = 7). Our final
D0 values at C-MP2 compare favorably with the experimental
data of ref. 45 with an average discrepancy of 1.7 kcal mol�1

(our values are always smaller); see Table 1. Table 1 reveals also
that C-MP2 shortens appreciably the Ca–O distances (B0.1 Å).

Comparing calcium–water, magnesium–water,52 and calcium–
ammonia48 complexes, we see that C-MP2 predicts comparable D0

energies for all cases and n = 2–6. There is no specific trend going
from Mg to Ca; for n = 2, 3, 6 values Mg–water binding energies
are larger and for n = 4, 5 Ca–water ones are larger. The differences
are within 3.2 kcal mol�1. Ca–ammonia binding energies are
always larger by 1.3 kcal mol�1 on average over all n = 2–6 values.
These observations indicate that neither the identity of the metal
nor the nature of the ligand plays an important role to the stability
of the coordination complexes.

Excited states of Ca(H2O)6,8
+. In this section we study the

excited states of the dominant (in condensed phase or bigger
clusters) Ca(H2O)6

+ species. The Ca(H2O)8
+ is also studied as

the largest complex with all ligands attached to the metal.
Tables 2 and 3 collect the vertical excitation energies at
different methodologies including CASSCF, CASPT2, P3+, and
EOM-EA-CCSD. Fig. 3 depicts the contours of representative
orbitals populated in the low-lying electronic states of
Ca(H2O)6

+; those of Ca(H2O)8
+ have identical morphology.

The ground state in both cases has a 1s1 configuration,
which is followed by the 1p1, 1d1, 2s1, 1f1, 2p1, 1g1, 3s1 states.
The expected degeneracy for states with same configuration is
lifted because of the lower symmetry of the complexes com-
pared to hydrogen atom. The Th point group of Ca(H2O)6

+ keeps
the degeneracy of p-type orbitals, but splits the d-orbitals to the
eg and tg groups, the f-orbitals to au, and two tu groups, and the
g-orbitals to ag, eg, and two tg groups. The S8 point group of
Ca(H2O)8

+ allows up to doubly degenerate groups (see Table 3).
Fig. 2 Contours of the highest (singly occupied) occupied molecular
orbital of Ca(H2O)n=1–8

+ for their doublet ground state.
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Focusing on the excitation energies of Ca(H2O)6
+ and how the

different methods perform, we make the following comments.
The low CASSCF values by 0.5 eV in some cases (compared to
CASPT2) indicate that dynamic electron correlation is certainly
important. The dynamic correlation coming from the sub-valence
electrons of calcium generally increase our values on average
by only 0.05 eV (CASPT2 vs. C-CASPT2) or 0.01 eV (P3+ vs.
C-P3+). Our values seem to be highly insensitive to the level of
dynamic electron correlation treatment.

Due to the high symmetry of Ca(H2O)6
+, the three 1p and

three 2p components are degenerate. The smallest range of
excitation energies within the d, f, and g-type states belongs to
2d1 (22Eg and 22Tg). The components of 1d, 1f, and 1g of
Ca(H2O)6

+ are within 0.39, 0.37, and 0.44 eV at CASPT2, but
that of the more diffuse 2d is only within 0.01 eV. For
Ca(H2O)8

+, The P3+ splitting for the 1p, 1d, and 1f states is
0.30, 0.39, and 0.28 eV, but that of 2p is only 0.09 eV. The
smaller splitting of 2d and 2p is because these orbitals have an
additional node compared to the 1p, 1d, 1f, or 1g orbitals,

expand further in space, and experience the Ca(H2O)6,8
2+ core

more as an isotropic structure.
Next, we compare the weighted (according to degeneracy)

averaged P3+ excitation energies of the states studied in common
for the two species. The excitation energies for 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, and
2p are (n = 6/8) 0.93/0.81, 1.92/1.70, 2.69/2.55, 3.03/2.61, and 3.11/
2.92 eV, respectively. The excitation energies are always lower for
n = 8 by at least 0.12 eV as expected due to the more diffuse nature
of the outer electron of Ca(H2O)8

+. Very similar observations
were made for the Ca(NH3)6–8

+ sequence.48 Finally, the excitation
energies of the Ca(H2O)6

+, Mg(H2O)6
+, and Ca(NH3)6

+ for the
different states agree within 0.2 eV (compare present Table 2 with
Table 2 of ref. 52 and 48). The excitation energies are generally
higher for Mg(H2O)6

+, but no obvious trend is observed between
the calcium water and ammonia complexes.

3B. Neutral complexes

Ground state of Ca(H2O)n=1–8. No experimental or theoretical
information is found in the literature about the stability and

Table 2 Electronic states, electronic configurations (Config.), and vertical excitation energies (eV) at CASSCF, CASPT2, C-CASPT2, P3+, C-P3+, and
EOM-EA-CCSD of the first sixteen states of Ca(H2O)6

+

State
(Th) Config.

CASSCF
(DATZ)a

CASPT2
(DATZ)a

C-CASPT2
(DATZ)a

P3+
(DATZ)a

C-P3+
(DATZ)a

EOM-EA-CCSD
(DADZ)b

EOM-EA-CCSD
(DATZ)a

12Ag 1s1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
12Tu 1p1 0.76 0.97 1.04 0.93 0.95 0.96 0.98
12Eg 1d1 1.50 1.74 1.73 1.69 1.71 1.74 1.74
12Tg 1d1 1.72 2.13 2.12 2.07 2.10 2.15 2.18
22Ag 2s1 2.34 2.73 2.76 2.69 2.70 2.76 2.80
22Tu 1f1 2.44 2.86 2.92 2.79 2.82 2.86 2.89
12Au 1f1 2.61 3.09 3.08 3.06 3.09 3.13 3.14
32Tu 1f1 2.76 3.23 3.29 3.25 3.27 3.27 3.30
42Tu 2p1 2.67 3.16 3.22 3.11 3.13 3.18 3.23
22Eg 2d1 3.12 3.59 3.59 3.52 3.55 3.60 3.66
22Tg 2d1 3.17 3.60 3.73 3.59 3.60
32Tg 1g1 3.45 3.66 3.87 3.71 3.63
32Ag 1g1 3.49 3.99 4.00
32Eg 1g1 3.59 4.10 4.11
42Tg 1g1 3.65 4.05 4.16
42Ag 3s1 3.74

a DATZ = cc-pVTZ (Ca,O), d-aug-cc-pVTZ (H). b DADZ = cc-pVDZ (Ca,O), d-aug-cc-pVDZ (H).

Table 1 Average equilibrium Ca–O distances re (Å), and detachment energy of one water ligand De and D0 (kcal mol�1) for Ca(H2O)n=1–8
+,0 at MP2 and

C-MP2 levelsa

n

Ca(H2O)n
+ Ca(H2O)n

re De
b D0

c

Exptd

re De
b D0

c

MP2 C-MP2 MP2 C-MP2 C-MP2 MP2 C-MP2 MP2 C-MP2 C-MP2

1 2.452 2.344 20.7 26.4 25.3 28 2.565 2.431 5.7 7.1 7.0
2 2.448 2.348 20.8 24.0 22.9 24 2.506 2.389 7.0 9.6 9.1
3 2.458 2.354 16.5 19.0 18.1 21.5 2.518 2.420 8.9 10.4 10.0
4 2.476 2.380 17.4 18.6 17.7 18.7 2.541 2.421 10.3 11.9 11.1
5 2.501 2.404 17.3 17.6 17.3 17.5 2.555 2.425 10.1 13.1 14.3
6 2.442 2.367 10.9 15.8 15.4 2.504 2.401 10.1 13.4 11.1
7 2.529 2.421 17.1 19.2 17.0 2.500 2.431 13.1 14.8 12.2
8 2.517 2.448 11.5 11.1 9.8 2.521 2.455 11.2 10.8 9.1

a The basis set is cc-pVTZ(Ca) or cc-pCVTZ(Ca) for MP2 or C-MP2 and cc-pVTZ(O), aug-cc-pVTZ(H) for both methods. b De = Ee[H2O] +
Ee[Ca(H2O)n�1

0,+] � Ee[Ca(H2O)n
0,+], where Ee is the optimized equilibrium energy. c D0 = E0[H2O] + E0[Ca(H2O)n�1

0,+] � E0[Ca(H2O)n
0,+], where

E0 = Ee + ZPE(B3LYP/cc-pVTZ(Ca,O) and aug-cc-pVTZ(H)). d Ref. 26.
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structure of the neutral calcium water complexes. To this end, we
first optimized the geometry of the complexes from two to six water
molecules. Besides the complexes with all water ligands coordinated

to calcium, Ca(H2O)n, we also considered the complexes with one
water molecule hydrogen bonded to one of the first coordination
sphere water ligands, Ca(H2O)n@H2O. Compared to cationic
complexes, the presence of a second electron in the valence shell
of calcium is expected to further deter water ligands from binding
to calcium. Indeed, the binding energies are smaller and the
equilibrium Ca–O distances longer by B0.1 Å (see Table 1).

At the same time, the placement of a water ligand to the
second coordination sphere is also less favorable for the neutral
systems. For example, the neutral Ca(H2O)5 and Ca(H2O)6

complexes are more stable than Ca(H2O)4@H2O and Ca(H2O)5@
H2O by 1.5 and 1.7 kcal mol�1 (ZPE corrected values; see Fig. 4) as
opposed to the cations where the latter structures are slightly
more stable (compare Fig. 1 and 4). Free energy corrections at
20 1C and 1 atm make little difference from ZPE corrected values.
Actually they favor further Ca(H2O)5. The Ca(H2O)n and
Ca(H2O)n�1@H2O isomers are practically isoenergetic for
n = 2 with or without the ZPE/free energy correction, while

Table 3 Electronic states, electronic configurations (Config.), and vertical excitation energies (eV) at CASSCF, CASPT2, C-CASPT2, P3+, C-P3+, and
EOM-EA-CCSD of thirteen states of Ca(H2O)8

+

State (S8) Config. CASSCF (DATZ)a CASPT2 (DATZ)a C-CASPT2 (DATZ)a P3+ (DATZ)a C-P3+ (DATZ) a EOM-EA-CCSD (DADZ) b

12A 1s1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
12E1 1p1 0.56 0.74 0.73 0.71 0.72 0.74
12B 1p1 0.84 1.04 1.03 1.01 1.02 1.04
12E2 1d1 1.29 1.61 1.59 1.57 1.58 1.62
12E3 1d1 1.45 1.74 1.72 1.70 1.71 1.74
22A 1d1 1.59 2.00 1.99 1.96 1.97 2.03
32A 2s1 2.55 2.56 2.62
22E3 1f1 2.47 2.48 2.53
22E2 1f1 2.57 2.58 2.63
22E1 1f1 2.72 2.74 2.78
22B 1f1 2.75 2.77 2.81
32E1 2p1 2.89 2.90 2.96
32B 2p1 2.98 3.00 3.04

a DATZ = cc-pVTZ (Ca,O), d-aug-cc-pVTZ (H). b DADZ = cc-pVDZ (Ca,O), d-aug-cc-pVDZ (H).

Fig. 3 Selected outer orbitals of Ca(H2O)6
+.

Fig. 4 MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ relative energies (kcal mol�1) for the more stable structures of neutral calcium water species with two to six water molecules.
ZPE-corrected and free energy corrected (at 20 1C temperature and 1 atm pressure) values (using MP2 frequencies) are shown in parenthesis and square
brackets, respectively.
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their energy difference for n = 3 is completely inverted when
ZPE/thermal corrections are included (see Fig. 4). For n = 3–6,
ZPE corrections clearly favor the Ca(H2O)n structure. These
observations indicate that going from the cationic to the
neutral species the Ca–water interaction becomes weaker not
only for the directly connected (to Ca) water ligands, but also
for the second sphere water molecules. Actually, the latter
interactions attenuate faster enhancing the stability of the
Ca(H2O)n species.

Focusing on the Ca(H2O)n complexes, the attachment
of a water molecule to calcium stabilizes the system by 5.7–
11.2 kcal mol�1 at MP2. This range becomes 7.1–14.8 kcal mol�1 at
C-MP2 and 7.0–14.3 kcal mol�1 when ZPE is added (see Table 1).
Interestingly, the binding energy of the additional water is
increasing, albeit only slightly, for bigger complexes in contrast
with the cationic species where the binding energy decreases
with the size. On the other hand, in both cationic and neutral
species the sub-valence electron correlation (C-MP2) shortens
the Ca–O bond lengths by B0.1 Å.

Excited states of Ca(H2O)n=6,8. The binding energies for the
larger neutral complexes are smaller, but still comparable to
the energies of the experimentally observed cationic complexes
(see Table 1) and these of the experimentally observed neutral
calcium–ammonia complexes.64 Ca(H2O)6 is the smallest
complex where the electronic density of the two valence elec-
trons is evenly distributed in the periphery of the Ca2+(H2O)6

core (see Fig. S1 of the ESI†), and can be characterized as an
SEP. We presently study the excited states of Ca(H2O)6, as well
as the highly-symmetric Ca(H2O)8 complex.

The ground state of both systems has 1s2 configuration,
which is followed by the three 1s11p1 components of triplet
spin multiplicity. These correspond to two 3A0 and one 3A00

states (Cs symmetry) for Ca(H2O)6, and to 3B and 3E1 states
(S8 symmetry) for Ca(H2O)8. The analogous 3P atomic term is
listed in Table 4 along with the range of CASPT2 excitation
energies of 0.60–0.92 eV and 0.33–0.69 eV for Ca(H2O)6 and
Ca(H2O)8, respectively. The corresponding CASSCF excitation
energies are 0.10–0.24 eV lower as happens for the cationic
systems. Additionally, the excitation energies drop going from
Ca(H2O)6 to Ca(H2O)8. The same effect was observed for
Ca(NH3)6,8 and was attributed to the more diffuse electronic

density in the case of the octa-coordinated complex.48 The more
distant (from the Ca2+ core) electrons of Ca(NH3)8 can easier be
excited or removed. Specifically, the first ionization energy of
Ca(NH3)6 and Ca(NH3)8 are 3.43 eV and 3.24 eV, respectively.

The next states are of both singlet and triplet spin multi-
plicities. The triplets have pure 1p2 (3P) and 1s11d1 (3D)
configurations, while the singlets are of heavily mixed character
mingling the 1s11p1 (1P), 1p2 (1D), and 1s11d1 (1D) configurations.
The energy order is unclear for the different groups of
components, and a detailed list of the calculated energy spec-
trum is provided in the ESI.† Generally, the excitations are
lower in energy for octa-coordinated species, and the order of
3D and 3P groups is reverse for the two complexes.

3C. Dual solvation shell species

The consideration of a second solvation shell of water mole-
cules for the Ca(H2O)6

+ complex is the topic of this section.
Similar theoretical studies have been reported for transition
metal cations with oxidation states (2+ or 3+)65,66 that do not
afford an outer electron, as opposed to Ca+. Although the
Ca(H2O)5@H2O+ isomer is more stable for the Ca/6H2O system
by just 0.8 kcal mol�1 (see Fig. 1), the addition of more water
molecules will stabilize the Ca(H2O)6

2+ core as happens for the
Mg–water complexes.28 Therefore, we extended our study to the
Ca(H2O)6@12H2O+ complex to see the effect of the second
solvation shell for a water complex, as we did recently for the
M(NH3)4@12NH3 ammonia complexes with M = Li, Be+, and
B2+.53 The optimized structure was obtained at the CAM-B3LYP
level (see Fig. 5) and the excitations energies with various
electronic structure approaches (see Table 5). The obtained
Ca(H2O)6@12H2O+ polyhedron has S6 symmetry.

The large computational cost allowed us to explore only the
1s1, 1p1, and 1d1 electronic states. For the calculation of
their excitation energies we employed the CASSCF (practically
Hartree–Fock), MP2, D2, and P3+ methodologies combined
with either double- or triple-z basis sets. The calculated

Table 4 Electronic configurations (Config.), electronic terms (State) and
vertical excitation energies (eV) at CASSCF and CASPT2 for several low-
lying states of Ca(H2O)6,8 at cc-pVTZ (Ca,O), d-aug-cc-pVTZ (H) basis set

Config. Statea

Ca(H2O)6 Ca(H2O)8

CASSCF CASPT2 CASSCF CASPT2

1s2 1S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1s11p1 3P 0.44–0.69 0.60–0.92 0.23–0.56 0.33–0.69
1s11d1 3D 1.41–1.66 1.64–1.89 1.31–1.54 1.33–1.64
1p2 3P 1.71–2.00 1.98–2.29 0.99–1.21 1.21–1.43
1s11p1/
1s11d1/1p2

1P/1D/1D 0.92–2.33 1.14–2.56 0.70–1.68 0.93–1.81

a The atomic terms corresponding to the assigned configuration is
reported here. A more detailed list and the actual electronic terms are
given in Tables S21 and S22 of the ESI.

Fig. 5 Optimized geometry of Ca(H2O)6
+@12H2O. The dashed black lines

show hydrogen bonds between water molecules.
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excitation energies seem largely insensitive to the method or
basis set used, except for the dynamic-correlation-free CASSCF
level. Specifically, the highest deviation among the non-CASSCF
methods of 0.07 eV in the relatively high energy 22Eg(1d1) state.
As in the Ca(H2O)6 complex, the first excited state is of 1p1

character. However, the three components are not triply degen-
erate any more due to the anisotropy of the Ca(H2O)6@12H2O+

polyhedron, with the relative 12Eu and 12Au states being sepa-
rated by B0.33 eV (see Table 5). Similarly, the next five 1d1

components are grouped as 12Eg, 22Eg, and 22Ag covering a
range of about 0.45 eV. Overall, the 1p1 and 1d1 states lie at
0.33–0.66 (weighted average 0.44) and 0.82–1.26 (weighted
average 0.97) eV, respectively, at the composite qP3+ level of
theory. The corresponding P3+ numbers for Ca(H2O)6 are 0.93
and 1.69–2.07 (weighted average 1.92) eV (see Table 2), about
double of the previous numbers.

4. Conclusions

Presently we performed high level quantum chemical calcula-
tions to characterize the geometric and electronic structure of
cationic and neutral calcium water complexes. Neutral complexes
favor the coordination of water ligands directly to the metal more
than the corresponding positively charged complexes. For
example, Ca(H2O)6 is more stable than Ca(H2O)5@H2O, but
[Ca,6H2O]+ composition prefers Ca(H2O)5@H2O+. The Ca(H2O)6

+

core is formed however for [Ca,7H2O]+. The dissociation of a water
molecule is easier for neutral species, and especially for the
smaller of them. The dissociation of a water ligand for cations
is easier for the bigger members. For six or more water ligands,
the valence calcium electrons are displaced to the periphery of the
complex as has been previously observed for a series of species
called SEPs.

The energy pattern for the excited states of the ‘‘one-electron’’
Ca(H2O)6,8

+ follows the same Aufbau principle observed for the
previously reported SEPs: 1s, 1p, 1d, 2s, 1f, 2p, 2d, 1g, 3s. The
excitation energies drop going from the hexa- to the octa-
coordinated complexes as expected because the electronic density
of the latter is more remote from the metal center. Compared to
magnesium water and calcium ammonia complexes, the excita-
tion energies follow the order Mg–water 4 calcium–water B
calcium ammonia. The electronic spectrum of the neutral com-
plexes is quite complex with the relative excited states being of
multi-reference nature. Finally, we saw that a second solvation

shell of water molecules around Ca(H2O)6
+ reduces the excitation

energies by a factor of almost two.47,53

Our findings are expected to benefit future experimental
studies aiming at the elucidation of the geometric and electro-
nic structure of the calcium water complexes.
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a b s t r a c t 

High-level ab initio quantum calculations were performed to study thirteen and sixteen low-lying elec- 

tronic states of ZrO 

+ and NbO 

+ . We report their potential energy curves, electronic configurations, bond 

distances, harmonic vibrational frequencies, anharmonicities, spin–orbit splittings, and excitation ener- 

gies. Chemical bonding patterns for low-lying electronic states are also proposed. The removal of one 

electron from the ~5s Zr of ZrO creates the first three states of ZrO 

+ (X 

2 �, 1 2 �+ , 1 2 �). These three states 

bear oxo (Zr 3 + O 

2 −) character and the remaining states show oxyl (Zr 2 + O 

·−) nature. Similarly, the detach- 

ment of one electron from ~5s Nb of nine low-lying states of NbO generate the nine lowest energy states 

of NbO 

+ that possess oxo (Nb 3 + O 

2 −) character. Low-lying electronic states of ZrO 

+ and NbO 

+ are very 

similar to their isovalent TiO 

+ and VO 

+ partners. The current study rectifies spectroscopic assignments 

made for ZrO 

+ and NbO 

+ in the literature. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Transition metal oxides are efficient heterogenous catalysts ow- 

ing to their rich redox chemistry [1–3] , and have a wide scope 

of industrial applications [4,5] . From the theoretical point of view, 

to understand the catalytic processes on metal oxide surfaces, pe- 

riodic boundary conditions are commonly applied. Metal oxide 

molecular compounds are also common homogeneous catalysts. 

The deeper comprehension originating from the electronic struc- 

ture calculations of naked metal oxides offers a starting point for a 

bottom-up approach to predict and synthesize more efficient metal 

oxide catalysts [6,7] . 

To this end, the electronic structure of ground and excited 

states of first-row transition metal monoxides (TMOs) have been 

studied extensively in the past [8–10] . First-row TMOs are found 

to bear strong ionic nature with minor radical character on oxygen 

[8–10] . On the other hand, the electronic structure of ground and 

excited states of many second-row TMOs is yet to be explored. The 

present study is an extension to our ongoing work to disclose the 

electronic structure of second-row transition metal monoxides [11–

16] . In the past we explored the ground and low-lying electronic 

states of MoO 

+ ,0, − [11] , RuO 

0, + ,2 + , − [15,16] , NbO [13] , and ZrO [14] . 

The current work focuses on ZrO 

+ and NbO 

+ . 

∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: emiliord@auburn.edu (E. Miliordos). 

The pattern of the ground and low-lying electronic states of 

ZrO 

+ is unclear in the literature, and a systematic high-level the- 

oretical work is necessary. Early experimental studies in 1980 and 

1993 (near-IR rotational and electron spin resonance spectroscopy) 

identified 

2 �+ (1 σ 2 1 π4 2 σ 1 ) as the ground state of ZrO 

+ [17,18] . 

Five years ago, Luo et al. assigned the ground state as 2 � by ro- 

tationally resolved photoelectron spectroscopy [19] . This finding is 

consistent with the assignment made by the Hu et al. in 2009 

[7] in terms of density functional and coupled cluster theory, and 

has been adopted by Lam et al. in 2018 [20] who provided a 

very accurate binding energy and ionization energy at the com- 

plete basis set limit and using up to quadruple replacements in 

the CI expansion. However, the theoretical density functional work 

of Rondinelli et al. in 2006 predicted a 2 �+ ground state [21] . Fi- 

nally, the 2 �+ assignment was adopted by Sievers and Armentrout, 

who studied the Zr + /ZrO 

+ + CO 2 ←→ ZrO 

+ /ZrO 2 
+ + CO reaction 

pathways by ion beam mass spectrometry. The authors “assuming 

that there are no barriers in excess of the endothermicity of these 

reactions” identified two excited states of ZrO 

+ with excitation en- 

ergies of 1.99 ± 0.08 and 2.93 ± 0.14 eV [22] . These energies were 

assigned to 2 �/ 2 � and 

4 � states. 

The first experimental study of NbO 

+ belongs to Dyke et al. 

[23] . They identified its ground and first excited state as 3 �−

and 

3 �, respectively. Using Hartree-Fock calculations they assigned 

them to 2 σ 2 1 π4 1 δ2 and 2 σ 2 3 π4 1 δ1 3 σ 1 electronic configurations. 

The vertical ionization energy of NbO( 4 �−) to the 3 �− and 

3 �

states of NbO 

+ are equal to 7.91 ± 0.02 and 10.34 ± 0.02 eV. 

Their corresponding Hartree-Fock values were estimated as 5.95 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jqsrt.2020.107265 
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and 6.88 eV, appreciably smaller than the experimental values. 

Using these ionization energies, the experimental and theoretical 

first excitation energy of NbO 

+ can be estimated as 2.43 and 0.93 

eV, respectively. Their photoelectron spectrum displayed two more 

unassigned bands at 11.43 ± 0.04 and 12.64 ± 0.04 eV. In 1998 

Sievers and Armentrout suggested that these two bands correlate 

to 5 � and 

5 �− [24] . Moreover, they predicted a 1 	 or 1 �+ low- 

lying excited state of NbO 

+ between 

3 �− and 

3 � [24] . They fur- 

ther tested the ability of Nb + ( 5 D) and NbO 

+ ( 3 �−) to activate car- 

bon dioxide [24] . The NbO( 3 �−) + CO 2 −→ NbO 2 
+ ( 1 A 1 ) + CO 

reaction was found to be an endothermic barrierless process [25] . 

Based on the existing literature, high-level quantum calculations 

studying the complete spectrum of the low-lying states of NbO 

+ 

are necessary. 

In the present study we perform high-level electronic struc- 

ture calculations on ZrO 

+ , NbO 

+ and report accurate bond dis- 

tances, chemical bonding patterns, spectroscopic constants, excita- 

tion energies, and spin-orbit splittings of several low-lying elec- 

tronic states. We compare these results with the findings of re- 

cently studied ZrO and NbO species [13,14] and the corresponding 

first row TiO 

+ and VO 

+ counterparts [8,10] . We discuss our com- 

putational details and results in sections II and III, respectively. The 

conclusions of our study is given in section IV. 

2. Computational details 

The internally contracted multi-reference configuration inter- 

action (MRCI) [26–28] method implemented in MOLPRO 2015.1 

[29] was used to construct potential energy curves (PECs) and 

compute spectroscopic parameters of all reported electronic states. 

The highest possible Abelian point group (C 2v ) was used in all 

cases. All MRCI calculations are built on top of the complete active 

space self-consistent field (CASSCF) wavefunctions. In both ZrO 

+ 

and NbO 

+ cases reference CASSCF wavefunctions consist of nine 

active orbitals (4a 1 , 2b 1 , 2b 2 , 1a 2 ) with seven and eight electrons, 

respectively. At far distances nine active orbitals correspond to 2p 

of O and 4d and 5s of metal. To minimize size extensivity errors 

Davidson correction (MRCI + Q) was applied. 

For ZrO 

+ , we state-averaged 18A 1 , 16B 1 , 16B 2 , and 16A 2 states 

of doublet and quartet spin states (each spin group separately) 

in order to get the correct orbitals in the active space. Especially 

the second b 1 and b 2 orbitals tend to become 3p x,y (O) orbitals in- 

stead of 4d xz , yz (Zr). The same observation was made for neutral 

ZrO [14] . For the three lowest energy states of ZrO 

+ , we also em- 

ployed a larger active space including three more orbitals of sym- 

metries a 1 , b 1 , and b 2 under C 2v , but state-averaging only the first 

three states. This calculation placed both 4d xz , yz (Zr) and 3p x,y (O) in 

the active space. These MRCI and MRCI + Q calculations are referred 

as MRCI-L and MRCI-L + Q, and the two sets of calculations are 

compared below. We didn’t encountered such an issue for NbO 

+ , 
for which each spin multiplicity was studied separately with the 

small active space with the following state-averaged scheme: 4A 1 , 

3B 1 , 3B 2 , 2A 2 /singlets ; 1A 1 , 4B 1 , 4B 2 , 2A 2 /triplets ; 1A 1 , 1B 1 , 1B 2 , 

2A 2 /quintets. 

Spectroscopic parameters of low-lying single reference states 

were also obtained at coupled cluster single, double and pertur- 

bative triples [CCSD(T)] method. For coupled cluster calculations 

restricted Hartree-Fock orbitals were used. Furthermore, the ef- 

fect of outer core electron correlation was evaluated by perform- 

ing core-MRCI (C-MRCI) and core-CCSD(T) [C-CCSD(T)] calculations. 

Core calculations include 4s 2 and 4p 

6 electron correlation of metal 

at the MRCI and CCSD(T) levels. 

Quadruple- ζ quality correlation consistent basis sets were ap- 

plied for all ZrO 

+ and NbO 

+ calculations. Specifically, aug-cc-pVQZ 

basis set was used for the electronegative oxygen [30] . For the 

metal atom cc-pVQZ-PP basis set with Stuttgart relativistic pseu- 

Fig. 1. MRCI PECs of ZrO + with respect to the Zr–O distance. 

dopotential (replacing the 1s 2 through 3d 

10 twenty-eight inner 

electrons) was utilized [31] . For the core calculations weighted- 

core cc-pwCVQZ-PP basis set of metal was adopted [31] . 

The ro-vibrational Schrödinger equation was solved to calculate 

harmonic frequencies ω e and anharmonicities ω e x e . To calculate 

spin - orbit coupling constants, the spin-orbit part of the pseudopo- 

tential was coupled with the MRCI wavefunctions via the Breit- 

Pauli Hamiltonian. All MRCI and CCSD(T) calculations were per- 

formed using MOLPRO 2015.1 package [29] . 

3. Results and discussion 

This section is composed of two sub-sections (IIIA and IIIB). 

Sections IIIA and IIIB discuss the electronic structure of low-lying 

states and spectroscopic constants of ZrO 

+ and NbO 

+ , respectively. 

3.1. IIIA. ZrO 

+ 

The ground state of Zr + (a 4 F) bears 4d 

2 5s 1 electron config- 

uration [32] . The first excited state of Zr + is another 4 F state 

(b 4 F; 4d 

3 ) and lies ~2,0 0 0 cm 

−1 higher [32] . The combination 

of Zr + (a 4 F) with O( 3 P;2s 2 2p 

4 ) creates twenty-one (sextet + quar- 

tet + doublet) electronic states (two �+ , one �−, three �, three 

�, two �, one 	). To identify the lowest energy states of ZrO 

+ , we 

produced the potential energy curves (PECs) as a function of Zr −O 

distance dissociating to the Zr + (a 4 F) + O( 3 P;2s 2 2p 

4 ) channel. All 

PECs except that of 4 2 � dissociate to the ground state fragments. 

The thirteen lowest energy PECs are shown in the Fig. 1 , the first 

three of which are well separated from the rest ones and produce 

minima at around 1.8 Å. The higher energy PECs are congested be- 

tween −69 and −87 kcal mol −1 with longer equilibrium distances 

at around 2 Å. 

The prevailing electronic configurations at the equilibrium bond 

distance of all of these states of are listed in the Table 1 , and the 

corresponding molecular orbitals are given in the Fig. 2 . Only the 

valence orbitals, except for the 2s of oxygen, are numbered. The 

1 σ and 3 σ orbitals correspond to the metal-oxygen σ -bonding and 

anti-bonding molecular orbitals, while the 2 σ is largely a distorted 

5s atomic orbital of Zr. The 1 πx and 1 πy ones are the metal- 

oxygen π-bonds highly polarized towards O, composed mostly of 

2p x and 2p y orbitals with smaller contribution of 4d xz and 4d yz 

metallic orbitals. The 2 πx and 2 πy are antibonding orbitals with 

major contribution from 4d xz and 4d yz of Zr, respectively. Finally, 

the 4d xy and 4d x 
2 −y 

2 orbitals of Zr (or 1 δ) do not overlap with 

any of the oxygen atomic orbitals. 
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Table 1 

Dominant electronic configurations at the equilibrium distance of the thirteen lowest energy 

electronic states of ZrO + . 

State Coefficient 1 σ 2 σ 3 σ 1 π x 2 π x 1 π y 2 π y 1 δxy 1 δx 2 -y 2 

X 2 � 0.94 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 α 0 

1 2 �+ 0.93 2 α 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 

1 2 � 0.85 2 0 0 2 α 2 0 0 0 

1 2 � 0.64 2 α 0 β 0 2 0 0 α

0.64 2 α 0 2 0 β 0 α 0 

2 2 � 0.64 2 α 0 β 0 2 0 0 α

-0.64 2 α 0 2 0 β 0 α 0 

1 4 � -0.64 2 α 0 α 0 2 0 0 α

0.64 2 α 0 2 0 α 0 α 0 

1 4 � 0.68 2 α 0 α 0 2 0 0 α

0.68 2 α 0 2 0 α 0 α 0 

3 2 � 0.64 2 0 0 2 0 β 0 α α

-0.64 2 0 0 2 0 α 0 β α

2 4 � 0.91 2 0 0 2 0 α 0 α α

4 2 � 0.62 2 2 0 α 0 2 0 0 0 

-0.48 2 0 0 α 0 2 0 0 2 

-0.48 2 0 0 α 0 2 0 2 0 

1 4 � 0.95 α α 0 2 0 2 0 0 α

2 2 � 0.68 α β 0 2 0 2 0 0 α

0.68 α α 0 2 0 2 0 0 β

2 4 � 0.66 2 0 0 2 0 α α 0 α

0.66 2 0 0 α α 2 0 0 α

Fig. 2. Selected CASSCF orbitals of ZrO + . 

The first three states have the three 1 σ and 1 π bonding or- 

bitals doubly occupied and one electron in 1 δ (X 

2 �), 2 σ (1 2 �+ ), 
or 2 π (1 2 �). In the next states one 1 π orbital is singly occupied 

and there are two electrons in the 1 δ, 2 σ , and 2 π orbitals. Doublet 

and quartet states are present, depending on the spin coupling of 

the three electrons. The 2 σ 1 1 δ1 combination generates 2 2 �, 1 2 �, 

1 4 �, and 1 4 �; 1 δ2 creates 3 2 � and 2 4 �; 4 2 � is a mixture of 

2 σ 2 and 1 δ2 ; 2 π1 1 δ1 gives our highest energy 2 4 � state. All of 

these states are of multi-reference character (except for 2 4 �) with 

at least two major components. Finally, there are two states with 

the σ -bonding orbital (1 σ ) being singly occupied (2 2 �, 1 4 �) with 

a 1 σ 1 2 σ 1 1 π4 1 δ1 electronic configuration. 

Based on their electronic configurations, the first three states 

are of oxo (Zr 3 + O 

2 −) character, while the rest of them are of pro- 

found oxyl (Zr 2 + O 

·−) nature. It should be mentioned that the nota- 

tion Zr 3 + O 

2 − for the oxo character is rather conventional. A better 

description could be Zr 3 + O 

2 − ↔ Zr 2 + −O 

−, where a resonance of 

a pure ionic bond and a covalent bond between Zr 2 + and O 

− is 

in effect. The two 1 π orbitals are essentially localized on oxygen 

and the contribution of each picture depends highly on how we 

interpret the σ -bonding orbital 1 σ . In any case the Zr 3 + O 

2 − nota- 

tion expresses directly that the oxygen terminal is saturated with 

electrons and will be used throughout this work. The proposed 

valence-bond-Lewis (vBL) diagrams of the three lowest electronic 

states of ZrO 

+ are illustrated in Fig. 3 . The Zr 3 + center holds one 

unpaired electron in one of the metallic 2 σ , 2 π , or 1 δ orbitals. On 

the other hand, the higher energy states have a single electron in 

one of the 1 π , which clearly suggests an unpaired electron in the 

proximity of the oxygen center. As before, the bonding in this case 

could be described as Zr 2 + O 

·− ↔ Zr + −O 

·. 
Compared to ZrO [14] , the first three states of ZrO 

+ can be 

generated by just removing one 2 σ ~ 5s orbital. Specifically, the 

ground state of ZrO is 1 �+ , the first two excited states 1,3 � and 

the subsequent 1,3 � pair are related to the 2 �+ , 2 �, 2 � states of 

ZrO 

+ . The energy order of �+ and � states is reverse, and the �

states lie at least 10,0 0 0 cm 

−1 higher. The next dozen of states of 

ZrO keep the oxo character (1 σ 2 1 π4 ), and only the quintet states 

(~30,0 0 0 cm 

−1 higher than the ground 

1 �+ state) present oxyl 

(1 σ 2 1 π3 ) character. ZrO 

+ oxyl states lie at approximately the same 

energy difference from the ground state, but besides the first three 

states, there are no other low-lying oxo states. 

Comparing ZrO 

+ to TiO 

+ [10] , we see a very similar pattern. 

Both have a 2 � ground state, followed by the 2 �+ and 

2 �, well 

separated from the rest oxyl states. The main difference is the ex- 

citation energy of 2 �+ (~3,0 0 0 cm 

−1 for ZrO 

+ vs. ~11,0 0 0 cm 

−1 

for TiO 

+ ). The 2 � states are at ~15,500 cm 

−1 in both cases. This 

difference can be attributed to the fact that 2 �+ originates from 

Zr 3 + ( 2 S; 5s 1 ) or Ti 3 + ( 2 S; 4s 1 ), as opposed to the other two states 

both coming from the 2 D (4d 

1 or 3d 

1 ) states (see Fig. 3 ). The 2 S 

state of Zr 3 + is lower than that of Ti 3 + (38,258 vs. 80,389 cm 

−1 ) 

[32] . 

Our calculated equilibrium bond lengths, harmonic frequencies, 

anharmonicities, and excitation energies obtained for the lowest 

thirteen electronic states of ZrO 

+ are listed in the Table 2 . The 

bond lengths and harmonic frequencies reflect the bonding pattern 

of the different states. The first two states have the shortest bonds 

and larger frequencies as a result of the non-bonding nature of the 

occupied metallic orbitals (2 σ and 1 δ). At our highest level of the- 

ory, the two r e values are 1.695 and 1.685 Å, and the two ω e values 

are ~1,0 0 0 cm 

−1 . The bond is elongated by 0.06 Å for 2 � at MRCI 

and the frequency drops by ~150 cm 

−1 , due to the population of 

the 2 π “anti-bonding” orbital. The bonds expand further for the 
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Table 2 

Equilibrium energy E e (hartrees), bond length r e ( ̊A), harmonic vibrational frequency ω e 

(cm 

−1 ), anharmonicity ω e x e (cm 

−1 ), and excitation energy T e (cm 

−1 ) for the lowest thirteen 

electronic states of 90 Zr 16 O + . 

State Method −E e r e ω e ω e x e T e 

X 2 � MRCI 121.376673 1.723 925 1.7 0 

MRCI + Q 121.392612 1.724 924 1.3 0 

MRCI-L 121.388395 1.719 944 2.5 0 

MRCI-L + Q 121.397169 1.719 943 2.3 0 

C-MRCI 121.689376 1.693 999 3.2 0 

C-MRCI + Q 121.738701 1.695 990 3.4 0 

CCSD(T) 121.396943 1.723 950 2.1 0 

C-CCSD(T) 121.746951 1.695 992 3.2 0 

Expt. [19] ( 2 �3/2 ) 1.691 (2) 991.2 (8) 3.5 (8) 

Expt. [19] ( 2 �5/2 ) 1.688 (1) 991.9 (8) 3.6 (8) 

1 2 �+ MRCI 121.360033 1.711 955 2.2 3652 

MRCI + Q 121.376337 1.712 955 2.3 3572 

MRCI-L 121.372364 1.707 975 3.9 3518 

MRCI-L + Q 121.382020 1.707 976 3.9 3325 

C-MRCI 121.672186 1.681 1030 3.7 3773 

C-MRCI + Q 121.723729 1.686 1016 3.8 3286 

CCSD(T) 121.382578 1.712 980 2.6 3153 

C-CCSD(T) 121.732414 1.685 1019 3.7 3191 

1 2 � MRCI 121.296206 1.784 829 3.1 17660 

MRCI + Q 121.320611 1.775 854 2.9 15802 

MRCI-L 121.316102 1.766 860 2.9 15866 

MRCI-L + Q 121.326645 1.768 865 2.9 15478 

1 2 � MRCI 121.246847 1.971 682 3.1 28494 

MRCI + Q 121.260876 1.974 681 3.4 28913 

2 2 � MRCI 121.244458 1.974 682 3.0 29018 

MRCI + Q 121.258593 1.978 678 3.3 29414 

1 4 � MRCI 121.241257 1.964 675 2.0 29720 

MRCI + Q 121.257984 1.970 683 3.7 29547 

1 4 � MRCI 121.239974 1.965 687 3.9 30002 

MRCI + Q 121.256721 1.970 705 4.3 29825 

3 2 � MRCI 121.234269 1.982 683 2.9 31254 

MRCI + Q 121.248906 1.988 673 2.4 31540 

2 4 � MRCI 121.229580 1.989 636 -1.3 32283 

MRCI + Q 121.246593 1.999 619 -1.5 32047 

4 2 � MRCI 121.228559 1.979 687 1.4 32507 

MRCI + Q 121.244660 1.984 680 1.8 32472 

1 4 � MRCI 121.227532 2.028 440 5.4 32733 

MRCI + Q 121.247108 2.041 544 6.7 31934 

CCSD(T) 121.247599 1.981 559 3.2 32777 

2 2 � MRCI 121.224683 1.900 555 4.4 33358 

MRCI + Q 121.240997 1.898 630 4.9 33276 

2 4 � MRCI 121.222803 1.970 830 23.5 33771 

MRCI + Q 121.238416 1.928 901 25.1 33842 

higher energy oxyl states to about 2.0 Å and the frequencies drop 

to 550-700 cm 

−1 . The first two states are within 3,500 cm 

−1 de- 

pending on the level of theory, the 1 2 � state is at ~16,0 0 0 cm 

−1 , 

and the rest states fall in the 28913-29825 cm 

−1 range at MRCI + Q. 

Looking at the different methods applied for the ground and 

first excited state, the following observations can be made. The 

Davidson correction affects only slightly on the bond lengths (of 

the 0.001 Å order) and vibrational frequencies (of the 10 cm 

−1 or- 

der). The larger active space calculations (MRCI-L and MRCI-L + Q) 

provide practically identical results to MRCI and MRCI + Q. The 

bond lengths are shorter by ~0.005 Å, the frequencies are higher 

by 10-20 cm 

−1 , and the excitation energies agree within 350 cm 

−1 

at the MRCI + Q and MRCI-L + Q. The biggest difference is the ex- 

citation energy of 1 2 � at the MRCI level; the MRCI-L/MRCI-L + Q 

difference is about 400 cm 

−1 but the MRCI/MRCI + Q one is of the 

2,0 0 0 cm 

−1 order. Overall, the use of the smaller active space with 

more states averaged together provides similar accuracy with the 

use of larger active space and averaging only the first three states. 

On the other hand, the 4s 2 4p 

6 electron correlation is a more 

important effect to consider. It decreases r e by 0.03 Å and increases 

frequencies by ~70/40 cm 

−1 at MRCI/CCSD(T) levels. Our best es- 

timates are r e = 1.695 and 1.685 Å and ω e = 992 and 1019 cm 

−1 

(C-CCSD(T)) for X 

2 � and 1 2 �+ . The experimental r e and ω e values 

for the X 

2 �5/2 and X 

2 �3/2 components are in excellent agreement 

with our C-MRCI + Q and C-CCSD(T) values (see Table 2 ). The bond 

length is predicted within 0.005 Å and the frequencies within a 

couple of cm 

−1 . Our ω e x e values are within the experimental error 

bars. As a result, a correction of 0.03 Å and ~50 cm 

−1 is suggested 

for the rest of the states, where the 4s 2 4p 

6 electron correlation ef- 

fects are not considered. As far as the excitation energy of 1 2 �+ is 

concerned, the Davidson correction “pushes” the MRCI values to- 

wards the CCSD(T) ones. For example, C-MRCI gives 3773 cm 

−1 , C- 

MRCI + Q reduces it to 3286 cm 

−1 , which is closer to the C-CCSD(T) 

value of 3191 cm 

−1 . The MRCI + Q values for the rest of the states 

should be considered quite accurate. 

According to our results, the ground state is definitely a 2 �

state, and the 2 �+ state (claimed as the ground state in the 

past) is the first excited state. The 1.99 ± 0.08 eV (or 16,050 ±
645 cm 

−1 ) excitation energy measured by Sievers and Armentrout 

[22] matches very well our value for 1 2 �, but their 2.93 ± 0.14 

eV (or 23,632 ± 1129 cm 

−1 ) value does not match with any of 

our values and falls short of the 4 � state assumed by them. Their 

excitation energies are estimated indirectly (not spectroscopically) 

through the reaction of Zr + with CO 2 assuming barrier-free reac- 

tions. The invalidity of their assumption may be the reason of this 

discrepancy. Finally, the spin-orbit coupling constant A for X 

2 � is 
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Fig. 3. Proposed vbL diagrams for the lowest three electronic states of ZrO + . 

calculated to be 364 cm 

−1 in good agreement with the experimen- 

tal value of 349.7 ± 0.8 cm 

−1 [19] . Our MRCI A value for 1 2 � is 

420.4 cm 

−1 . 

3.2. IIIB. NbO 

+ 

Adopting a Nb 3 + O 

2 − (oxo) character for the low-lying states of 

NbO 

+ and the oxyl Nb 2 + O 

·− character for the higher energy states, 

we expect that Nb 3 + (4d 

2 or 4d 

1 5s 1 ) singlet and triplet states are 

the most stable ones followed by quintets with a Nb 2 + (4d 

3 or 

4d 

2 5s 1 ) center. Indeed, this is exactly the case as can be seen in 

Table 3 . Among the first sixteen states, there are seven singlet 

and six triplet states with a 1 σ 2 1 π4 (2 σ2 π1 δ) 2 electronic config- 

urations. The molecular orbitals are similar to those of ZrO 

+ (see 

Figure 2 ) and the 2 σ , 2 π , and 1 δ orbitals are rather localized on 

niobium with 2 σ pertaining to 5s and 2 π , 1 δ to 3d. Finally, there 

are three quintet states of 1 σ 2 1 π3 (2 σ2 π1 δ) 3 signifying oxyl-type 

states. 

The lowest three states are of 1 σ 2 1 π4 1 δ2 nature with the 

two 1 δ orbitals coupled into a triplet (X 

3 �−) or a singlet (1 1 	

and 1 1 �+ ). All three pertain to a 4d 

2 niobium center, while the 

Fig. 4. Proposed vbL diagrams for the lowest three electronic states of NbO + . The 

(4d xy ) 
2 ± (4d x 

2 
-y 

2 ) 2 combinations of 1 1 	 and 1 1 �+ states (see Table 3 ) are rep- 

resented by electron pairs with solid (4d xy ) and open circles (4d x 
2 

-y 
2 ). The two 5s 

and 4d x 
2 

-y 
2 electrons of 1 3 � and 1 1 � are same and have opposite spin. 

next two states (1 1,3 �) have a 1 σ 2 1 π4 2 σ 1 1 δ1 configuration cor- 

responding to 4d 

1 5s 1 . The latter states are higher in energy for 

Nb 3 + [32] and this is reflected to the NbO 

+ states. In the next 

four states, there are two unpaired electrons in the 2 π and 1 δ or- 

bitals generating 1 1,3 ( �, �). The major component of the second 

1,3 � and 

1 �+ states bears a 2 σ 1 2 π1 and 2 σ 2 combination, respec- 

tively. Then, the quintet states follow with 2 π1 1 δ2 , 2 σ 1 1 δ2 , and 

2 σ 1 1 π1 1 δ1 metallic electrons coupled into a quartet and ferro- 

magnetically with the oxygen 1 π electron. Proposed vbL diagrams 

for the first five states of NbO 

+ are illustrated in Fig. 4 . 

The PECs of all of these states are plotted in Fig. 5 . The 

first two asymptotic channels Nb + ( 5 D; 4d 

4 ) + O( 3 P) and Nb + ( 5 F; 

4d 

3 5d 

1 ) + O( 3 P) produce triplets, quintets, and septets, and thus 

the PECs of the singlet states dissociate to the next two chan- 

nels Nb + ( 3 P; 4d 

4 ) + O( 3 P) and Nb + ( 3 F; 4d 

4 ) + O( 3 P). Considering 

the spin-orbit splitting, the energy ranges for these channels are 

0 −1224.8 cm 

−1 , 2356.8 −4146.0 cm 

−1 , 5562.2 −7261.3 cm 

−1 , and 

7505.8 −8320.4 cm 

−1 [32] . Specifically, these asymptotes create 
3,5,7 (one �+ , two �−, three �, two �, one �), 3,5,7 (two �+ , one 
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Table 3 

Dominant electronic configurations at the equilibrium distance of the sixteen lowest energy elec- 

tronic states of NbO + . Orbitals of NbO + have identical shapes as ZrO + . See Fig. 2 . 

State Coefficient 1 σ 2 σ 3 σ 1 π x 2 π x 1 π y 2 π y 1 δxy 1 δx 2 -y 2 

X 3 �− 0.94 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 α α

1 1 	 0.67 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 

-0.67 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 

1 1 �+ 0.63 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 

0.63 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 

1 3 � 0.94 2 α 0 2 0 2 0 0 α

1 1 � -0.66 2 α 0 2 0 2 0 0 β

0.66 2 β 0 2 0 2 0 0 α

1 3 � 0.67 2 0 0 2 0 2 α α 0 

0.67 2 0 0 2 α 2 0 0 α

1 3 � -0.65 2 0 0 2 0 2 α α 0 

0.65 2 0 0 2 α 2 0 0 α

1 1 � -0.44 2 0 0 2 α 2 0 0 β

0.44 2 0 0 2 β 2 0 0 α

-0.44 2 0 0 2 0 2 β α 0 

0.44 2 0 0 2 0 2 α β 0 

1 1 � 0.46 2 0 0 2 α 2 0 0 β

-0.46 2 0 0 2 β 2 0 0 α

-0.46 2 0 0 2 0 2 β α 0 

0.46 2 0 0 2 0 2 α β 0 

2 3 � 0.85 2 α 0 2 α 2 0 0 0 

-0.26 2 α 0 2 0 β 0 α α

2 1 �+ 0.87 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 

0.20 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 

0.20 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 

1 5 �− 0.66 2 0 0 α α 2 0 α α

0.66 2 0 0 2 0 α α α α

2 1 � -0.60 2 β 0 2 α 2 0 0 0 

0.60 2 α 0 2 β 2 0 0 0 

1 5 � 0.90 2 α 0 2 0 α 0 α α

1 5 � 0.65 2 α 0 2 0 α α 0 α

0.65 2 α 0 α α 2 0 0 α

3 3 � 0.68 2 α 0 2 α 2 0 0 0 

0.44 2 α 0 2 0 β 0 α α

Fig. 5. MRCI PECs of NbO + with respect to the Nb–O distance. 

�−, three �, three �, two �, one 	), 1,3,5 (one �+ , two �−, two 

�, one �), and 

1,3,5 (one �+ , two �−, three �, three �, two �, 

one 	) states. All triplet and quintet states dissociate to Nb + ( 5 D; 

4d 

4 ) + O( 3 P), while some singlets (1 1 �+ , 1 1 �, 1 1 �, 2 1 �) dissoci- 

ate to the third and some others (1 1 	, 1 1 �, 2 1 �+ ) to the fourth 

channel. 

Table 4 lists our calculated equilibrium bond lengths, har- 

monic frequencies, anharmonicities, and excitation energies. Re- 

garding bond lengths, the states can be divided in three 

groups depending on the populated orbitals. The 1 σ 2 1 π4 (2 σ1 δ) 2 , 

1 σ 2 1 π4 2 π1 (2 σ1 δ) 1 , and 1 σ 2 1 π3 (2 π1 2 σ1 δ) 1 groups have MRCI 

bond lengths of 1.67, 1.73, and > 1.95 Å, respectively. The first five 

states and 2 1 �+ belong to the first group, the quintets to the third 

one, and the remaining states to the second group. The popula- 

tion of the 2 π orbital elongates the bond by ~0.05 Å as a re- 

sult of its anti-bonding nature, and the depopulation of the bond- 

ing 1 π orbital increases the internuclear distance by more than 

0.2 Å. The same trend is observed for the harmonic frequencies, 

which range as > 1020, 850 −10 0 0, 650 −70 0 cm 

−1 for the three 

groups. The ground state is well separated (by ≥5,0 0 0 cm 

−1 ) from 

the first three excited states, which lie close to each other in 

the 5,80 0 −6,40 0 cm 

−1 region (MRCI excitation energies). The next 

twelve states have an average energy separation of 1,900 cm 

−1 . 

Both MRCI and MRCI + Q predicted the same ranking for the states 

from X 

3 �− to 2 1 �+ (X 

3 �−, 1 1 	, 1 1 �+ , 1 3 �, 1 1 �, 1 3 �, 1 3 �, 

1 1 �, 1 1 �, 2 3 �, 2 1 �+ ). According to MRCI, the last five states are 

1 5 �−, 2 1 �, 1 5 �, 1 5 �, 3 3 �, but are arranged as 2 1 �, 1 5 �−, 1 5 �, 

3 3 �, 1 5 � at MRCI + Q. 

As in ZrO 

+ , the 4s 2 4p 

6 electron correlation effects reduce the 

metal-oxygen bond length, but the impact is smaller in the NbO 

+ 

case. In the first three states the shortening is of the 0.01 Å or- 

der as opposed to 0.03 Å for ZrO 

+ . Similar changes have been ob- 

served for the first row transition metal counterparts [8,10] . As in 

the ZrO 

+ , the Davidson correction does not affect the bond lengths 

or frequencies much, but generally reduces the excitation energies. 

This energy drop approaches the 2,0 0 0 cm 

−1 in some cases; see 

for example 1 1,3 ( �, �). 

Using the vertical ionization energies of NbO reported by Dyke 

et al. [23] , 7.91 ± 0.02, 10.34 ± 0.02, 11.43 ± 0.04, and 12.64 ±
0.04 eV, we estimated the following excitation energies of NbO 

+ : 
19,599, 28.391, and 38,150 cm 

−1 with uncertainties which can 

reach ~500 cm 

−1 (0.04 + 0.02 = 0.06 eV). The first two values 
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Table 4 

Equilibrium energy E e (hartrees), bond length r e ( ̊A), harmonic vibrational 

frequency ω e (cm 

−1 ), anharmonicity ω e x e (cm 

−1 ), and excitation energy T e 
(cm 

−1 ) for the lowest sixteen electronic states of 93 Nb 16 O + . 

State Method −E e r e ω e ω e x e T e 

X 3 �− MRCI 131.214545 1.665 1025 3.4 0 

MRCI + Q 131.230187 1.666 1031 5.5 0 

C-MRCI 131.535141 1.653 1008 1.2 0 

C-MRCI + Q 131.593787 1.654 1035 3.4 0 

CCSD(T) 131.230878 1.667 1029 3.5 0 

C-CCSD(T) 131.603955 1.652 1050 3.6 0 

1 1 	 MRCI 131.187965 1.661 1042 4.7 5834 

MRCI + Q 131.204258 1.661 1046 5.9 5691 

C-MRCI 131.511022 1.649 1038 0.8 5294 

C-MRCI + Q 131.571156 1.650 1046 2.9 4967 

1 1 �+ MRCI 131.185660 1.667 1026 4.7 6340 

MRCI + Q 131.203269 1.667 1030 5.0 5908 

C-MRCI 131.504425 1.656 1021 1.0 6741 

C-MRCI + Q 131.566148 1.656 1031 3.1 6066 

1 3 � MRCI 131.185602 1.667 1021 5.5 6352 

MRCI + Q 131.201058 1.667 1028 6.9 6393 

CCSD(T) 131.203485 1.669 1021 4.0 6012 

1 1 � MRCI 131.150392 1.653 1060 5.8 14080 

MRCI + Q 131.169682 1.654 1071 7.8 13279 

1 3 � MRCI 131.144132 1.727 930 1.6 15454 

MRCI + Q 131.169284 1.722 940 2.5 13367 

1 3 � MRCI 131.135662 1.732 913 1.8 17313 

MRCI + Q 131.160207 1.727 924 2.6 15359 

1 1 � MRCI 131.121771 1.726 931 1.4 20362 

MRCI + Q 131.147166 1.719 945 2.2 18221 

1 1 � MRCI 131.106175 1.732 905 2.1 23784 

MRCI + Q 131.130277 1.723 922 2.7 21928 

2 3 � MRCI 131.084494 1.735 867 3.7 28543 

MRCI + Q 131.107912 1.727 927 8.2 26836 

2 1 �+ MRCI 131.083370 1.679 980 5.3 28790 

MRCI + Q 131.106841 1.675 1004 7.9 27071 

1 5 �− MRCI 131.069606 1.956 676 5.6 31810 

MRCI + Q 131.087873 1.955 669 1.3 31234 

2 1 � MRCI 131.066439 1.738 907 2.0 32506 

MRCI + Q 131.089302 1.737 916 2.9 30921 

1 5 � MRCI 131.064425 1.914 673 6.8 32948 

MRCI + Q 131.080241 1.917 665 5.7 32909 

CCSD(T) 131.083058 1.914 686 3.4 32443 

1 5 � MRCI 131.054798 1.962 651 1.8 35060 

MRCI + Q 131.072437 1.965 638 1.7 34622 

3 3 � MRCI 131.054427 1.872 947 4.5 35142 

MRCI + Q 131.072724 1.889 914 3.9 34559 

match well with our excitation energies for 1 1 � and 2 3 � or 2 1 �+ . 
The last value is beyond our larger excitation energy. Conclusively, 

the assignments by Dyke are incorrect, but the suggestion of Siev- 

ers and Armentrout [24] of low-lying 1 	 or 1 �+ states is con- 

firmed by our results. The latter authors estimated a vibrational 

frequency for NbO 

+ as 1067 cm 

−1 , which is larger than our C- 

MRCI + Q and C-CCSD(T) values of 1035 and 1050 cm 

−1 . 

The lowest lying states of NbO 

+ can be easily produced by 

those of NbO [13] by just removing one 2 σ (~5s Nb ) electron. For 

example, the lowest nine states of NbO are X 

4 �–, 1 2 �, 1 2 �–, 1 2 	, 

1 2 �+ , 1 4 �, 1 4 �, 1 2 �, 1 2 �, which correlate to the first nine states 

of NbO 

+ . X 

4 �– and 1 2 �– generate X 

3 �–, 1 2 � gives 1 3 � and 1 1 �, 

and the rest relate to 1 1 	, 1 1 �+ , 1 3 �, 1 3 �, 1 1 �, 1 1 �. Compared 

to VO 

+ [8] , all of these nine states are in common, but they fol- 

low different energy ranking. The first three lowest energy states 

of VO 

+ (X 

3 �−, 1 1 	, 2 1 �+ ) are identical to that of NbO 

+ . The next 

four states of VO 

+ are 3 �, 3 �, 3 �, and 

1 � and this order is differ- 

ent from that of NbO 

+ (1 3 �, 1 1 �, 1 3 �, 1 3 �) [8] . 

4. Conclusions 

Several low-lying electronic states of ZrO 

+ and NbO 

+ are ana- 

lyzed performing high-level ab initio calculations. We report elec- 

tronic configurations, bond distances, spectroscopic constants, po- 

tential energy curves, and excitation energies for the considered 

states. The first three electronic states of ZrO 

+ (X 

2 �, 1 2 �+ , 1 2 �) 

generate by removing one electron from the ~5s Zr of ZrO( 1 �+ ). 
Similarly, the lowest nine states of NbO 

+ produced by detaching 

one electron from ~5s Nb of nine low-lying states of NbO. These 

electronic states of ZrO 

+ and NbO 

+ possess oxo (M 

3 + O 

2 −) char- 

acter. 

Our theoretical calculations set definitely the 2 � and 

2 �+ 

states as the ground and first excited state of ZrO 

+ in agreement 

with the most recent work of Luo et al [19] . Our numerical val- 

ues for the ground state are in very good agreement with the lat- 

ter experimental values. The excitation energy reported by Sievers 

and Armentrout [22] matches our 1 2 � value, but their 2.93 ± 0.14 

eV (or 23,632 ± 1129 cm 

−1 ) value does not match with any of our 

states and falls short of the 4 � state assumed by them. Concern- 

ing NbO 

+ , our excitation energies reassign the recorded excitation 

energies by Dyke et al. [23] and confirm the assignment for low- 

lying 1 	 or 1 �+ states made by Sievers and Armentrout [24] . We 

believe that our findings will aid future spectroscopic studies of 

titled species. 
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Radical abstraction vs. oxidative addition
mechanisms for the activation of the S–H,
O–H, and C–H bonds using early transition
metal oxides†

Isuru R. Ariyarathna and Evangelos Miliordos *

Quantum chemical calculations are performed to study the S–H, O–H, and C–H bond activation of H2S,

H2O, and CH4 by bare and ligated ZrO+ and NbO+ units. These representative oxides bear low energy

oxo and higher energy oxyl units. S–H and C–H bonds are readily activated by metal oxyl states (radical

mechanism), but the O–H bond is harder to activate with either the oxyl or oxo states. Our results suggest

that known practices for the C–H bond activation can be applied to S–H, but not to O–H bonds. The

identified trends are rationalized in terms of the HS–H, HO–H, and H3C–H dissociation energies to the

homolytic or heterolytic fragments. We also found that these dissociation energies drop to about half after

coordination of H2S or H2O to the metal oxide unit. In addition, chlorine ligands are shown to stabilize the

higher energy oxyl states of the transition metal oxygen unit enhancing the reactivity of the formed

complexes.

1. Introduction

The activation of the H–OH and H–SH bonds is a topic of
intense research. On one hand, water splitting leads to the
production of H2 (fuel for green energy applications),1,2 and on
the other hand, the removal of H2S as elemental sulfur (desul-
furization) from oil and natural gas streams is necessary in
industrial applications for the prevention of catalyst poisoning
and corrosion.3,4 Among the common H2S sorbents, metal
oxides have been used widely.4–10 The overall reaction is sum-
marized as H2S + MmOn + [O] - H2O + MmOn�1S + [O] - MmOn +
(1/k)Sk, where [O] is some oxygen source. The initial catalytic step
involves the MO + H–SH reaction, which leads to S/O exchange in
the metal vicinity.6 This reaction step is analogous to the first
step (MO + H–CH3) of methane conversion to methanol or that of
the O–H bond activation of H2O facilitated by a metal oxide. Is
the activation mechanism the same for these three bonds?
Theoretical calculations are able to answer such questions and
provide companion to experimental studies.11 Our present goal
is to shed light on the activation mechanism of the O–H and S–H
chemical bonds in electronic structure terms and compare them
with the well-explored C–H activation process. The same direc-
tion was suggested a decade ago by Piers, who proposed the use

of organometallic approaches for the manipulation of C–H
bonds to water splitting.12 Within this context, we demonstrate
that the S–H bond, as opposed to O–H, bears similar activity to
C–H.

Terminal metal oxides are mentioned in the literature either
as oxo or oxyl units depending on the nature of the oxygen
terminus. Oxo compounds bear a closed-shell O2� end, while
oxyl compounds feature a radical O�� nature.13 Generally the
lowest energy electronic states of early transition metals (prior
to the oxo-wall)13 have oxo character. Oxyl states are higher in
energy and have longer metal-oxygen bond lengths (see for
example ref. 14–16). Therefore, the oxyl character increases in
the region of the M–O� � �H–CR3 transition state (R = some alkyl
group).17

The reaction of C–H bonds with the higher energy oxyl units
bear lower activation energy barriers, which are nearly inde-
pendent of the substrate.18 Therefore, oxyl units provide more
efficient but less selective catalytic pathways.18 We recently
demonstrated that ammonia and halide ligands stabilize the
oxo and oxyl states, respectively.15,17 Our results open an
avenue for a bottom-up systematic approach to tune the
catalytic activity of molecular transition metal compounds
through a proper combination of weak (halogen) or strong
(ammonia) field ligands. Do these observations apply to the
activation of S–H and O–H bonds?

To answer this question, we employed the model reactions
between NbO+ or ZrO+ and H2S or H2O. These two oxides are
typical representatives with low energy oxo and higher energy
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oxyl states. In addition, the small number of valence metallic
electrons makes the calculations tractable and, as it will be
shown later, they are ideal cases to demonstrate the role of the
employed ligands (Cl and NH3).

2. Computational details

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations are carried out
within the Gaussian 16 suite of codes.19 The MN15 functional is
selected combined with the aug-cc-pVTZ(O,S), cc-pVTZ(H), and
cc-pVTZ-PP(Zr,Nb) basis sets. The stuttgart relativistic pseudo-
potential for Zr and Nb replaces their twenty-eight inner
electrons.20–22 Harmonic frequencies are calculated to assess
the stability of the potential energy minima for the reactants
and products, to ensure that the located transition states are
first order saddle points, and to estimate zero-point and free
energies (at 25 1C and 1 atm).

To assess our DFT calculations, we also employed multi-
reference configuration interaction methods. We performed
multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) for the smallest
MO+ + H2X systems (M = Zr, Nb and X = S, O) in their ground and
excited states, using the same basis set. The active space of the
reference CASSCF (complete active space self-consistent field)
calculations are composed of seven active orbitals with five and
six electrons in M = Zr and M = Nb cases, respectively. All valence
electrons are correlated at the MRCI level. The Davidson correc-
tion was also applied for more accurate energetics (MRCI + Q).
MOLPRO 2015 was used for the MRCI calculations.23

3. Results and discussion

The three lowest states of ZrO+ are doublet states with a Zr3+O2�

character. The unpaired electron occupies one of the five 4d-
orbitals of the metal: X2D (4dxy, 4dx2�y2), 12S+ (4dz2 mixed with
5s), 12P (dxz, dyz).

16 Six electrons occupy the three bonding
molecular orbitals (s, px, py) polarized towards oxygen (s B 2pz,
px B 2px, py B 2py); see Fig. 2 of ref. 16. These states are well
separated (by about 13 000 cm�1) from the next group of states,
which have Zr2+O�� (oxyl) character. In these states one of the
electrons of the p B 2px,y(O) bonding orbitals transfers to a
4d-metallic orbital creating a radical oxygen terminus. The three
unpaired electrons couple to an overall quartet or doublet state.
The lowest among them is the 12F with two a and one
b electrons and excitation energy of about 29 000 cm�1.16 The
antiferromagnetic coupling in this state generates spin contam-
ination in the DFT calculations. Therefore, for the purpose of our
investigation we focused on the first oxyl quartet state 14P,
which is just B600 cm�1 above 12F and B29 600 cm�1 higher
than the ground X2D state. The bond lengths in the oxo (X2D)
and oxyl (14P) states are 1.72 and 1.97 Å, respectively.16

A very similar situation is seen for NbO+.16 The low-lying
states are described as Nb3+O2� with two electrons localized on
Nb. There are eleven such states (singlet and triplet) before the
lowest Nb2+O�� state (15S�) at around 32 000 cm�1. The latter
state has an unpaired electron in one p B 2px(O) or 2py(O)

bonding orbital, and three electrons in the 4dxy, 4dx2�y2, 4dxz or
4dyz orbitals of Nb.

To see the electronic structure effect of the metal oxide to
the reaction energetics and activation of the H–OH and H–SH
bonds, we first studied the reaction of ‘‘naked’’ ZrO+ and NbO+

with H2S and H2O. The lowest energy doublet and singlet/
triplet oxo-states of zirconium and niobium, respectively, are
employed. The lowest energy quartet and quintet states of the
two metals are considered as representatives of oxyl states. The
potential energy profiles for the four reactions (ZrO+/NbO+ +
H2S/H2O) are plotted in Fig. 1. The leftmost energy levels
correspond to the MO+ + H2X fragments (M = Zr or Nb and X = O
or S), followed by the coordination (H2X)MO+ complex, the transi-
tion state TS, and finally the MOH+� � ��SH (high-spin) or HSMOH+

(intermediate and low-spin) products. The ZrO+ + CH4 reaction has
also been included for comparison.

The low (S = 1/2 for Zr and S = 0 for Nb) and intermediate
spin (S = 1 for Nb) follow an oxidative addition (2þ2) mechanism,
where H+ migrates from X to the O terminal of MO+. The high-spin
states (S = 3/2 for Zr and S = 2 for Nb) cause a homolytic cleavage of
the H–XH and produce a �XH radical, which finally attaches to M.
The intrinsic activation energy barriers DE‡ (energy difference
between (H2X)MO+ and TS) is always lower for X = S independently
of the mechanism or metal. In addition, in the case of niobium,
the dependence of DE‡ on the spin state is small when the 2þ2
pathway occurs. Specifically, the DE‡ values for triplet/singlet for
X = O and S are 40.2/40.5 and 30.0/31.8 kcal mol�1, respectively.
However, DE‡ drops significantly for the radical route and espe-
cially for X = S. The DE‡ values for the quintet state are 25.0 (X = O)
and 3.2 kcal mol�1 (X = S). The former is about 40% and the latter
90% smaller. In the case of zirconium, DE‡ remains practically the
same for X = O for the two mechanisms (23.0 and 23.4 kcal mol�1),
but becomes three times smaller in the radical case for X = S
(19.8 vs. 6.5 kcal mol�1). These results indicate that the radical
mechanism is very efficient for the cleavage of the H–SH bond, as
opposed to H2O, and this is practically independent of the metal.

Fig. 1 Energy diagram for the ZrO+/NbO+ + H2O/H2S/CH4 reactions (n = 2
except for X = C where n = 4). The zero of the energy scale is set to the
energy of the ground state fragments.
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The intrinsic barrier of the radical mechanism for X = O and X = S
is nearly the same for the two metals (23.4 vs. 25.0 kcal mol�1 and
6.5 vs. 3.2 kcal mol�1).

These observations are direct consequence of two factors.
First, the homolytic cleavage to HX� + H� (radical mechanism) is
less energy demanding than the heterolytic products HX� + H+

(2þ2 mechanism). In addition, the binding energy of H–XH with
respect to HX� + H� for X = O is significantly higher than X = S
(124 vs. 96 kcal mol�1 at the MN15/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory).
The binding energy for H–CH3 is in the middle of these values
(111 kcal mol�1). For comparison, we reproduced the energy
profiles for the ZrO+ + CH4 reaction. The hydroxylation of the
methane C–H bond with ZrO+ resembles the ZrO+ + H2S reaction
in the sense that the radical mechanism DE‡ is more than three
times smaller: 33.5 vs. 9.2 kcal mol�1.

To put the above observations in a more quantitative context,
we plotted DE‡ of the ZrO+ + H2S/H2O/CH3 reactions with respect to
the dissociation energy De of a H–SH/H–OH/H–CH3 bond to either
H� + �SH/�OH/�CH3 (radical mechanism) or H+ + �SH/�OH/�CH3

(2þ2 mechanism); see Fig. 2. We now see a clear correlation of DE‡

to the two kinds of dissociation energies. The two De values for
sulfur are the smallest ones and this reflects to the smallest
activation energies for both mechanisms. On the other hand, water
has the largest homolytic dissociation energy but not the largest
heterolytic dissociation energy. Again, this reflects to the barriers of
the two mechanisms: water has the largest activation barrier for the
radical mechanism, but not the largest barrier for the 2þ2
mechanism. Finally, methane bears the largest oxidative
addition (2þ2) activation barrier due to the large H+ + CH3

�

dissociation energy. The latter can be attributed to the low
stability of the CH3

� anion, as expressed by the low electron
affinity EA of CH3: EA(OH) = 1.83 eV, EA(SH) = 2.31 eV, and
EA(CH3) = 0.08 eV.24

A different approach (brought to our attention by one of the
reviewers) is to consider the binding HO–H and HS–H binding
energies within the initial (H2X)MO+ complex. Past infrared
spectroscopic studies showed that the O–H stretch frequencies
drop by about 50 cm�1; see for example ref. 25 and 26 about
Nb+(H2O) and H2O. Surprisingly, our calculated DFT/MN15
(H2X)ZrO+ (S = 3/2) - (HX)ZrO+ (S = 1) + H and (H2X)ZrO+

(S = 1/2) - (HX)ZrO (S = 1/2) + H+ dissociation energies were
found to be nearly half of those for free H2X (H2X - X + H and
H2X - X� + H+). Specifically, the homolytic/heterolytic disso-
ciation energies for free H2O are 124.3/397.8 and become 64.3/
217.4 kcal mol�1, while for free H2S we obtained 94.7/353.9
becoming 47.8/210.6 kcal mol�1. The trends remain exactly the
same with both dissociation processes being ‘‘easier’’ for H2S.
Overall, this example indicates that coordination ‘‘pre-activates’’
chemical bonds, and that the use of the experimentally measur-
able binding energies of free species is a simpler, ‘‘first-order’’
criterion to identify chemical trends.

To assess the accuracy of our DFT calculations for these
systems, we also performed accurate multi-reference calcula-
tions for the ground and excited states. The results of the two
series of calculations are compared in more detail in the ESI.†
The comparison for the bare metal oxides suggests that the
used DFT scheme is appropriate for the states of interest and
can be employed for the study of bigger ligated systems.

Recently, we showed for the ZrO + CH4 reaction that the
addition of ammonia ligands has a rather minor effect in the
reactivity of the ZrO unit.16 The energy landscape for the two
mechanisms remains largely the same before and after adding
ammonia, while in the past we found that ammonia favors the
oxo character of FeO2+.17 On the other hand, halide ligands
were shown to favor the radical pathway for ZrO + CH4.16 To see
the action of these ligands for H2O and H2S, we started by
adding two chlorine atoms to ZrO+. The ground state of Cl2ZrO+

turns out to have an oxyl radical Cl2ZrO�+ character in agree-
ment with our previous findings. The oxyl quartet state of ZrO+

has two electrons on the metal center, which can couple to the
two electrons of the chlorine atoms and make two strong Zr–Cl
bonds. The ground doublet state of ZrO+ has only one electron
on Zr and cannot facilitate the formation of these bonds. As a
result, the oxyl state of ZrO+ is stabilized further and becomes
the global minimum of Cl2ZrO+. The same procedure was
proved for H3ZrO by constructing the 3H + ZrO potential energy
curves. The H3ZrO global minimum originates diabatically
from an excited Zr+O�� electronic state. Alternatively, the
(adiabatic) formation of Cl2ZrO�+ from the ground oxo state
of ZrO+ can be seen as the initial formation of a covalent Zr–Cl
bond with one of the Cl atoms. In order for the second Cl atom
to bind to Zr, one electron has to migrate from oxygen to the
metal. The early transition metal-chlorine bonds are quite
polarized (Md+Cld�)27 and therefore it may be claimed that
the second chlorine atom ‘‘steals’’ an oxygen electron. The
two different bonding schemes along with contour of the singly
occupied molecular orbital of Cl2ZrO+ are depicted in Fig. 3.

Conclusively, the equilibrium electronic structure of Cl2ZrO+

is better described [(Cl�)2Zr4+O��]+, where the metal center is

Fig. 2 Activation energy DE‡ of the radical abstraction and oxidative
addition mechanisms vs. the dissociation energy to the neutral and ionic
fragments, respectively, for the ZrO+ + HX reaction, where X = OH, SH,
or CH3.
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closed-shell and fully stripped of electrons. The approach of a
H2S molecule causes the transfer of a hydrogen atom from H2S
to the radical oxygen center leaving sulfur an unpaired electron.
Fig. 4 shows the molecular orbitals accommodating the
unpaired electrons of Cl2ZrO+ (top left) and Cl2ZrOH(SH)+

(top right). The same figure depicts also the two molecular
orbitals of the TS pertaining to the hydrogen atom transfer (top
middle). The initially pZrO (singly occupied) and sSH (doubly
occupied) orbitals are combined with a positive (doubly occupied)
or negative (singly occupied) sign to finally make the sOH (doubly
occupied) and pS (singly occupied). The addition of ammonia
ligands to the complex does not change the observed process
(see bottom of Fig. 4). Ammonia molecules act as observers
coordinating to ‘‘inert’’ (more like point-charge with no valence
electrons) metal center.

The addition of the two chlorine ligands destabilizes both
the reactive complex (interaction complex between H2S and
ZrO+ or Cl2ZrO+) and the products (HSZrOH+ or HSZr(Cl)2OH+)
with respect to infinitely separated reactants by 5 kcal mol�1;
compare red and blue lines of Fig. 5 and see Table 1. The
reaction energy barrier nearly doubles but remains minimal
(from 6.5 to 12.0 kcal mol�1). To complete the first coordina-
tion sphere of Zr, we added one to three ammonia molecules.
The addition of ammonia ligands destabilized further the
reactive complex and product, but reduced the intrinsic activa-
tion energy barrier to less than 6.5 kcal mol�1 (see Fig. 5 and
Table 1). The reaction remains highly exothermic (by at least

45 kcal mol�1). The Zr–S distance of the products increases
gradually with the attachment of ligands, from 2.665 Å of bare
HSZrOH+ to 2.731 Å in the case of the Cl2Zr(NH3)3 complex.

Similar observations can be done for the reaction of NbO+

with H2S. The addition of three chlorine atoms is necessary to
stabilize its high spin state with the oxyl character. The reaction

Fig. 3 Alternative formation pathways of Cl2ZrO+ from oxo (doublet) and
oxyl (quartet) ZrO+ states and two Cl atoms. The resulting doublet state
bears an unpaired electron on oxygen (oxyl state).

Fig. 4 Molecular orbitals involved in the HS–H activation process
mediated by Cl2ZrO and Cl2(NH3)ZrO.

Fig. 5 Energy diagram for the reaction of [Zr]O�+ (S = 3/2 for ZrO and
S = 1/2 otherwise) with H2S, where [Zr] represents the transition metal
complex (NH3)mClnZr (m,n = 0,0; 0,2; 1,2; 2,2; 3,2).

Table 1 Relative energy (in kcal mol�1) of all intermediate and transition
state structures for the reaction of H2S and H2O with bare and ligated ZrO+

and NbO+ units. [Zr]/[Nb] denotes the metal-ligands combination, and
A represents an ammonia molecule. The radical high-spin state is listed for
the bare units

Species

[Zr]/[Nb] compound

Zr Cl2Zr Cl2ZrA Cl2ZrA2 Cl2ZrA3

[Zr]O+ + H2S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(H2S)[Zr]O+ �46.9 �41.8 �28.3 �17.6 �18.0
TS �40.5 �29.9 �24.5 �12.3 �13.1
HS[Zr]OH+ �87.8 �83.0 �65.0 �54.2 �47.9

Species

[Zr]/[Nb] compound

Nb Cl3Nb Cl3NbA Cl3NbA2

[Nb]O+ + H2S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(H2S)[Nb]O+ �41.4 �53.2 �37.2 �33.0
TS �38.3 �47.5 �35.1 �30.8
HS[Nb]OH+ �85.3 �62.5 �48.4 �41.9

Species

[Zr]/[Nb] compound

Zr Cl2Zr Cl2ZrA Cl2ZrA2 Cl2ZrA3

[Zr]O+ + H2O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(H2O)[Zr]O+ �53.8 �52.2 �38.3 �26.1 �23.9
TS �30.4 �28.2 �20.3 �12.1 �6.0
HO[Zr]OH+ �55.3 �63.0 �50.2 �43.3 �21.2

Species

[Zr]/[Nb] compound

Nb Cl3Nb Cl3NbA Cl3NbA2

[Nb]O+ + H2O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(H2O)[Nb]O+ �49.9 �36.6 �30.4 �22.2
TS �24.9 �11.0 �6.4 �0.2
HO[Nb]OH+ �56.3 �54.0 �47.8 �21.3
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becomes clearly less exothermic by 23 kcal mol�1 and the
intrinsic barrier nearly doubles but remains minimal (from
3.1 to 5.7 kcal mol�1). The energetics are listed in Table 1 and all
of the structures with more detailed energy information are given
in the ESI.† The addition of two more ammonias (to complete the
first coordination shell) reduced the exothermicity by another
21 kcal mol�1 but reduced the barrier to only 2.2 kcal mol�1.

A noticeable difference between zirconium and niobium is
that the produced SH unit is not attached to Nb but located at
the second coordination shell hydrogen-bonded to OH, when at
least one ammonia ligand is present (see Fig. S4 of ESI†). The
Nb–S distance is longer than the Zr–S one even for bare ZrS+

(2.665 Å) and NbS+ (2.730 Å). Conclusively, niobium can activate
easier H2S and the fully coordinated Cl3(NH3)2NbO+ complex
reveals the best performance among the presently studied
species.

Finally, we performed the exact same analysis for the
activation of H2O by bare and ligated ZrO+/NbO+. The numer-
ical results are reported in Table 1. As in H2S, the reaction
becomes less exothermic as more ligands are added and DE‡

decreases by 5.5 and 3.0 kcal mol�1 going from bare ZrO+/NbO+

(high spin/oxyl) to fully coordinated oxides with two/three
chlorine and three/two ammonia ligands, respectively. The
barriers remain quite larger compared to those of H2S: 17.9
and 22.0 kcal mol�1 for (NH3)3Cl2ZrO+ and (NH3)2Cl3NbO+ vs.
8.5 and 2.2 kcal mol�1 in the H2S case.

To see the effect of the vibrational degrees of freedom at 0 K
and the thermal contributions at 25 1C and 1 atm of the
rovibrational/translational motions, we collected the zero-
point and free energies of all intermediates and transition
states in the ESI† (see Tables S4, S8, S12, S16, S19 and Fig. S5
and S6). The main observations are that zero-point corrections
increase the energies of the interacting reactants and products
on average by 2.0 kcal mol�1 with respect to separated reac-
tants, while the free energies of them shift to the same direc-
tion by about 10 kcal mol�1. The free energy of the transition
states increases also by 10 kcal mol�1 but they are rather
stabilized by about 0.5 kcal mol�1 at 0 K. The activation
energies barriers in both cases are reduced (as expected) by
about 2.0 kcal mol�1.

4. Conclusions

Our theoretical calculations demonstrate that S–H and C–H
bonds can be activated readily by a metal–oxygen oxyl unit via a
radical mechanism. The activation energy barrier is nearly
independent of the metal identity for the radical mechanism.
The oxyl units of the early transition metal ZrO+ and NbO+

oxides are highly excited states, but can become the ground
state with the proper number of chlorine ligands (two for Zr and
three for Nb). The addition of ammonia ligands to complete the
first coordination sphere of the metal does not change the
ground state oxyl character. On the contrary, the O–H bond of
water is a harder bond to activate with either the radical
abstraction or oxidative addition pathways, and independently

of the present ligands. The reason is the relatively large dissocia-
tion energy of water to both neutral and ionic products. Our
findings suggest that the practices used for the activation of C–H
bonds can be applied to the activation of S–H but not O–H
bonds. For O–H bonds, metal oxide anions have shown superior
performance.28,29
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Ab initio investigation of the ground and excited
states of MoO+,2+,� and their catalytic strength on
water activation†

Isuru R. Ariyarathna and Evangelos Miliordos *

The charged molybdenum monoxides, MoO+,2+,� were studied by multireference configuration interaction

and coupled cluster calculations in conjunction with large basis sets. Full potential energy curves were

constructed and bonding patterns were proposed for several low-lying electronic states of the three

species. Our numerical results involve accurate equilibrium bond lengths, harmonic vibrational frequencies,

anharmonicities, excitation energies, and binding energies. This is the first high-level theoretical investigation

and our results compare favorably with the limited existing experimental data. Nine states of MoO2+ are

bound with respect to the lowest energy fragments Mo+ + O+, while MoO� has five bound electronic states

with respect to MoO + e�. Energetics, including activation energies, are given for the reaction between the

lowest lying electronic states of the titled species and water. It is shown that MoO� is clearly more efficient

at activating an OH bond.

I. Introduction

Coordination complexes of transition metal monoxides serve as
homogeneous catalysts used for C–H activation or water splitting
reactions.1,2 Terminal metal–oxygen bonds are also found in
natural metalloenzymes, such as cytochrome P450.3 Although
the presence of the ligands affects the catalytic activity, deeper
knowledge on the electronic structure of the naked transition metal
monoxides can provide useful insights about the metal–oxygen
bonding. For example, different mechanisms on the methane
activation by bare FeO0,� have been discussed depending on the
nature of the iron–oxygen bond.4 These mechanisms involve the
transfer of hydrogen from carbon to oxygen as a proton or radical
followed by the migration of CH3 to iron. Another mechanism is
the concerted detachment of one C–H bond and attachment of the
fragments to iron and oxygen. The polarity of the metal–oxygen
bond and the radical character of the terminal oxygen atom will
determine the actual mechanism.

In the past we have found that the first row transition metal
monoxides, MO0,� (M = Sc–Fe), prefer a highly ionic character
represented by M+,2+ and O� or O2�.5–7 Minimal radical character
was detected for the ground and several excited electronic states of
these systems. Herein we study the charged molybdenum oxides,
MoO+, MoO2+, and MoO� in an attempt to extend our work to the

second row transition metals and doubly charged cationic species.
We perform multi-reference calculations to elucidate the chemical
bonding for many low-lying electronic states. Our findings are
expected to shed light on the underlying electronic structure
transformations in catalytic processes such as H2 production from
water facilitated by [(PY5Me2)MoO]2+.2 The MoO+ and MoO2+

moieties have both been identified in the mechanism of this
reaction.8 Neutral MoO will not be considered here since has
recently been studied at a high level of theory.9

Among the three titled systems only MoO+ has been studied
theoretically. First, Broclawik in 1995 employed density functional
theory (DFT) and reported bond lengths, vibrational frequencies,
and binding energies for four low-lying electronic states, 4S�, 4P, 6P,
and 2D.10 Two years later, Kretzschmar et al. used multi-reference
perturbation theory to calculate bond lengths, excitation and
binding energies for 4S�, 2D, and 6S�.11 These authors showed
also that relativistic effects have a big impact on the binding
energy which is 87.1 kcal mol�1 and becomes 106.1 kcal mol�1

before and after special relativity is considered. Loock et al. did
DFT calculations including relativistic effects for four states (4S�,
4P, 2D, 2S+) providing their excitation energies and the binding
energy for the ground 4S� state.12 In 1999, Broclawik et al.
revisited MoO+ reporting numerical data by means of DFT with
the BPW91 functional this time for 4S�, 4P, and 2D.13 We are not
aware of any other work between the latter work and the recent
one by Luo et al. seventeen years later.14 Highly accurate coupled-
cluster calculations were carried out for the bond length, harmonic
vibration frequency, and binding energy for the ground state of
MoO+. The ionization energy of MoO was also given.
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To our knowledge, three experimental works have been devoted
to MoO+. Sievers et al. report a very accurate binding energy for the
ground state of 5.06 � 0.02 eV or 116.7 � 0.5 kcal mol�1.15 The
electron affinity of MoO+ (or ionization energy of MoO) of 7.4504�
0.0004 eV is reported by Loock et al.,12 who provide experimental
evidence for a 4S� ground state. Finally, Luo et al. report spectro-
scopic data for the 4S� and 2D states.14

No theoretical or experimental work seems to exist in the
literature on MoO2+, and we are knowledgeable of only one
work on MoO� by Gunion et al.16 The electron affinity of MoO
was found 1.290 � 0.006 eV by means of photoelectron pectro-
scopy. The equilibrium bond distance was estimated 0.02 Å
longer than that of MoO. The harmonic vibrational frequency
for the ground 4P�1/2 state of MoO� is 810 � 40 cm�1 and its
spin orbit splitting is 226 cm�1.

Herein we present the first systematic high level computa-
tional study of the three titled charged species. We provide
energetics, potential energy curves, and spectroscopic data for
several electronic states of MoO+ and MoO2+ and all bound
states of MoO�. For the lowest lying electronic states of the
three species we studied the reaction with water. Our goal is to
comprehend the role of the electronic configuration of a given
state and the overall charge of the system in the OH activation
process. The computational details of our calculations are given
in Section II. Sections III, IV, and V pertain to our results on
MoO+, MoO2+, and MoO�, respectively. In Section VI we discuss
the reaction of them with water and Section VII summarizes our
findings.

II. Computational details

The internally contracted multi-reference configuration interaction
(MRCI) approach was employed to construct full potential energy
curves and calculate spectroscopic parameters for all of the electro-
nic states. The reference wavefunction was provided by complete
active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) calculations. The active
space for MoO+,2+ consists of the valence 5s and 4d orbitals of
molybdenum and the 2p orbitals of oxygen. For MoO� two series of
calculations were performed. The first one has exactly the same
active space as MoO+,2+. The second one includes three additional
orbitals, which are of 5pMo character at infinity but have larger
contribution from diffuse p-basis functions of oxygen (not 2pO) at
equilibrium. The two series are dubbed as MRCI and MRCI+p. The
inclusion of these orbitals was deemed necessary for accurate
results. The MRCI potential energy curves were done using
state-average CASSCF orbitals averaging states of the same
spin-multiplicity together. MRCI calculations based on state-
specific CASSCF reference wavefunctions were then performed
around equilibrium to extract accurate spectroscopic constants.
Single and double excitations from the reference active space
and the 2s orbital of oxygen to the virtual space were allowed at
the MRCI level. The Davidson correction (MRCI+Q) was finally
employed to reduce the size extensivity errors.

In cases of minimal multi-reference character, the single-
reference coupled cluster methodology was also applied. The

restricted Hartree–Fock orbitals were used and single, double
and perturbative triples were included [CCSD(T)]. For selected
states we also included the dynamic correlation of the semi-core
4s24p6 electrons. These calculations are denoted as C-MRCI and
C-CCSD(T).

The quadruple-z quality correlation consistent basis sets were
generally employed. The all-electron aug-cc-pVQZ (6s5p4d3f2g)
basis set was used for oxygen.17,18 The cc-pVQZ-PP (7s7p6d4f3g2h)
basis set combined with the appropriate relativistic pseudo-
potential (replacing 28 inner electrons 1s2 through 3d10) was
used for molybdenum.19 In the case of MoO� a series of diffuse
functions was added on Mo center (aug-cc-pVQZ-PP = cc-pVQZ-
PP + 1s1p1d1f1g1h). For the calculations including core corre-
lation effects we used the appropriately designed weighted-core
cc-pwCVQZ-PP basis set for molybdenum.19 For the three lowest
electronic states of each species the MRCI, MRCI+Q or CCSD(T)
calculations were also done with the corresponding quintuple-z
quality basis sets denoted with a ‘‘-5Z’’ suffix.

For the MoO+,2+,� + H2O reaction we did MRCI calculation for
the lowest lying states using a triple-z quality basis set to optimize
the geometries for the reactants, transition states and products.
Specifically, the cc-pVTZ-PP(Mo)/cc-pVTZ(H)/aug-cc-pVTZ(O) basis
sets combination was employed for MoO+,2+ + H2O, and aug-cc-
pVTZ-PP(Mo)/cc-pVTZ(H)/aug-cc-pVTZ(O) for MoO� + H2O
(MRCI/TZ). For these structures we performed single-point MRCI
energy calculations using the corresponding quadruple-z quality
(MRCI/QZ). The reference space (at CASSCF) for these reactions
is smaller than the pure metal oxides: two and three electrons in
five orbitals for MoO+,2+ and five electrons in eight orbitals for
MoO�. This space includes only the valence orbitals localized on
Mo plus (in the MoO� case) three additional p-orbitals, as we did
for single MoO�. We made this choice because of technical
difficulties, but we also observed that the states of our interest
keep mainly these orbitals partially occupied along the reaction
coordinate. All valence electrons are correlated at the MRCI level.

The harmonic frequencies oe and anharmonicities oexe were
calculated by solving the ro-vibrational Schrödinger equation
numerically. Spin–orbit coupling constants A were calculated at
employing the spin–orbit part of the pseudopotential and coupling
the MRCI wavefunctions via the Breit–Pauli Hamiltonian. All
calculations were done with MOLPRO2015.1.20

III. MoO+

The ground state of Mo+ is the 6S (4d5) electronic state followed
by 6D (5s14d4) at around 12 000 cm�1. Two nearly degenerate
states 4G and 4P of 4d5 character follow at 15 000–16 000 cm�1.21

The reaction of Mo+(6S) with O(3P) yields quartets, sextets, and
octets of S� and P irreducible representations as shown by the
valence-bond-Lewis (vbL) diagrams of Scheme 1.

In Scheme 1 the 4d orbitals of molybdenum are shown with
straight lines. The 4dz2 is of s symmetry (horizontal blue line)
and can mix with the 2pz of oxygen. The 4dxz and 4dyz orbitals
(red and orange lines) are of p symmetry and can mix with the
2px and 2py ones. Finally, the remaining 4d-orbitals on the xy
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plane (purple and green lines) are of d symmetry and cannot be
mixed with any of the valence orbitals of oxygen; they are always
localized on molybdenum. According to Scheme 1 all S� states
are expected weakly bound (electrostatic forces) or unbound
because of the repulsion between the 4dz2 and 2pz electrons in
the s frame. The 8P state should also be repulsive since no
covalent bond can occur if all electrons bear parallel spins. On
the contrary, 6P and 4P should be bound because they both
can form a s-bond and the latter can also make a p-bond.
Therefore, 4P is expected more bound than the 6P one.

The potential energy curves (PECs) as a function of the Mo–O
distance are shown in Fig. 1. Indeed, 8S� and 8P originating
from Mo+(6S) + O(3P) are repulsive and the 4P, 6P states (A4P
and 16P) are attractive with 4P having more than three times
larger binding energy. The potential energy curves for 4,6S� are
unexpectedly strongly bound and 4S� becomes finally the
ground state of MoO+.

To understand the reason for the stabilization of these
states, we resort to the dominant electronic configurations at
equilibrium (see Table 1) and the corresponding molecular
orbitals given in Fig. 2. We show that these states are coming
diabatically from different channels. The 1s molecular orbital

points to a s-bond between 4dz2 and 2pz, the 2s is mostly 5s,
1p orbitals correspond to 4dp + 2pp but is polarized towards
oxygen, 2p orbitals pertain to 4dp � 2pp polarized towards
molybdenum, and 1d finally are pure 4d orbitals lying on the xy
plane. The 1s2 2s1 1p4 1d2 configuration for X4S� suggests that

Scheme 1

Fig. 1 MRCI PECs of MoO+ with respect to the Mo–O distance.

Table 1 Dominant electronic configurations at the equilibrium distance
of the electronic states of MoO+

State Coef.a 1s 2s 3s 1px 2px 1py 2py 1dxy 1dx2�y2

X4S� 0.94 2 a 0 2 0 2 0 a a
a2D 0.93 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 a 2
A4P 0.92 2 0 0 2 0 2 a a a
12G 0.84 2 a 0 2 0 2 0 a b

0.45 2 b 0 2 0 2 0 a a
12S� �0.43 2 a 0 2 0 2 0 a b

0.84 2 b 0 2 0 2 0 a a
12P 0.70 2 0 0 2 0 2 b a a

�0.41 2 0 0 2 0 2 a a b
12S+ 0.65 2 a 0 2 0 2 0 2 0

0.70 2 a 0 2 0 2 0 0 2
12H 0.58 2 0 0 2 0 2 a a b

0.47 2 0 0 2 a 2 0 2 0
�0.47 2 0 0 2 a 2 0 0 2

0.33 2 0 0 2 0 2 b a a
12F 0.58 2 0 0 2 0 2 a a b

�0.47 2 0 0 2 a 2 0 2 0
0.47 2 0 0 2 a 2 0 0 2
0.33 2 0 0 2 0 2 b a a

22P 0.50 2 0 0 2 0 2 a 0 2
0.47 2 0 0 2 0 2 a 2 0

14F 0.66 2 a 0 2 0 2 a 0 a
�0.66 2 a 0 2 a 2 0 a 0

24P �0.64 2 a 0 2 0 2 a 0 a
0.64 2 a 0 2 a 2 0 a 0

14D 0.90 2 0 0 2 a 2 a a 0
16S� 0.67 2 0 a 2 0 a a a a

0.67 2 0 a a a 2 0 a a
16P 0.97 2 0 0 a a 2 a a a
14S+ 0.67 2 a 0 2 a b 0 a a

0.62 2 a 0 b 0 2 a a a
32P 0.61 2 a 0 2 b 2 0 a 0

�0.61 2 a 0 2 0 2 b 0 a
42P 0.62 2 a 0 2 0 2 b a 0

�0.59 2 a 0 2 b 2 0 0 a

a The coefficient for each configuration is given in this column.

Fig. 2 Selected molecular orbitals of MoO+: rotation of 1px and 2px by 901
around z-axis yields 1py and 2py, while rotation of 1dx2�y2 by 451 yields 1dxy.
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it is actually coming from some state which has a 5s1 B 2s
character and not from the 6S(4d5) state. We monitored the
nature of 2s at several distances and we saw that it transforms
gradually from 4dz2 to 5s. Considering the polarization of 1p
towards oxygen, we finally suggest a formal Mo2+O� picture of
Scheme 2.

The vbL diagram of Scheme 2 describes a triple bond (one s
covalent and two p dative) between the excited state of Mo2+(5F;
5s14d3) and O�(2P). Three observer electrons localized on
molybdenum remain unpaired producing a quartet spin multi-
plicity. This scheme is in complete agreement with the experi-
mental evidence of a d2s1 configuration.12 Similarly, the 16S�

state bears also one 2s electron and seems to come from the
same fragments as X4S� but created by different components
of Mo2+(5F; ML = �1) and O�(2P; ML = 81).

Based on the CI vectors of Table 1 and the orbitals of Fig. 2
the bonding in the a4P state, which comes from the ground
state fragments, can also be described as ‘‘ionic’’ coming from
Mo2+(5D; 4d4) and O�(2P); see Scheme 3.

All of the excited states studied here, with the exception of
16P, have the 1s21p4 configuration in common and three
electrons localized on different molybdenum orbitals (2s, 2p,
1d molecular orbitals) coupled to either a doublet or a quartet
spin multiplicity. For example, the first excited state a2D has
three electrons on the two 1d orbitals. We believe that all of
them are rather described as Mo2+O� combining some 4d4 or
5s14d3 state of Mo2+ with the ML = 0 component of O�.

Table 2 reports equilibrium energies and spectroscopic
constants for all of the examined states. The ground state has
been suggested to be of 4S� symmetry both experimentally and
theoretically.11–13 The assignment of the first excited state is
not consistent in the literature. The ionization energies of
Loock et al.12 and dissociation energies of Broclawik et al.13

imply that 4P is the first excited state at 0.77 eV and 0.04 eV
with the 2D following at 0.84 eV and 0.19 eV, respectively.
Kretzschmar et al. report only the 2D state,11 which has even been
proposed to be the ground state by the early work of Broclawik.10

The very recent experimental work of Luo and co-workers deter-
mined the excitation energies of 2D3/2 and 2D5/2 to be as small as

Scheme 2

Scheme 3

Table 2 Equilibrium energy Ee (hartrees), bond length re (Å), harmonic
vibrational frequency oe (cm�1), and excitation energy Te (cm�1) for the
lowest electronic states of 98Mo16O+

State Method �Ee re oe oexe Te

X4S� MRCI 142.338531 1.645 986 5.0 0
MRCI+Q 142.355118 1.647 980 5.0 0
C-MRCI 142.650525 1.639 1006 5.0 0
C-MRCI+Q 142.708738 1.642 999 4.9 0
CCSD(T) 142.355176 1.643 1007 4.9 0
C-CCSD(T) 142.719024 1.635 1033 4.6 0
MRCI-5Z 142.346899 1.643 989 5.0 0
MRCI+Q-5Z 142.363889 1.645 983 5.0 0
C-MRCI-5Z 142.680498 1.636 1008 5.0 0
C-MRCI+Q-5Z 142.741625 1.639 1000 4.8 0
CCSD(T)-5Z 142.364370 1.642 1009 4.8 0
C-CCSD(T)-5Z 142.753509 1.632 1034 4.6 0

a2D MRCI 142.328650 1.619 1079 4.1 2169
MRCI+Q 142.346475 1.621 1072 4.2 1897
C-MRCI 142.638338 1.616 1088 4.1 2675
C-MRCI+Q 142.698150 1.619 1079 4.2 2324
CCSD(T) 142.347687 1.620 1085 4.1 1644
C-CCSD(T) 142.708584 1.615 1098 4.1 2291
MRCI-5Z 142.337946 1.617 1081 4.1 1965
MRCI+Q-5Z 142.356231 1.619 1075 4.1 1681
C-MRCI-5Z 142.669906 1.613 1091 4.1 2325
C-MRCI+Q-5Z 142.732818 1.615 1082 4.1 1933
CCSD(T)-5Z 142.357866 1.619 1088 4.1 1427
C-CCSD(T)-5Z 142.744880 1.611 1101 4.1 1894

A4P MRCI 142.314326 1.691 951 4.9 5312
MRCI+Q 142.337428 1.689 956 4.8 3883
C-MRCI 142.618902 1.686 957 4.9 6940
C-MRCI+Q 142.684965 1.684 965 4.8 5218
CCSD(T) 142.339205 1.683 984 4.1 3505
C-CCSD(T) 142.698204 1.676 995 3.9 4570
MRCI-5Z 142.322651 1.690 953 4.9 5321
MRCI+Q-5Z 142.346100 1.687 959 4.8 3904
C-MRCI-5Z 142.649562 1.684 960 4.8 6790
C-MRCI+Q-5Z 142.718563 1.681 967 4.7 5061
CCSD(T)-5Z 142.348609 1.681 987 4.1 3459
C-CCSD(T)-5Z 142.733628 1.673 998 3.9 4363

12G MRCI 142.285200 1.630 1029 4.8 11 705
MRCI+Q 142.303094 1.632 1024 4.8 11 418

22S� MRCI 142.281294 1.617 1072 5.3 12 562
MRCI+Q 142.301235 1.620 1061 4.9 11 826

12P MRCI 142.276307 1.684 972 4.4 13 657
MRCI+Q 142.300094 1.682 976 4.3 12 076

12S+ MRCI 142.274171 1.632 1023 5.0 14 125
MRCI+Q 142.293984 1.635 1017 5.0 13 417

12H MRCI 142.271547 1.680 986 4.2 14 701
MRCI+Q 142.294718 1.680 987 4.2 13 256

12F MRCI 142.264280 1.684 973 4.6 16 296
MRCI+Q 142.288084 1.682 977 4.8 14 712

22P MRCI 142.254552 1.691 954 4.4 18 431
MRCI+Q 142.279363 1.689 957 4.4 16 626

14F MRCI 142.251770 1.706 905 5.4 19 042
MRCI+Q 142.274548 1.705 909 5.3 17 683

24P MRCI 142.243798 1.713 876 6.1 20 792
MRCI+Q 142.266617 1.711 882 6.0 19 424

14D MRCI 142.229776 1.744 850 1.5 23 869
MRCI+Q 142.256609 1.741 862 1.9 21 620
CCSD(T) 142.261123 1.736 926 0.9 20 642

16S� MRCI 142.226482 1.931 654 2.1 24 592
MRCI+Q 142.246066 1.931 668 2.2 23 934

16P MRCI 142.223782 1.968 661 2.7 25 185
MRCI+Q 142.244334 1.968 658 2.3 24 314
CCSD(T) 142.244984 1.957 678 3.4 24 184

14S+ MRCI 142.221401 1.750 896 2.7 25 707
MRCI+Q 142.251958 1.787 906 2.5 22 641

32P MRCI 142.214805 1.715 888 5.6 27 155
MRCI+Q 142.238551 1.712 897 5.5 25 584

42P MRCI 142.214207 1.712 906 4.9 27 286
MRCI+Q 142.238414 1.711 909 4.9 25 614
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408.5 cm�1 (0.05 eV) and 1570.3 cm�1 (0.19 eV).14 Our results
clearly assign 2D as the first excited state with the 4P being about
2000 cm�1 higher.

The equilibrium Mo–O distance of X4S� is 1.645 and 1.647 Å
at MRCI and MRCI+Q, respectively, which shortens by 0.006
and 0.005 Å after the inclusion of the 4s24p6 correlation. Similar
decrease of 0.008 Å occurs at the CCSD(T) level. Our C-MRCI+Q
value of 1.642 Å is in complete agreement with the experimental
re value of 1.642 � 0.001 Å.14 while C-CCSD(T) gives a shorter
value of 1.635 Å. Our harmonic vibrational frequencies increase
by 20 cm�1 when core correlation effects are included at the
MRCI level. Our best oe value (C-MRCI+Q) is 999 cm�1 which is in
excellent agreement with the experimental value of 1000� 9 cm�1.14

The same is true for our oexe of 4.9 cm�1 vs. 5 � 3 cm�1.14

C-CCSD(T) seems to provide shorter distances and higher vibrational
frequencies.

The first excited state a2D lies at 1897 cm�1 at MRCI+Q,
2324 cm�1 at C-MRCI+Q, and 2291 cm�1 at C-CCSD(T). Luo
et al. measured the ionization energies from MoO (X5P) to
MoO+ (X4S�), IE0 = 60147.9 cm�1, and from MoO (X5P) to
MoO+ (a2D3/2,5/2), IE3/2 = 60556.4 cm�1 and IE5/2 = 61718.2 cm�1,
by means of photoelectron spectroscopy.14 Using these values we
estimate the excitation energy Te(a2D3/2) = IE3/2 � IE0 = 408.5 cm�1

and Te(a
2D5/2) = IE5/2 � IE0 = 1570.3 cm�1. Our theoretical values

are larger than the experimental average of 989.4 cm�1. MRCI+Q
gives 1897 cm�1 and C-MRCI+Q increases this value to 2324 cm�1.
C-MRCI+Q-5Z reduces it slightly to 1933 cm�1 while C-CCSD(T)-5Z
gives 1894 cm�1. The experimental spin–orbit splitting of these two
states is 1570.3–408.5 = 1161.8 cm�1 which compares favorable
with our theoretical value of 1010 cm�1. The bond length drops by
0.002–0.003 Å after core correlation is included and converges
to 1.619 Å at the C-MRCI+Q level, which is in harmony with the
experimental bond lengths of 1.613 and 1.616 Å for a2D3/2 and
a2D5/2, respectively.

The next state is A4P at about 5000 cm�1 with a bond length
of 1.68 Å. The +Q correction increases the excitation energy
by about 1500 cm�1, while the core correlation shortens the
bond length by 0.005 Å. Judging by the better agreement of the
C-MRCI+Q vs. C-CCSD(T) harmonic frequencies with experi-
ment in the ground state, we think that the C-MRCI+Q value of
965 cm�1 is more accurate.

For the first three states we also performed valence and core
CI and CC calculations using the quintuple-z basis set. We
found minimal differences from the quadruple-z suggesting
that our numerical results are quite accurate. Specifically, there
is a consistent trend for all computational approaches: bond
lengths contract by 0.002–0.003 Å, harmonic frequencies
increase by B3 cm�1, anharmonicities remain constant, and
excitation energies drop by 200–300 cm�1 when moving from
quadruple to quintuple basis set.

The first three electronic states are well separated from the
higher electronic states. There are six doublets crowded within
11 418 (12G) and 14 712 (12F) cm�1, and seven more states of
doublet and quartet spin multiplicity follow in the region
16 626 cm�1 and 25 614 cm�1. All of these states have bond
lengths between 1.62 Å (12S�) and 1.75 Å (14S+). The vibrational

frequencies lie between 862 (14D) and 1061 cm�1 (12S�). The
last two states we studied are the sextets 16S� and 16P which
are both coming from the ground state fragments. Their bond
distances are much longer (1.93 and 1.96 Å) and their frequencies
are much smaller (around 660 cm�1).

We are not aware of any previous theoretical or experimental
work studying these fifteen excited states. C-MRCI calculations
are not performed for them currently. Based on the trends in
the first three states more accurate bond lengths can be
obtained by reducing the MRCI+Q by approximately 0.005 Å
and the MRCI+Q excitation energies should be accurate within
1000 cm�1.

The PECs of Fig. 1 show that X4S�, A4P, 16S� and 16P states
dissociate to the ground state fragments Mo+(6S) + O(3P). The
rest of the states dissociate either to Mo+(6D), Mo+(4G), or
Mo+(4P) with binding energies larger than 100 kcal mol�1.
The experimental binding energy for the ground state has been
measured by Sievers et al., D0 = 116.7 � 0.5 kcal mol�1.15 Our
CCSD(T) binding energies using the cc-pVXZ-PP/Mo and cc-pVXZ/O
basis sets are De = 96.4, 106.3, 109.5, 110.8 kcal mol�1 for X = D, T, Q,
5, respectively. Different extrapolation schemes consistently con-
verged to the complete basis set (CBS) limit of 112 � 1 kcal mol�1.
Our C-CCSD(T) value with the cc-pwCVQZ-PP/Mo and cc-pVQZ/O

basis sets is 114.9 kcal mol�1 which means that the core-
correlation enhances De by 114.9 � 109.5 = 5.4 kcal mol�1.
Adding this correction to the CCSD(T)/CBS limit we get a value
of 117.4 � 1 kcal mol�1, which should reduced by the zero-
point energy of 1.5 kcal mol�1. Therefore, our best estimate is
D0 = 115.9 � 1 kcal mol�1 in excellent agreement with the
experiment. Spin–orbit effects are minimal because of the zero
orbital angular momentum for the 4S� and 6S states of MoO+

and Mo+.
Finally, the spin–orbit coupling constants for the multiplets

are reported in Table 3 and they are as small as 10 cm�1 (12G)
and as big as 1004 cm�1 (12P).

IV. MoO2+

The first ionization energy of Mo+ to Mo2+ is 16.16 eV and that
of O to O+ is 13.62 eV.22 Therefore, the lowest energy fragments
are Mo+(6S) + O+(4S) and the Mo2+(5D) + O(3P) channel is
16.16 � 13.62 = 2.54 eV above. Considering a simple electro-
static model for the Mo+ and O+ repulsion the two channels are
expected to cross at 5.7 Å. Our state-averaged calculations predict

Table 3 Spin–orbit coupling constants A for the multiplet states of MoO+,
MoO2+, and MoO�

MoO+ MoO2+ MoO�

State A State A State A State A

a2D 505 14F 193 13F 301 X 4P 351
A4P 179 24P 219 13P 377 2D 492
12G 10 14D 188 13D 326 6P 120
12P 1004 16P 12 15D 56
12H 110 32P 837
12F 151 42P 956
22P 530
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this crossing at around 7 Å. Within the energy gap of 2.54 eV other
Mo+ + O+ channels are present corresponding to the 6D, 4G, 4P,
and 4D excited states of Mo+.21 The first one, Mo+(6D) + O+(4S), is
1.59 eV above Mo+(6S) + O+(4S) and crosses with Mo2+(5D) + O(3P)
at 25 Å. The complete PECs for distances shorter than 30 Å and for
all of the states coming from the first two Mo+ + O+ and Mo2+ + O
channels are given in the ESI.† Fig. 3 depicts the PECs for Mo–O
distances shorter than 8 Å of the lowest lying states, the
equilibrium energy of which is below the Mo2+(5D) + O(3P)
dissociation limit.

The Mo+(6S) + O+(4S) asymptote produces the 3,5,7,9S� states,
all of which bear repulsive PECs. The PECs of 3,5,7S� cross with
those of the same symmetry coming from Mo2+(5D) + O(3P)
which are attractive with the 3S� being finally the ground state
of MoO2+. The binding energies for 3S�, 5S�, and 7S� are 135,
61, and 40 kcal mol�1 with respect to Mo2+(5D) + O(3P). Based
on the dominant configurations of Table 4, the bonding diagram
for the ground state can be captured by Scheme 4.

The formation of a s dative bond from oxygen to molybdenum
and the two covalent p bonds stabilize 3S� over the 5S� and 7S�

states where only one or none p-bonds are present. The bonding for
X3S� can also be represented by that of MoO+(X4S�) shown in
Scheme 2 after removing the 5s electron localized on molybdenum.
The latter picture implies an ionic Mo3+O� character. The relative
weights of the ‘‘covalent’’ Mo2+O vs. ‘‘ionic’’ Mo3+O� bindings
depend on the employed electronic density partition technique
and will not be subject of the present study.

Our numerical values for the various equilibrium parameters for
all of the electronic states examined here are listed in Table 5. The
core correlation has a slightly smaller effect for the ground state
compared to MoO+. The bond length decreases by 0.003–0.004 Å,
while harmonic frequencies increase by a few wavenumbers. Our
suggested bond length is 1.60 Å which is considerably shorter than
that of MoO+ (B1.64 Å). It seems that the larger charge on the
metal center and the absence of the 5s electron enables the closer
proximity of the two atoms. The stronger binding in the MoO2+

case is also expressed by its larger vibrational frequency.
The first two excited states, 11G and 11S+, lie at about 7000

and 10 000 cm�1, and they are well separated from the next

excited states. We also performed C-MRCI calculations for
these two states confirming the same trends. Therefore, for
the rest of the states more accurate bond lengths can be
obtained by subtracting a few mili-Å from the re and adding a
few cm�1 to the oe values of Table 5. Going to the quinuple-z
basis set for the first three states, we see the same minimal
changes as in MoO+ (see Section III). No experimental data exist
for any of the MoO2+ states, all of which are stable with respect
to the lowest energy Mo+ + O+ fragments.

The first three states have two spectator electrons (see
Table 4) residing at the 1d orbitals and can be seen as the
sister states of MoO+, X4S�, 12G, 12S+, where an additional
electron occupies 5sMo. The next three states are 3F, 3P, and 3D
followed by their singlet counterparts. The F and P states have
a p1d1 configuration and the D ones a s1d1 character. All of
these six states have bond lengths from 1.66 to 1.68 Å and they
span an energy range of 19 000 to 33 000 cm�1.

The remaining states are 15S�, 15D, 17S�, 23S�, and 15S+.
The origin of 15S� and 17S� was discussed earlier, whereas the
rest three states are coming from higher channels via avoided
crossings. Finally, only four electronic states have non-zero
first order spin–orbit splitting and the related constants are
included in Table 3.

Fig. 3 MRCI PECs of MoO2+ with respect to the Mo–O distance. The 3X
states can be one of 3P, 3H, 3F, or 3G.

Table 4 Dominant electronic configurations at the equilibrium distance
of the electronic states of MoO2+

State Coef. 1s 2s 3s 1px 2px 1py 2py 1dxy 1dx2�y2

X3S� 0.94 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 a a
a1G 0.67 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0

�0.67 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2
a1S+ 0.67 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0

0.67 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2
13F 0.66 2 0 0 2 a 2 0 a 0

0.66 2 0 0 2 0 2 a 0 a
13P �0.64 2 0 0 2 0 2 a 0 a

0.64 2 0 0 2 a 2 0 a 0
13D 0.92 2 0 a 2 0 2 0 0 a
11P 0.66 2 0 0 2 0 2 a 0 b

0.66 2 0 0 2 b 2 0 a 0
15S� 0.61 2 0 0 2 0 a a a a

0.61 2 0 0 a a 2 0 a a
11F �0.62 2 0 0 2 0 2 a 0 b

0.62 2 0 0 2 b 2 0 a 0
11D 0.93 2 0 b 2 0 2 0 a 0
15D 0.66 2 0 0 a 0 2 a a a

�0.66 2 0 0 2 a a 0 a a
17S� 0.99 2 0 0 a a a a a a
23S� 0.46 2 0 0 b a 2 0 a a

0.46 2 0 0 2 0 b a a a
�0.35 2 0 0 a a 2 0 a b
�0.35 2 0 0 2 0 a a a b

15S+ 0.64 2 0 0 a 0 2 a a a
0.64 2 0 0 2 a a 0 a a

Scheme 4
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V. MoO�

The electron affinity of Mo (0.748 eV)16 is smaller than that of
oxygen (1.461 eV).22 Therefore the lowest energy fragments are
Mo(7S) + O�(2P) followed by Mo�(6S) + O(3P) 1.461� 0.748 = 0.713 eV
above. The ground state fragments produce the 6,8{S+,P} states. The
sextet states are strongly bound and their equilibrium energies are
below the energy of the ground state of MoO (X5P).9 The octet states
create rather electrostatically driven minima. The full PECs for
all of the states studied presently are shown in Fig. 4, while the
PECs around equilibrium are given in Fig. 5. Overall, there are five
electronic states of MoO� bound with respect to MoO (X5P) + e�:
X4P, 12D, 16S+, 14S�, and 16P.

The electron affinity (EA) of MoO has been determined
experimentally equal to 1.290 � 0.006 eV by Gunion et al.16

Our adiabatic EA at the MRCI level (without the additional p-orbitals
in the active space) is just 0.05 eV and becomes negative (�0.01 eV)
at MRCI+Q. The MRCI+p and MRCI+p+Q numbers of 0.87 and
1.07 eV, respectively, are more reasonable. The CCSD(T) and
C-CCSD(T) values of 1.198 and 1.197 eV are closer to the experi-
mental value. Increasing the number of basis functions we get
1.218 eV at C-CCSD(T)-5Z. Given that harmonic vibrational frequen-
cies at CCSD(T) of 897 cm�1 for MoO� (see Table 6) and 934 cm�1

for MoO are very similar, the vertical EA is practically identical to the
adiabatic one differing by less than 0.01 eV.

Table 6 lists our numerical results for all five bound states.
Their small multi-reference character allowed us to perform
CCSD(T) calculations for all of them. The core correlation
effects were considered only at the CCSD(T) level. The first
three states are nearly degenerate lying within 1500 cm�1, while
the two highest ones are also nearly degenerate at around
7600 cm�1. MRCI predicts the 6S+ state to be the ground state,
with the 2D and 4P ones following at least 2500 cm�1 higher.
The energy order changes dramatically at the MRCI+p level. The
4P state becomes ground state in agreement with the CCSD(T)
results and the experimental assignment.16

Table 5 Equilibrium energy Ee (hartrees), bond length re (Å), harmonic
vibrational frequency oe (cm�1), and excitation energy Te (cm�1) for the
lowest electronic states of 98Mo16O2+

State Method �Ee re oe oexe Te

X3S� MRCI 141.801408 1.603 1072 4.6 0
MRCI+Q 141.813531 1.605 1066 4.5 0
C-MRCI 142.110884 1.599 1079 4.3 0
C-MRCI+Q 142.161204 1.602 1066 3.9 0
CCSD(T) 141.811063 1.601 1106 4.7 0
MRCI-5Z 141.809717 1.601 1077 5.6 0
MRCI+Q-5Z 141.822180 1.603 1072 5.8 0
C-MRCI-5Z 142.141249 1.596 1083 4.2 0
C-MRCI+Q-5Z 142.194363 1.598 1071 4.3 0
CCSD(T)-5Z 141.820041 1.599 1109 5.0 0

a1G MRCI 141.766509 1.594 1105 3.5 7659
MRCI+Q 141.778531 1.595 1101 3.4 7682
C-MRCI 142.079518 1.590 1114 3.8 6884
C-MRCI+Q 142.130486 1.592 1107 3.6 6742
MRCI-5Z 141.775464 1.592 1102 4.8 7518
MRCI+Q-5Z 141.787857 1.593 1097 4.9 7533
C-MRCI-5Z 142.110721 1.587 1122 3.5 6700
C-MRCI+Q-5Z 142.164624 1.588 1110 3.8 6527

a1S+ MRCI 141.755721 1.599 1093 4.0 10 027
MRCI+Q 141.769983 1.600 1085 3.5 9558
C-MRCI 142.062109 1.595 1101 3.9 10 705
C-MRCI+Q 142.115829 1.595 1088 3.1 9959
MRCI-5Z 141.764649 1.597 1094 3.5 9891
MRCI+Q-5Z 141.779293 1.598 1081 3.8 9412
C-MRCI-5Z 142.093005 1.591 1109 3.8 10 588
C-MRCI+Q-5Z 142.149610 1.591 1096 4.4 9822

13F MRCI 141.711105 1.673 969 5.4 19 819
MRCI+Q 141.727604 1.673 971 5.2 18 859

13P MRCI 141.703626 1.680 948 5.7 21 461
MRCI+Q 141.720287 1.679 949 5.5 20 465

13D MRCI 141.691106 1.674 880 6.0 24 209
MRCI+Q 141.704083 1.675 876 6.0 24 021
CCSD(T) 141.702611 1.667 921 5.1 23 802

11P MRCI 141.683105 1.676 952 5.7 25 965
MRCI+Q 141.700589 1.673 957 5.1 24 788

15S� MRCI 141.678954 1.904 656 5.9 26 876
MRCI+Q 141.692571 1.890 658 4.8 26 548

11F MRCI 141.675292 1.690 905 6.2 27 679
MRCI+Q 141.691701 1.69 909 6.3 26 739

11D MRCI 141.648928 1.662 892 4.3 33 466
MRCI+Q 141.663951 1.663 893 5.6 32 829

15D MRCI 141.645092 1.864 570 5.6 34 307
MRCI+Q 141.660284 1.863 557 7.0 33 634

17S� MRCI 141.640187 2.332 344 1.1 35 384
MRCI+Q 141.650564 2.330 345 0.6 35 767

23S� MRCI 141.631879 1.867 706 0.2 37 207
MRCI+Q 141.648426 1.861 718 0.9 36 236

15S+ MRCI 141.630664 1.880 621 3.9 37 474
MRCI+Q 141.647399 1.878 640 4.1 36 462

Fig. 4 MRCI+Q PECs of MoO� with respect to the Mo–O distance. The
PEC of X5P for MoO is also shown with red dashed lines.

Fig. 5 CCSD(T) PECs of MoO� with respect to the Mo–O distance at
equilibrium. The energy zero is set to the energy of Mo(7S) + O�(2P).
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The optimal bond length for X4P is 1.725 � 0.001 Å at the
MRCI+p, MRCI+p+Q, and CCSD(T) levels. C-CCSD(T) reduces it
to 1.717 Å, which is in excellent agreement with the experi-
mental value of 1.72 Å.16 Our harmonic vibrational frequencies
of around 900 cm�1 are larger than the experimental range
of 810 � 40 cm�1.16 Our spin–orbit coupling constant is
A = 350 cm�1. Increasing the basis set from quadruple to
quintuple-z quality, we see the same trends as in the positively
charged species.

No experimental data exist for any of the excited states.
Identical comments to those of X4P can be made on the trends
followed by the different methodologies (see Table 6). Our
suggested re values are 1.75 (16S+), 1.66 (12D), 1.73 (14S�),
and 1.77 (16P) Å, and our suggested excitation energies are
1300 (16S+), 1400 (12D), 7600 (14S�), and 7700 (16P) cm�1. The
harmonic vibrational frequencies should be probably consid-
ered overestimated. Finally, our spin–orbit coupling constants
for X4P, 12D, and 16P are listed in Table 3.

The electronic configurations in terms of the orbitals of Fig. 2 are
1s22s21p42p11d2 (X4P), 1s22s11p42p21d2 (16S+), 1s22s21p41d3

(12D), 1s22s23s11p41d2 (14S�), and 1s22s13s11p42p11d2 (16P).

VI. Water activation

In this section we investigate the reaction between the lowest
electronic states of MoO2+ (two states), MoO+ (three states), and
MoO� (three states) and water. We obtained the structures for
the interacting complex of the reactants, the transition state,
and the produced Mo(OH)2

2+,+,�.
Our MRCI/TZ optimal structures are given in the (ESI†) and

some geometric features are collected in Table 7. The energy
landscapes for all three species are compared in Fig. 6, where
selected structures are also shown. It should be mentioned that
the doubly degenerate states of the diatomic molybdenum oxide
species split into two components when water is considered due
to symmetry lowering. Therefore we calculated totally three
energy pathways for MoO2+ and five for MoO�, for which we
use different colors in Fig. 6: a1G (MoO2+), a4P (MoO+), and X4P
(MoO�) split to the blue and purple lines, a4P (MoO+), and X4P
(MoO�) split to red and brown lines. The X3S�, X4S�, and 16S+

states for the dication, cation, and anion, respectively, are shown
in black.

The interaction energy (Eint) between the charged oxides and
water is larger for the dication (128–133 kcal mol�1), followed by the
cation (32–44 kcal mol�1) and finally the anion (9–14 kcal mol�1).
To take into account the size extensivity issues of the MRCI
methodology, we used the supermolecular approach. Specifically,
we didn’t use the energy of the individual fragments, but the
energy of the two fragments at a distance of 1000 Å. For example,
the size extensivity error for all species was 40–45 milihartrees at
MRCI reduced to 15–18 milihartrees at MRCI+Q.

The intrinsic activation energies or energy barriers from
the reactants (interacting complex) to the transition state (Eact)
reveal the same trend: 85–89 (MoO2+), 42–62 (MoO+), and
14–32 (MoO�) kcal mol�1 (see Table 7). The reaction is exothermic

Table 6 Equilibrium energy Ee (hartrees), bond length re (Å), harmonic
vibrational frequency oe (cm�1), and excitation energy Te (cm�1) for the
lowest electronic states of 98Mo16O�

State Method �Ee re oe oexe Te

X4P MRCI 142.589412 1.733 863 5.1 3505
MRCI+Q 142.616922 1.730 853 5.0 6426
MRCI+p 142.637761 1.725 898 4.3 0
MRCI+p+Q 142.663881 1.726 902 4.6 0
CCSD(T) 142.669643 1.724 897 3.8 0
C-CCSD(T) 143.036036 1.717 909 3.7 0
MRCI+p-5Z 142.646000 1.723 880 4.0 0
MRCI+p+Q-5Z 142.672540 1.725 874 4.0 0
CCSD(T)-5Z 142.678921 1.721 900 3.8 0
C-CCSD(T)-5Z 143.070224 1.713 911 3.7 0

16S+ MRCI 142.605383 1.758 825 2.9 0
MRCI+Q 142.646203 1.750 855 5.0 0
MRCI+p 142.634188 1.753 812 3.6 784
MRCI+p+Q 142.659243 1.755 819 4.0 1018
CCSD(T) 142.663996 1.754 823 3.5 1239
C-CCSD(T) 143.029931 1.748 830 3.5 1340
MRCI+p-5Z 142.642296 1.752 813 3.3 813
MRCI+p+Q-5Z 142.667792 1.753 821 4.0 1042
CCSD(T)-5Z 142.673062 1.750 825 3.5 1286
C-CCSD(T)-5Z 143.064240 1.744 830 3.3 1313

12D MRCI 142.593348 1.655 1036 6.0 2641
MRCI+Q 142.626943 1.658 1024 3.7 4227
MRCI+p 142.630635 1.667 977 4.0 1564
MRCI+p+Q 142.657316 1.675 979 4.0 1441
CCSD(T) 142.662641 1.669 1000 3.9 1537
C-CCSD(T) 143.029815 1.664 1013 3.6 1365
MRCI+p-5Z 142.635374 1.652 1169 6.0 2332
MRCI+p+Q-5Z 142.664385 1.654 1078 5.8 1790
CCSD(T)-5Z 142.672595 1.667 1002 3.8 1388
C-CCSD(T)-5Z 143.064762 1.659 1015 3.6 1199

14S� MRCI 142.566155 1.722 951 5.9 8610
MRCI+Q 142.604359 1.720 946 3.5 9184
MRCI+p 142.602292 1.732 783 2.7 7785
MRCI+p+Q 142.628839 1.729 840 3.3 7691
CCSD(T) 142.634951 1.735 845 3.6 7614
C-CCSD(T) 143.001635 1.725 855 3.5 7550

16P MRCI 142.582393 1.778 766 3.8 5046
MRCI+Q 142.621753 1.781 782 1.8 5366
MRCI+p 142.606391 1.793 726 4.0 6885
MRCI+p+Q 142.629558 1.800 744 5.6 7533
CCSD(T) 142.634673 1.778 769 3.6 7675
C-CCSD(T) 143.000943 1.770 781 3.6 7702

Table 7 MRCI/TZ optimized distances (Å) at the transition state, and
MRCI/QZ energetics for the MoO+,2+,� + H2O reaction

Species State ROH
a ROH

b RMoO
c DR(MoO)d Eint

e Eact
f Erx

g

MoO2+ X3S� (13A) 1.355 0.969 1.687 0.113 127.8 85.0 19.9
a1G (11A) 1.467 0.971 1.669 0.104 132.6 88.6 23.7
a1G (21A) 1.401 0.969 1.668 0.103 127.9 87.9 19.2

MoO+ X4S� (14A) 1.279 0.953 1.736 0.123 44.2 42.0 �12.9
a2D (12A) 1.301 0.954 1.720 0.123 41.0 61.6 �2.1
a2D (22A) 1.345 0.954 1.718 0.121 38.8 61.8 �4.0
A4P (14A) 1.294 0.955 1.746 0.090 39.9 46.7 �6.7
A4P (24A) 1.199 0.954 1.773 0.117 32.1 47.5 �7.3

MoO� X4P (14A) 1.227 0.945 1.814 0.114 14.3 25.6 �28.9
X4P (24A) 1.170 0.951 1.790 0.090 9.1 27.5 �21.2
16S+ (16A) 1.142 0.950 1.848 0.107 9.1 14.4 �19.4
12D (12A) 1.176 0.951 1.790 0.144 12.1 29.6 �19.2
12D (22A) 1.136 0.951 1.797 0.151 12.5 32.2 �17.8

a Distance for the activated OH bond. b Distance for the inert OH bond.
c Distance between Mo and O of water. d Elongation of the original
MoO bond. e Interaction energy between the reactants. f Intrinsic acti-
vation energy. g Reaction energy.
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in all cases with respect to infinitely separated reactants. With
respect to the interacting complex (MoO2+,+,�� � �H2O) the reaction
is endothermic for the dication by about 20 kcal mol�1 and the
three energy pathways are nearly parallel (see Fig. 6). On the other
hand, the reaction is exothermic for the cation and anion by 2–13
and 18–29 kcal mol�1, respectively.

These trends are collectively depicted in Fig. 6. Overall, MoO�

provides the most efficient OH activation because it combines
the low stability of the interacting complex (MoO�� � �HOH), the
small activation energy, and the legitimate stability of the
products. The products are stable enough to drive the reaction,
but more stable products could trap the system and poison
possible later steps of an extended catalytic cycle. The first
excited state (16S+) reveals the lowest intrinsic activation barrier
(14.4 kcal mol�1), which is about 10 kcal mol�1 lower than the
next larger barrier (25.6 kcal mol�1 for X4P) and it’s lower than
the MoO� + H2O fragments. It’s noteworthy that the reaction in
the anionic case undergoes two spin crossovers. The ground
state is a quartet which changes to sextet to overcome the barrier
and switches back to quartet to produce the final hydroxide. In
the cationic systems no spin changes are observed for the lowest
energy pathway.

Fig. 6 shows also the structure for the lowest energy transition
state. Observe that the distance between Mo and O of the incoming
water molecules increases gradually from B1.67–1.68 Å, to
1.72–1.77 Å, and 1.79–1.85 Å for the dication, cation, and anion.
The closer proximity of water distorts the activated OH bond further
and its length increases going from the anion, to the cation, and
finally the dication (see Table 7). The inert OH bond length shortens
by less than 0.005 Å in the case of MoO�, but elongates by up to
0.016 Å for MoO2+. In all cases the Mo–O distance of the oxide
increases by about 0.1 Å.

The produced Mo(OH)2
2+,+,� species have a nearly linear

O–Mo–O arrangement, but the Mo–O–H moiety is bent. On
average, the Mo–OH distance is 1.74, 1.82, and 1.99 Å for the
dication, cation, and anion, respectively. Considering that OH is
anionic in the Mo(OH)2

2+,+,� species, we can explain the observed
sequence: larger positive charge on Mo attracts stronger the OH�

terminals. This is an elongation of the initial Mo–O bond by at least

0.15 Å in all cases. Therefore, in addition to the cleavage of one
O–H bond, the original Mo–O bond has to weaken too.

Finally, the following question is in order: what is special
about the 16S+ state, which generates the smallest intrinsic
activation barrier? A complete answer is beyond the scope of
the present work, but we make the following observation.
Among the three lowest states of the anion, this state has the
longest Mo–O bond, because of its 1s22s11p42p21d2 configuration
(see Section V): there are two electrons in the ‘‘anti-bonding’’ 2p
orbitals, whereas the other two states have one (X4P) or none (12D).
The 2s and 1d are rather non-bonding orbitals localized on Mo (see
Fig. 2). Accordingly, the bond lengths are 1.659 (12D), 1.713 (X4P),
and 1.744 (16S+) Å following the 2p occupation for these states.
Taking the average of the two components for X4P and 12D
the activation energy for them is 30.9 (12D), 26.5 (X4P), and
14.4 (16S+) kcal mol�1. Therefore it seems there is a correlation
between the bond length of pure MoO and the energy needed to
proceed to the products.

VII. Summary and conclusions

High level electronic structure calculations were performed to
study several low-lying electronic states for the MoO+,2+,�

charged species. Full potential energy curves and equilibrium
molecular constants are reported for all of them. This is the
first systematic work for these species and the majority of our
numerical results appear for the first time in the literature. The
ground states are found to be 4S�, 3S�, and 4P for MoO+,
MoO2+, and MoO�, respectively. The order of the low-lying
excited states for MoO+ is clarified and our numerical results
compare favorably with the existing experimental data. The
4s24p6 semi-core electron correlation effects decrease the bond
lengths by about 0.005 Å, while they are important for the
accurate calculation of the binding energy. MoO2+ is stable with
respect to the lowest Mo+ + O+ asymptote and its electronic
states originate from Mo2+ + O. MoO� has five bound electronic
states with respect to its ionization to MoO. The active space was
found to be critical for accurate description of the wavefunction,

Fig. 6 MRCI+Q potential energy landscapes for the reaction between MoO2+,+,� and H2O. The four energy levels for each case correspond (left to right)
to infinitely separated reactants (showing the molybdenum oxide state), the interacting complex of them, the transition state, and the produced
Mo(OH)2

2+,+,�.
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and the inclusion of three additional orbitals (5pMo at infinite
Mo–O separations) is necessary. Finally, we investigated the
reaction of the lowest energy states of all three species with
water. We found that the stability of the interacting complex of
the reactants, the intrinsic activation energy barrier, and the
stability of the products drop moving from the dication, to the
cation, and the anion of molybdenum oxide. MoO� serves over-
all as a better catalyst for the activation of OH bonds. The
present work reports an entire collection of molecular properties
and structures, bonding schemes, spectroscopic constants, and
energetics which will aid the characterization of future experi-
mental spectra for the titled charged MoO species and their
reaction with water. Our work highlights the better catalytic
behavior of anionic transition metal systems and suggests that
future research should focus more on such systems.
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Ab initio investigation of the ground and excited
states of RuO+,0,� and their reaction with water†

Isuru R. Ariyarathna, Nuno M. S. Almeida ‡ and Evangelos Miliordos *

High-level quantum chemical calculations on RuO0,� elucidate the electronic structure of their low-

lying electronic states. For thirty-two states, we report the electronic configurations, bond lengths,

vibrational frequencies, spin–orbit splittings, and excitation energies. The electronic states of RuO can

be generated from those of RuO+ by adding one electron to the s non-bonding orbital closely

resembling the 5s atomic orbital of Ru. The ground states for RuO and RuO� are clearly identified as 5D

and 4D, but the two states (4D and 2P) compete for RuO+. The difficulty of calculations is revealed by

our small binding energies compared to the experimental values. In addition, we studied the reaction of

the three species with water in their ground and selected low-lying electronic states. We found a

consistent decrease of the activation energy barriers and higher exothermicity as we add electrons to

the system. RuO� is found to facilitate the reaction for both kinetic and thermodynamic reasons.

I. Introduction

Transition metal oxide units are commonly used to facilitate
catalytic reactions of environmental and industrial importance.1–5

Compared to solid-state catalysts, molecular complexes offer easier
adjustment of the catalytic performance by appropriate selection of
ligands. Quantum chemical calculations can guide these searches
by providing a less expensive, safer, systematic, and far broader
alternative approach.6 Two of the currently most important
chemical processes involve the activation of C–H (selective hydro-
carbon functionalization) and O–H (water splitting) bonds.

Our recent efforts focus on the reaction of small transition
metal–oxide compounds with methane and water.7–11 A sys-
tematic path for the discovery of more efficient and selective
catalysts is followed starting from the ‘‘naked’’ metal oxide unit
and adding different numbers and types of ligands. This
approach allows us to monitor both the role of the electronic
structure of the metal and the effect of the ligands. Concerning
the C–H activation, we recently found that the most efficient
(but less selective) radical mechanism is promoted by weak
field ionic ligands since they stabilize the oxyl form of the
metal–oxygen unit (MO��). Specifically, we were able to show
that an appropriate number of halogen ligands (F�, Cl�) can
stabilize highly excited electronic states of ZrO with oxyl character
and render them the ground state of the complex.7,9 In contrast,

strong field ligands, such as ammonia, stabilize the oxo (M4+O2�)
character of the metal oxide FeO2+ unit, which leads to larger
activation energy barriers via an oxidative addition reaction step.8

These studies emphasize the necessity to comprehend the
electronic structure of several low-lying electronic states of
metal oxides with various charges. The application of our
knowledge from organometallic chemistry to the activation
chemistry of O–H bonds has been suggested in the past.12 No
encouraging progress has been observed in this direction.
Inspired by the release of H2 from H2O in the (negatively
charged) cathode of an electrochemical cell, we have studied
in the past by both quantum computations and photoelectron
spectroscopy the reaction of transition metal anionic com-
pounds (Ni�, Pd�, Pt�, and MoO�) with water.10,11 Our theore-
tical work on the MoO2+,+,� + H2O reaction demonstrated the
superior performance of anionic over cationic systems, offering
lower activation barriers and more stable products.10

The electronic structure of first-row transition metal oxides
is quite well investigated by high-level theoretical methods and
spectroscopic measurements over the last fifty years.13–15 On
the other hand, the electronic structure of the second-row
transition metals is poorly understood. The construction of
suitable basis sets combined with relativistic pseudopotentials
over the past decade has enabled the accurate description of the
wave function for second-row transition metal compounds.16

In this study, we investigate the electronic structure of RuO
and its singly charged counterparts. Accurate spectroscopic
constants are calculated for several electronic states and com-
pared with the existing (limited) values of the literature. The
reaction between the lowest energy states of all three systems
(RuO0,�) and water is then examined. We confirm that the
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anionic species are advantageous over the cationic species as
happens for MoO. Our results allow the generalization that
metal oxide anions activate water easier, and that the nature of
the metal plays a minor role, which suggests the use of earth
abundant metals.

II. Computational details

The construction of full potential energy curves was carried out
with the internally contracted multi-reference configuration
interaction (MRCI) approach. The reference wave function
was provided by complete active space self-consistent field
(CASSCF) calculations. The active space for RuO0,+ consists of
the valence 5s and 4d orbitals of ruthenium and the 2p orbitals
of oxygen. For RuO� the active space was increased to include
three more orbitals, which correspond to the 5p orbitals of Ru
at long Ru–O distances, but they are highly localized on oxygen
(B3p) at equilibrium distances. Our recent studies on MoO�

and PdO� suggested that the inclusion of these orbitals is
necessary for accurate results.10,17 The MRCI potential energy
curves were obtained using state-average CASSCF orbitals aver-
aging states of the same spin-multiplicity together. MRCI
calculations based on state-specific CASSCF reference wave
functions were then performed around equilibrium to extract
accurate spectroscopic constants by solving numerically the ro-
vibrational Schrödinger equation. Single and double excita-
tions from the reference active space and the 2s orbital of
oxygen to the virtual space were allowed at the MRCI level. The
Davidson correction (MRCI+Q) was finally employed to reduce
the size extensivity errors.

In cases of minimal multi-reference character, the single-
reference coupled cluster methodology was also applied. The
restricted Hartree–Fock orbitals were used and single, double
and perturbative triples were included [CCSD(T)]. For selected
states, we also included the dynamic correlation of the
semi-core 4s24p6 electrons. These calculations are denoted as
C-MRCI and C-CCSD(T).

The quintuple-z quality correlation consistent basis sets
were employed. The all-electron aug-cc-pV5Z basis set was used
for oxygen.18 The cc-pV5Z-PP basis set combined with the
appropriate relativistic pseudopotential (replacing 28 inner
electrons 1s2 through 3d10) was used for ruthenium.16 In the
case of RuO� a series of diffuse functions were added on the Ru
center (aug-cc-pV5Z-PP = cc-pV5Z-PP + 1s1p1d1f1g1h). For the
calculations including core correlation effects we used the
appropriately designed weighted-core cc-pwCV5Z-PP basis set
for ruthenium.16

For the RuO0,+,� + H2O reaction we performed MRCI calcu-
lations for the lowest lying states using a triple-z quality basis
set to optimize the geometries for the reactants, transition
states and products. Specifically, the cc-pVTZ-PP(Ru) cc-
pVTZ(H) aug-cc-pVTZ(O) basis set combination was employed
for RuO+,0 + H2O, and aug-cc-pVTZ-PP(Ru) cc-pVTZ(H)/aug-cc-
pVTZ(O) for RuO� + H2O (MRCI/TZ). For these structures, we
performed single-point MRCI+Q energy calculations, which

were used to construct the complete reaction energy diagrams.
The zero of the scale is set to the energy of the reactants placed
at a distance of 1000 Å to alleviate the size extensivity error
of the truncated MRCI expansion. The reference space (at
CASSCF) for these reactions is smaller than the pure metal
oxides. We made this choice for technical reasons. We decided
to rule out the Ru–O bonding 2s and 1p orbitals since they are
always doubly occupied, and the anti-bonding 4s Ru–O orbital
because it is always unoccupied in all dominant determinants
of the low-lying states. These orbitals are still optimized at
CASSCF and correlated at the MRCI level of theory. The active
space is 5 or 6 electrons in 5 orbitals for the cation and neutral
systems, and 7 electrons in 8 orbitals (we kept the 5p orbitals of
Ru in the active space) for the anionic ones. All valence
electrons are correlated at the MRCI level of theory.

Spin–orbit coupling constant A was calculated by employing
the spin–orbit part of the used pseudopotential and coupling
the MRCI wave functions via the Breit–Pauli Hamiltonian. All
calculations were performed using MOLPRO2015.1.19

III. Results and discussion

In this section, we first analyze the electronic structure of the
titled ruthenium monoxide species and we comment on their
spectroscopic constants. Sections IIIA, IIIB, and IIIC correspond
to RuO+, RuO, and RuO�, respectively. The last section (IIID)
discusses the reaction of them in their ground and excited states,
with water and we compare the reaction energetics.

IIIA. RuO+

The ground state of Ru+ is a 4F with a 4d7 electronic configu-
ration. Among the first seven states with excitation energies up
to B15 000 cm�1, only the third one (6D) is of 5s14d6 character
at B10 000 cm�1.20 The Ru+(4F) + O(3P;2s22p4) combination
gives rise to two S+, one S�, three P, three D, two F, and one
G states of doublet, quartet, and sextet spin multiplicities. The
potential energy curves (PECs) as a function of the Ru–O
distance for many of these states are shown in Fig. 1. As the
atoms approach, all of the PECs follow a smooth energy
decrease until a distance of about 2.3 Å, where there is a
sudden slope change. At this distance, there are avoided cross-
ings from higher energy Ru+ + O or other ionic channels, such
as Ru2+ + O�.

The dominant electronic configurations at the equilibrium
bond length for sixteen electronic states are given in Table S1 of
the ESI.† The lowest two states, 2P and 4D, are nearly degen-
erate and well separated from the next state (see below) with
electronic configurations 2s21p42p11d4 and 2s21p42p21d3,
respectively. Contours of these molecular orbitals are depicted
in Fig. 2 (only valence orbitals are numbered; 1s is the 2s of
oxygen and it is not shown). The 2s and 1p orbitals can be
better described as the s- and p-bonds between the metal and
oxygen atoms, 2p is an anti-bonding Ru–O p-orbital, while 1d is
a localized 4d orbital on Ru. The configurations of all doublet
and quartet states have the 2s21p4 part in common with the
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remaining five valence electrons populating the 3s, 2p, and 1d
orbitals. The 3s is mostly composed of the 5s atomic orbital of
Ru, and is singly occupied only in the 14F, 14P, 16S+, 12S+, 12F,
22P, 14S+, 24D, and 16F states. The majority of the states are
multi-reference, except for X2P, 14D, 16S+, and 12S+. The latter
two are of 2s23s11p42p21d2 and 2s23s11p41d4 characters.

Table 1 lists our numerical results for the electronic states of
RuO+, which include absolute energies, equilibrium bond
lengths, harmonic frequencies, anharmonicities, and excitation
energies. The first two states, 2P and 4D, are nearly degenerate
at every employed level of theory. In all cases, except CCSD(T),
2P is found lower by 7 (MRCI+Q) to 568 (C-MRCI) cm�1.
CCSD(T) predicts 4D to be lower by 230 cm�1. The assignment
of 2P as the ground state is based on the fact that our most
accurate calculations, C-MRCI+Q and C-CCSD(T), place 4D
higher than 2P by 525 and 116 cm�1, respectively. The two
states have distinct spectroscopic features: 2P has a shorter
bond length by 0.05–0.06 Å and larger frequency by B80 cm�1.
In both cases, the sub-valence electron correlation effects have
minimal influence on the numerical results changing the bond

lengths by B0.001 Å and the frequencies by a few cm�1.
However, CCSD(T) predicts shorter bond lengths compared to
MRCI or MRCI+Q by 0.015–0.02 Å.

The next three states are also very close to each other lying
between 3000 and 3700 cm�1. At MRCI+Q the order is 16S+ o
14F o 14P. The Ru–O distance of the sextet is B0.05 Å longer
than the other two states, which have similar electronic struc-
tures (2s23s11p42p11d3; see Table S1, ESI†) and spectroscopic
constants. All three states have considerably smaller vibrational
frequencies compared to the first two states (B800 vs. 4900 cm�1).

Seven doublet states follow in the 5000–12 000 cm�1 range
with various bond lengths and vibrational frequencies. The
shorter bond length belongs to 12S+ (1.63 Å), which has no
electrons in the 2p anti-bonding orbitals, while the rest of them
have nearly equal bond lengths around 1.70 Å. It also has the
largest vibrational frequency and it is energetically separated

Fig. 1 Potential energy curves of RuO+ as a function of the Ru–O
distance at the MRCI level of theory.

Fig. 2 State-averaged CASSCF molecular orbitals of RuO+ at 1.7 Å.

Table 1 Equilibrium energy Ee (hartrees), bond length re (Å), harmonic
vibrational frequency oe (cm�1), anharmonicity oewe (cm�1), DG1/2 (cm�1),
and excitation energy Te (cm�1) for the lowest electronic states of
102Ru16O+

State Method �Ee re oe oewe Te

X2P MRCI 168.859874 1.621 1013 4.3 0
MRCI+Q 168.893645 1.620 1016 4.3 0
C-MRCI 169.223081 1.629 1016 6.4 0
C-MRCI+Q 169.307823 1.623 1017 5.1 0
CCSD(T) 168.897934 1.609 230
C-CCSD(T) 169.327238 1.609 0

14D MRCI 168.859232 1.680 940 4.8 141
MRCI+Q 168.893614 1.682 942 4.6 7
C-MRCI 169.220494 1.684 931 4.1 568
C-MRCI+Q 169.305429 1.683 932 3.6 525
CCSD(T) 168.898984 1.665 0
C-CCSD(T) 169.326711 1.662 116

16S+ MRCI 168.845517 1.755 783 5.7 3151
MRCI+Q 168.879094 1.755 789 5.9 3194
CCSD(T) 168.882147 1.741 3695

14F MRCI 168.845621 1.701 818 4.9 3128
MRCI+Q 168.877563 1.701 818 4.8 3530
C-MRCI 169.211013 1.695 834 4.7 2649
C-MRCI+Q 169.293613 1.694 841 4.8 3119

14P MRCI 168.844030 1.705 808 4.6 3477
MRCI+Q 168.876842 1.703 811 4.8 3688

12S+ MRCI 168.835619 1.632 880 2.5 5323
MRCI+Q 168.868361 1.628 901 3.0 5549
CCSD(T) 168.873194 1.626 5660

12G MRCI 168.826438 1.703 861 6.0 7338
MRCI+Q 168.860501 1.699 868 5.8 7274

12D MRCI 168.822722 1.701 864 6.2 8154
MRCI+Q 168.857423 1.697 874 5.8 7950

12S� MRCI 168.818299 1.703 866 5.8 9124
MRCI+Q 168.852543 1.700 873 5.8 9021

22S+ MRCI 168.816199 1.702 860 2.0 9585
MRCI+Q 168.851496 1.696 877 2.4 9250

12F MRCI 168.815989 1.704 811 6.5 9631
MRCI+Q 168.850298 1.699 821 1.4 9513

22P MRCI 168.807200 1.703 796 6.5 11 560
MRCI+Q 168.840819 1.700 808 5.7 11 594

14S+ MRCI 168.805237 1.814 659 5.6 11 991
MRCI+Q 168.838688 1.811 660 4.9 12 061

22D MRCI 168.803669 1.719 809 6.7 12 335
MRCI+Q 168.838249 1.714 820 6.7 12 158

24D MRCI 168.796905 1.805 686 3.2 13 820
MRCI+Q 168.829752 1.802 686 2.9 14 023

16F MRCI 168.794358 1.950 547 15.8 14 379
MRCI+Q 168.827053 1.951 530 21.1 14 615
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from the rest doublets. Finally, we report four more states in
Table 1 covering excitation energies up to 15 000 cm�1. The last
state (16F) has the longest bond length and smaller vibrational
frequency of all states, and it is the only state with only three
electrons in the 1p bonding orbitals (see Table S1, ESI†).

The ground 4F state of Ru+ has a quite large spin–orbit
splitting with the difference between 4F9/2 (lowest energy com-
ponent) and 4F3/2 (highest energy component) being experi-
mentally 3104.260 cm�1.20 Our theoretical splittings for the
molecular states at equilibrium are of the same order: X2P
(1452 cm�1), 14D (2258 cm�1), 14P (2178 cm�1), and 14F
(1129 cm�1). A more detailed list of the exact energies is given
in Table S2 of ESI.† The larger splitting for 4D sets the ground
state to 4D7/2. The lowest energy 2P component (2P1/2) is 0.09 eV
or 726 cm�1 higher at MRCI. As expected, the 12S+ and 16S+

states have minimal splittings and thus their excitation energy
increases with respect to the ‘‘new’’ ground state (4D7/2) by
about 2000 cm�1 (see Table S2 of ESI†).

We are aware of only one experimental and one theoretical
work on RuO+ in the literature. The mass spectrometric work of
Chen and Armentrout yielded a bond dissociation energy of
3.81 � 0.05 eV or 88 � 1 kcal mol�1.21 Our MRCI/MRCI+Q
binding energies (calculated using the energy of the fragments at
10.0 Å to avoid size extensivity issues) are 79.0/83.4 kcal mol�1.
The corresponding values including the sub-valence electron
correlation energy are nearly identical, C-MRCI/C-MRCI+Q =
78.0/84.2 kcal mol�1. The CCSD(T) and C-CCSD(T) numbers are
81.7 and 83.3 kcal mol�1, respectively. Our best estimate for D0 is
D0 = De(C-CCSD(T)) � ZPE(C-MRCI+Q) + SO(RuO+) � SO(Ru+) �
SO(O) = 83.3� 1.45 + 2.43� 4.04� 0.22 = 79.7 kcal mol�1. ZPE(C-
MRCI+Q) is the zero-point energy calculated as oe(C-MRCI+Q)/2 =
1017/2 cm�1 (see Table 1), and SO(X) is the energy lowering due
to spin–orbit effects for system X. The SO(Ru+) and SO(O) are
taken from the experimental data of ref. 20, and SO(RuO+) is
calculated presently. Our estimate falls short of the experi-
mental value by about 8 kcal mol�1. Similar discrepancy was
observed for FeO+ (77.4 vs. 81.2 � 0.5 kcal mol�1)13,22 and it
should be attributed to the missing higher order dynamic
electron correlation.

The theoretical work of Carter and Goddard predicted a
very different pattern of electronic states at the generalized
valence bond (GVBCI) level of theory.23 The authors predicted a
ground 4D state followed by a group of doublet states (2G, 2D,
2S+, 2S�, 2D) lying between 16.9 kcal mol�1 (5911 cm�1) and
37.1 kcal mol�1 (12 976 cm�1). No reference to our predicted 2P
or the low-lying 6S+ state was made in this article and the 2S+

state was placed much higher in energy.
Comparing with the electronic states of the first row transi-

tion metal counterpart metal oxide FeO+,13 we see that some of
the low-lying states are identical (6S+, 4P, 4F, and 4D), but there
is one striking difference. The ground state 2P (2s21p42p11d4)
of RuO+ is not even among the low-lying states of FeO+. There is
one 2P state of FeO+ at around 15 000 cm�1, the bigger (31% or
0.56 coefficient, but not major) component of which has the
same electronic configuration. On the other hand, 6F is the
fourth excited state in the case of FeO+ at around 9200 cm�1,

but the fifteenth excited state in the case of RuO+ at B14 500 cm�1.
It seems that states with no 3s (Bmetallic valence s-orbital)
electrons and 1d4 configurations are more stable for ruthenium.
A similar observation was made for FeO2+ vs. RuO2+.24 In the RuO2+

case the ground state is a singlet state with 2s21p41d4 configuration
unlike FeO2+, which prefers high spin states populating the 3s and
2p orbitals.8,24

IIIB. RuO

The electronic structure of the low lying states of RuO has
been studied theoretically earlier by Krauss and Stevens.25

The ground state was identified as a 5D followed by a 3P
and a series of closely spaced states lying between 6800 and
11 500 cm�1 : 3Po 3Dr 3S�o 3Fo 7S+ r 5S+ o 3S+ r 5Pr 5F.
The average energy difference between two successive states is
B600 cm�1. Our more advanced calculations confirm this dense
picture of states. We were actually able to locate five more states in
this energy region: 11S+, 11P, 13G, 23P, and 23S�, while we
located the 7S+ state higher than our highest lying state at
B13 000 cm�1. This energy series is completely different from
the first-row transition metal counterpart FeO, where there is a
competition between 5D and 5S+ for the ground state and the 7S+

is only B2000 cm�1 higher.13 The next states are 5P and 5F at
around 800 cm�1.

The PECs for all of our states are plotted in Fig. 3, the
numerical findings for them are listed in Table 2, and the
dominant electronic configurations are listed in Table S3 of
ESI.† Comparing the configurations of RuO+ and RuO (Tables
S1 and S3 of ESI†), we can see that the low-lying states of RuO
are generated by adding an electron to the 3s orbital
(see Fig. 2). The 3s orbital is composed mainly of the 5s orbital
of Ru, and thus the transition from RuO+ to RuO resembles that
from Ru+(4F; 4d7) to Ru(5F; 5s14d7), where the additional
electron goes to the 5s. Specifically, the X2P state of RuO+

generates the 13P and 11P states of RuO depending on the spin
coupling between the 2p1 and 3s1 electrons. Similarly, 14D
gives X5D and 13D, 14P/14F gives 23P/13F, and 12S+/16S+ gives
11S+/15S+. The rest of the states result from the doublet states
of RuO+ by again adding a 3s1 electron.

The PECs of all triplets and quintets dissociate to the ground
state fragments Ru(5F) + O(3P). This channel cannot generate
singlet states, and thus 11S+ and 11D have to dissociate to the
first excited state of Ru(3F). However, spin–orbit coupling will
allow the dissociation of the O = 0+ (11S+) and O = 2 (11D)
components to the ground state fragments.

The addition of an electron elongates the Ru–O bond by at
least 0.02 Å. For example, going from 15D to 11,3D, the bond
length changes from 1.68 to 1.70 or 1.73 Å. Similarly, the
elongation is 0.04 and 0.05 Å for the X2P and 11S+ states (see
Tables 1 and 2). At the same time, the vibrational frequencies
decrease significantly (B50 cm�1 for the X2P and B100 cm�1

for the 14D) going from RuO+ to RuO. Finally, the addition of
the 3s electron favors the 14D state and the X5D state becomes
clearly the ground state of RuO with the 13P being nearly
5000 cm�1 higher at every level of theory. As in the case of
RuO+, the Ru(4s24p6) sub-valence electron correlation changes
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only slightly the numerical results for the first three states, and thus
they are not considered for the rest of the states. Specifically, the
bonds shorten by B0.001 Å, the frequencies change by B10 cm�1,
and the excitation energies by a few hundreds of cm�1.

The bond length for the ground state at equilibrium varies
from 1.703 to 1.711 Å depending on the employed method (see
Table 2). The experimental values reported by Huber and Herz-
berg range from 1.7154 to 1.72 depending on the O-component.26

For O = 3, their given harmonic vibrational frequency is 855 cm�1,
which is in excellent agreement with our MRCI+Q value. Another
experimental anharmonic frequency is 834.4 cm�1,27 which com-
pares favorably with our oe � 2oewe = 852 � 2 � 2.6 = 847 cm�1.

Our binding energy at the CCSD(T) and C-CCSD(T) levels of
theory is 112.1 and 112.3 kcal mol�1. The contribution of the
electron correlation of the sub-valence ruthenium orbitals is
minor. Our numbers are larger than the 110.6 kcal mol�1 of
ref. 28, calculated at the modified coupled pair functional
(MCPF) level and with double-z basis sets. Correcting for ZPE
and spin–orbit splittings (see Section IIIA) we get D0 = De +
SO(RuO) � SO(O) � SO(Ru) � ZPE(RuO) = 112.3 + 2.39 � 0.22 �
3.94 � 1.22 = 109.3 kcal mol�1. The SO(X) stabilization energy is
calculated at the MRCI level and ZPE is estimated as the half of
the MRCI+Q vibrational frequency. Our value falls short of the
experimental value reported by Huber and Herzberg of 5.3 eV or
122 kcal mol�1 26 by more than 10 kcal mol�1 showing the
importance of higher order electron correlation effects.

We calculated the dipole moment at the CCSD(T) level using
the finite field approach. We applied a positive and negative
electric field along the Ru–O axis of f = 0.01 a.u. and the two
energies (E+, E�) were used to calculate numerically the dipole
moment as the first derivative of the energy with respect to the

external field: me = (E+ � E�)/2f = 1.50 a.u. or 3.81 Debye. Our
value is larger than the theoretical value of 1.29 a.u. of ref. 25.
Finally, we report spin–orbit energies and splittings for the first
ten states at 1.70 Å (see Table S4 of ESI†). The ground 5D state
splits into the 5D4, 5D3, 5D2, 5D1, and 5D0� components. The
splitting between each pair is 419 cm�1 at MRCI, which is
smaller than the 508 cm�1 value of ref. 25.

IIIC. RuO�

The first two states of RuO� are generated from the first two
states of RuO by placing the additional electron to the 3s
(B5sRu) orbital. The lowest state is X4D followed by A2P at
around 5000 cm�1. Specifically, at MRCI (MRCI+Q) the excita-
tion energy is 5267 (4686) cm�1. In both cases the bonds are
elongated only by 0.01–0.02 Å due to the additional electron in
a rather non-bonding electron. The MRCI/MRCI+Q bond
lengths for the two states are 1.735/1.735 (X4D) and 1.672/
1.670 (A2P) Å. The corresponding harmonic vibrational fre-
quencies for 102Ru16O� are 834/837 and 898/907 cm�1. The

Fig. 3 Potential energy curves of RuO as a function of the Ru–O distance
at the MRCI level of theory.

Table 2 Equilibrium energy Ee (hartrees), bond length re (Å), harmonic
vibrational frequency oe (cm�1), anharmonicity oewe (cm�1), DG1/2 (cm�1),
and excitation energy Te (cm�1) for the lowest electronic states of
102Ru16O

State Method �Ee re oe oewe Te

X5D MRCI 169.152723 1.709 852 2.6 0
MRCI+Q 169.195894 1.711 848 2.7 0
C-MRCI 169.512182 1.707 858 2.5 0
C-MRCI+Q 169.608120 1.710 854 2.6 0
CCSD(T) 169.211389 1.707 0
C-CCSD(T) 169.644185 1.703 0

13P MRCI 169.130577 1.663 858 3.2 4860
MRCI+Q 169.174866 1.665 852 1.2 4615
C-MRCI 169.490958 1.663 870 3.4 4658
C-MRCI+Q 169.588640 1.667 865 1.0 4275
CCSD(T) 169.188606 1.650 5000
C-CCSD(T) 169.622610 1.650 4735

13D MRCI 169.116398 1.727 846 2.6 7972
MRCI+Q 169.160844 1.728 843 3.3 7693
C-MRCI 169.475422 1.731 8068
C-MRCI+Q 169.572807 1.734 835 2.6 7750

11S+ MRCI 169.113192 1.679 1046 3.8 8676
MRCI+Q 169.154746 1.684 1141 3.9 9031
CCSD(T) 169.168449 1.628 9424

11P MRCI 169.112910 1.656 917 8.0 8738
MRCI+Q 169.157076 1.659 905 6.1 8520

13G MRCI 169.111177 1.746 732 4.2 9118
MRCI+Q 169.154614 1.742 752 4.8 9060

13F MRCI 169.111156 1.723 748 3.3 9123
MRCI+Q 169.156132 1.715 763 2.5 8 727

15S+ MRCI 169.110669 1.762 778 5.8 9230
MRCI+Q 169.158108 1.757 793 5.2 8293

13S� MRCI 169.107893 1.734 786 8.4 9839
MRCI+Q 169.153230 1.726 813 8.1 9364

23P MRCI 169.106372 1.708 774 5.6 10 173
MRCI+Q 169.152088 1.701 796 4.8 9614

23S� MRCI 169.105687 1.762 799 7.2 10 323
MRCI+Q 169.150538 1.771 689 8.4 9954

13S+ MRCI 169.103349 1.738 795 10.1 10 836
MRCI+Q 169.148186 1.734 800 7.9 10 471

23D MRCI 169.098140 1.735 722 10.0 11 980
MRCI+Q 169.143262 1.728 741 7.5 11 551

11D MRCI 169.096560 1.725 970 10.7 12 326
MRCI+Q 169.143598 1.723 1030 12.2 11 478
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MRCI PECs are shown in the ESI,† and the spin–orbit splitting
for the ground state components is estimated as 527 cm�1 at
MRCI. Finally, we calculated the electron affinity of RuO equal
to 1.104 and 1.373 eV at the MRCI+Q and CCSD(T) levels,
respectively.

IIID. The RuO+,0,� + H2O reaction

In this section, we examine the reaction between charged and
neutral RuO in their ground and excited states with water
towards the formation of Ru(OH)2. First, water coordinates
with RuO and then the system goes through a transition state
where the hydrogen atom migrates to the oxygen of RuO and
the remaining OH attaches to Ru. The energy diagram for all
three species is shown in Fig. 4, which also includes the
structure of the interacting complex, transition state, and
product of the lowest energy state (quartet for RuO� and
quintet for RuO). The leftmost energy levels for each system
pertain to the energy of the reactants, RuO0,� + H2O. Note that
the energy order of nearly degenerate states is different from
that shown in Tables 1 and 2 because of the smaller active
space used in this case (see Section II). Specifically, the order of
the 13D and 13P states of RuO, and the order of the X2P–14D
and 16S+–14F pairs of RuO+ are switched in Fig. 4. The
symmetry lowering caused by the coordination of water to
RuO0,� lifts the double degeneracy of the P, D, and F states
generating two different energy routes for each of these states
(see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 reveals the following striking differences for the three
systems. Water coordinates with the metal for RuO and RuO+,
but coordinates with oxygen in the case of RuO�. The latter can
be seen more as a hydrogen bond between one aquatic hydro-
gen and the oxygen terminal of RuO�. This leads to strongly
bound (H2O)RuO0,+ complexes with higher activation energy
barriers than RuO�� � �HOH. In addition, the reaction for RuO+

is endothermic with respect to the interaction complex and
becomes increasingly exothermic for RuO and RuO�. Overall,
the reaction of anionic ruthenium oxide with water is promoted
by both kinetic and thermodynamic factors.

Specifically, the intrinsic activation barrier (energy differ-
ence between the interaction complex and the transition state)
decreases as we go from RuO+ to RuO�: 36.8 � 18.5 (RuO+),

21.4 � 11.4 (RuO), and 18.5 � 9.7 (RuO�). Although the barrier
is highly dependent on the electronic state of the system, we see
a general trend that the barrier decreases by a factor of 1.7 and
1.2 every time one electron is added to the ruthenium oxide
unit. Similarly, the energy difference between the interaction
complex and the product increases rapidly. For RuO, all states
pertain to an endothermic reaction except for one component
of X2P and that of 16S+ (black line of Fig. 4; see Table S10 (ESI†)
for exact energies). In combination with the large activation
energy barriers, this suggests that the positively charged system
will likely get trapped in the (H2O)RuO+ configuration. On the
other hand, all states of neutral and anionic species produce
exothermic channels. On average, RuO and RuO� channels are
exothermic by 24.7 and 35.7 kcal mol�1, respectively. The
weaker binding of water to the oxygen terminal in the RuO�

case is partly the reason why the activation barrier is smaller
and the reaction is more exothermic.

The energetics become even less favorable for RuO2+.24 Our
previous study on the RuO2+ + H2O reaction predicted higher
stability of the (H2O)RuO2+ interaction complex (B80 kcal
mol�1 with respect to RuO2+ + H2O), and larger intrinsic
activation barriers (B70 kcal mol�1), and the products are
exothermic with respect to (H2O)RuO2+ by B40 kcal mol�1.

The electronic structure of the produced metal di-hydroxides
points to a Ru3+, Ru2+, or Ru+ center combined with two OH�

groups for RuO+, RuO, or RuO�, respectively. Representative
orbitals for the anion are shown in Fig. 5. In all of the low-lying
states only the metallic s, p, and d orbitals are partially
occupied. The highly polarized sOH and pOH orbitals are always
fully occupied (sOH

2pOH
4) and correspond to the three OH

electron pairs. In all cases, the nature of the occupied metallic
orbitals does not change along the reaction coordinate. For
example, the RuO+(14D) state starts with an electronic configu-
ration 2s21p42p21d3 (see Fig. 2) and ends up with a Ru(OH)2

+

electronic configuration sOH
2pOH

4p2d3. Comparing orbitals of
Fig. 2 and 5, we see that the 3s, 2p, and 1d orbitals of monoxide
species convert to s, p, and d orbitals of the di-hydroxide species.
Therefore, the nearly ‘‘metallic’’ electrons remain intact, and the
Ru–O s and p bonds polarize further towards oxygen.

The electronic structure of the metal remains the same in all
cases, except for the triplet states of the neutral species, where

Fig. 4 Energy diagrams for the reaction of RuO0,� with water. The energy levels in each case from left to right correspond to the reactants, RuO0,� + H2O,
their interaction complex, the transition state, and the Ru(OH)2

0,� products. The depicted structures correspond to the lowest quartet and quintet states for the
charged and neutral systems, respectively. Ru is depicted with yellow, oxygen with red, and hydrogen with white spheres.
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higher states of RuO with 3s0 configuration intervene. For
example, the 23S� (2s21p43s02p21d4) state of RuO generates
the ground state of Ru(OH)2 (sOH

2pOH
4s0p2d4). The higher

complexity of RuO and the involvement of higher energy triplet
states in the reaction are also demonstrated by the closer
energy proximity of the transition states of RuO. For example,
the seven transition states in RuO+ span an energy range of
26.0 kcal mol�1, as opposed to the 12.4 kcal mol�1 of the seven
RuO transition states.

The above observations suggest a rather heterolytic dissocia-
tion of the activated OH bond, with a proton (H+) being
transferred to oxygen and the remaining OH� to ruthenium.
The Ru–O bond lengths elongate considerably by about 0.2 Å
during the reaction. For example, it goes from 1.62 to 1.81 Å in
the case of RuO+. The Ru–O bond lengths for the neutral and
anionic species are 1.92 and 1.99 Å, respectively.

Our recent calculated energy barriers of about 40 and
10 kcal mol�1 for the reaction of ground state MoO+ and MoO�

with water10 are in harmony with the present ones for RuO�

(see above). This observation, along with the fact that the metallic
nature remains highly unaffected during the reaction, indicates
that the metal identity plays a minor role in this type of reaction
(MO + H2O - M(OH)2), but the overall charge of the system is
more important. Anionic systems are shown to facilitate this
reaction. For MoO�, we attributed this effect to the weaker Mo–O
bond (expressed by its longer bond length), which is also activated
during the reaction.10 Calculations with more metals are necessary
for a more definitive conclusion and clearer explanation.

IV. Summary and conclusions

In this study, we have performed high-level electronic structure
calculations on RuO, its cation and anion. Several electronic states
have been investigated, and for all of them we report the electro-
nic configurations, bond lengths, vibrational frequencies, and

excitation energies. For the ground states we also provide binding
energies and dipole moments. Spin–orbit splittings are also given
for the lowest-lying ones. Our results are the first accurate results
enriching the limited knowledge on these systems in the litera-
ture. We found that going from RuO+, to RuO and RuO� the
additional electrons populate a molecular orbital with major 5sRu

contribution for all low-lying electronic states. Every time the
bond lengths increase by B0.02 Å, the vibrational frequencies
decrease by 50 cm�1 or more. The ground states for RuO and RuO�

are clearly identified as 5D and 4D, but the two states (4D and 2P)
compete for RuO+. Our findings on the excited states for RuO agree
with earlier computational studies, but those of RuO+ are radically
different from previous theoretical literature results. Our binding
energies are significantly smaller (by B10 kcal mol�1) than the
experimental values indicating the importance of higher order
electron correlation effects. Finally, the comparison between iron
and ruthenium oxides showed a completely different pattern of
low-lying electronic states. The titled species are practically unex-
plored by experimental means and the present study will facilitate
the assignments of future spectroscopic analyses.

In addition, we studied the reaction of the three species with
water in their ground and low-lying electronic states. We found a
consistent decrease of the activation energy barriers and higher
exothermicity as we add electrons to the system. RuO� is found to
facilitate the reaction for both kinetic and thermodynamic rea-
sons. This can be attributed to the weaker binding of water to
RuO� and the longer Ru–O bond of RuO�, as opposed to RuO and
RuO+. Our results on RuO+ will assist future experimental work to
identify the products of RuO+ with water by means of infrared and
electronic spectroscopy, while our results on RuO0,� will enable
the characterization of the RuO� + H2O products via photo-
electron spectroscopy (see for example ref. 11).

The present findings suggest that electron rich metal oxide
clusters are expected to activate O–H bonds and release H2

easier. Over the past decade, there is high experimental interest
in the reactions of anionic single metal centers or small metal
oxide clusters with small molecules, such as water, methane,
and carbon monoxide or dioxide (see for example ref. 29–36).
The comparison of cationic and anionic V2O3 clusters has
shown that the cation favors the association reaction with
water, which hinders the dehydrogenation reaction.37 Our
present theoretical work is in agreement with this observation,
and our ongoing efforts to study the reaction of neutral and
charged metal oxides will provide insights into the effect that
the nature of the metal has on their overall chemical activity.
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